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Theme

A large amount of research is-being 6cnducted to develop'and apply Machine Intelligence (MI) technology to aerospace
applications. Machine Intelligence research covers the technical areas under the headings of Artificial Intelligence, Expert
Systems, Knowledge Representation, Neural Networks and Machine Learning. This list is not all inclusive. it has been
suggested that this research will dramatically alter the design of aerospace electronics systems because MI technology enables
automatic or semi-automatic operation and control. Some of the application areas where MI is being considered include sensor
cueing, data and information fusion, command/control/communications/intelligence, navigation and guidance, pilot aiding,
spacecraft and launch operations, and logistics support for aerospace electronics. For many routine jobs, it appears that MI
systems could totally displace human operators. In other situations, MI systems would provide screened and processed data as
well as recommended courses of action to human operators. MI technology will enable electronic systems or subsystems which
adapt or correct for errors and many of the paradigms have parallel implementation or use intelligent algorithms to increase the
speed of response to near real time.

9f [his symposium presents the results of efforts applying MI technology to aerospace electronics applications. The symposium
focuses on applications research and development to determine the types of MI paradigms which are best suited to the wide
variety of aerospace electronics applications.

Theme

Des efforts importants sont actuellement consacr~s au d~veloppement et h l'application des technologies de l'intelligence
artificielle (IA) dans le domaine aerospatial. La recherche en intelligence artificielle couvre: l'intelligence artificielle, les
systemes experts, la reprisentation des connaissances, les reseaux neuronaux et 'apprentissage automatique.

La liste n'est point exhaustive. Pour certains, les rsultats de ces recherches auront pour effet la transformation radicale de la
conception des systemes 4lectroniquos arospatiaux puisque les technologies de 1'IA permettent la commande et la contr6le
automatiques et semi-automatiques. Parmi les domaines d'application oib lA est & l'6tude on distingue: I'alignement des
capteurs, le fusionnement des donn&es et des informations, le commandement, le contr6le, les communications et le
renseignement, la navigation et le guidage, 'aide au pilote, les operations des vehicules spatiaux et les techniques de lancement.
ainsi que le soutien logistique de l'4ectronique airospatiale.

Ainsi, des systimes IA remplaceront totalement l'operateur humain pour de nombreuses tiches. de routine. Dans d'autres
situations encore, les systimes IA fourniront a l'op~rateur humain des donn~es silectionmes et traites ainsi que des
recommendations concernant les actions a prendre. Les technologies de 'IA permettront de rialiser des syst~mes et des sous-
systimes ilectroniques qui s'adaptent aux erreurs ou qui les corrigent. Bon nombre des paradigmes peuvent 6tre mis en oeuvre
en parallile et font appel a des algorithmes intelligents qui permettent d'atteindre des temps de r6ponse en quasi-temps reel.

Ce symposium a presente les efforts qui ont etc consacres h ['application des technologies de l'1A aux problimes de
rHlectronique aerospatiale. Ce symposium a port6 sur les travaux de recherche et de diveloppement en cours, du point de vue
des applications, afin d'identifier les paradigmes IA les mieux adaptes & rUventail d'applications qui se prisente dans le
domaine de l'lectroniquc aerospatiale.
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT

Edward L. Gliatti
Information Processing Technology Branch

System Avionics Division, Avionics Directorate
Wright Laboratories

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, USA, 45433-6728

jUug transitioning the technology to aerospace
vehicles. The diagnostic efforts, such as

The overall quality of the papers and that presented by Israel for ground
presentations at this symposium was maintenance, will likely revolutionize the
excellent. The location, facilities, future of supporting aerospace operations,
interpreters, and arrangements were and some of these are in place and ready
outstanding. The call for papers produced a for the Logistics Centers. The US Adaptivemoderate nuber of submissions, and the Tactical Navigation program shoved that HI
papers that were accepted and presented could provide near term aid to the pilot.
possessed a cross section of activities The maturity of the US ATN and the Navy RPV
targeted at aerospace applications. The program can be attributed to the relative
Machine Intelligence technologies included small size of these efforts and limited
within the 31 applications papers were complexity of the systems.
primarily Exprt System, Knowledge Based
System, and five Neural Network papers. Response to Theme (2). Within the
The applications presented covered a ariety aerospace vehicle, hluman operators control
of aerospace areas, including mission will not be eliminated by the
planning, navigation, coamnications, implementation of MI in aerospace
electronic warfare, resource manaement electronics. Routine functions can be
diagnostics, target recognition, and pilot automatically monitored, as discussed in
aiding. All countries had broad interests the US Pilot's Associate program, where thein the Machine Intelligence technologies and health of aircraft system is continuously

the application areas presented. presented to the pilot. Also, for ground
support, the use of MI can, to some

Obviously, a four-day conference cannot extent, replace some human operators. An

review all the MI work being accomplished example of this capability is presented inthroughout all the mmber nations. The the paper on Advanced Satellite
emphasis of the symposium was on MI Workstation, where a siple rule based

applications for Aerospace Electronics system has provided the ility of
Systems; however, many of the papers removing some specialists rom the support
described applied research results or activity.
laboratory simulation status. There were
the exceptions, primrily in the diagnostic Response to Theme (3). The MI programs of
and navigation arena. Also, a USA Navy the future will provide choices for the
program for a remotely piloted surveillance pilot from which he makes decisions. Many
mission that contained an expert system for of the papers support this capability, most
route planning is to be test flown within notabl the US Pilot's Associate, the
the next year. The limited number of real British TACAID and the French Combat
applications presented, which are ready to Aircraft Embedded Expert System for Real
transition to operational status, is an Time Performance Assesmnt program. The
indication that the technology is still papers within the Core Avionics session
immature. were among those papers that attest to MI

capability to provide pilot aiding in the
In repse to the four themas of the future. These system are still quite
symposi,.u listed completely in the next complex, are only simulated in laboratory
section of this report, the following can be envirments, and lack real time embedded
concluded: electronics that are necessary before

implementations in operational aerospace
Response to Theme (1). Within the near vehicles can take place. Advances in MI
future, KI will probbley not have a drastic system for pilot aiding will have to be
impact on the design of erospace introduced gradually to win pilot's
electronics. There ae same exceptions, confidence. For ground support
such a the UA "ev 3W program previously operations, the use of MI will lessen the
mentioned. In the for term, no asseasment trainin needs for support persoel and
ca be se until more I pr graem move out minate mny support dersosmel.
of the laboratory into flight test and pilot The papers in the space and diagnostics
I I to cm be reviewed. Program that sessions referred directly to this
include thorough verification and validation capability.
will lay the gioudvork for decisions on
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Response to Theme (4). 3(1 vill rable a. There are operational
electronic system to correct sme faults diagnstic prgr-w that contain MI thatand adpt to a i nim t, are provdin excellent results, de ing
S= 8 addressed this are and have pwo m , trainig ned,

aem tid a b e dlity in simlations. Sam an determining fau'ltsaster than by other
exmples Include The Integrated means. An eumple Is in the Israel's
Ccmmications Network Program automatically diagnostic program for supporting aerospace
dsees the comication bodes to mintain electronics.

i capabilities, the t
Electrical Power System Fault b. Applications in the navigation
Detection/AD tiosis Progranmad the Resource arm appear aLmost ready for operational
Ihnagment System Progm automatically iqlimnetation. There is a US Navy progran
redistributes the power In a spacecraft for 0iV which vill fly an MI system in the
based on needs and failures oc=ring in the near future.
system, and the Integrated Coamication,
Navigation, and Identification Avionics c. Progress is being made in
(ICIA) System has detected 98Z of all mission planning however, implementation
f ts aisolt a 909 of faults to a is somewhat in the future due to
single Line Replaceable Nodule. There were requirents for higher eedded processor
other pa supporting this capability of speeds and a need for an improved
findin faults. Bowever, if impl1enPted verification and validation capability.
on-board aircraft real time corrections of
faults is presently limited by the speed of 3. Real time applications require
on board processors and architectures. sin processors, hardare, and
Ground fault detection and isolation theory.
system, where PeIdded processing system
aren't required, can obtain speeds required 4. Verification and validation methods
for real time operation. need to be improved so that the

technologies can be proven to work and sold
Since expert system and knovldge based to users.
system paradigms were essentially the only
MI technology paradigm presented at the To accelerate the implementations of these
sympoii, the answer to the question of technologies for aerospace electronic
determining the best type of E paradi applications, the kind of interactions
that are suitable for a vide variety of begun by this symposium between the MAR)
aerospace electronics applications cannot be countries need to be continued and
wade. Certainly the mature paradigms of increased. This technology is very complex
expert system and knowledge based system and all countries need to-build on the
should be continued to be applied because of achievements of one another to reduce the
their success in mot application areas development time and costs.
addressed in this symposiu. The applied
research papers presented give mich hope for M AND O! LCMES
neural networks.

The title of this symposium was "Machine
The symposium clearly emphasized various Intelligence for Aerospace Electronics
important aspects of machine intelligence in Systems." A revolution in increased
aerospace electronic systems: complexity in airborne electronic system

has evolved to counter the sophistication
1. There are high expectations for of threats to the aircraft and to locate

machine intelligence in future aerospace and attack targets in real time. This
electronic systems in all of the areas added coqplexity has increased the already
addressed by this syqmosium. The use of 1MI heavy vorkload of the modern pilots that
should solve current proble in activities has been created for new aircraft design
like real time satellite control, correcting that have ever increasing aerodynamic,
faults providing increased pilot's sensor, and wapon capabilities. The
situation awareness and automting ground outgrowth of this is the desire to lover
support. Tose vith respect to diagnostics the pilot's burden and to increase his
ad- avigation cam be implented soon. situation awareness by using increased
Other more complex systms, like in the automtion, systems that auto mtically
pilot aiding arma (as dmotrated in the respond to non-essetial actions, and to
Pilot's Ass.ates prr ), require more provide him with decision aids. Unless
ipremuta in the MI telmoloy and in this autonomous capability is developed, we

ting teclnolngies, such as redl time can ex ect reduced mission effectiveness.
In addotion, wipon system readines and
maintenance are problem that limit

2. There are a few areas where machine availability of avionics and therefore,
intelligence is pmm tl implemented, but aircraft. To alleviate these problems,
most activity is in the " tory. Some of smart team am needed that have thethe pr! u t imlemtations ar in the caiabilittes to adapt and reason like
follvn arss humans an to repair themselves or mitigate
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failure through fault tolerant techniques. emphasizing that the "hype" for 1MI systems
This has generated the current wave oF is over, and that "opportunities are
activity In Machine Intelligence (MI) to boundless for the use of HI in avionics
provide these needed capabilities for the systems, and potential applications exist
veapon system. of the future. in systems diagnostics, planning, coMan

and control, intelligence, flight and fire
The Avionics Panel developed four main control, and electronic warfare." Be
themes to consider for this symposium to stated that events of the Persian Gulf have
determine the maturity and uses of HI for changed his Impression of the state of
future aerospace electronic systems: advanced technology. In Operation Desert

Storm, Artificial Intelligence has shown
1. MI will dramatically alter the it's usefulness, and that mmber nation Air

design of aerospce electronics system Forces need to maintain the technology edge
because HI .nables automatic or presently enjoyed. Fusion of all available
semi-automatic operation and control. data will be a critical driver for future

systems if air-crew situation awareness is
2. For many routine jobs, HI will to be improved, as required for the complex

totally displace human operators. environments envisioned. Machine
Intelligence efforts should concentrate on

3. For other situations, HI will meeting the following objectives: improve
provide screened or processed training, use in ummnned flying vehicles,
recommendations for courses of actions to automate diagnostics and repe reliance
human operators. on technical manuals, and develop systems

that are aimed not so much at enhancing
4. MI will enable electronic systems technology but being user friendly. His

that adapt or correct for errors, and many prediction was that future systems will
of the paradigms promise to increase the routinely have MI incorporated in avionics
speed of response to near real time through systems; however, these system must be
arallel inplementations or use of cautiously sold to the users.tntelli et algorithms. He acknowledged that US DOD and NASA have

The symposium was to concentrate on invested funds in many applications
presenting the results of applying I relevant to avionics. The bifgest and most
technology to aerospace electronics complicated program and one that was
applications. This includes focusing on reported in this symposium is the DARPA
determining the types of I paradigms which sponsored, Pilot's Associate Program. Many
are best suited to the wide variety of other less complex programs are included in
aerospace electronics applications. The numerous US programs, and some are included
panel, in the call for papers, did not find within the presentations here. Much of the
an overabundance of application activities MI technology has advanced to the point
(since most of the activities are within the that it is considered a software
research arena) from which to chose; engineering tool.
however, there was a sufficient amount of
activity to report from each member nation Session I Commd Control, Coaii cations
that was it was determined worthwhile to and Information ((Al)
take this initial look at the technology.
Another problem in assessing papers for this The papers in this session cover the
symposium was in determining which papers important areas of mission theater control
reported truly I activities versus those of forces and surveillance of enemy
that reported work that could be considered actions. All the efforts are quite
"clever programming." This is a problem complex, large, and are being evaluated in
that the I commity in general still has the laboratory. Simulation results have
not resolved, shown more accurate assessment of the

battlefield can be accomplished with the
For this symposium, the goals were to aid of MI.
accurately determine the current
state-of-the art of I applications, to In Paper No. 1, the author described an
determine the system areas where near-term Integrated Comuwnications Network (IQC)
payoffs can be achieved and to define where Management System (INS) to allow
the member nation should put emphasis in integration of C3I functions that are
the future. adaptive and survivable in a dynamic

environment, to support strategic and
UCNU L 00= tactical operations. This INS provides

reactive capability despite en efforts
The symosium began with a keynote address and, in addition, provides corrective
by Philippe o. Douchard, Brigadier General, responses to some intenal systems

(Retred) who is the Director of the failures. The INS system automatically
Center for Artificial Intelligence initiates surviving resources and
Aplications, in Dayton, Ohio, USA. He set determines the optimal choice of end-to-end

tone for the meeting by strongly connections by weighting several
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predetermined decision criteria. It dymc cha s while giving reasonable
evaluates conflicts and mode choge to
alloy for ever-chnging user needs and
operational conditions while alloving Semion fl-Sae operatims
reduced oPrator Intervention. The BE is
an intell t, ytm-ide mnager that In this section, the papers are aimed at
automticaly keeps the comnmication lowering the cost and improving the control
networks available for satisfying mission of spacecraft from a ground and spaceborne
ruquir m ats. The author states that to perspective. Since the spacecraft is
obtain the integrated network, the resource Wiually without a hun aboard, the use of
manager requires implementation of MI MI is vital for adaptable operations
techniques. The system will be prototyped required to accomplish the ission. In
in a laboratory in the fall of 1991. At addition, a key objective is for MI systems
present, the system automatically gives the to perform the highly technical ground
optiom solution; however, there exists a control function, for more accurate control
need to shorten the response time and and the reduction of the need for as many
increase the bandwidth of the system. highly trained operators.

Paper No. 2 described an effort to In Paper No. 4, the Advanced Satellite
implemet an inhouse testbed to provide a Workstation (ASV) is investigating the
si-lation of an operational environment to utility of expert systems in a simple rule-
validate nev decision-making commnd and based system for the attitude control of a
control (C2) decision aids. Most military satellite. ThreL goals were
in-laboratory validations of these aids lack established for the program: (1) Reduce the
operational realism and, therefore, give cost of ground control, especially
results that are difficult to substantiate. manpover; (2) Reduce the nmmber of
Past attempts at a decentralized system specialists needed; and (3) Automate
caused bottlenecks. This led to a modified operator tasks. Satellite information was
blackboard design that centralizes data and gathered from factory experts and from
provides easy incorporation of new data and flight data to make the knowledge base for
decision aids as they become available. The the system. The expert system detects
current system uses an Oracle relational problem and offers solutions and/or
data base, an intelligent controller for automatically recalls appropriate factory
activating decision aids when needed, and an information to better understand the
object-oriented simulation to allow realism problem. Linking the system with a main
for verification and validation. Future Commnd and Control System provided a means
efforts will use a distributed object to evaluate the systems performance. A
environment that allows decision aids to demonstration and report have been
receive and send information. This system accomplished for this low-cost program.
allows implemetation of loosely coupled
designed decision aids in a realistic Paper No. 5 discussed human reasoning and
simulation environment. Interoperability an attempt to develop a system capable of
and evaluation is required before this humn-like reasoning for autonomous
system could be fielded in a composite satellite control. At the present time,
operational system. there are 4000 individuals supporting 80

satellite system. By the year 2000, there
Paper No. 3 discussed a method of producing will be 135 satellites. This program has
More realistic route planing. Effective as it's Intent the reduction of the number
route planning, to counter threats, is a of personnel required while improving the
requirmet for future mission accuracy of control. Humans rely on many
accomlislets and survivability but different reasoning techniques to solve
present methods do not consider all the problems, and this program is integrating
elements necessary to ensure success. A man of them. The system uses a blackboard
progrm called "Heuristic Route architecture for blending the various kinds
Optization" (530) uses Object Oriented of reasoning thrgh m ous reasoning

rograing to produce route planning that modules. The modular partitioning of the
takes into account many factors that other system is based on reasoning methodolow4-s
pr ogri do not. These variables include rather than the usual knowledge categories.
specific airfrmes, tactics, mltiple The system produces a synergistic effect
sorties, threat connectivity, and alert through the blackboard that solves problems
status. The E program collects threat not solvable by any individual modules. The
information, determines and stores costs of addition of learning feedback allows
encountering targts, and perform an A* u t Future extensions will add more
search to obtain lowest cost. The prng modules and provide a feedback
can be modified dynamically as requid. system to the modules.
The system produes a mission path plan,
that although may not be option, Paper No. 6 described a fault detection/
nevertheless, produces a good route with low diagnosis and resource mnIgement system
lethality and cost. Thi tool is capable of for spacecraft or space system electrical
plamin multiple sorties responding to power control. Ground based monitoring and
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control of space vehicles has become more system uses a stored knowledge base,
demndig du e to loy intersect times. Thus, selects relevant experiences, and
a requirent for a more automated system extrapolates them to the current situation
was needed. The author discussed the to produce the best recommendation for
various costs and equipment capabilities of countermeasures response. Tvo types of
automation in space as compared to on the data, signal and kinmatics, form the basis
ground. One particularly critical system is fo the analysis and are used to calculate
the control and monitoring of the electrical survivability. New knowledge can easily be
o system (B'S). AnAi system vas added. The system makes use of various

developed to better distribute the power machine intelligence and processing
aft ermining faults in either the space technologies such as parallel processing,
vehicle or the ground system. The critical fuzzy sets, neural networks, and
element of this system is the model based optimization.
fault module that determines emrgency
responses in real time and provides input to Paper No. 9 provided an overview of neural
the model based diagnostic module. The processing techniques and their potential
system is capable of isolating failed applications in ESM functions such as:
components and provides input to an tra ng, deinterleaving, emitter
adaptive planner that keeps a file on identification, and tactical situation
successLm operations. At the present time, analysis. As radar parameters become
an integrated Fault/Planning system is higher in frequency and more complex in
impl mPted and will be connected to a large general, a radically new method is required
space-breadboard EPS for Space Based Radar to accomplish the ESM functions.
operation. The next phase will demonstrate Therefore, a neural network system was
the resulting radar power control system. developed and evaluated. Neural networks

are useful to solve the emitter
Session III-Offesie/mfensive System identification problem due to increased
Electronics density and complexity of emitters both

friendly and enemy, and new war mode
The papers of this section covered a broad parameters. Results were shown from a
range of complexity and applications program using probabilistic neural networks
including mission planning, automatic target to discriminate targets in elevations with
recognition, and electronic countermeasures. multipath present. The system is very
Although these programs are mostly in promising; however, a few problems remain
laboratory evaluation, they nevertheless such as growth of the neural network,
demnstrate the power of Mto help solve excessively long training, and no link to
critical aerospace electronic application history of responses. Hardware is being
problems. developed to mike implementation possible.

Paper No. 7 described an effort by British Paper No. 10 discussed a research activity
Aerospace, called "TAAID," to embed Al looking at computing optimal aircraft
into future fighter aircraft. Earlier, work trajectory in real time that increases
was reported to AGARD on the use of AI in survivability and mission effectiveness and
mission planning in a one-on-mamy, minimizes radar exposure when encountering
air-to-air, beyond-visual-range system. enemy threats. The normal methods of
Presently, they are working on the TACAD solving this problem require airborne
prototype to explore the use of high level processors with greater than 30 HIPS
heuristic reasoning to produce optimm ca pability, which are not available at
steering and firing cues for tactical present. An analogous program is solved
situations for single seat aircraft engaging using electromagnetic fields looking at
targets beyond visual rag.This system scaler field theory. A massively parallel
inc es artificial intellimce along with neural network architecture is defined that
conventional algorithms. TACAID solves the resulting second order partial
utilizes heuristics within an AI tool called differential equations while providing real
*MUSE" and has been implemented on a Sun time operation. The experimental neural
work station. Results show that this network system, based on the
knowledge representation is flexible and can electro.gnetic analogy, has produced good
be updated easily. Future efforts dealing path solutions.
with uncertainty and real time may require
neural networks. Paper No. 11 presented results from using

neural networks for automatic
Paper No. 8 discussed an artificial classification of air targets in infrared
intelligence system approach that i . The system has two modes; one
automatically recouuds countermeasures i an tor and the other is
aist threati by performing analysis of automated with neural networks. The four

ture intemrcepts without direct layer back propagating neural network is
id tification of the threat. The objective trained using real data. This network
of the systam Is to recommmn countermeasure allows good recognition, h peed, and
reponme while accomdatin imperfect data rapidly learns new data. we
and errors in situation assesment. The imlemtation of the vector-atrix
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multiplication classification system is interviewing mny pilots. A
emasily accompliohed. The neural network demonstration in an F-16 dome simlation
system obtaihd 9(x correct classification facility was successfully accomplished.
on all types of targets or buildings, The results shoved that the use of an AIN
whatever their orientation or oistance, n system could reduce navigation errors, and
a bckgroud. eal time hardware the crews preferred the interaction

laemuatation of the neural network is rovided. The results and experiences
belg attempted at the present time. ring this project indicated that such an

intelet system manager could produce a
Paper fo. 12 stated that in hostile Msrl benefit in the real world. With
envirannts the Angle of Arrival (AOA) is the inclusion of more knowledge and better
the key sorting parameter for Radar Warning smsors the benefits of an AIN system
Receivers due to its stability over time. A should Improve.
novel Phae interferometer that measures AOA
more then ten times better than standard In Paper No. 15, the author has developed
system s described. The ADA allows an algorithm to improve the reliability of
treat localization with increase aircraft inertial navigation system (INS)
performance by the aircraft through threat using neural network software slm tons
avoidance. Since the EW problem is a matter to model sytematic errors in attitude
of decisions over time, smart reasoning is outputs. This neural network system, after
required. That requirement led to the training, produces the correct attitude
inclusion of the "SEIS, expert system- output under almost all circmstances. The
This system provides threat modeling, hig point of this system is the use of a
reasoning, ambiguity determination, and "Jickkife" training algorithm. ith this
heuristics for threat avoidance. Future aZgorithk, training does not increase
systems will include neural networks for exponetially with the number of training
prefiltering. The author's view is that examples. This training method produces a
using neuraL networks for time integration nearest neighbor neural network that is
would be difficult. %ll behaved" doesn't deviate from the

training data, and therefore, provides the
Session IV--vwigation System Electronics needed reliability. The simulations were

evaluated using flight test data from
Applications of HI to aerospace navigation sampled INS data. Locally linear and back
electronic systems is close to being propagation neural networks were used. The
available for impleentation. This was results using the flight test data provided
verified in the papers of this session. two ailliradians accuracy with five inputs
Results shown were most encouraging. The from heading, pitch and roll sensors.
reason for this maturity is largely due to
the smaller size and the lack of complexity Session V--Cre Electronics
of these applications. The papers of this session exclusively

In Paper No. 13, the author discussed the coveied the aplication of MI to pilot
attempt to implement a real time Knowledge aiding and co it situation awareness in a
Based System for an autopilot for a generic single seat aircraft performing a tactical
high-performance aircraft. The first try mission. The DARPA sponsored "Pilot's
using CLIPS progring language and was too Associate Prorm", the largest and most
slow and theiefore, osuccessful. A new complex US MI program targeted for aircraft
implementation using a Fortran Library for application, was reviewed in this session.
Expert System Development (FLX) provided an All of the efforts described in the papers
order of mgnitude iprovement in speed and are laboratory simulations that show vast
satisfactory operation. Preliminary results improvements for the cockpit. However,
suggest that this system is capable of real real time operation and verification and
time pilot aiding. The efforts include a validation are problems that must be
heavy mhasis on the verification and resolved before serious implementation can
validation of a real time Knowledge Based take place.autopilot. Paper No. 16 described the USAF's attempt
Paper No. 14 reviewed the results of at developing a system to support a
inserting Artificial Intelligence into a single-seat fighter pilot aiding capaility
navigation system designed for tactical using a knowledge-based decision-aiming
aircraft. Future aircraft require high system called the "Plots Associates
accuracy navigation data for stand-off Program." Two contractors, with different
wapon delivery, terrain folloving/terrain flight scenarios and mission requiremets,
avodane, ad nght-in-vmther operation. were included. The program would not
The system d was named the Adaptive replace the pilot but vuld aid him. A
Tactical Navigation system vith the purpos vido ws shoWn that explained the system,
of selecting the bet swm of nvigation demonstrated how the 5 expert stems might
data from nine different possible interact, and depicted the di
combinations of sensor inputs. ,he possible.for pilot viewing. p
knowledge Included vas gathered by discussed the four phases of the program,
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getting to the real time capability to be requirements and displays for ease of
ihon in their Demonstration 4 during 1992. comprehesion. Finally, the system must be
Present activities are trying to get real validated. The current status of the
time performance and implementation on system is that there will be a simulation
mlti-chip modules with co-processors. The run in the laboratory in the near future.
progran hadbreakthroughs in the following A flyable system will not be available
areas: evaluation of large complex AI until the year 2000.
system proven rapid prototyping as an
effective tool in system development, and Paper No. 19a presented a program for
the translation of LISP into ADA. implementing an AI system for the control

of an Remotely Piloted Vehicle (RPV). The
In Paper No. 17, this British program is targeted RPV program does not have
focused on aiding the single seat pilot by man-aided ground control and does not carry
making tactical decision aids available, weapons. The system combines AI expert
These aids are required to increase systems with real time control to perform
performance and decrease workload. This route planning for ocean surveillance. The
work addressed both the offensive and system called "Sensor Driven Airborne
defensive the air-to-air combat role of Replanner" (SDAR) uses the camera system to
modern fighter aircraft. Situation determine for current azimuth and
assessment algorithms were shown, along with elevation, and the focal length of the
associated cockpit displays. This paper system to determine latitude, longitude,
outlined the work and achievemets to date and size of the ship under observation.
and provided infomed opinon regarding the Based on the response of the SDAR,
further development of Tactical Decision autopilot comands are generated for
Aids. It discussed difficulties with the navigation of the RFV to the best position
implementations including the nonexistence for the mission. A laboratory simulation
of a small air-worthy computer system, proved that the system could accomplish the
difficulty of obtaining a practical mission. Overall, the program has
solution, and for a generic problem what is developed the inference engine, rules,
the right or optimum solution. Future work sensor input requirements, smart autopilot,
mist address real time operation and and successfully integrated all component
achieving maximm performance with mininum parts.
workload.

In Paper No. 20, a Threat Magemnt System
Paper No. 18 also discussed the complexities (TMS) was described that addresses the
caused by single seat aircraft in the planning phase of a penetrating bomber
sophisticated environments existing or mission. The prototype developed provides
expected. The author discussed the in-flight situation awareness terrain and
development of a Mission Management Aid threat avoidance, and tactical advice.
using AI that fuses many of the data sources Preflight mission plans are developed from
available to the pilot to make decisions, electronic order of battle and ground order
from taking care of "house-keeping" to of battle information. The results of this
determining optimm flight plans using the prefli t p lan is to automatically compute
fusion of sensors and data available. optitLflight paths. The system, when
Problems exist in understanding the pilot's airborne, monitors the actual situation and
information requirements, how to best replaces the mission plan as required due
present the data and putting expert systems to changes in the environment, using
into conventionl computers. Their next knowledge about own capabilities and those
step will be an attempt to develop a of the ene h. Te threat scenario is
dedicated "translation" of this expert deteined by using the sensor data
system into a "conventional" real time received and the stored knowledge base. In
language on a conventional processor. the future, a digital mp capability will
Finally he discussed the serious problem of be Included along with real hardware.
validating the system.

Paper No. 19 stated that due to the Session VL-Diqnostics
complexities of future aircraft and single
seat aircraft, advanced aids are required The following papers dealing with
for achieving mission success. This program diagnostics revealed a most mature area of
provides mission mangement aids by fusing MI application. The most successful uses
many assorted data Inputs for an air of MIin the exert system area outside the
Interdiction mission. These aids are military are already well defined for
required due to increased fighter speeds, diagnosis in medicine, cataloging,
increasing nmber of cockpit systems and ordering, and inventory. The success
displays, and Increases In the nuWer of shown in these papers using MI, therefore,
sensors. This system generates an optimum comes as no surprise.
flight plan. In addition, the ptea tto
automatically takes care of -n fe Paper No 21 discussed the fact
hokeepin functions. Great cur is taken half of the costs of operating combat
to understand the pilot's information aircraft is due to maintenance probles.
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To lover this cost reauires that the support tools.maintenance be ao ished in the future as

a two-level system ( ield, depot levels). Paper No. 24 presented a knowledge-based
The objective is to automate the trouble assistant for diagnosis in aircraft
shooting and to provide non-amiguous fault mintennce. Often in the mintennce of
detection. The use of AI greatly aids this aircraft, the diagnosis is the bottleneck
two level concept. However, the first in achieving timely an inexpnive
studies have shown that AI by itself does repairs. Lessons learned are easily added
not solve the problem but must be combined to the knowledge base. At the present, the
with a more global philosophy. The program is aimed at identifying problems in
procedure is to investigate the system from the air-conditioning system of transport
an integrated mainteance concept by aircraft. Since the air-conditioning
checking the integrity of hardware and system Is distributed over the aircraft and
software components of functional chains, since components are not directly
Intelligent machines may be used at various accessible, there is no single test
stages; real time during mission and fault procedure. The AI system identifies
detection at the intermediate shop and at problems using synthesis to determine cause
the depot. An MI system is expected to be and using past experiences and
fielded as a full-up system by 1997. observations hypothesizes, and symptoms to
Results to date shoe that HI is well suited recommend solutions. Some of the elements
for diagnostics. The system combined that cause diagnosis bottlenecks include
techniques for best results yielding a incomplete complaint informatio,,oor
system that detected 98% of all faults documntation, lack of complaint istory,
within 60 minutes. and lack of feedback. The US will specify

tests and various mintenance activities
Paer No. 22 described an Expert System that should solve the problem. So far,
cald" TOR that identifiesand the system has been validated in the
isolates faults that occurred during laboratory. The next stage is to build a
previous flights. This is determined during prototype system. What has been shown is
post flight ground checkout. The present that a BS maintenance aiding system can
system checks the Tornado nose radar system. perform diagnosis and transform results
With the increased identification of faults into specific tests. Past experiences are
by this system, the time and cost of identifiable and formalized within the KBS,
perfomin maintenance has been greatly and within a limited scope, the system was
reduced. This has been accomplished des pite successfully demonstrated. Lack of adequate
the increasing complexity of this aircraft. complaint Informtion is still a problem.
This system also provides accurate debriefs
on the cause of failure, alloving increased In Paper No. 25 a system was described to
learning by the personmel in charge of isolate faults to one or more modules in an
maintenance. There is a need to include all Integrated Communication, Navigation, and
of the electronic system on-board the Identification Avionics (ICIIA) system.
Tornado and not just the radar. The present The internal expert system provides a more
system runs on either a PC or a Symlics reliable and fault-tolerant systm. The
processor. A three to four times speed system uses built-in tests and analysis of
improvment is achieved when using the the airborne configuration to isolate
Symbolics processor. faults. The author shoved pictures of the

advanced development model of the system.
In Paper No. 23, an expert system decision The software is in-flight reconfigureable
aid for assisting in aircraft maintenance to work around faults. The system allows
was described. The system handles large detection of 98% of all faults, isolates
scale units under test (ULM) that contain 90% of the faults to an Line Replacable
both analog and digital electronics, Module, LRM, or isolates 95% of the faults
hydraulic, and mechanical iiodules. The to two IRMs. The system uses Built-in-Test
system identifies faulty modules, as the data collection mechanism for the
determines the optimum test sequence, and expert system. The payoff is increased
learns from experiences. The diagnostic and operational availability and improved
test sequencing algorithm proves the supportability.
potential of MI to jrform equipment
troubleshooting. The system is being used Paper No. 26 dealt with the use of HI for
operationally at the present. The old software supportability. Advanced avionics
method of do this type of maintenance was systems execute vast amounts of Ada
to have numerous diagnotic charts with software on mltiple parallel computers.
step-by-step instructions that led to Avionics software support occurs after the
nmerous possible faults. This method, software is fielded at the Logistics
using AI, eliminates the diagnostic charts. Centers. Maintenance of complex software
The system displays pictures, schmatics involves many people. The majority of the
timing tables and color-coded data shwng cost to avionics software system is
states of - r-mee. This system allows attributed to the software support are.
quick testr, dosn-It require high Correction of deficiencies andthe addition
trained persomel, and also ilu various of enhancements require such time for
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searching and inferencing of infomation. of the various activation frae groups.
The real problem is that nich of the The user can dynamically modify parameters
development knoWledge is not available. The to determine their effect on the system.
system described uses MI to transfer this This greatly reduces the effort and
knowlake to the user. The support system increases the accuracy of manual
developed assists in timely plcint and interpretation. Future work is expected to
organization of dhne to the software. It translate the system into AD language,
uses a rule based system and semntic incorporate parallel proesing, and-fully
networks to commicate to the user. develo the knoledge base for verificationaid vaidation.

Sesion V- erc 7edmolo.' Paper No. 29 discussed a knovledge-based
acquisition system developed for the

The paers in this session cover more Candian Space Agency using the AUE
g of possible aerospace system expert system shell. The system allows
applications. The specific MI te olgies the users to rapidly develop their ovn
areas of concern are quite diverse. These expert system knowledge bases and convert
papers provided a most interesting close to them for use in task-oriented training.
the symposium. The system has a learning module that

matches the user's knowledge data base with
Paper No. 27 detailed the results of a an expert's. Another moduli evaluates the
cognitive study looking at AI techniques to user's accomplishments. The program,
iprove the an-machine interface for C3 vritten in C, is applicable to crew
system. This study was required because training problem. Results have confirmed
most of the AI research for C3I focused on that the tools provide a practical means of
imrovements in the basic concepts of utilizing existing industrial personnel to
information transmission and algoritls to construct complex, automted training
improve the identification process but, did courses. Experiences gained should meet a
not consider the equally important part of broad range of training needs.
interface to the operator through a graphics
display. Two decision aids have been In Paper No. 30, problem with reasoning
developed: the Tactical Expert Mission with incomplete and uncertain information
Planner (TEMPLAR) and the identification of for application to aerospace electronic
Comnd and Control Operations Nodes (ICON). systems were discussed. Many of the
The EPLAR system is an expert system using decisions to be made in an aerospace
frame-based reasoning. The ICON system is a vehicle suffer from not having complete
blackboard embedded system. The techniques data and uncertainties within the available
tried were adopted from the entertairment data. The author stated that MI was harder
and advertising comuity. The study than researchers were led to believe Some
assmed that the required data were applications are being accomplished;
available and that processing power of the however, further progress is hindered by
future will handle these future demands lack of verification and validation of
The graphical representations apply to the performance of MI implemntations. For
tactical C3 domain and include mission reasoning with incomplete and uncertain
scheduling ehancements to animate a data, the Dempster-Schaefer and Bayesian
situation assessment map over time. These methods were described. It is tricky
presentations are understood at a glance and setting the probability limits for these
give the operator a better understanding of uncertainties.
the situation. The systm proved to be very
user friendly and the graphics enhanced the
effectiveness of using Mr techniques.

In Paper No. 28, a graphics tool titled There should be another symposium in two or
"RegneeingGraphica Analysis Tool" (SAT) three years, Which should iclude

ws Id that provides the user with a presenters from this sympoeium reporting
single-step capability to identify on their progress as well as new papers and
bottlenecks or incorrect parameters in an presenters. A lecture series shold be
activation frame architecture. From the conducted on MI technology and applications
Advanced Tactical Naviption System program to aerospace electronic systms to
described earlier in this session, it was disseminate MI research findings more
found that the activation framwork rapidly.
architecture bad problms setting up the
cotrol settingsand interacting between the This symposium concludd that future MI
AIndonetinls ysld s It was aplctosshould be accelerated for
etrmly difficult to perform verification eller and simpler aerospace electronic
vW validation of the knowledge bas. AT system . The relative high dgre of
was the tool developed to deal with these maturity of this type of applications
probles arising in the activation framework reported here attests to this conclusion.
architecture. The graphics interface Certainly, pro aimed towards the most
dispUlay the interactlrw among all levels successful applications, such as navigation
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and diagnostics systems, should be funds for MI applications for aerospace
accelerated to lePlmentation. If this is electronic systems be spent on the
done, the continued success with these less development of real time emdded hardware
risky applications would lay the groundwork and in the verification and validation
for the approval of larger system areas.
applications in the future. Also, in these
days of declining defense budgets, these General Bouchard mde interesting caints
types of siapler applications are more about the aceptance of HI by pilots that
affordable. This approach should not should be conidered by MI planners and
exclude work on the larger and more coplex developers. In the process of trying to
rograms at a reasonable level so that the sell NI system, he has found that most

11benefits of this I technology can be military pilots are not ready to accept
realized in the future. claim that pilots need additional aid for

flying their aircraft or achieving mission
One of the fumdamntal limitations of MI for objectives. Pilots will not accept systems
aerospace electronics system, as defined by which remove control or make decisions
most of the speakers at this syv osium, is pertaining to critical flight or mission
the need for reel time embedded hardware. parameters. Future systems should be sold,
Before implam1 tations can take place, therefore, on the basis of their support to
considerable progress needs to be the pilot with little attention given to
accomplished in the developmn t and the AI included.
availability of airborne aichitectures and
processors that provide real time operation. Many MI technologies were discussed at this
In addition another limitation of MI for symosium; however, no single approach has
aerospace electronics system is in the area shown a capability of solving, nan
of verification and validation of NI optimum way, all of the problm areas
solutions. Without good methods of doing discussed. Therefore, for applications of
verification and validations, it is the future, it is recom-nded that hybrids
difficult to assess the iturity and consisting of mixes of MI technologies be
benefits of the technology and the used since they offer the best solution to
developed system will not gin the many aerospace electronics system problem.
acceptance necesary for mjor system
implem tation. Therefore, it is
recommended that an increasing share of
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Preliminary Remarks

Thank you for the kind introduction, and thank you to our host nation, Portugal, for the excellent conference accommodations.
Since submitting my remarks for clearance, a war has been fought and major United States Air Force reorganizations have
resulted in name changes for many of the R&D organizations represented here today.

Therefore, I am going to depart slightly from the speech written last year, which has been overcome by many events.

Moreover, I trust my former compatriots at the United States Air Forces newly named Rome Laboratory, and those at the
newly named Wright Laboratory will excuse my language if I occasionally lapse into terminology which signals out either
avionics or C31. There is no intention of enhancing the importance of one versus the other... both are equally important
electronic system technologies.., developed in the United States Air Force by separate organizations.

Also, please excuse my use of the term Artificial Intelligence and its abbreviation Al, the term commonly used in the United
States. I will have more to say about this unfortunate wording later.

Introduction

It is opportune that AGARD should be addressing the topic"Machine Intelligence for Aerospace Electronic Systems" during a
time of United States defense spending cuts and economic recession. The United States defense market will, for the next few
years, best be characterized by a curtailment of major new program starts. The few new systems which survive the cuts will
include major advances in electronics integration and new technologies, such as Artificial Intelligence. The Advanced Tactical
Fighter (ATF) immediately comes to mind, wherein its avionics functional integration architecture coordinates sensor fusion,
synthesizes cockpit displays, monitors systems' states, and provides decision aids. However new systems such as the ATF will be
the exception during the decade of the 1990s.

Upgrades of existing aerospace systems will most likely be the norm, and avionics and C-I upgrades may be the method most
employed for improving total system performance because of high operational payback. Since defense avionics technology has
often been the source of advances in commercial aircraft, and orders for commercial jet airliners are at a record high in the
United States, the requirement for innovative avionics technology should remain strong despite tight budgets. Although United
States research and development outlays will slow in the early 1990s, many companies have already stated they will increase
R&D spending in electronics, communications, and sensor technologies.

During my experience as Director for the Center for Artificial Intelligence Applications (CAIA), I have observed that the
largest percentage of successfully implemented knowledge-based systems occur in commerical applications to improve
decision making, productivity, product quality, and diagnostics. The higher risk, higher pay-off intelligent systems applications
have been the domain of the military. In fact, I have observed a propensity for the United States Defense Department to invest its
lre percentage of Al dollars in highly visible weapon systems applications versus the acquisition management techniques
which are used to procure these same weapon systems. Nevertheless, as the Al technology for these higher risk military system
applications mature, commercial spinoffs should be plentiful. Thus, the market for intelligent electronics should remain strong,
and that is why this conference on "Machine Intelligence for Aerospace Electronic Systems" is timely.

This paper briefly describes one of the initiatives taken by the United States Air Force to ensure continued growth in the
application of Al to pertinent problems, many in electronics. Also discussed are likely applications for future knowledge-based
systems based on the Persian Gulf War experience.

Tbs CterA frd ,aeWbi ina cmmen pad

The Center for Artificial Intelligence Applications (CAIA) began its operations in October, 1987. The United States Air Force
at Wright Patterson AFB in Ohio, established the CAIA through aS 10 Million contract. Its mission is to adapt Al technologies
for Air Force applications and to expand the Dayton, Ohio, area Al talent base through education and training. The Center is
mnaged and funded by the Aeronautical Systems Division, Al Technology Office, located at Wright Patterson AFB, Ohio.

The CAIA comis of a smal staff and Al researchers from one commercial company and sewn Ohio universities. This
conim consists of Central State University, The University of Dayton, Case Western Reserve University, The University of

__ _ _ _
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Cincinnati, The Ohio State University, Sinclair Community College, Wright State University and Teknowledge Federal
Systems. The CAIA staff's function is mainly administrative, although some are involved in Al training and prototyping of
expert systems in the Center's well-equipped protoryping facility. However, the goal is to have the majority of the prototyping
and applied research accomplished by the university and commercial subcontractors at their local facilities.

The Center's mission is to satisfy United States Air Force requirements; therefore work is focused on At applications rather
than basic research. Five major services are provided. Application Screenings are the initial risk/value assessment of a problem
which might lend itself to an Al solution. Typically a panel of six to ten consortium members (engineers, scientists, and
knowledge engineers) interview an expert for some two to three hours to assess Al and systems engineering risks and value to
the user. Those applications which survive the initial screening are recommended for the next step, AI Application Assessments
which are similar in format to Screenings. Again, a panel of consortium members interview an expert, this time for some two or
three days to reaffirm the screening's risk assessment and to gather sufficient information to write a prototyping or applied
research plan.

If the application lends itself to a knowledge-based technology solution, the next step in the series of services is Rapid
Prototyping ofan Expert System. Depending on the complexity of the problem, this could take six to nine months. The result is a
proof-of-concept system with which the user can decide whether to proceed to a fully fielded system.

If the assessment indicates high risks, but also indicates high value to the user, the Center typically will start what is termed an
Applied Research and Development (R&D) project to reduce risks before starting a prototyping effort. All of the Center's Neural
Network R&D falls in this category.

The last service provided by the Center is Al Training to raise the Al literacy both in the Air Force and the local civilian sector.
Short courses are tailored for various levels of the Aeronautical Systems Division 11,000 person work force. For instance, a
three-hour AI overview is taught for executives and managers, while a four-day course on fundamentals, a five-day hands on
course in expert system development, and a two-day hands on neural network workshop are attended by practicing scientists,
engineers, computer professionals and first-level supervisors.

In summary. the five services offered by the Center are Applications Screenings. Applications Assessments, Rapid Prototyping,
Applied Research & Development, and Training.

The Center's work generally falls in the following application areas of primary interest to the Air Force:

- Manufacturing Technology
- Data Management
- Program Management
- Design Assistance
- Diagnostics

The first two areas, Manufacturing Technology, and Data Management, have been determined, through a survey, to be of
primary interest to the Dayton area industry. As the Center expands its services to serve the private sector, these application
areas are emphasized.

During the first six months of the Center's existence, seventy applications were screened and approximately half were
recommended for assessment or applied R&D in a prioritized order. Currently, the Center is working on fourteen projects.
several of which are avionics related.

Examples of some of the avionics work currently being conducted are as follows:

Polynomial Neural Networks for Airborne Applications

This is an applied R&D project to determine the feasibility of using neural networks in a missile evasion scenario. Researchers
at Wright State University have determined that a polynomial neural network can out-perform, in speed and accuracy, the
conventional look-up table technique in permitting a fighter aircraft to evade hostile air to air missiles. An additional finding
associated with this work is that large look-up tables, when needed can be constructed more efficiently by using a neural
network approach.

Autonmia De lopment of Test Progam Sets

This is an applied R&D project to compare and merge the strengths of two different knowledge-based diagnostic systems for
avionics. The Ohio State University and Central State University are investigating the feasibility of closely integrating compiled
knowledge and deep causal knowledge based approaches to achieve a fast, accurate, robust technique for diagnosing avionics
malfunctions.

uul Neour* for lhPceis InerrAl Naganon Unit Dam

This multiple phase project covducted by the University of Dayton assessed neural network simulations for maintaining the
pointing and tracking accuracy of an optical device detection system whose performance was limited by insufficient Inertial
Navigation Unit (INU) data. Neural network simulations were evaluated using F- 16 flight test data that sampled INU outputs at
higher-than-standard rates. Results indicated that neural network simulations could predict INU data at the required rates and
accuracy. Follow-on work will address the development of neural network software simulations that adaptively smooth INU
outputs. Dr Stephen Gustafson will describe in more detail this project in his presentation.
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Other avionics related projects which are being contemplated include the design of a knowledge-based architecture for an
autonomous electrical spacecraft on-board power system, automatic target recognition using hierarchical neural system, and
neural networks in conjunction with an analytic model to form an air to air radar target identification system.

There are many other on-going and prospective projects in areas such as manufacturing, program management, and design
assistance. Each year new applications are screened and assessed to assure a continuing supply of relevant high priority
projects.

The Center has been successful in achieving its mission in that expert systems and neural networks have been applied to a
variety of Air Force applications, and the Dayton, Ohio, Al talent base has certainly been expanded. Over 400 people have
attended the many short courses offered by the Center and numerous graduate students have participated on the prototyping
and applied R&D projects.

Lessom Lared

I would like to give you my observations, call them lessons learned if you will, concerning the use of AI in aerospace electronic
systems. I would also like to postulate some lessons learned from the recent war in the Persian Gulf region where Al was used
for the first time in a combat situation.

You'll note from my background that I am an aeronautical engineer by education and a technology generalist by practice. Al is
not my expertise. I suspect one of the major reasons I was selected for my current position was to ensure the work accomplished
by our Al Center remains focused on useful Air Force applications. My people often refer to me as the Al Center's "resident
skeptic-, which gives me the feeling that I must be doing something right.

And certainly having spent over 30 years in the United States Air Force, one of which was flying combat missions in the
Vietnam War, I have formed opinions about our recent experience in the Persian Gulf, especially as it relates to high-tech
weaponry.

Given that background, let me make a few observations about Al and its future potential in military aerospace electronics.

The senior leadership of the United States Air Force has been quoted in various publications with lessons learned from the Gulf
War. For instance, the Secretary of the United States Air Force has taken the post-war position that we must maintain our
technological edge, despite budget cuts. Pertinent to this conference's agenda, he has signaled out special needs such as
weapons guidance in bad weather, advanced electronic warfare techniques to disrupt enemy C', rapid and accurate bomb
damage assessments, and mobile missile detection. The allied force air component commander, Lt General Homer wants a
faster preparation for the daily air tasking order, which at the peak of the war, amounted to an average of 3,000 sorties per day.
Lt General Fornell, the Air Force Systems Command Electronics Systems Division commander states that future high priority
programs will address better fusion of data.., and the presentation of that information in an easy-to-use form.

Certainly these are important future systems needs, many of which could incorporate AI technology.

Let me add a few to this list. One of the most important, non-perishable lessons from the Gulf War is the importance of excellent
training. Future conflicts more than likely will not afford us five months of force build up and in theater training. I believe there is
a need for intelligent training techniques to obviate the high operations and maintenance cost of training in aircraft. Although
today's state-of-the-art simulators are good, I agree they cannot replace flying time for effective training. These training systems
must be improved with "intelligence", to be better alternatives to increasingly scarce flying time.

With the cutting back of aircraft and flying time, we may have to reconcile additional use of unmanned flying vehicles,
particularly in reconnaissance. There is much potential for Al in this application, principally in adaptive modification of vehicle
performance. Capabilities needed are multi-sensor fusion, automated sensor management, dynamic mission replanning, and
automatic target recognition.

In future conflicts, we cannot rely on the large deployment of civilian contractors to support our high-tech
weaponry... needlessly putting these civilians in harm's way. Therefore, we must increasingly automate our diagnostics and
technical manuals, embedding knowledge-based systems where it makes sense. We must do the latter without creating a need to
deploy knowledge engineers to support such systems. In other words, Al systems of the future, especially deployable diagnostic
systems, must allow the user to modify or maintain the knowledge base.

And finally, let me next address a pet peeve of mine... system user friendliness. For those of you who have not yet read the 29
April issue of Business Week, I commend it to you. The artificial intelligence technology we are discussing at this conference,
despite increasingly successful use in commercial and military operations, still has two strikes against it. First of all, its name,
Artificial Intelligence, evokes skepticism in any potential user. I compliment you for using the term Machine Intelligence, but
you are fighting a difficult battle in trying to get the term adopted in the United States. I tried unsuccessfully to inject that same
term in the vocabulary of the Air Force Systems Command in 1983-1984. The term Artificial Intelligence is firmly embedded
in the United States commercial vocabulary. The second obstacle which must be overcome is the false expectations associated
with this technology. Of the many technologies I have worked with during my career, this one has been *hyped" the most. The
user community has been stung with high development costs and false expectations, although that is changing with respect to
expert systems. Given thoe obstacles, the last thing a developer would want to do is to encumber an AI system with a user
unfriendly interface. Americans are starting to rebel against the devil of user unfriendly designs. The Business Week article
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states that consumers are being made to feel like technological illiterates.. .and they don't like it. Simplicity.. .not
complexity... is the true mark of any well designed product. My Al Center learned its lesson in this area when we prototyped an
expert system which advises engineering project managers on which of over 1500 possible data items should be requested on
research and development procurement actions. Initial user reaction was best characterized as "moderate apathy" because we
emphasized the AI portion, which amounted to less than 10% of the total programming effort. It was only after we added a
government form printing capability to this prototype that the system was enthusiastically embraced. I suspect that some of the
more successful Al systems deployed to the Persian Gulf War will prove to be heavy on user friendliness and light on Al content.

Summary and Conclusion

In summary, the United States Air Force's Center for Al Applications in Dayton, Ohio, is applying machine intelligence to a
variety of military aerospace electronics problems, and simultaneously is expanding the Dayton Area Al talent pool, from
which Wright Patterson Air Force Base can recruit. The recent war in the Persian Gulf has highlighted many potential
applications of AI, and when lessons-learned are published on those AI systems which were deployed, I suspect system user-
friendliness will play as important a role as knowledge-based sophistication. Despite United States Defense research and
development budget cutbacks, I believe investment will remain robust for intelligent aerospace electronics systems, not only for
its potential in preserving the free world's defense aerospace technological edge, but also for its spinoff potential in commercial
aerospace applications.

Again, thank you for your invitation to join you at this conference. I am looking forward to hearing your presentations.
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MACHINE INTELLIGENCE FOR
SURVIVABLE COINJNICATIONS NETWORK MANAGENENT

O E Nick P. Kowalchuk
Rome Laboratory (AFSC)

RL/DCLD
Griffiss AFB NY 13441-5700t USA

1I. SUMMARY AN - Local Area Network

The development of communications LOS - Line Of Site
networking technologies that increase
the survivability of services PBX - Private Branch Exchange
provided to military users has been
an important goal in Air Force 3. BACKGROUND
programs over the past several years.
This enhanced survivability is a The military networking environment
result of work that has focused on imposes a number of constraints upon
two areas: the development of more the way in which specific machine
robust communication equipment, and intelligent technologies can be
the development of a management implemented. These constraints
system that coordinates the use of include short response times,
that equipment. This paper will processing power limitations, limited
discuss the role of machine transmission bandwidth, and the
intelligence in the design of such a potential loss and destruction of
network management system. Emphasis assets. To better understand the
will be placed on the intelligent context in which machine intelligence
network management decision making is applied to the design of a
capabilities that are required in a survivable network management system,

itary environment, and the design it will be helpful to discuss the
trade offs which must be made in communications requirements which
developing a system that can optimize characterize the Air Force networking
the system-wide use of resources environment.
without the need for human
itervention.) 3.1 Reouirements

Aurent Force researc$ effort The Air Force is designing its future
titled rhe Integrated Co nications communications systems to meet the
Network Management System , or INS, following six fundamental
will be used as a case study for an requirements:
overview of the critical issues that
comprise this paper. 1) Interoperability - Primarily
2. LIST OF SWOLS -'through international standards

2) Integrated Services - From a
ICN - Integrated Communications single control interface

Network
3) Security - User and access

IS - ICN Management System authentication, and secure services

ISDN - Integrated Services Digital 4) Survivability - Intelligent
Network networking algorithms
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Figure 1 - THE ION ENVIRONMENT

5) Flexibility - In defining and concept includes a distributed set of
providing services nodes that host network management

processes for the ICN. These network
6) Capacity - Load balancing of management processes form the ICN
resources Management System, or INS. Note that

Figure 1 reflects the distributed
Each of the above requirements has nature of the INS. Machine
been identified as a deficiency of intelligence technologies, in the
past or present networks. Rome form of network management decision
Laboratory has initiated the INS making algorithms, form the core of
program to develop a management the INS. The remainder of this paper
system architecture which addresses will discuss in detail the nature of
these deficiencies. Machine these technologies.
intelligence technologies have been
targeted to the survivability 4.0 THE INS
requirement for the INS.

The performance objective of the INS
3.2 The ICN is to provide the communications

network management functions that
The combination of all the optimize the use of all surviving
transmission resources transmission resources on a system-
(communications media, switches, wide or "global" level, while
multiplexers, networks, etc.), and providing users with an increased
all non-INS management systems that survivability and availability of
can be monitored and/or controlled by services during all phases of an
the INS shall be referred to as the attack. The INS thus provides the
Integrated Communications Network, or reactive capabilities for a
ICN. Some of the resources and communications system to "fight back"
management systems within the 1CN may against enemy attacks.
not be under the control of the INS,
in which case the INS must treat that 4.1 INS Nachine Intelligent
resource as a Oblack box* from which CaaJl.tie
it can request a connection. A
simple conceptual illustration of the Machine intelligence technology in
1CN is provided In Figure 1. The 1CN the INS will enable the automatic
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Figure 2 - THE IMS DOMAIN CONCEPT

operation and control of its three functions at the system level, with a
major functions; service goal of making an "intelligent"
provisioning, resource provisioning, management decision that is based
and service fault resolution. The upon pieces of information that are
INS employs intelligent algorithms to sometimes incomplete or inaccurate.
implement these functions, which will
be discussed in detail in later 4.1.1 Service Provisioning
sections. These intelligent
management algorithms must take The INS automates the process of
courses of action to adapt the satisfying the service requests of
provisioning status of the INS communications users in a three stage
subsystems to dynamically meet the service provisioning process (See
communications needs of its users, Figure 3). Two of these stages,
particularly in a hostile environment service mapping and service
where its resources are subject to assignment, rely upon machine
damage and destruction. The human intelligence in their design and will
administrator/network manager is only be discussed in more detail. The
required for initial network service provisioning function of the
configuration, establishment of INS is to optimally map all
administrative domain, and input of communications service requests to
the "master communications plan", the available transmission resources.
which keeps track of subscribers and An INS "survice* is defined in a
their accounts and the administrative manner similar to the ISDN method for
status of resources in that domain, characterizing a service. The INS
Keep in mind the fact that the INS is defines a service in terms of its
a distributed management/control associated access, information
architecture, as depicted in Figure transfer, and general attributes (See
2. Dispersed INS nodes must Table I).
communicate with each other and other
management entities, possibly across 4.1.1.1 Service NaDotnh
multiple administrative domains, to
develop a concurrent knowledge of the The first stage of service
"global state" of the network. provisioning is service mapping,
Information fusion is therefore a key where user service requests must
requirement for each of the three INS first be translated into specific

0l 13 003 91-15508
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Figure 3 - THE SERVICE PROVISIONING PROCESS

Table I - IMS SERVICE DEFINITION

ACCESS ATTRIBUTES

- User Descriptors (name, password, priviledges, priority)

- Service Establishment Mode (demand, reserved, permanent)

- Symmetry (simplex, half duplex, duplex)

- Protocol (TCP/IP, TP-4, X.25, etc.)

INFORMATION TRANSFER ATTRIBUTES

- Information Transfer Rate (bit rate or throughput)

- Information Transfer Type (voice, data, video)

- Configuration (point-to-point, multipoint, broadcast)

GENERAL ATTRIBUTES

Quality Of Service (survivability, availability, reliability)

- Performance (delay, error rate)

- Security Level (Unclasified, confidential, secret, top secret)
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Table II - RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS of the resources that are actually
available at that time. The types of
resources that can be allocated are
connections, links, ports and

Service ID equipment. Connections in the ICN

Source User Name are defined as end-to-end
communications pipelines. Links are

Destination User Name(s) the point-to-point segments through
which connections are routed. Ports

Priority are the access points to connections.
Equipment covers the physical

Type communication boxes (transmit and
receive) that are allocated to

Protocol connections, such as modems and
multiplexers.Status

The service assignment process must
Start Time allocate the connection(s) that are

End Time required to satisfy a service
request. In the case where no

SurvivabUity Requirements existing connection can satisfy a
service requirement, the service(reconstitution, AJ, IPI) assignment process must check

Symmetry existing links to see if resources
can be combined to create a new

Maximum Delay connection that can support that
service. This decision is based on

Security Leve topology information which identifies
the links and equipment that can be

Data Rate used to provide a service. This
resource topology information is

MaxmumAllowablerror te provided by the resource provisioning
process, which will be discussed in
the next section.

Another application for intelligent
resource requirements which are algorithms in the service assignment
needed to support that service, process is when there is more than
Table II illustrates the type of one path in the INS that can satisfy
information that constitutes a a service request. In this case, a
resource requirement. The attributes procedure is invoked that will select
that characterize a service dictate the aclosest to optimal" set of
which transmission resources are resources . This selection is based
acceptable. It is the task of the upon the chosen performance metrics
service mapping phase to insure that for the INS, from a local versus
there is no ambiguity of the nature system-wide perspective (e.g., Do we
of the resources that are required to minimize local congestion, or perform
satisfy a given request. These global flow control, or something in-
resource requirements are then passed between?). The choice of resources
to the service assignment phase. for service assignment is therefore

determined using the relative weights
4.1.1.2 Service Assiumnt of decision criteria such as;

maximize system-wide throughput and
The next stage of service connectivity, minimize blocking,
provisioning Is service assignment, minimize congestion in regional
where every resource requirement has sectors and over scarce resources at
to be matched with a suitable subset the system level, and perform access
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control on unauthorized users. Note facilitate the optimal matching of
that there may be conflicts at the services to resources. The topology
system level which the INS must information can be represented by a
resolve when trying to optimize each directed multigraph, where INS nodes
of the above parameters. The are vertices and communication links
mapping of specific system goals to are edges. The following paragraph
network metrics and the assignment of discusses the means by which the
relative weights to each metric in a resource provisioning process can use
flexible and dynamic manner in this topology information to assist
response to constantly changing user in the decision making processes
needs and operational conditions is a associated with topology management.
key function of the INS. With this
capability, the INS helps to reduce 4.1.2.2 Nana9e Resource
the degree to which users and system Configuration
administrators are required to be in
the loop to execute the allocation of The resource connectivity and status
available resources to user service information gathered by system
requests. topology algorithms is used to manage

the configuration of resources in
4.1.2 Resource Provisioning support of the resource provisioning

function of the INS. The INS thus
The resource provisioning function of automates the process of
the INS involves the determination of reconfiguring and reallocating
the status and configuration of the surviving assets in the cases where
transmission assets. After the existing services have failed, so
resources are made available by the that the users are shielded from the
resource provisioning process, the actions that are required to perform
service provisioning process controls this task. For an added level of
the utilization of those resources by protection from potential loss of
making decisions in response to each service, the INS also monitors cut-
service request. The assignments set and congestion problems and
made by the service provisioning recommends possible solutions. A
process affect resource utilization cut-set represents a split in the
and traffic load balance, which connectivity of a network that
demonstrates the strong creates separate islands of
interdependency between service and connectivity among the remaining
resource provisioning, assets.

The resource provisioning process 4.1.3 Perfomance Analysis For Fault
performs two major functions, which Resoution
are the determination of resource
availability and the management of Performance analysis is an integral
link and equipment configuration to function of the INS which assists the
support the establishment of links service and resource provisioning
and connections for service processes, especially when assets are
provisioning, degraded and lost in the course of

providing required services. Data
4.1.2.1 Nonitor System Topolov concerning link and equipment

failures is used to perform trend
The INS system topology is comprised analysis and localization of fault
of the collection of available INS scenarios, and current or predicted
resources, their current performance problems. These
configuration, and information performance problems include the
regarding their end-to-end service identification of cut-sets and
availability. The system topology congestion areas discussed In
information is supplied to the 4.1.2.2.
service provisioning process to
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In executing performance analysis, intelligent functions can be
performance data and resource status integrated to enhance the
information are compared with survivability of the systems being
expected values so that service developed.
faults can be identified. Cut-set
algorithms are run to detect current 6.0 ACKNOWLEDGENENrS
and potential future cut-sets.
Traffic analysis algorithms are also I would like to thank all the people
run, so that transmission congestion at Stanford Telecommunications, Inc.
points can be located. Finally, all who were involved in the performance
of this analysis data is used to of the IMS program, for their
manipulate the service provisioning outstanding contributions to the
process so that services can be system design and prototype
reassigned to correct or avoid the development for the INS, and whose
problems that were identified. work is reflected in this paper.

5.0 CONHCLUSION
Discussion

In summary, an INS node provides a

communication user with a survivable, 1.Prof.A.N.Ince, Turkey
integrated control interface to the You have addressed in your talk only the requirements that
services of various networks and users may have for a survivable communication network.
transmission resources, while Can you please comment on what measures you are
screening that user from the considering which can benefit from machine intelligence

idiosyncracies of accessing the techniques to meet the needs of the users for reliable/

individual systems and from the continuous/timely service?

reconstitution actions that the INS Author.
initiates to restore failed service$. The discussion of requirements at the beginning and end of
The INS can thus be considered an this presentation was made to emphasize what requirements
intelligent "manager of managers', formed the basis of the IMS program. The incorporation of
which provides dispersed system-wide machine intelligence techniques such as expert systems for
network management decision making trend analysis and fault resolution; the use of information
capabilities to automate the fusion concepts to collect incomplete pieces of management
processes of service and resource information and make an intelligent decision as to the

provisioning and network current "global" state of the network; are good examples of

reconstitution. how M is being applied to this effot The published paper
gives a better description of applications.

The role of machine intelligence 2.DrG.H.Hut, United Kingdom
technologies in the development of l am interested to hear more about the security aspects of the
the survivable communications network Network Management System. Are there different levels of
management system discussed in this security protection in the network links and different

paper is centered on the need to security levels in the message contents, and does this

reduce the degree to which users and complicate the network management?

system administrators are required to
be in the loop to allocate available The IMS handles security in two ways. First, from a user
global resources to user service standpoint, only authorized users are allowed to access the

requirements, throughout all phases IMS at the appropriate level of clearance. The IMS then
of an attack. guarantees the security of that service by selecting only the

links which are capable of meeting the security requirements

This paper has used the INS program of that service. Very impoltly, the IMS does not itself

as a case study to outline some of handle the user data or message contents (other than

the potential applications for headers), but rather it communicates with the transmission
mahne intllnc in the designo fabric (switches, muliplexers, etc.) and establishes the links
mchine intelligence in the design of that are capable of supporting the security requirements of
survivable network managemnt that data. Internally, the Management Information Base
systems. Work is still continuing in (MIB) contents of the lMS must be a trusted system becat :
the identification of areas in this is where the information regarding where the network
network management where machine resources are, that can support that service.
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__ A DISTRIBUTED ENVIRONMENT FOR TESTING COOPERATING EXPERT SYSTEMS
i Capt Jeffrey D. Grimshaw

Mr. Craig S. Anken
aAir Force Systems CommandRome Laboratory/C3CA

Griffiss AFB, NY USA

provide the user guidance, this aid has
sources of data and knowledge stored in local

This paper discusses the Advanced Artificial format(s), a problem solving methodology which

Intelligence Technology Testbed (AAITT) being uses the knowledge to reason over the data,

sponsored by Rome Laboratory. The purpose of and usually the ability to interact with the

this testbed is to provide a powerful user. Testing may be performed by presenting
environment for integrating dissimilar the aid with predefined scenarios and
software systems including expert systems, comparing the results to some standard. While
conventional software, databases, and this approach may be adequate in the
simulations distributed over a network. In laboratory setting, what happens when this

addition, this testbed will provide tool is brought Into the operational realm?
measurement and analysis tools for evaluating That is, when it is brought into an
the results of the various user-supplied environment where information may be stored in
software components. several databases and where multiple decision

aids and/or conventional programs are working
'ction 2 of this paper discusses the need for at various portions of the overall problem.
operational software support systems to Finally, how reliable will this system be,
cooperate with one another and for these having been developed in isolation thousands
systems to be thoroughly tested. Section 3 of miles from the battlefield? To answer some
covers previous attempts at getting decision of these questions, the Rome Laboratory has
aids to work together. Section 4 discusses embarked on the development of the AAITT, a
the AAITT in more detail, including its goals distributed environment that will support the
adigh level design. testing of and cooperation among multiple

decision aids. The testbed is being developed
The AAITT will be based on the ABE (A Better by a team of contractors lead by General
Environment) module-oriented system and on the Electric Aerospace Advanced Technology
Cronus distributed computing environment. Laboratories.
This will allow the various components to
communicate transparently over a heterogeneous Before going further, several terms need to be
network. Generic database and simulation defined. A r.amponn is a stand-alone
capabilities will be provided to support the software program designed to solve part of an
development, integration, and testing of new overall problem (see Figure 1). User-supo1lfd
software components. amp= nLa (USCs) refer to those componentsC _ which the application developer supplies and
2wants connected to the testbed. A module is a

component with some type of software "Xraer
An intelligent command and control (C2) that allows it to communicate with other
decision aid often begins its life in a modules. An AAITT aR.Usa.LgA n is a collection
.sterile' laboratory environment. Each of modules configured to work interactively to
decision aid is developed to solve a solve an overall problem.
relatively narrow problem within the overall
C2 decision-making/ management problem. To

Figure 1. Testbed terminology



2-1 Cooperation between Dgeision Aids with other systems. However, in 'real' usage
these systems will need to work together to

Many decision aids have been developed In solve much broader planning problems and need
various military planning domains. These to access data located in remote databases.
include mission schedulers (e.g., KRS (1], Researchers have often emphasized the
TEMPLAR [2], AMPS 131), route planners (e.g., investigation of new reasoning techniques
RPDW (41, HERO (51), and a variety of applied to simplistic problems over these
databases and simulations, see Figure 2. interoperability issues.
These systems are usually developed
independently with no plan for interacting

Minion RoutePlanne
Plann r ngimp.:di

LaoM.: Ump OPW Sys:Ubivx
Opw Sis: Gema Hwdwae: Vax
HNwwm: SymboII

Tacticmi

Tactical Simulation Databae
Langum: C++ Larmip: Orm DOmam
Opw Sys: nx Opw Sys: VMS
Hwde: Sun 4 Hwdwaw: Vax

Figure 2. Examples of related software applications developed on dissimilar systems

2.2 Testing/Varification/Validation second phase is developing the system by
mapping the requirements/specifications to the

Software systems are usually developed by design/ Implementation. This is the *how the
first trying to understand the needs of the software will do it- portion. These mapping
end user and then mapping these needs to processes, shown in Figure 3, are usually
requirements/specifications. This is the informal and are thus sources of error.
"what the software should do' portion. The

user _-te Design/j7Need--- Requiremens/ -- - --- ImplementationSpecifiaions

Figure 3. Software Development Process

As systems are developed, the need exists for difficult and must be rechecked for even minor
them to be tested before entering into the modifications. Still, there needs to be some
operational domain. This is necessary in level of confidence that the software works as
order to quantify and qualify the errors advertised and as expected. This testing
introduced in the development process. includes verification and validation, shown in
Exhaustive testing is impractical for software Figure 4.
systems with even moderate complexity.
Theoretical proof testing is likewise

i
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Figure 4. Software Verification and Validation

Verification Is concerned with the correctness not easily obtained. The centralized approach
of the algorithms or reasoninq process of the provides for the sharing of global data
software. For example, "does a sorting through a common data source. While this aids
algorithm work for negative numbers?' or "does in system reconfigurability and extendibility,
the mission planner select the best available resulting bottlenecks can become a problem.
aircraft?' A system that provides a commander
with the wrong answer could lead to disaster. Architectures that can be considered
Another important part of verification is the decentralized include the hardwired and
need for decision aids to work on large size broadcast configurations while centralized
problems. Often, promising techniques do not approaches include the blackboard, information
scale-up appropriately. For instance the broker, and meta-level controller
mission planner may work fine for planning X architectures [6]. The following section
missions on a given computer, but may require looks at these architectures and presents some
too much time or actually crash the machine examples of previous work that have been done
when attempting to plan 2X missions. Part of in the cooperating expert systems domain.
verification should be the determination of Section 4 describes the software controlled
what size problems can be handled and how architecture (soft architecture) being used in
gracefully the system degrades, the Advanced Artificial Intelligence

Technology Testbed (AAITT). This approach
Validation is concerned with showing that the will allow developers to graphically define
software satisfies the needs of the user. For the architecture most appropriate for their
example, "does the user really require the application.
absolute best flight path through the
threats?' or "did the user want to consider 3 Decntrallzd Technioups
other types of displays for the requested
information?' In support of this, there has A decentralized system architecture can be
been more and more interest in the use of viewed as one where the information flow and
rapid prototyping to support iterative data exchange does not travel through a common
development. Often operational users have agent (or number of agents). The most popular
only a limited understanding of their own examples of this type of interaction include
needs. When asked to describe their the hardwired and broadcast architectures.
requirements, they must rely on past systems 3-1-1 Hardwirad Arehitmctura
as points of reference. While this is a
start, it does not provide the user with an A "hardwired" architecture consists of a
understanding of what could be. With rapid number of decision aids cooperating through
prototyping, a user gets to "playN with the direct calls to one another. Because of this,
system early in the development process. By each aid on the network is required to know a
actually sitting down and trying different lot about the other decision aids it will
features, a user can begin to describe more interact with. Typically interaction among
accurately his or her actual needs. This is the aids is through direct function calls
an iterative process as the user discovers which are embedded into each aid at
what is really needed in a system. This then development time. Since these function calls
becomes part of the validation process. are hardwired into the aids, the

architecture is fixed and difficult to modify.
If a decision aid is not available on the
network its task will not be completed

While there have been many attempts at regardless of whether another aid can handle
decision aid (and conventional software) the job. Sharing common data can also present
cooperation, the underlying models used have problems in this type of architecture. Issues
often been a variation on two main cooperation such as storage management and updates can be
techniques. These techniques are based on very entailed in large hardwired systems where
either a decentralized or centralized theory common information is needed by many of the
of control and are characterized by the amount decision aids. Figure 5 shows an example of a
of knowledge each decision aid has about the simple hardvired configuration where decision
other decision aids versus the degree of aid 1 provides direct input to decision aid 2
central control present in the system. and decision aid 3. These two aids then

interact in working towards a solution.
The decentralized approach provides a more

efficient form of distributed processing,
however important characteristics such as
global data sharing and reconfigurability are 91-15509

1 1113 004. l I lll
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would be required. The decision aids to be
used included the Automated C3CM Battle

DohMAMI od i Management Decision Aid (ACBMDA), the Tactical
Expert Mission Planner (TEMPLAR), and the
FORCES simulation [61.

The main concept behind the COPES design was
to provide each decision aid with its own
customized, knowledge-based *wrapper." This
wrapper would serve as an interface to the
other decision aids and would possess

Figure 5. Hardwired Architecture knowledge about its own inputs, outputs,
goals, and other requirements. The initial
plan was to also include knowledge about other

3111.1 &T.iLTS specific decision aids and how to cooperate
with them using these wrappers. Some meta-

The MITRE ALLIES (7] project attempted to get level knowledge would also be used for
two existing expert systems to cooperate in cooperation of decision aids that were not
constructing a military plan (Figure 6) using customized explicitly. In the long term,
a "hardwired" approach. The system included specific decision aid knowledge was to be
tnree components: a tactical intelligence aid, extracted from the wrappers and inserted into
ANALYST, which reconstructed enemy force a shared COPES knowledge base. The wrapper
dispositions on a map, an At planning system, concept underlying COPES provides a more
OPLANNER, which handled a large portion of the modular design and less modification of
command and staff responsibilities, and an existing decision aids than the "hardwired"
object-oriented simulation, Battlefield design of ALLIES. Still, information about
Environment Model (BEN), which modeled and other decision aids must be coded into each
simulated the OPLANNER results, new decision aid wrapper. Since each wrapper

is "customized*, a new one must be developed
Because the OPLANNER and ANALYST were written for each aid, regardless of whether It's of
In the same language and ran on the same the same type (e.g., planner) as a previous
machine it was relatively easy to.get these aid in the system. Since each wrapper has a
systems to cooperate. Network communication lot of information about other decision aids,
was not necessary since the two systems were it may be difficult to add or replace decision
hosted on the same machine. Because aids. The long term design plans of using
communication was established through meta-level knowledge and a COPES knowledge
extensive changes to both the OPLANNER and base could help ease this problem. Figure 7
ANALYST software, eventually the ANALYST provides an overview of the COPES wrapper
became more or less a subprocess of the concept.
OPLANNER. Communication to BEN was obtained
through simple file transfer among machines.
Overall, the above techniques did produce
efficient data sharing and a minimum of
communication, however extensive knowledge of USERS USERS
the other systems had to be "hardwired" into
each system. While this guarantees a system
will have the data it requires to accomplish
Its task, problems could arise when the system
becomes very complex or more decision aids ACBMDA TEMPLAR
must be added to the architecture [6].

Figure 6. ALLIES

Figure 7. COPES Architecture

3-1-1-2 eneratina Wlpert Sntema ICOPESI

The COPES project (61 studied the problem of 3 12 RrnadeAst Art-hitanture
coordinating cooperation between existing,
independently developed system. After doing The broadcast architecture differs from the
an analysis of past research, Advanced hardwired model in the way data is
Decision Systems proposed a software solution represented and decision aid comniunication
which would combine aspects of other takes place. In the broadcast model all
approaches to provide an architecture for the decision aids must understand a common data
Integration of three existing decision aids. representation. The aids must distinguish
Minimal changes on existing decision aids what type of information requests they can
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handle since all decision aid output is 32.2 Tnformation Rroker Architecture
broadcast over the entire network of systems.
Any decision aid that can service a particular The idea behind the information broker (6]
request will do so in this type of concept is to have various "brokera agents
architecture. Figure 8 shows a typical responsible for specific information exchange.
broadcast architecture where three decision Each broker is responsible for a specific type
aids interact through broadcasted message of message request or exchange that a decision
traffic, aid may make. The decision aids interact

directly with the brokers that handle their
input and output needs and do not require
information about the other decision aids on
the network. They do however need to have

De iAM1 I knowledge about the brokers that can handle
their requests. Representation translations
must also be done between the brokers and the
various decision aids. Figure 10 shows a
basic information broker configuration where

NetwOrk all the decision aids have message interaction
A 3with two "brokers.-

Figure 8. Broadcast Architecture i

3-2 Crntralizad Techniques

A centralized architecture Is based on the nojni A I
concept of some type of controlling or common
agent through which all information and data
exchange takes place. Centralized techniques
include the blackboard, information broker,
and meta-level controller architectures. Figure 10. Information Broker

3-2-1 Ulackhoare Architecturp

The blackboard architecture (8] is based on A variation on this architecture would be to
the Idea of a common workplace (or blackboard) broadcast decision aid requests to all of the
where a problem can be incrementally solved, brokers, having the appropriate broker handle
Each decision aid is responsible for a each message (see Figure 11). This would
specific portion of an overall problem and is replace the -hardwired" connections from
allowed access to the Oblackboardw when the decision aid to broker, becoming somewhat
appropriate partial solution (or data) is made similar to the broadcast architecture
available by the other agents. Some sort of described In Section 3.1.2. The difference
controlling mechanism is needed to monitor the would be the existence of a (or Possible many)
blackboard and determine which decision aid centralized controllers rather than direct
should execute next. In this type of contact between the decision aids.
configuration, decision aids do not need to
know information about the other knowledge
sources involved in the process (see Figure
9).

Figure 11. Broadcast Information Broker
Architecture

Fiqure 9. Standard blackboard Architecture 3-2-3 meta-Level cantrnllmr Aghitectnre

The mets-level controller architecture (Figure
12) is based on controller objects which are
responsible for message traffic among the
decision aids in the system. A controllerI
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object (sometimes called a wrapper) is usually the COPES project described in Section 3.1.5
responsible for one decision aid, but was to provide meta-level controllers to each
sometimes handles several of them. This decision aid in the system. In the COPES
differs from the broker paradigm in that a project these controllers (wrappers) would
controller would handle a specific type of each be responsible for one decision aid only
decision aid whereas brokers handle specific and would possess knowledge concerning
types of information, regardless of what aid cooperation rules among each other.
it is generated from. The long term plans for

Dw ~ ~ Dgclm Aid I~i

Figure 12. Meta-Level Controller Architecture

3.2.4 TAC-2& A Testbed for Integratina
Decision Aids EP
TAC-2 [9] was designed as a demonstration of
the concept of integrating Al-based Command
and Control decision aids. The work was based ri
on TAC-l (10], an effort to develop a
framework for knowledge-based system
cooperation, and leveraged off of the lessons
learned in the ALLIES project described above. I I
The framework developed through the TAC-1 work
was called the Knowledge-Based Battle I C..D ~ahms Simu. I
Management Shell (KB-BATMAN shell) and was
demonstrated in the TAC-2 effort through its -- - ---
use in the integration of three knowledge-
based decision aids. The integrated aids
included an Air Force mission planner, an Figure 13. KB BATMAN Architecture
intelligence analyst, and a simulator. The
KB-BATMAN shell provided a common database and
"intelligent" message router object through
which the decision aids could repetitively 3 ,n o
cycle through the C2 process of Intelligence
analysis, planning, and simulated execution. In some form, the efforts described above all
The Figure 13 below shows the KB-BATMAN contain concepts and ideas from the different
architecture. All information and data architectures mentioned throughout Section 3.
exchange is passed through a common database For each project, the architecture was chosen
(blackboard) with a router component serving to provide the most efficient and economical
as the intelligence behind database access and solution to the specific problem at hand.
control. While all have their advantages, there are

also disadvantages inherent in each design.
Problems such as extensibility, modularity,
scalability, and bottlenecks are areas where
each of these models, at some point, begins to
fall. In addition, the problems of testing
and evaluation of decision aids (discussed in
Section 2.2) are not addressed by these
architectures. The following section
describes work being done to develop a "soft
architecture" which will allow an application
to be configured and reconfigured until a
desired architecture is found. The system
will also provide metrics for evaluation of
the various aids, assisting the user in areas
such as design, analysis, and integration as
well as providing a flexible medium for
cooperation.
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5. Rapidly change the flavor of the
interactions among the suite's components

The goal of the Rome Laboratory Advanced AI based upon the results of previous runs.

Technology Testbed is to develop a decision 4.1 Soft Architecture
aid/conventional software integration
environment which will allow the user to: The components of the AAITT are shown in

1. Easily configure various application Figure 14. They consist of the testbed
sutesly c o ing vious tap on manager (later described as the MCM
suites by providing tools to add or Workstation), a database, a simulator, and
remove user-supplied components, or to various USCs. The grayed sections represent
modify the communication paths of the interface software. A software controlled
various problem solving modules, architecture (soft architecture) has been

2. Provide generic database and simulation chosen for the MITT. A soft architecture is
modules that can be tailored to the needs one that can be graphically configured and
of the current application, modified by a testbed manager, while

minimizing the recoding of the interface
3. Observe and trace these modules' actions software by hand. An example configuration is

and interactions, shown in Figure 15. To try a different
communication architecture (e.g., a blackboard

4. Select, gather, and review metrics and approach instead of data-flow), the user would
statistics on run-time performance, and make the necessary changes using the graphical

interface provided by the testbed manager.

Testbed oracle Obect-Oriented
Manager Simulator

Decision Decision Coventna
Aid 2 Program

Figure 1. Network View of an MITT Application

Decision Conv entional

AidlI Software

Aid2

Simulator Database

Figure 15. An Experimental Architecture of an AAITT Application

To support the soft architecture envisioned by Processing Substrate (DPS), the Module
the AITT, three maJor sub-systems are being Framework, and the Modeling, Control, and
developed. These are the Distributed Monitoring (MCM) Workstation.

I
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4-1-1 Distributed Processing Substrate 6. Provides application building tools.
7. Stable, mature product.

The DPS will allow dissimilar software systems The resulting evaluation of each candidate is
(e.g., databases, simulations, expert-systems, shown in Table 2. Based upon this analysis,
and conventional software) running on the Cronus distributed computing environment
heterogeneous hardware platforms (e.g., VAX, 111] was selected. Cronus provides
SUN, and Symbolics) to interact with one heterogeneous host support for distributed
another. An important feature of the DPS is application development. It gives the user anthat Is will translate data representation object-oriented view of resources on a
between the various hardware systems and network. In addition to this object-oriented
programming languages. Several candidates view provided by Cronus, the DPS will Use ABE
were considered by the contractor team for view providd b Conus, ite pwlsaipro id ng the fo nd tio o t e t st edand (12], providing a module-oriented programming
providing the foundation of the testbed capability. This will allow the structuringare shown in Table 1. The criteria for of a distributed testbed application at a
selection was: higher level than Cronus. The ABE environment

1. Runs on Sun 3/4 and Symbolics 36xx. supports modules which are independent
2. Runs on Vaxs running VMS and ULTRIX. entities that communicate data and control
3. Runs with applications written in among themselves through very well-defined

C/C++ and Common Lisp. interfaces. The goal is to use the higher-
4. Runs with applications written in level, computational and architectural model

Ada. provided by ABE with the lower-level,
5. Provides interface specification and distributed system environment support

stub code generators. provided by Cronus.

Table 1. Candidate Testbed Message Passing Environments

Product Developer

Alpha Carnegie Mellon UnIv.
Cronus BBN Corp.
ISIS/Meta Comel University

Mach Carnesl Mellon Univ.
MetaCourier Symbiotics, Inc.
Star O/S ADS Corp.

[13]

Table 2. Candidate Environment Evaluation

Suf14 Vex C/C++ Ada InWr Spec ApplicaW
PymboAce VMS4 Comia £bm Si Code B&il, stity!sy, Lcufu Insp c Generalrs Too*

Alpha None Poor
Cronus YES YES YES future YES Excellent Excellent
ISIS/Meta Good Excellent
Mach YES YES Good Excellent
MetaCourier YES YES YES Good Fair
Star 0/S YES YES None Excellent

• unknown (131

4-1-2 Modieil FrAmawork Module Framework will facilitate the creation
of the CIM by guiding the user through the

The Module Framework will allow the user to creation process and by providing a library of
easily embed a new component in the AAITT. generic CIMs. The CIM is very similar to the
This framework is used to create Component wrapper concept used in COPES. One difference
Interface Managers (CIMs). A CIM is a wrapper is that the AAITT provides a semi-automated
that provides the interface between the generator for easily creating and modifying
distributed testbed and each component. The CIMs, whereas the COPES wrappers are coded by
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hand. Another difference is that CIMs allow bottlenecks will be identified, possibly
the testbed to control module loading, indicating that a new application architecture
initialization, resetting, etc. should be selected or that faster

computers/networks should be used. Higher
There are several types of communication that level metrics will also be addressed, for
will occur at a given CIM. These types instance the number of mission routes planned
include simple reception and transmission of per minute, or the speed at which the
data, and may include more complicated simulation simulates one hour of time.
transmissions which then wait for a response.
When transmitting, the CIM must know which 4.2.1.2 Evaluattno a solution heuristcally
module to send the message to. The name of
the destination module will be set when the The quality of a solution cannot be determined
user completes the modeling phase at the MCM by the speed of the inference engine or the
Workstation. The recipient can easily be number of queries handled by the database per
changed by making the appropriate changes at minute. Quality can sometimes be assessed by
the workstation. (Note: the actual location using some type of heuristic. To support
on the network of the receiving module will be this, the AAITT will need some type of generic
maintained, transparently to the user, by the heuristic evaluation module that can be
DPS.) CIM to CIM message types include ASCII tailored to evaluate a given class of USCs.
text, integer, real, and database query For instance, a route planner heuristic
response. evaluation module may take the planned routes

and determine for each route if the specified
4-1-3 Modeling. Control. and Monitoring aircraft can fly at the chosen altitudes, if
Workstation the aircraft has enough range, given the

available on-board fuel, and whether the legs
The MCM workstation will provide a central of the route are too short (difficult to
user console for building and configuring follow) or too long (vulnerable to enemy
applications, and for the display and analysis attack). This evaluation module could be used
of performance metrics gathered dusing regardless of which specific route planner was
application runs. The modeling functions will being tested.
allow a user to specify graphically how the
modules are to interact with one another 4.2.2 Validation - Is the software doing the
during execution. This will define the r
architecture of the application. The control
functions will allow the user to load, The end users need to make sure the USCs
initialize, execute, and reset the components really address their particular problems. To
distributed over the testbed's network. Break validate whether or not the USCs are meeting
point capabilities will aid in the debugging their needs, the testbed will provide rapid
process. The monitoring functions will allow prototyping facilities and the benefit of
the user to specify measurements, monitors, graphical simulations.
and instrumentation. Measurements refer to
the quantifiable features that help the user 4 .2.1 Prototyving environment
understand system performance. Monitors are
the procedures through which measurements are The testbed will allow component developers
captured. Instrumentation allows the user to the ability to quickly demonstrate their
process the resulting measurements and present systems in a realistic environment. By
them in an appropriate manner. The monitoring providing both database and simulation
capabilities of the MCM Workstation will be capabilities, developers can concentrate on
very important in testing out the USCs and set software algorithms and user interface issues,
the AAITT apart from testbeds that simply try instead of developing sets of problems and
to connect existing systems, ways to evaluate results. This will mean that

USC users can be brought in earlier In the
4-2 TetLng development process, allowing them to direct

or redirect the developers before design
As stated in Section 2.2, it is important to decisions are made. This process will help
understand the strengths and weaknesses of the developers better understand the users' needs,
USCs before providing them to operational not just the users' stated requirements.
units. These weaknesses may include actual
errors, problem size limitations, excessive 4-2-2.2 Craphical simulation
run times, incompatibilities, and so on. The
AAITT will have features to address both the The simulation component will provide a
verification and validation problems addressed simulation language and various tools for
In Section 2.2 developing graphical simulations. This will

allow users to monitor the execution of plans
4-2.1 Varlfhatinn - Ta the software doing developed by the USCs. The simulation
the mb rtght? language is designed to be interactive so that

user developed simulations can be stopped,
The end users must have some confidence that queried, modified, and continued at any point.
the USCs will work as advertised. To verify This type of interactive simulation should
the results of the USCs, the AAITT will help in determining whether the USC developer
provide metrics for evaluation and heuristics, has really addressed the user's needs.

4-2.1.1 litrita 1 3 Coonents

Metrics will be provided by the MCM The AAITT will have generic components to
Workstation as discessed in Section 4.1.3. facilitate the development and testing of
Timing and memory limitations will be USCs. These generic components have been usea
addressed by these metrics. In addition,
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to create demonstration components to plan database contains information on individual
missions in the tactical air combat domain, weapon systems. As new USCs are added to the

testbed with new requirements for domain
4-3-1 Generic Commonents information, TAC-DB will be extended to

Conventional and "expert* software work by provide the necessary support.

understanding the problem at hand, TAC-DB provides the "blue-view' of the world
automatically or semi-automatically attempting for the USCs. This means that information in
to solve the problem, and then posting the the database is only as accurate as blue
results (usually to a screen or file). intelligence is. This makes sense since USCs
Databases and simulations can provide a should not be able to access more information
supporting environment for evaluating these than the blue side knows. (Note: there may be
types of software systems. A database can be some 'red-view' information stored in the
used to present the USCs with specific problem database used only by the simulator to create
scenarios. Once the USCs finish processing, red units, etc., that are currently unknown to
the results of the components can be stored in the blue side.)
the database for later evaluation. Heuristics
can be helpful in evaluating the quality of a 4-3-2-2 LACP
result, for instance the routes chosen by a
route planner could be evaluated on the The Land Air Combat in ERIC (LACE) simulation
percentage of time that allied aircraft are simulates the tactical engagement of NATO and
exposed to enemy air defenses. If a heuristic Warsaw Pact forces in the central European
is not available, a simulation could be theater [161. The simulation reads in
helpful, allowing a human evaluator to see the friendly and enemy unit information from TAC-
results of following the recommendations of a DB, creates these objects, and then executes
particular USC. Generic components will be air tasking orders (ATOs) also stored in the
provided to develop these types of databases database. Friendly air missions must
and simulations. penetrate through enemy air defenses in order

to attack targets. As missions return, their
4.3-1-1 Database results are posted to TAC-DB for use by the

USCs.
The testbed will have a generic database for
storing and retrieving information needed by LACE contains the ground truth for the
the USCs. Results of the USCs can be stored scenario. The USCs do not have direct access
in the database for later evaluation. The to this ground truth data, only to the TAC-DB.
Oracle relational database has been chosen as The USCs could, however, be used to schedule
the testbed's database shell. Using the DPS, LACE reconnaissance missions which will post
the database will appear as a module in the their intelligence reports to TAC-DB upon
testbed that can respond to structured query completion. This information then becomes
language (SQL) statements. As additional available to the other modules of the testbed.
databases are created, they can then be used
by other USCs. 4-3-2-3 Derision Aids

4.3-1.2 Simulation Two decision aids will be included as part of
early demonstrations. These include the Air

The testbed will have a generic simulation Force Mission Planning System (AMPS) developed
capability to show the consequences of by The MITRE Corporation and portions of the
following the results of the other modules. Route Planner Development Workstation (RPDW)
The ERIC object-oriented simulation language developed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
has been chosen as the testbed's simulation AMPS [3] was developed to support the planning
language [14]. ERIC is based on the Common and replanning of ATOs. ATOs are the plans
Lisp Object System (CLOS) and allows the used by NATO to conduct air missions. AMPS
simulation developer to develop a hierarchy of contains domain knowledge concerning aircraft
object classes with associated behaviors and and weapon capabilities, weapon system
attributes. ERIC allows objects to be created availability, and scheduling constraints. In
dynamically and for the simulation to be addition to planning these missions, AMPS was
halted, modified, and continued without developed to intelligently support replanning,
recompiling. The message parser provided by the process of fixing a plan which has
ERIC allows for expressive message passing, problems, without replanning the whole ATO.
Results from the simulation can be posted to The RPDW [41 was designed to facilitate the
the database or sent on to USCs. development and evaluation of route planning

algorithms. Our route planner is one of the
4.3-2 Dmmonstration Comorients algorithms provided by the RPDW. To use this

planner, the user must first develop a threat-
Demonstration components will be used during contour map based on the location and line of
the AAITT demonstrations to show the sight of the various air defense systems. The
feasibility of the testbed. planner then determines a route through the

L42-1 TAC-map while attempting to minimize aircraft
Tvulnerability. The results generated by AMPS

and the route planner will be sent to TAC-DBThe Tactical Database (TAC-DB) provides a and then on to the simulation. The idea is to
realistic, though unclassified, laydown of provide feedback to the decision aid
tactical units and equipment in the central proe feedbacknt the sioneaid
European theater [151. This database was developers concerning their systems.
duveloped by Knowledge Systems Corporation
(KSC) in 1989 and reflects the NATO and Warsaw
Pact capabilities at that time. In addition
to identifying where units are located, the
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5.O Conclusion 10. Morawski, P., Nugent, R., Tucker, R.,
"TAC-1: A Knowledge-Based Air Force

C2 decision aids and conventional programs are Tactical Battle Management Testbed,"
being developed to support operational Technical Report MTR-87W00171, MITRE,
commanders. An environment is needed to allow September 1987.
these dissimilar systems to easily work
together. In addition, realistic testing of 11. BBN Systems and Technologies Corp.,
these components is required to make sure they "Cronus Advanced Development Model,'
perform as expected. The AAITT is designed to RADC-TR-89-151 Vol. 1, September 1989.
address these concerns by providing a loosely
coupled, distributed support environment, 12. Erman, L., Davdson, J., Lark, J., Hayes-

allowing independently developed aids to Roth, F., ABE: Final Technical Report,"

cooperate. The generic database and TTR-ISE-90-104, May 1990.

simulation capabilities will allow for easy 13. GE/ATL, "Advanced AI Technology Testbed,
development and evaluation of C2 decision Technical Information Report (DPS)
support systems. If the database is large Analysis Draft," F30602-90-C-0079,
enough and the simulation can provide updates
at fast enough rates, the testbed can present February 1991.

the decision aids with realistic wartime 14. Hilton, M. and Grimshaw, J. "ERIC
environments. This is the kind of Manual,' RADC-TR-90-84, April 1990.
interoperability and evaluation that is needed
before fielding composite operational systems. 15. Kearney, H., Lazzara, A., Pendergast, J.,

Richer, A., Erich, R., "Cooperative Red
and Blue Database System," RADC-TR-90-98,
June 1990.
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HEURISTIC ROUTE OPTTMZATION

0A Model for Force Level Route Plannina

0.- Lt Janet L. Barboza
Rome Laboratory, COAA

Griffiss Air Force Base, NY 13441-5700
USA

I. SUMMARY 3. FORCE LEVEL APPROACH

A major shortcoming of tools and methods Existing tools and current methods for route
currently employed for route planning is that planning are narrow in their scope, usually
they do not incorporate force-level factors, planning for a single penetrator alone in a
or, if they do, the representation is static threat environment. In reality,
inadequate. Many important factors necessary however, it is very unlikely that a single
for approaching the best possible route are penetrator will fly over sterile airspace.
ignored. Heuristic Route Optimization, or Others will have gone before, or will come
HERO, an exploratory development project of after. The threats will not always react in
the Advanced Concepts Branch of Rome exactly the same way, depending instead on
Laboratory, is a model for automated route conditions at a given time. To bring the
generation for force-level mission planning, flight of a single penetrator to the reality
Object Oriented techniques and a dynamic of the air battle requires a deeper and more
threat representation allow detailed analysis expansive evaluation of the interaction of
of multiple planning variables in prod ing penetrators and threats.
effective, survivable mission plans

Ideally, all the parameters affecting the
route would be evaluated in mission

2. INTRODUCTION planning. Type and number of penetrators,
connectivity of the threat network,

The threat environment is the greatest availability of countermeasures, environment
obstacle to mission accomplishment; the variables, speed and altitude are just a few
likelihood of survival is diminished by enemy of the many planning variables necessary to
defenses. Threat avoidance is often employ force-level tacicsi and strategy to
impossible due to such basic constraints as produce a more efficient, more effective,
fuel supply and range limitations. Thus, overall plan, in addition to creating plans
effective mission planning, which takes into for individual sorties. An object-oriented
account the threat environment through which approach to the representation of
missions will be directed, is essential to penetrators, threats, and the environment
mission accomplishment, allows detailed analysis and manipulation of

such variables in order to not only produce
Current planning methods plan single sortie realistic routes, but to suggest the best
paths that fail to incorporate much of the employment of tactics such as electronic
complexity that affects the quality, and warfare and saturation.
therefore survivability, of the mission or
missions flown. The human planner most
likely will be unable to effectively analyze 4. THREAT ENVIRONMENT
many variables without the aid of automated
tools. Not only is he constrained by time Whether planning a single sortie or multiple
and the limitations of his own knowledge, sorties, a planning tool must adequately
many parameters may not even be at his represent the threat. Speed, altitude,
disposal for evaluation, electronic warfare, terrain, and on-board

countermeasures are factors that can be used
Automation increases the number of variables to lessen vulnerability to threats. An
that can be analyzed for mission planning. automated tool should represent the threat
Yet automated tools, including those that use behavior, which can be tremendously complex,
dynamic programming to minimize the sum of according to such factors.
the lethalities along a proposed path, do not
adequately represent the threat environment. In representing threat behavior, the
They are not flexible enough to do so, and connectivity, or dependency, of the threats
therefore are limited as well. is an important issue, even if the only

connectivity is that the penetrator will have
Object-oriented design and implementation to fly over the defended area once again
provides a vehicle to further enhance the during egress. Even when planning a single
automation of mission planning functions. By sortie, the element of surprise is removed as
using object-oriented techniques, the soon as the first radar detects the presence
parameters essential for optimal mission of the penetrator. When threats are
planning, such as airframe configuration and networked together, threat lethality becomes
the threat environment, can be represented as a function of threats already encountered.
"objects.* The interaction of objects allows When a penetrator is detected by a threat,
the program to be flexible and dynamic. The that threat is alerted to other penetrators
HERO program demonstrates the advantage of that may come along. Connected threats will
using object-oriented techniques in automated also be alerted.The result is increased
route planning. lethality as the penetrator encounters

alerted threats.
The state of alert of the threat affects the
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lethality of a discontinuous path, where aircraft characteristics, such as speed,
exposure to a particular threat or threat weaponeering, and capability, nor does it
network is intermittent, as well. Because account for multiple penetrators. The threat
the exposure is intermittent, a discontinuous environment is static and cannot account for
flight path may actually have a lower the interaction of penetrators within the
lethality than continuous exposure over the threat environment, over time.
same area of lethality. The second and
successive exposures will encounter an
increased state of alert, but the threat's 6. HERO APPROACH
readiness may have changed. For instance,
there is a time required to acquire and fire Automated force planning, represented
at the penetrator. A continuous exposure realistically, would at the very best be
may give the threat enough time to react, difficult, if not Impossible, to accomplish
while intermittent exposure may not afford using traditional programming techniques.
the threat the opportunity. A realistic The use of such techniques, which do not
representation of the threat environment, offer the flexibility of object-oriented
then, should take into account the history of techniques, cannot easily accommodate the
penetrator exposure to the threat level of detailed analysis of the many
environment, variables that enter into "optimization"* of

mission planning. HERO exploits object-
oriented design, using it as a platform for

5. FLAPS THREAT ENVIRONMENT the dynamic representation of the planning
process and of the variables that affect

The Force Level Automated Planning System mission accomplishment, as well as serving as
(FLAPS) is a mission planning tool built for a good technique for organizing, and
use in European theaters of operation as an providing for extension to, a complex
aid for the generation of the Air Tasking software system.
Order (ATO)*. Although FLAPS is not used
extensively by USAFE (United States Air The objective of the HERO effort was to prove
Forces in Europe), for which it was intended, the feasibility of using object-oriented
it has been used in the creation of exercise programming techniques in automated route
ATOs and is well known in both the Research generation for theater level mission
and Development and the user community. It planning, utilizing heuristics where possible
contains algorithms and techniques for to reduce the number of options that must be
incorporating minimum lethality routes in the evaluated. Object-oriented programming
construction of candidate missions, and is provides the means to incorporate those
one of the five decision aids that serve as mission planning parameters that are
the basis for the development of the Advanced impossible or impractical to include using
Planning System (APS), a Rome Laboratory other techniques, factors that are
effort which will be utilized in all Tactical inextricably associated with flying a route
Air Force (TAF) theaters for force-level through a defended area with the best chance
planning. of survival. It allows the creation of a

dynamic environment model within which
The paths generated by the FLAPS dynamic planning takes place.
programming algorithm are for a single sortie
of a generic aircraft type exposed to the Actual missions consist of the interaction of
threat environment at a constant altitude, real-world objects, therefore, mission
Threat modeling in FLAPS consists of an array planning should be concerned with such
of cells, each cell containing a lethality interaction as well. The HERO concept
value. The lethality value is arrived at by focuses on this interaction of objects.
taking the negative logarithm of the Within the HERO scenario, penetrators
probability of survival when exposed to a interact dynamically with threats and the
threat in a particular location, at a environment, including terrain, as route
constant altitude. Terrain masking, or using options are developed. Penetrators are
the terrain in the defended area as a block specific aircraft with particular
to detection by enemy radar, increases the characteristics and capabilities. HERO can
probability of survival, and is considered in plan multiple missions simultaneously, at a
the calculation of the lethality value, specified altitude, for single or multiple
Dynamic programming is used to minimize the sortie missions, taking into account the
sum of lethalities along a path, but each command, control, and communication
cell is necessarily considered to be a relationship among threats, and the potential
separate independent event. This simplistic effects of saturation and electronic warfare
representation of lethality ignores threat capabilities in traversing enemy airspace.
connectivity, whether it be by communication, The real-world objects are translated into
shared radar, etc., and cannot take into the "objects" of object-oriented programming.
account the history of penetrator exposure to Each high level grouping, or class, of
the threat or threats. objects contains all the shared

characteristics of that type of object. The
While FLAPS is a force planner, its routing characteristics of a class in object-oriented
algorithms are insufficient for routing force programming are defined as "instance
level assets for the creation of an overall variables," and subsets of a class are
plan. It makes no provision for specific "instances" of that class. New members are

__________________added by creating new instances of the class

* The Air Tasking Order is the plan for the

allocation of force resources for the next * For the purpose of this paper,
day's plan. It translates the Joint Force "optimization" means finding the best
Commander's apportionment into sorties, by possible route under the given conditions and
aircraft type, for each mission, limitations.
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object, and each instance either uses the aircraft. This value Is derived from DELPHI
default value, if any, for each instance data. Determination of lethality becomes
variable, or it defines its own values. The increasingly sophisticated as more variables
creation of instances makes increasing the are factored in as a result of the
number of subsets an easy thing to do. Each interaction of an aircraft or group of
instance can "inherit" the characteristics of aircraft with the threat environment. The
the class, and have characteristics of its routing algorithm gauges the cost of
own, without a lot of additional coding. For encountering a threat based on the threat
example, although there are many types of characteristics, doctrine, and timing that is
penetrators, they all share the common extracted from the state transition diagrams.
characteristics of an airplane. Each
penetrator instance that is created has the The threat model assumes threats to be in a
characteristics of an aircraft, such as ready state initially. From the ready state,
weight, drag, and fuel consumption, but the the diagrams show how the threat behaves,
actual values may be different. Figure 1 based on time factors. The threat system
shows the definition of the penetrator class, requires a certain amount of time to perform
(HERO was developed with Symbolics Flavors, a some function, or change its state, and these
Symbolics extension to Common Lisp, where the possible transitions are represented by arcs
top-level objects are called FLAVORS.) An F- between the nodes that represent possible
15E is an instance of a penetrator, as is an states of the threat system. A state
F-16A, but each has its own unique transition diagram for an SA-8 battery is
characteristics. This type of flexibility shown as figure 2. The transition
and ease of coding makes it possible to information extracted from the diagrams is
create many instances of a class, as well as used to construct the threat objects in HERO.
to easily add to those that already exist in
the program.

(deftleuor penetrator
((tall-number 0)
(mission)
(mission-role) 91-15510
(airframe)
(fuel)"H N
(weapons)
(ecm-assets)
(total drag 0) ; AS CONFIGURED
(max-speed 0) ; IN KPH, AS CONFIGURED
(climb-rate 0) ; IN FT/SEC, AS CONFIGURED
(seruice-ceiling 0) ; IN FT, AS CONFIGURED
(range 0) ; IN KM, AS CONFIGURED
0

:initable-instance-uarables
:writable-instance-uariables)

Figure 1. PENETRATOR FLAVOR

7. THREAT ENVIRONMENT 8- INTRACTTON O ORJECTE T1 TM4 TIRVLT
£WLLBQNMENT

Enemy Command, Control, and Communications
(C3) are accounted for in the HERO threat The objects hold "knowledge" of their states,
models. The behavior of the threats is stored as instance variables. The threat and
represented as transitions from one state to radar objects contain information on what
another, in some amount of time. Data for state they are in and how they will be
each threat is assembled on state transition affected as the environment changes, e.g., a
diagrams. The diagrams reflect the penetrator is detected by radar. The
generalization of behavior when individual penetrator object keeps track of the changes
TELS, RADAR, and Command and Control (C2 ) in weight, drag, and on-board EC (Electronic
components are considered. The Combat) assets. The object which is the
representation Is simplified by forgoing mission is then able to "collect" information
consideration of mobile threats, assuming on the state of the threats it passes (i.e.
such movement would not lessen the overall alerted by another penetrator, out of
threat because of overlapping threat missiles, etc.) and store the cost of
coverage. The effects of saturation, the encountering the particular threat, given the
network of threats, and Electronic Counter- state of threat and penetrator at that
Measures (ECM) are extracted from the state particular time. The lethality value that
transition diagrams and built into the route the threat (object) supplies to the mission
planning algorithm, thereby gauging the cost (object) is based on the expected behavior of
of encountering a threat, the particular type of threat (e.g. SA-6),

with its particular alert history and current
The initial lethality value for an aircraft state of readiness, when it is alerted to a
over a particular threat is based on altitude certain penetrator type with a specific
blocks and range of the threat to the weapons load. The partial routes created by

91 113 005
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the mission object are evaluated by the A* lethality encountered, etc., and form the

("A-star") search algorithm, using a best- basis for evaluating the possible missions

first search technique. The best completed against each other to find the best, or

route is chosen based on lowest heuristic lowest cost, of the possible worlds.[3:4-6 -

cost. 4-7]

9. ROUTE PLANNING i0. TTME ANn APACE

The HERO planning space is modeled with a The processing time for route planning in

region-based approach. The airspace is HERO is significant. The HERO effort is a

represented geometrically. The airspace is development model, and as the prototype is
divided into AGL (Above Ground Level) planes, resident on a Symbolics 3650 machine, which

defined as the airspace a fixed distance is a better development environment than a

above the ground projected onto a plane. run-time environment, speed was sacrificed
Each AGL plane is then divided into polygonal for ease of development. The search through

regions. Overlapping polygons are combined the tree of possible worlds becomes larger
by computational geometry such that each and requires more processing power and memory

polygon represents an area of homogenous space as more variables are factored into the

characteristics. Within a polygon, any route analysis. During demonstration of the

extended will encounter the same lethality system, planning ingress and egress for one

cost, thus avoiding the dilemma posed by mission of 4 F-16's through twelve threats

search through adjacent cells of equal (SA-6s and SA-8s) took approximately 1 hour.
lethality in the kind of array of fixed Although this is very discouraging, the
lethality described in paragraph 5. To dynamic threat representation holds far too
accomplish region-based route planning, the much promise to be thrown away because of
polygons are divided into triangular areas time considerations.
(triangulated; which serve as a basic area of
traversal in generating candidate legs. At a The geometric representation is a major
given AGL, the range of a threat or radar is factor in the time required for mission
a cross-section of its actual three- planning in HERO. Because branches are
dimensional range, therefore representing the generated from triangle to triangle, too many
danger to an aircraft flying a route.through branches may be cr-ited Legs that are too
the defended airspace at a given AGL (figure short to be flyable may be extended as well.
3). The trade-off of speed for local homogeneity

became more and more obvious as the effort
progressed.

11- SCENARIO

RH HERO uses the Soviet system of surface-to-air
missiles and deployment doctrine. The
scenario consists of 2 Fronts, 6 Armies, 19
Divisions, and I OMG (Operational Maneuver
r oup). The Front and Army units consist of

air defense brigades and battalions. The
divisions are tank and motorized rifle
regiments, and air defense regiments with
associated SAM (Surface-to-Air Missile)
batteries. The OMG consists of 5 Brigades and
includes combined arms regiments and air
defense battalions with their SAM batteries.
In order to preserve the unclassified status
of the HERO project, older SAM system (SA-4,
SA-6, SA-8, SA-9, with ZSU-23-41 are used.
HERO currently uses central Europe (Germany)
for its scenario, but any scenario that uses
DTED (Digital Terrain Elevation Data) can be
employed.

12- STATUS

The HERO prototype is installed at Rome
FIGURE 3. Threat Lethality as a cross- Laboratory. It clearly demonstrates the

section in AGL plane. complexity of the mission planning process as
well as the benefits of object-oriented
design and implementation. As the emphasis

In evaluating partial routes extended by the of the HERO effort was the exploration of
mission, HERO uses the technique of *possible route planning alternatives, some features of
worlds, The search tree is the tree of the user interface have either not been
possible worlds In the planning space, and implemented or have been implemented without
consists of many "plan worlds." A plan world flexibility. One of the key issues that HERO
represents the status of a mission simulation was to address, overlapping threat envelopes,
at a point in time, breaking the simulation was not fully developed at the completion of
down into steps or actions which are the effort and stands as partially
evaluated according to the cost of executing implemented.
that step. Such costs, which are extracted
from the scenario objects, include fuel used,
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13. CONCLUSION

One of the most important ideas to be gleaned
from the HERO effort is the complexity of the
task at hand. If the goal is to include all
factors in mission planning and to test every
possible path for optimality, the run-time
would far outweigh the benefits of such an
endeavor. It is well known that there Is not
much to be gained without risk. So, while we
may risk missing the optimal route by the
application of a well-placed heuristic, the
outcome will be a very good, survivable
option that may not have been obvious had the
automated tool not been applied at all.
Clearly, it Is better to have a very good
route with low lethality and othei costs,
arrived at within a reasonable amount of
time, than to have no route at all because
the optimum could not be arrived at in time,
or one that is not as good because all the
parameters cannot be considered by available
automated or manual means.

The key factor that makes HERO a model for
future development of route planning aids is
the representation of the threat environment.
HERO Is capable of planning individual or
multiple sorties, and the object-oriented
approach has proven to be a practical way to
insure the dynamic representation of real
world objects in the automated environment,
as well as to insure the flexibility required
to encompass additional planning parameters
as they are deemed necessary by the user.
Although a system like HERO could be useful
in planning individual sorties at the unit
level, its use in theater-level planning
shows much promise. Application of the
principles demonstrated by HERO would allow
the planner the opportunity to not only put
the best possible resources on a target, but
to more clearly see where and how tactics and
strategy can be incorporated into the ATO.
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Discussion 

preference is not another's, but each believes his to be the
correct one. There are actually very few heuristics in the
program. They are basically constraints that can't be

1. Glen Johnson, United States 
violated.

Does it frighten you to use independent threat models when 7. T. Shag, France
this conference is on using MI to achieve networking? What is the depth of the search using A* or what is the

Author. 
partial leg length?

There are interactions in the system. Comments made in the Author
talk were an introduction to inadequacies of present models. I'm really not sure if I can say what the depth is. We have not

2. Gem Ch United States put a limit on depth of search. Minimum leg lengths is

Can your system adapt its heuristic search algorithm for normally configured by the human planner. We have a value

pilot preference, mission, or mission phase (i.e. can the hardwired in for our use but I can't say off-hand what the

method you use to evaluate the lethality for each path value is.

change)? 3. Pref. A.N. Jnce, Turkey

Author What aspects of your program can qualify for being

No. There has not been an interface or protocol for allowing "intelligent"?

such changes. Author:

Object oriented programming has its roots in artificial, or
3. adward Giati, United States machine intelligence. HERO uses objects to represent the

What us the status of your program? real world and the knowledge contained in those objects can

Author: be transferred to other objects.

The fifth prototype is installed in the laboratory. 9. T..Schang, France

4. Dr G.H. Hunt, United Kingm As mission objects collect all threat state information, how

Could you give some more detail about your measurements do you manage combinatorial explosion?

of the system performance and the results you obtained? Author:

Author: While processing time is slow, due in part to the geometric

We are not as concerned with performance for this representation of the state space and hardware limitations,
the object-oriented approach does not have the problem of

laboratory demonstration as we would be for a system being combinatorial explosion that other methods may encounter.
transitioned to the field. The processing time is really very
slow. For a very simple scenario of four F- 16s flying through 10. W.E. Howll, United States
SA-6s and SA-8s environment, I believe 12 of them, it can Do you a o unetattakefro 1- hors, epedin onconfgurtio ofthe Do you account for uncertainty in hostile aircraft statetake from 1-4 hours, depending on configuration of the vco nyu ytm
planner. We are considering many variables, but the vector in your system?
representation of the state space is a major factor in the long Author:
processing time. Most of the development has been done with clean data.

5. Lyle Reiling, United States Uncertainty is being addressed at present at the situation

Since using A*. what information goes into the heuristic assessment stage rather than tactics, which will follow later.
estimate, and is it an underestimate'! However, we have done some checks, to ensure that the plans

do not fall apart, by injecting noise as data mapped from

Author. simulator to tactical database area. This will be pursued

Not sure if it is an underestimate. Fuel and time are basic more fully as we go from initial development to evaluation

information for the heuristic estimate. and further development.

6. Dr M.C. Dotker, Netherlands 11.ase er ae he r

You mentioned the A* algorithm to determine optimal Please elaborate on the reasons why MUSE was preferred

routes. Is there any room for pilot preference? And over other commercial systems?

secondly, would you not be too predictable if you use the Author
samnc heuristic.s All th time? Primarily the features offered, including windowing,

Author. downloading, as well as AT features, met our requirements
and close working contacts with supplier gave promise ofMany of the parameters can be set by the user. As for us

applying heuristic rules, based on preference, in order to excellent support if modifications were required. Secondly,

limit search, my experience has shown that one pilot's MUSE well supported on Sun workstations.
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ON ADVANCED SATELLITE WORKSTATION (ASW)
0. T BLEIER, S. HOLLANDER, S. SUTTON

The Aerospace Corporation
R 0. Box 3430

Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3430~USA

i. SUMMARY 3. A DSIGN

The Advanced Satellite Workstation (ASW) was proposed and Today, satellite specialists are used to periodically support
started by the author in 1986 as a low level independent mission control team personnel who have significant

research and development effort Its goal was to evaluate the experience in operating many satellites in a large control center
utility of expert systems in military satellite testing operations. but lack expertise in individual satellites and their subsystems.
It quickly became apparent, however, that the rule base was too
limited. This project's goal was then modified to capture as The ASW design started as a concept in which an MCC
much of the factory and flight experience as possible in an operator, with some previous satellite control experience, was
electronic, updateable medium. The resulting electronic envisioned to have a much wider variety of information at his or
library would then permit much deeper insight into the her disposal. The ability to understand a satellite's inner
satellite's operation and more confidence in understanding and workings was needed, and to do this, the ASW concept was

expanding the expert system rule base. The first on-line envisioned to include elements such as logic diagrams,
demonstration was done during June 1990 in one of the Air simulations, expert systems, and pictures of the "as built"
Force's Mission Control Centers, and evaluations of ASW are satellite to provide this indepth knowledge (Figure 1). The
currently underway. Preliminary results are very encouraging, computer aided design details (left), expert systems and

waveform analyzers (center) and "as built" pictures from
l factory or on orbit photographs (right) represent the new types

2 GOALS OF TH ADVANCED-SATLLIT of data needed by the satellite operator. The functional goals
WORKSTATION (W described above and this broad concept were translated into a 3

screen workstation design illustrated in Figure 2.
The Department of Defense supports an active constellation of
60 to 70 satellites today. The emergence of "LIGHTSAT" 4. URE
technology and PEGASUS air-launched boosters may reduce
the cost of booster and satellites significantly. This is expected The following features of ASW are described with
to dramatically increase the number of satellites which need corresponding background illustrating why each feature was
support during the 1990-2000 + timeframe. One might included in the system. During the development of ASW, the
observe that there should be a way of significantly reducing the entire system's data base was generated for testing the joint Air
corresponding cost of ground control for these less expensive Force/NASA satellite called Combined Release and Radiation
LIGHTSATS. The "old" way of doing business using dedicated Effects Satellite (CRRES), which is a fairly complex scientific
Mission Control Centers (MCC), large support staffs, on-site payload with more than 40 instruments. The satellite was
contractor support and highly specialized job functions may launched on July 25, 1990, and most importantly for the ASW
change if the defense budgets continue to decline while the project it represented an unclassified source of R&D data
appetite for satellite support to military forces continues to which was significantly easier to handle than classified data
increase. This situation has led to the following ASW goals: from operational DOD satellites. It allowed easy input to data

bases and less restrictive configuration control over software

Reduce the cost of ground control, especially the manpower changes for this prototype environment. This is very important
e eif quick progress is desired. By allowing the developer an easy

requirements; e.g , the cost of training and maintaining a method of changing the system to fit the operator's desire
large staff of satellite controllers, during this type of prototyping, a clear statement of the

requirements is an output of the process rather than an input to
Provide an integrated decision support environment for a classical design-to-spec activity.
satellite operators to reduce the number of "specialists," i.e.,
use technically competent "generalists." The goal would be Telemetry Display System: The telemetry display was built
to provide these "generalists" with the right type of with more flexibility than the somewhat rigid displays of the
background data, in a form they could easily understand-a existingCommand and Control System (CCS ) Telemetry point
"decision support environment." selections, configuration of one or multiple data plots, scaling,

and windows were basic features desired. Selected color
- Use advanced technology to automate operator tasks when displays of both minor alarms and critical limits, forward and

it is appropriate; e.g., let the machine do the repetitive work backward scrolling of data, and multiple plots using different
and let the engineer do the judgmental ork. colors were additional features included in the system. It was

built around the commercial product DATAVIEW with "C"
code enhancements. Figure 3 illustrates one of the screenOffload the primary command and ontrol system displays. The key feature of this system is the ability to change

processing wurkl ; i e, perform omputational intensive and customize the displays in realtime. This was an essential
telemetry processing and display functions with an offline feature that the technical advisors wanted to augment the more
computer. rigid display in the primary CCS system. Software "buttons"

are placed on the screen so the analyst can select features and
The last goal reflects a crrent loading problem in the Air Force options by clicking a mouse. This display also allows the
Satellite Control Network's "Command and Control System operator to ask for more detailed expert system advice as well as
(CCS)" in which only 3-4 simultaneous satellite contacts can be supporting information contained in "hypercard" displays.
supported from one Mission Control Center. ASW could
ofa the CCS and increase the overall system capacity by fjZL1IA= A typical satellite, contacted through a remote
performing more telemetry processing in a separate processor. tracking station, may generate between 3 and 30 minutes of
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EXPERT SYSTEMS

ATI'I

CHIGHURESOLUTIO
SUN 3/6 MAVNOIDEX O O TV MOI

*TIM DISMLAY e SPOICECRAFT "AS BUILT"
*EXPERT SYSTEM DOCUMENTATION PICTURES OF
*A PLANN~ER (IHypelean SPACECRAFT AND

*MODELER * LASER DISC COMPONENTS
*TIMELINER CONTROL (sthl/llon)

ASW PROTOCOL ASW PROTOCOL SONY LDP 2000
p[LASER DISC PLAYER_

(IBM 4381)
-COMMAND AND CONTROL

SYSTEM
NON-REALTIME

TELEMETRY DATA

Figure 2. Three Screen Workstation Designs
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Figure 3. ASW Telemetry Analysis

telemetry data for each realtime contact or "pass". This data Subsequent subsystems were intended to be generated by the
may be merged with tens to hundreds of minutes of telemetry satellite technical analysts. To date, several "rules" have been
recorded onboard the satellite and played back on a separate created by these analysts with relative ease.
telemetry channel along with the realtime data. The result is
long sequences of telemetry data which must be laboriously jj mjd Discussions with experienced satellite analysts
scanned by human analysts. ASW was set up to have an expert disclosed that many types of information are used to support an
system (currently with 90-100 rules) for the electri. power "expert's" knowledge base. These include the logic diagrams
system scan all of this data in a few minutes. The ruics include from each electronic controller, sample waveforms from
simple maximum/minimum limits, rate of change, and previous tests, written text describing correct operational C'
combinations of rules based on both design and operational behavior of the subsystems, "as built" pictures of various
experience. Any violations of the predetermined rules causes boards, assemblies, subsystems and systems, simulations,
the expert system to select the offending telemetry waveform performance curves, and finally, simple operator experiences 74
and present the anomalous data to the operator. The expert recorded as notebook entries. This information existed in
system automatically calls the hypermedia system and selects many different forms and was difficult to organize. Mr. Stewart
the proper section of the Orbital Operations Handbook - Sutton analyzed the situation and decided to try various
OOH (an "encyclopedia" of the satellite's subsystem scanning, storage, and display techniques to capture the data in
information). We found that many satellite controllers do not a technique called multimedia. Macintosh scanners were used
trust expert systems. ASW tries to develop their trust by for text and-graphics data, video tape pictureswere converted to
augmenting the expert system's terse recommendations by a 12-inch laser disk for a Write Once Read Many (WORM)
displaying the raw data which triggered the recommendation, drive, and logic diagrams were converted to a modeling system
and electronically "pointing" to the section of the satellite's written in C code. The entire system was organized around a
OOH which explains how the subsystem should operate. "point and fetch" type data base system called Hypercard (see
Figure3illustrates the types of messagesdisplayedbytheezpert Figures 4-7 The multimedia type information under the
system (at the bottom of the figure4 It also states how many controlled access of Apple Macintosh Hypercard, is called
instances of the anomalous behavior were detected. ASW's hypermedia. The application of this Hypercard technique for
expert system is configured now for only the electrical power ASW was termed the Information Navigator, and selected parts
subsystem of CRRES, but othersubsytems can be added. The of three volumes of the Orbital Operations Handbook were
commercial expert system NEXPERT wes used to build this scanned or hand typed into the system. An operator can now
application, and it execates in a Sun/Unk environment The navigate" through the information stacks at his or her own
developers created the first expert system emnple, inuding pace, and can browse in the order which makes sense for that
the linkage to the telemetry display and hypermedia. particular investigation. The Iblemetry Display System, the

91-15512
III""II
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Expert System, the Hypermedia, and the non-machine to seeing, but which is faster and more accurate than the
interfaces combine to form the basis for the "Decision Support manual methods. Figures 8 and 9 illustrate two screens of this
Environment." system, where relevant data is being electronically transferred

and accepted by the operator to generate both the header and
Moder Logic diagrams, performance curves, and text bodyof thepass plan. Data relevant to the individual pass (e.g.,
descriptions frequently do not dearly describe the electronic station name, rise time, elevation, fade time, etc.) are
control logic which exists in each of many satellite subsystems. automatically retrieved and inserted within the plan.
Mr. Peter Homeier generated an easy-to-use logic description Templates for standard command plans (e.g, "VCR read out")
which starts at a high level "box/input/output" view, and are retrieved and inserted into the command list file.
proceeds in a hierarchical fashion to successively lower and
lower elements within the subsystem. The approach is to lead imeliner/Scheduler Planning and operation of an R&D
the user froih simple descriptions to more detailed descriptions satellite includes the time phased planning of many
in successively more detailed representations; unfortunately, experiments throughout the satellite's life. These experiments
time did not allow for a specific application of Modeler within must be correctly interlaced with realtime contacts, other
this version of ASW for the CRRES satellite, experiments orbit constraints (light, dark, apogee, perigee,

etc.), and tape recorder limitations. A graphical experiment
Automated Contact Support Plan Generator The ASW is a planner was created called Timeliner which can illustrate these

type of electronic "tool box," which includes a collection of constraints and options on one page. The data can be added,
support programs; e.g., the telemetry scroller, expert systems deleted, moved, or modified via mouse actions, and the output
hypermedia, and laser disk storage of still and motion pictures sent to a laser printer for review by various team members.
of the spacecraft. It is based on the goal of reducing workload Figure 10 illustrates a sample output for several days of the
and increasing the effectiveness (knowledge) of the mission CRRES mission.
control staff.

5. ETHERNET CONNECTION To THE COMMAND

The staff was shown the first prototype of ASW and was asked AND CONTROL SEGMENT (M)
to identify additional functions which were labor intensive and
could be streamlined. A primary candidate was the routine task Any type of workstation which analyzes satellite telemetry
of manually generating a "Contact Support Plan;" i.e., a time needs decommutation and engineering unit conversion
ordered list of commands and actions which must be executed functions. ASW uses the services of the Air Force Consolidated
during a routine satellite contact. The pass plan is done dozens Space Test Center's (CSTC) facility to perform the functions in
of times per day, thousands of times per year. The automation the IBM 4381 computer system called Command and Control
of these functions now includes a windows-based text editor System (CCS). Telemetry data is received at a remote tracking
with "fill-in-the-blank" capabilities, utilizing both automatic station, relayed to Sunnyvale, California, routed to a Mission
and user-selected information. The output is a laser printer Control Center, and processed/stored by the CCS. ASW
version of the pass plan in a format that everyone is accustomed terminals are connected to an Ethernet which is fed by a file

Pass Plan
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110 WPM _-_"4.3 WEJ31 MAY 90

sum SWa or___ Mu WO ffis MiANN TING rwMm rem

EMIT am 0744 2795 2763 gum W 3V-3 FeI @a w NZ AZ U'0-R tED 07W Elleff

21* 147 A aW @ ] []N

416-144 @ I 0 0 0 0

WK ~ ~ ~ uinm IL Nr* MIAusJ

i41ON 9V1101 aim.

I I I I Im Mdrn

Figure 8. Automated Contact Support Plan Generator
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server attached to CCS (see Figure 11). The data is retrieved procurement of a fully documented and supported satellite
from an archive disc and sent to the Ethernet in a file transfer workstation section for the Air Force CSTC.
process so that ASW can access the data repeatedly without
loading the CCS with many requests for service. 7. FUTURE

6. TEST CASE IN MISSION CONTROL CENTER VI The limited time and funding of ASW did not allow all of the
ideas to be developed and implemented. The types of problems

The process of building ASW reached a milestone in July 1990 encountered resulted in the following enhancements that
when the laboratory version was moved into an operating should be included:
environment-Mission Control Complex VI at the CSTC in
Sunnyvale. The functions of ASW currently being evaluated in 1. The use ofnew, high quality video cameras fortaking the "as
the operational environment are: built" pictures.

Training-Using Hypercard/Hypermedia services of the 2. A technique for transferring the video pictures directly from
Orbital Operations Handbook (OOH) to train Planner/ a camcorder to a read/write laser disk. (The process now
Analysts (PA). involves "mastering" on a 1-inch master tape, then

employing a $2000 transfer procedure to "burn" a 12-inch
Data Browsing-PA analysis of electrical power system laser disk.)
performance by using the expert system to apply 90 to 100 rules
to the recorded data identifying unusual waveforms. The 3. Addition of a data base manager to organize and maintain
telemetry display system then allows the user to judge for telemetry files on the SUN workstation.
himself if the waveform is benign or anomalous.

4. A better laser disk to increase storage capacity in the Sun
Anomaly Support-Using the telemetry system, hypercard, Workstation for telemetry files (e.g., 1-2 gigabyte capacity
video picture, and modeler to analyze various subsystems
(Modeler is not equipped with a CRRES data base as of this 5. Improve the ease of acquiring OOH (satellite technical
writing). data); e.g., contractually task contractors to deliver these

OOH documents in hypercard-compatible formats/media.
Pass Planning-PA using the automated Pass Planner to
improve the speed and accuracy of the pass plan generation 6. Establish interfaces so any expert system and telemetry
process. processor can access each other's data.

Experiment Planning-Contractor Technical Advisors using 7. Determine the cost (in man months) to deliver a similar
the Timeliner to plan many of the thousands of experiments system for the nextsatellite mission. Given ASWexperience
and support requirements. and the enhancements above, how long would it take to

acquire the satellite data and input to a fully populated ASW
Several very useful suggestions were received from the support database for each satellite subsystem.
team, logged by an Aerospace Corporation engineering intern,
and relayed to the design team. The updated version of ASWis The ASW designers and users encourage the collective
now available for use as an engineering tool. The long term communityofspacecraftbuilders and operators toshare similar
goal is to generate a final report, to highlight the successful accounts of success and problems with experiments such sa
features, and include these features in a Technical ASW This type of cooperation will help reduce the support
Requirement Document (preliminary A-Spec) for future costs associated with all DOD, NASA and civilian spacecraft.
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aidfo i~dithe hyt as rot been
the diffiona b-'Ie I ' 1 wil xlicitly prgied. The type of

sulf ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ le~ f m ntatimo=M aleIlit also allow the
the~~kwl~ tofraci betee traruferreda to other tasks;

system arid Al system. that is, a model-based system oriiginitly
dew;~ve for diagnstics- would be of

Tole 1. 0=00isom Of Cwm"Mmfi Ma Al sia fc value haen develppiz a design
filstms (9. Qx--t sstemfor the same daif wheeas

lystm CIited fromi a diagnostic rule-based
syte orgustoble value.

The wealouee off a modal-based system
.qp...*aticn anid lineatan rd beceapparent only when it is a pure

use of datamodel-based system* that is, when n
ime~~eritc ardtemeo mvld DiagrKstic searcties

Algorithmic Hsuistic tri co octo yse ae onth
inwcle =Ri~fr sens only if

pRepetitive praes IferentiJal proncrems al CXXqnent are eC1.ally fallible arnd
acce&rssibe. Otewsrules are

Effec'tie of Effecuive .1. n fact, mases can beltarge data bane shown mbass more th rasmng reiJlarg dat bass -ege 1-ses, I imethan rule-based systems. r
this reason mos moe-base~d system will

I" rolem are best solved byicueat least a few rules to iiproveperfoomKe.me~~a MXoorrn(1.Tre"q In a subequent section wearg~ fo
prole ~A i hie ra~ab mtematical blening~ these four reasonirn t~d = to

solutimu msuch as solving differential produce a synergistic effect. We claim a
equations with nu~merical analysis moodified blackboard is a suitable fraewokt-wuear ot iate for Al, for urirz th niiulraoning
twhil~ -be 4iQ a geaic:mtooois The traditional blackboard

tcate qite architecture is discussed next to provide a

that cnbe sove with algitem (formal onai frteergmts
- that ~mate Correct agO4

ipolution e~mwy ti)are better left to 7h lcbadarchitecture was
oVentional system. For exale, it is developed for a speechi understanding system
mom ost effective to sort lists with a developed in the seventies kcnown as
omrawtnial system than with an Al Heresay-Il [11]. Since its dsvelcF is 1,

progran.the blackboard model has been proven a
robust moidel of problnm solvlxqg on

d IffindRapplications from ocean survaillanci (HASP)
7h b is te reasoningsyte to air traffic monitoring (TURIF).
tbediscused is =e-ae eaoig The traditional blackboard model

Ioddel-bined eeozquses an explicit contains three mjor calicments as sham in
model of a systan to dirbe the Figure 3 (12]:

1 1t or a physical system, the
c~wutin bebinen the componoents, and the

bdrao at eaI of the CQ~MWuts (10].
TheSys is able to reason about "yicalKnweg
mm whd q~ply to the system, and theSO
effect the lam my have on the system.
This frm of reasning allown for am
rebint rampona to a previouplyBlcbad <0meg

Itil-besed system o m UeCaullal

aid rinmoninqc' IricPl of
lo .iy in solving a Causm ~ al

remnfi e i an lg mr niz __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

ho Ltemdviw (or unuvk of -- -
Imnt effect the bdumvior aw ~ 1'ipw. 3. Me Meditioinl BladcaazG

ammmmt Ponzq froi first principles arft1tebwre En]1.
reli n tin law of *#ydi or

anini to or ilain behavio (1) flu koledgs soe - The nowledge
of aCdP]& bfrueOi a to solV4 the ptablam is partitidme

amo)m~e~u z~ td are
CM ~ (2 9= :1ut' b1atuobr - h

am bez1io by MWMur ; :9--t prdblm solving st1 at nok in a
2W ui~ of model-besed sysem loal data st r, thebacbar-
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solution to the pvbis .- mJ 'tia andl stratue of the architecture.
interaction tAIs Place solely through the
blackboavd. m w agRM IUMm(3 C*M- o nGIedP Oe C resond Boon Of tin .5ascoik atods

Imostcalyto chen In the ijreviciusly discussed had associated
7hestrctue f te cntol trayte ad weaknesses. Pnigthe

is ef oen Itca ab i te Vn~arm mehd nte rprfion culd reat

driOUCM n. the g blckoard, or bar efet 01cii systemtanu t r h

constitutes an evat that in the ceuium to solve rimnmam that crmzld riot be solved
of ~ apo -ohrinformtion note nvm reasoning

blckod cn rige ontorl aiim NtOOie
Jawwaft soucm.7he ontol mchaism ackr1 a synergistic blend is possible by

selects a single krxledg source to nmkina fuiantal, uxdificatio to the
momt" its aftion on each "rdim-uolvin blackboard rclaslin a orachi. 7he
cycle. 7he control nedwnim my use a essence of tmodifiaiVt partition
variety of criteria such as the aredibility the system based an reasoning Mthodologies;

ofteknowleft surce~ti~r rather than knowledge urxllefi. Indeed, it
Inorati on, th he iabaVzthe f e "am= tof partitca the

kncx-syste base on ortod ofsh reasonitheng.solution it Wonl Ig~nmatS. %hena ~ i a a esntaking a (closead bo
knowedg. sorceii aedit. illtest. All kolgeo be Moed dorIngt
N~a ri?. , events. tt is self cc*ie. here is no reason

wa nturn triqgw otier to believe that the kowldge is
knowi~~ms (U1]. partitioued into different sockiles withinsyutm construct Solutios the person Howver the perso my use
.......a... . a pro loles-solving several different uuehods, ofreasonin

cycle a sirq eiwlsdeg source ecotis, abouzt the problem. Thes methods of
*uirating or zodifying a mell nuzerw of reasoning can be modeled as "reasoning
inolution 6en*s. Sci elemts are mdls
asmb2ed Into grdgDat al utions, This a~aiwill prock=o aotirsmybe amoa.Idmally, elemaents snrstceffect by allowing the modules
are eventUally assemled into a couplets to focus their individual = =e~heo
snolution. edim. By cooperating thr- i thec

As an illustration of how a blackboard bla2bord and psigaralsolutions, a
~UW cferating knowledge sources, can prdblem that cm~ul q no t olvted by any of

reiopet ion to an ai atthe systeMM individually ouzld be solved by
cc= ~ tc bad itwuev an the, system as a whole. That is, onm

Air IPce airr atiP-se an reascming module ould post a partial
immaigaionis . fmued to determine te solution niot obainable by any of the other

facts skwrundiig the cam. After the modhules, and! ile it might niot be able to
irwsigtin is -~se a board is held. geneate-1 the deired soltion, one of the
The boardoqnsiletsoZ the board diairmn remaining modules, which was also 'mable to

and ed-sta ffi, beabl to elp gamrate the desired solution from the~-4 iiiate &= 7th accide (ri.a "lem, might be able to do so
d at a i t e o i a c i e tg .- b a e d o t is n r e u lt . A m co tid

piot fmla~ aircrt adiai W n efec is expected frce the
the fron of the r . He then aska for a~liy of one, reasoning system to refute
co t fruo the qrasv. -lxsim of another reasoning mo&dole. A

If sonem In the foom has infration diagam of the synergistic reasoning system
to add they raise their heand. go is dua in Figurne 4.
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their hod! raisad, and that person anw =1isI
inftristion (fact cc Iuci) to theStlltmutnm is a suitable
I - I then retun to their iset. Baud qviction for thm jroof of ocept of the
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7h. Dis person my &M nw facts ornon and contact s are am ide

eso my refute arlier huhs~ byUsArPo eli M lothM sr o the board. 7he sesion veru aeisi of fixed gr-ba
contiue u*Ui them oen of the accident t~w-;sai ,central C&Itrol
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catrbutennw Infimtioni. 11 x~e*I otI

asociated with thm bladood. Ons panel satellites will be on-ewbit by the year
I we tie krolg surcs, sMd 2000, and 150 will be on-Otbft by 2015.
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33 440" Iuoemeet and XII. Ccpoets of the model are diagnoased

mm caacat polaing.speed of am of the four reaction iwels is
low. 11w faulty rotation wheel, is turned

Xl 40a inOemoot$ ed of f and the blcadrxm is sent the mesage:

400, alibatedt,- ad mWlt detected in 3100mtin WIeeI 2.

ax.The IRile-based s=te iwol use data
V1. MW~ emotive modu, acknowldges the driven tactics in an atep tsolve the
I nabilIity of the rule-baset Module to problem, such as recycling pwe to the~r! rrmt the ptcblem. T1he model-based ilisal. if these attepIt- are unsccssful,
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CAVIUlA Nuue OMtmNt
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0ooemmtL: Attitaft 0Wftzo flatrches iwhcprvoly- z ri
cdr math Sensor situaticri ooow, a&d hmman intervention is
0amtmma Mo Ssemr Zeesly haiapered byv the aunzt of tims required by
0o-Umsots a te 0 lem istahos(~iat~3po bi seon ectuion is tohed1

~~aLow l aramy switcha traditional architecture to allow
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Abstract presented, communications opportunities may be
infrequent and of short duration; an eclipse may

The paper discuss s the domain of Electrical occur each orbit; the system is expected to operate
Power Systems for dar Spacecraft and its effect with failed or degraded components; and short
on the design of -based systems for health term power demands will exceed the nominal
monitoring and resource management. The paper power output of the solar panels.
presents work on Electrical Power Systems (EPS)
Fault Handling and Resource Planning. The Fault The remaining sections of the paper present an
Handling System relies on model-based reasoning overview of the domain of radar spacecraft and the
techniques while the Resource Planning System electrical power system is described in sections 2
relies on case-based reasoning techniques. The and 3; Sections 4 and 5 describe the Ground
two systems perform their functions in a Segment and Spacecraft Operations; Section 6
cooperative way and are distributed over both reviews the needs for automation and spacecraft
ground-based and space-based processing autonomy; Section 7 presents an Artificial
elements. ---... Intelligence based approach to planning and

diagnostics; Sections 8, 9 and 10 describe
previous developments and the present status on

1 Introduction diagnosis and planning work and; the paper is
summarized with section 11.

As spacecraft and space systems become larger
and more complex, the demands on a traditionally
structured ground-based operation to monitor and 2 Radar Spacecraft Overview
control the various subsystems increase
dramatically. The high operational management 2.1 Mission and Orbit Mechanics
requirements become readily apparent in the radar
spacecraft application domain discussed. Canada The purpose of a radar spacecraft is to survey
is building a civilian radar spacecraft 'Radarsat' predetermined areas of the earth as it passes over
and is participating in a research and development them. The major constraints on the mission are the
program for an advanced military surveillance orbital coverage of the earth, the payload and
spacecraft 'Space Based Radar' (SBR). housekeeping energy requirements, and the

available energy on the spacecraft. Inevitably,
The radar payload of this class of spacecraft there will be times when more radar exposures are
places demands on the electrical power system desired than can be achieved.
significantly different than those of civilian
communication relay spacecraft. The Electrical The requirements for the selection of an optimal
Power System (EPS) for radar spacecraft must orbit for a radar spacecraft are significantly
deal with a highly inclined low earth orbit radar different from those for communications or
payload having tens of thousands of RF transmit / meteorological spacecraft. A radar spacecraft is
receive elements demanding between 5 and 30 kW typically required to scan the complete earth over
of electrical power [Eatock 901. In the example some period, while communications spacecraft are
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typically geostationary. In order to map out a large duration and frequency of contact with ground
peicentage of the earth, the orbit plane of a radar station(s) and/or the requirement for relay
spacecraft is highly inclined to the earth's spacecraft. Contacts with a single ground station
equatorial plane. Retrograde orbits (i.e. inclination are infrequent and of short duration. Contact duty
greater than 90 degrees) are common. With any cycle can be improved significantly by using
inclined orbit, the orbit plane precesses about the multiple ground stations or other spacecraft to relay
earth at a rate dependent on: the angle of the signal to ground.
inclination (decreasing with inclination), the radius
and elipticity of the orbit. Also, as the spacecraft
orbits the earth, the earth spins on its axis beneath 2.3 Spacecraft Mission Planning
the spacecraft. These factors define the payload
coverage, the frequency and duration of contact Planning the spacecraft mission will be considered
possible (spacecraft to ground stations), and the fromthe payload requirements viewpoint. Following
frequency and duration of eclipse operation. the attainment of final orbit, the mission

requirements define areas of interest on the earth's
surface. The radar image start times, duration and

2.2 Payload and Housekeeping Energy quality define the radar power profile needed to
Requirements attain the images required. The ideal radar power

profile will be translated to the required EPS power
Once the orbital mechanics have been determined profile. An assessment will be made of the
from the mission requirements, many constraints available electrical power to attain the EPS power
defining the spacecraft system, including the profile. If the available power is not sufficient due
ground support and the EPS requirements, will be to weak batteries, solar eclipse, component
fixed. A typical spacecraft of this class is the failures, or other reasons; the mission plan will be
Canadian Radarsat. In this case, the following altered by dropping survey areas of lesser interest
preliminary estimates apply: on the earth's surface. This is accomplished
- Orbit altitude: approximately 800 km, iteratively by ground-based mission analysts.
- Orbit period: approximately 101 minutes,
- Eclipse: maximum 18 minutes, 73 days long
season centred on summer solstice, 3 Domain Description: Spacecraft Electrical Power
- Orbit is retrograde: spacecraft is nominally System
passing in a direction opposite the earth's spin.
- Single ground station contact: 12 minutes The Electrical Power System includes a prime

contact maximum (at 5 degrees elevation above power source (solar panels), storage elements for
horizon); typically 3 orbits of contact totalling 29 eclipse operation (batteries), power distribution
minutes duration (or less) followed by 4 orbits of no busses, control electronics (charge controllers,
contact. Cycle repeats twice every day. discharge controllers, power conditioners) and

distribution equipa-ent (switches, relays and circuit
Earth observation spacecraft tend to be sun breakers). The EPS provides power to the
synchronous. That is the spacecraft orbit plane is spacecraft loads which have a variety of power
at a constant angle to the sun vector at any time of profile characteristics. Duplication of component
the year (ignoring earth declination). Most and the ability to configure the power distribution
spacecraft of this class have day-night orbits (i.e. network is used to provide a high level of
they observe both sunlit and dark sides of the operational capability. While the operational
earth in a single orbit). While also sun synchronous capability is increased, the total power available to
the Radarsat spacecraft has a dawn-dusk orbit. the spacecraft loads may be reduced when
Space Based Radar is not expected to be sun components have failed (figure 1).
synchronous and as a result will experience
significantly different ground contact and eclipse The EPS must provide electrical power through all
characteristics. phases of operation: launch, transfer orbit and final

orbit. Typically, through launch and transfer orbit
The factors that affect the design of the EPS operation, the EPS must maintain only the loads
include the duration and frequency of eclipse needed to attain the final orbit. After launch and
operation, the power requirements and duty cycle the attainment of final orbit, the solar panels will be
of the payload and housekeeping functions, the deployed and the various housekeeping and
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payload functions will be tested. The test and Through increased on-board processing, portions
verification process typically requires a few weeks of each activity may be completed on the
to complete. spacecraft.

Following attainment of the final orbit, the power Although both Ground Segment and Data
requirements of the spacecraft are met both by the Acquisition Systems are of equal importance, the
solar panels and batteries. During sunlit operation, following discussion addresses the needs of the
the solar panel power output is used for battery Ground Segment only. As noted in section 2.1,
charging, housekeeping and radar payload contact with a ground station (Ground Segment or
requirements. During solar eclipse, only batteries Data Acquisition System) will be a maximum of 12
are available to meet the power requirements of minutes for an orbit where contact is possible.
the spacecraft. During this period the following events will occur:

- The spacecraft will appear at the horizon.
The characteristics of the radar payload - The ground station antenna must locate the
significantly affect the design of the EPS. Short spacecraft (typically accomplished by the time the
term power surges required by the payload must spacecraft reaches a point 5 degrees above the
be met by either batteries or other short term horizon).
storage elements (capacitors). The power required - The spacecraft is tracked through its trajectory to
by the radar during transmission may exceed the a point near the opposite horizon (5 degrees
solar panel capacity by up to 100%. The resulting above),
duty cycle averaged over the orbit is on the order - When contact has been made, the spacecraft will
of 50% [Moody 89). Design constraints may affect transmit subsystem sensor readings (telemetry)
this level during eclipse operation. indicating the status and health of the spacecraft.

(Data Acquisition System will instead receive radar-
The secondary loads in the form of Attitude and image data at this point.)
Orbit Control, Telemetry Tracking and Command, - The Ground Segment will process portions of the
Thermal Control, etc. are one or two orders of subsystem status and health data and transmit a
magnitude lower in power requirements than the command stream to take corrective actions that
radar payload. The on/off time characteristics of may be necessary.
many of these loads are similar to a random or - The Ground Segment will also transmit the
stochastic process. While these loads are equally payload command stream (schedule) that will be
important to the payload in terms of spacecraft used to control the radar system for the next period
health and effectiveness, the demands in terms of (typically 24 hours).
electrical power are lumped together as a single
load which can be modeled as a stochastic These last two actions will likely be completed on
process. the next orbit pass (i.e. 101 minutes later) following

initial processing of the status and health data.
Thus two consecutive passes are needed to

4 Overview of Ground Segment/Data Acquisition receive telemetry and transmit the spacecraft
System command stream/payload schedule to the

spacecraft.
In the Radarsat project the mission control ground
station (Ground Segment) and the radar image The Ground Segment and the Data Acquisition
data ground station (Data Acquisition System) are System both benefit from additional ground
not co-located and may in fact be located in stations and/or relay spacecraft. Contact periods
geographically distant locations. The actions can be extended significantly with these additional
performed are: communications paths. The trade-off is the
- The Ground Segment performs health monitoring, required bandwidth and number of ground stations
management and control of the spacecraft. This versus the cost and maintenance of a relay
includes attitude and orbit control, EPS control, spacecraft network.
radar payload control, control of the recorded
image playback to the Data Acquisition System etc. It must be recognized that the Data Acquisition and
- The Data Acquisition System Is responsible for Ground Segment systems serve very different
receiving and the initial processing of the radar requirements. Here we are concerned with the
Image data. health and control of the Electrical Power System

91-15513
Ihm h*08 -.
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(through the Ground Segment). The primary Failure recovery through all phases of operation is
objective of the spacecraft is however to provide usually accomplished by a minimal degree of
radar images. designed-in overcapacity and through the

configurable nature of the system. During the
For civilian spacecraft the need to maintain a launch and transfer orbit operations, the spacecraft
continuous radar-image data to the ground is not relies on battery power and minimal amount of
present. Delays on the order of days may not be solar panel power. EPS faults in general and
critical in terms of the radar image information battery faults in particular can seriously jeopardize
gathered. As a strategic defense issue, the the entire mission. Following deployment of the
availability to provide near continuous coverage is solar panels, the EPS is more capable of dealing
more critical, with failures of individual EPS components.

The requirement for automation is defined at many
5 Spacecraft and Ground Segment Operations levels. In many cases the requirement stems from

the lack of communication opportunities. In normal
Normal mission operations of a radar spacecraft operation the spacecraft is expected to operate
are as follows: on a given orbit the spacecraft can unsupervised for periods of up to 10 1/2 hours in
be expected to pass over an area of interest; at duration. Potential problems with the Ground
that time the radar will be activated and image data Segment system extend this time requirement
will be acquired. As noted in Section 3, the significantly. A'survivability' requirement of 7 to 14
capacity of the solar panels is usually exceeded days of no contact is also required. During this
through these times by a significant level. The survival period the spacecraft is required to deal
reliance on batteries and other short term storage with health and normal subsystem management
devices causes the management of power storage issues through its on-board processing elements.
to be intricately tied into the mission planning
aspect of the spacecraft (see section 2.2).

6 Automated Operations: Space-Based vs
Power Storage Management and Mission Planning Ground-Based
operations are not automated in an intelligent
systems way and require the attention of a large Two fundamental reasons to automate systems are
number of subsystem experts and designers to assist humans in handling complexity and to
(Adamovits 19901. Traditional ground control achieve critical (fast) time responses. Automation
techniques rely on subsystem operations of mission expertise is very desirable for assisting
personnel, each controlling a single subsystem of humans in the complex spacecraft operations
the spacecraft. With a polar orbiting spacecraft, planning and management as well as in health
long periods of little or no contact can be followed monitoring. Fault detection and response is an
by short periods of intense activity. While this obvious area where automation is desirable in
approach may be expected to remain for some order to achieve critical time responses. As noted
time in spacecraft systems, the reliance on previously this is especially true when contact is
automation in the ground-based system and infrequent and communication is short in duration.
autonomy of the space-based system is expected In general, automation to assist humans in
to increase. handling complexity can be a Ground Segment

based function, and automation to achieve critical
Ground-based activities during normal operations time responses should be space-based.
are biased toward mission planning, station
keeping and health monitoring. Station keeping Space-based automation is termed autonomy in
activities refers to orbit maintenance: inclination, this paper. In this discussion, autonomy does not
altitude, eccentricity etc. Health monitoring mean that the system is not controllable by
includes: detecting component degradations and humans, but that it can operate with some known
failures, observing trends in system and subsystem level of capability in the absence of supervision for
performance, etc. All the above activities are as long as Is necessary (several hours through to
expected to be automated in Increasing degrees in several days). The system can be overridden or
future spacecraft. reconfigured by humans. In the present case, the

level of Interaction possible with Ground Segment
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support systems is limited due to infrequent for radiation hardening, space-rated components,
telemetry. and redundancy greatly increase the mass and

power consumption of space-based computers
The factors that drive the time response over equivalent terrestrial computers.
requirement are safety concerns and mission
concerns. Safety concerns are due to faults, i.e. Considerable reluctance by spacecraft designers
their expected criticality or potential of criticality, and operations personnel can be expected for the
Faults may shorten the life of the spacecraft or use of embedded systems for higher level cognitive
decrease the capability of the spacecraft and aspects of problem handling. To illustrate,
therefore must be detected, diagnosed, and dealt terrestrial expert systems for diagnosis will include
with quickly. an Explanation function, so that the operator can

check the computer's results against his own
Mission concerns that drive the time response judgement. This scenario is not practical here. A
requirements are the importance of obtaining timely compromise is to implement a system that
data. Questions that must be asked are: performs fault detection and module level (rather
- When is the data needed? than component level) diagnosis autonomously,
- When is it available? and then implements a predetermined,
- Will the same data be available in N orbits? conservative response. This may leave the
- Can it be relayed to earth before then? spacecraft partially operable or as a minimum in a
- What is an acceptable cost to obtain the data? 'safe' mode. At the next available point the data is
If the requirement for timely data is high enough sent to the ground for processing by ground
the system must be expected to operate in the personnel and computers, analyzed, and a
presence of faults. On-board systems must be able recovery plan is uploaded.
to detect, diagnose, and recover from faults
autonomously, and we must accept the risks A similar conservative approach can be generated
associated with this approach. for autonomous replanning. A mission which is

uploaded to the spacecraft, consisting of a series
The telemetry link is the major factor in determining of areas for imaging can contain associated
whether processing occurs on-board or in ground "importance" factors to describe the importance of
based systems. Relevant telemetry link parameters each section of data. The autonomous controller,
include bandwidth, time delay, and availability. All in the absence of supervisory communications, can
of these parameters may differ for the uplink and determine whether or not to attempt to obtain each
the down-link. They will determine, for example, section of data by its relative importance together
whether or not there is time to perform fault with the predetermined risk associated with a
handling functions on the ground while maintaining partial fault diagnosis.
an acceptable amount of data gathering.

While time response is the driver for autonomy, 7 Artificial Intelligence Based Approach to EPS
other factors oppose increased autonomy. They Diagnostics and Planning
are: the prohibitive costs of installing processing
capacity on-board the spacecraft and the degree of Previous works in diagnosis and planning are
faith in the capability of the autonomous systems. being combined to form a system that addresses
A lesser factor is the level of instrumentation the Fault Detection/Diagnosis and Resource
available on-board. To a limited extent more Management aspects of a radar spacecraft EPS.
instrumentation can translate into a reduced Real-time fault detection/model based diagnosis
requirement for on-board processing to detect and was explored in phase 1 of the Health Monitoring
isolate faults. With increased instrumentation, mass Power Management and Control System project
and overall system complexity concerns resurface. (Section 8). Case-Based reasoning applied to

resource management was investigated in the
The goals of Increasing on-board autonomy are Case-Based Planning System project.
limited by the degree of on-board computational
capacity available. This Is due to the fact that, The resulting system will combine both model
Installing computational capability on-board a based and case-based techniques to address the
spacecraft Is very expensive In terms of mass and autonomy and controllability requirements of the
power consumption. In addition, the requirements EPS. The composite approach relying on both
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model-based and case-based techniques was 8 Description of Health Monitoring Power
taken in order to provide a system capable of Management and Control System (HMPMCS)
dealing with each of the widely varying domain Phase I
constraints described previously.

In the previous phase of the project, a
In the design described in sections 8 and 9, the proof-of-concept real-time Power Usage Analysis
computational load is distributed between on-orbit and model-based Fault Handling system was
(fault detection/diagnosis and replanning) and demonstrated [ISE 891. For that demonstration, a
ground-based personnel and computer facilities real-time Power Usage Analysis, Fault Detection
(diagnosis and planning). The system design thus and Emergency Response system and an off-line
provides Increased on-board autonomous fault Fault Diagnosis system were coupled to a
isolation and plan failure recovery in addition to simulated spacecraft EPS. Power Usage Analysis,
ground-based logistics support in complex fault model-based Fault Detection, and Emergency
diagnosis and resource management. Response generation were performed using an

object-oriented control system package [Zheng
In the fault handling system presented, a 19891, while complete Fault Diagnosis was
model-based fault detection/diagnosis module is performed by an off-line system based on a
connected directly to the EPS sensors and commercial expert system shell. The control
determines emergency responses in real time. It is system package was also used to generate the
constructed to generate emergency responses (i.e. EPS simulation. Two computers connected by a
before the diagnosis process is completed). This serial link were used in the demonstration, one for
capability is useful for complex faults where a the real-time software and the other to run the
complete diagnosis may take a significant amount expert system shell (figure 2).
of time or may require a probabilistic analysis. In
such cases, the possibility of certain types of A simple spacecraft electrical power system was
dangerous faults may be indicated early in the simulated using a real-time control system package
diagnostic process, and an emergency response with an update rate of 200 Hz. The simulation
may be generated at that time. The fault included a power distribution bus and
detection/diagnosis system addresses a continuum resistive-inductive loads controlled by switch/circuit
of faults from single and multiple component breakers. Sensor and actuator faults were both
degradations through catastrophic component easily injected into the simulation. Single and
failures. The output of the system is used to isolate double fault scenarios were tested and were used
failed components and to provide input to an by the real-time fault detection/emergency
adaptive planner. response system and by the off-line fault diagnosis

system.
The planner and dynamic replanner use case-
based reasoning techniques to create, revise and A Power Usage Analysis function was
maintain a case library of successful operational implemented. It was based on a schedule of
plans. These plans are continually updated as the events, each of which had an expected power
operational constraints of the environment and the profile. The power usage of the simulated EPS was
EPS change. checked against the schedule on every boolean

command and data event and anomalies were
The described approach to EPS Planning and detected. Future power usage and potential
Fault Handling has been successfully hazardous conditions were then predicted based
demonstrated on representative electrical power on the schedule and the detected anomalies.
circuit models and is being extended to address
the entire EPS. The completed diagnostic and A Model-based Fault Detection and Emergency
planning system will be demonstrated on a large Response system was also implemented on the
scale software simulation and a breadboard real-time system and was run at 100 Hz. It
hardware simulation of a representative radar monitored the sensors of the EPS and commands
spacecraft EPS [Eatock 901, [Moody 89]. for switch closures and compared the expected

behaviour with the resulting sensor readings from
the simulator. Anomalous behaviour was detected
and categorized, and emergency responses were
generated when necessary.
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The Off-line Fault Diagnosis system was - Connecting the system to a large-scale
implemented using an expert system shell (KEE) breadboard spacecraft electrical power system
and was run on a Unix workstation (Sun Sparc 1). and,
Simulator Inputs were received over a serial link at - Identification of space based and Ground
1 Hz and buffered (using Unix pipes) to the Segment based components.
application. A constraint propagation model was
implemented and linked to an Assumption-based
Truth Maintenance System. Single and double fault 9 Case-Based Planning System
analyses were demonstrated.

The Case-Based Planning System (CBPS) project
is exploring the application of case-based

8.1 Lessons Learned and Future Development reasoning techniques to spacecraft electrical power
Directions for the HMPMCS system resource planning. The approach has

foundations in the work of Hammond [Hammond
The phase i implementation of the HMPMCS 891 and recent developments at the Canadian
system demonstrated the suitability of the Space Agency [Ulug 91a, [Ulug 91b]. The CBPS
approach to spacecraft EPS fault detection and relies on both space-based and Ground Segment-
diagnosis. Specifically, the division of responsibility based processing and case library storage
between a real-time fault detection system from the elements. The CBPS performs plan selection,
more heuristic based diagnostic system proved revision, creation, evaluation and dynamic
successful in diagnosing both single and multiple replanning. Many of these are performed in a
faults. During the project development a number of cooperative way in both space based and ground
lessons were learned: environments as described below.
- The real-time component using only a shallow
knowledge base often initiated 'sating' actions
before the off-line system could detect or react to 9.1 Task Definition
its input data. The data that the off-line system was
operating on was no longer relevant to the present The CBPS receives a list of requirements for a set
state of the system. The out of phase of nature of period of the mission in terms of individual task
the operations may be resolved through a meta- power/time requirements and task to task
level reasoning system or other techniques. interrelation constraints. For example:
- The reaction time of the off-line system often a) Turn on radar transmitter/receiver to scan the
hindered the overall system performance. Alternate earth at orbit locations corresponding to time
Al development tools and techniques will be 21:36:19 through 21:43:22; 21:54:45 through
examined to improve this components run time 22:01:30.
performance. b) Recharge batteries prior to eclipse.
- The application circuit that was diagnosed in c) Prepare for orbit correction: turn on thruster
phase I provided significantly more data than is heaters.
feasible for a full spacecraft level EPS. This d) Perform orbit correction: at specific time turn on
simplified the design of the HMPMCS components, thruster heaters then fire thrusters, etc.
Phase 2 will require more sophisticated techniques
to offset the reduction in sensors. This is expected Tasks can have the following inter-task constraints:
to be accomplished through an increased deep - Tasks can occur concurrently (a, b).
reasoning. - Task must follow another task (d must follow c).

- Tasks are mutually exclusive (recharge batteries
Other upgrades to the Phase I work will include: and eclipse operation).
- Implementing a more closely coupled fault
detection and diagnosis system based on As defined in the CBPS, tasks use resources of
object-oriented techniques, two classes:
- Investigation of probabilistic fault diagnosis, - Depletable resources (battery charge, hydrazine
- Link fault diagnoses to Power Usage Analysis, fuel etc.).
- More effort on trend analysis, - Non-depletable resources (solar panel power,
- Add planning/replanning segments, with the solar heating etc.). The CBPS will handle multiple
replanning function connected to fault handling and resources (now 3) in the planning process
trend analysis,
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concurrently (electrical power, reaction thruster 9.3 Space-Based Planning Components
fuel, etc.).

The space-based components of the CBPS are
9.2 Ground Segment Based Planning Components invoked based on the time schedule dictated by

the orbit position of the spacecraft as it passes
The CBPS is provided a list of tasks and their over areas of Interest.
corresponding constraints fromthe mission planner - Given the selection information provided by the
(operations personnel supporting Ground Segment ground system, the space-based selector retrieves
activities) as identified above. Given these, the a plan from the library and submits it to the
ground segment based components of the planner executor.
(see figure 3) performs the following actions: - The executor initiates the plan at the appropriate
- The selector attempts to locate an appropriate time based on the orbit position and other factors
plan from a library of previously used or (eclipse, battery status etc.). Many plans may in
precalculated cases. If an identical plan is not fact be executing concurrently at any time. Within
available but a similar plan Is, then this plan is each executing plan, many tasks may also be
modified by including additional tasks or removing executing at a time.
extra tasks. - If the plan should fail, a space-based replanner is
- If the selector cannot find or modify an invoked to dynamically repair the plan or at least
appropriate case, then a planner is invoked to minimize the negative impact of the failure. (As the
create a new unique plan by applying constraint recovery is required in real time, the space-based
satisfaction techniques on the task constraints that replanner is biased toward safeing operations
have previously been provided, rather than searching for optimal solutions.)
- Following the selection of an existing plan from - As with the ground segment-based system, the
the library or the generation of a new plan, the plan is then evaluated to identify its level of
plan is verified against the model of the EPS to success in meeting the required mission goals.
ensure its appropriateness in the given operational This information is transmitted to the ground
environment. segment-based system through the down-link. The
- The plan is then submitted to a plan executor (in ground segment-based system is responsible for
the ground segment based system this is a library maintenance on both the ground segmrnt-
simulated spacecraft EPS). based and space-based components of the CBPS.
- During the simulated execution, the plan may fail
due to a variety of reasons: errors in selection
criteria, errors in plan creation or changed 9.4 Lessons Learned and Future Development
operational characteristics of the components. If Directions for the CBPS
this should occur then a dynamic replanner is
invoked. The replanner repairs the plan from the The Case-Based Planning System has been
point of plan failure and forward in time. The implemented and tested against a software
executor is again invoked and the cycle continues, simulated spacecraft EPS. In its present form, the
- Following execution, the plan is evaluated for its CBPS performs all operations identified above for
success in meeting the required operational the ground segment; space-based components
requirements of the mission. The library have not been implemented.
maintenance system is then invoked to record the
information for later plan selection. (Information During previous phases of development a number
stored with the plan Includes the environmental of lessons were learned. Some of these are:
parameters existing during plan execution and the - The CBPS was implemented in Smaltalk V/286.
success in operating in this environment.) This version of Smalltalk has proven quite robust
- When an appropriate plan has been selected, and provides an effective development
modified or created, this information is transmitted environment on which to develop prototype
to the spacecraft (at the next available time) for systems.
later execution in orbit. The transmitted information - Initial versions of the planning, replanning,
may include: the name of the appropriate plan (or selection and evaluation components were coded
the location in the space-based plan library), a list in a Smallalk compatible version of Prolog. While
of changes necessary for a specified plan to be this system was reasonably well integrated with the
effective in the current situation, or a complete plan Smalitalk environment the run-time performance
to be added to the library and used later.
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was not acceptable. Alternatives are now being requirements are now being defined. As the
examined, diagnosis and planning requirements are not yet
- Task and plan definitions and library encoding of available, the designs of the HMPMCS and CBPS
the same has been an area of continued are not yet fixed.
development. This is expected to remain for some
time as more complex planners and replanners are Preliminary designs indicate the system will be
developed. As an example, a complete redesign similar to those described in sections 8 and 9. It is
may be necessary to support hierarchical planning. expected that the real-time or near real-time
- An autonomous library maintenance facility may components will be developed in another language
be needed to 'garbage collect' unused or seldom such as C, C++, or the proprietary C/C++ based
used plans. This will become a necessity for 'Control System Probe' of ISE [ISE 19891, [Zheng
systems that operate over the life of a spacecraft 1989]. The Al aspects of diagnosis and planning
(several years). are expected to be prototyped using an Al

development environment (possibly based on
Presently the CBPS is being evaluated to identify Smaiialk). It is anticipated that portions of the Ai
the expected performance when scaled to a fully components may need to be rewritten using a
operational radar spacecraft electrical power more efficient language following a review of the
system. If the evaluation presently underway is resulting performance. It is anticipated that the
successful, the CBPS will be further developed and HMPMCS and the CBPS can be tightly integrated
integrated with the HMPMCS providing the sharing considerable code (EPS model, user
planning component. Initial results look promising, interface, etc.).

10 Present Status of HMPMCS 11 Summary

An integrated Fault Handling/Planning system is The Electrical Power System and operational
being implemented and will be connected to a requirements of high-inclination low-earth-orbit
large scale breadboard EPS for Space Based radar spacecraft were described. Given these
Radar. The resulting system will demonstrate requirements, factors affecting the design of an
autonomous power management for the SBR EPS. Artificial Intelligence based fault detection/diagnosis
The system will include both space-based and and resource management system were described.
ground segment-based components. Past accomplishments and current activities on a

'Health Monitoring Power Management Control
The Health Monitoring Power Management Control System' and a 'Case Based Planning System' were
System (HMPMCS) will form the basis of this new described.
system. The Case Based Planning System will be
integrated into the HMPMCS providing the planning
elements. The resulting system will draw from the Acknowledgements
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Backward chaining toki I new and changing threats, system faults, enemy missile
Syboi lis maiulto A hofiigs at own aircraft and unpreictable enemy behaviour.

SymbocK maipuleon ~Computer systems which perform this tasK or at least aid
-)Knowledgep soufrce sceuIng in teprocess, w known as "planners" or TDAs( Tactical

In edition theo is also the facility for linking to "C' object Diion Aie).
modules. The architeclure of the system Is described i terms of iv) Sensor Management - both the Situation Assessment and
the knowledges representation and to planning mechanism TDA modules will reqmre feedmack to the sensors to ictate
wilh couple$sI the convientional algorithims. heo evaluaion as their optimal operation in the combat envionmonit. Modemn
an *Wteigenr system Is ee reviewe alon with our intended sensors have multi-mode capabilities, the use of which is
*" I delns for AN involvement in mission systems, dependent on the current tactical situati. Control of

search voumes, search times, mode of operation, and cuo-
ig of sensors to illumninate, a target. either concurrently, or2 INTRODUCTION seqluenrtially, is a complex task in a modem envionment.

Jbe na gnraio of fgtrwalwilesrd t plo wt v) Utilities Management - ANl of tecOw aere dependentan
a high degre of hIuinto to asiiae n lcrncai- lesse stalus of to aircraft to determine if a partcuar
merit t operW wihin lie cockpit I a combat situation he wiacino eomrdto is loasible. The health status of
be Nreqed I tohspre radar sinlpassive raa dellelO.m the engne. hydrauics, sensor, navigation, fight aid
dmfila-re ata(T ind or Cde tfo ron ae of bepn sseofuhrratwilnedrYiot t

shon sywW TIS)Inorerto form a to"ti plan or wpron yseeo the aonar oircsrtatial ed mtrig
actio. This detes may often be th on fiin and uncertan v)Piot hItrface - all the relevant dat must be presented to
which will add to the problem. H. wil haow at his disposal a lie pilot in a compact unambiguous manner. The quantity
comple array, of onn and eIaul contreaurs of dat and to limite availability of spae in the modem
and wil dee hove to perform routine -en-tig ofledoatcockpit Mais the "Men Machine lterlaoe"(101411) an
istrumnts. The neead for m"u drorelt to edub high soit equd bripaitwi pert of the mission system.
and meneesriiirf metan tha t Plo wil have t perfor
tooe te LlN 1wf aid of a copio& This wE place to plot
under an Iinese Wed i an environent wherme to lois The resarc initiativet at BMe is exploring aNl aspects of those

b enraa and visual cnatin a comb atiron is a problems. A conceptual architecture for to itoraceion of thee
iWNKa of ihLes at supereeudo speed. The outome of such role Is shown i fiur 1. it should be noted tha in reality the
enp geent will be alln dIiled by ft demeri of surprise boundarles between thmae no so clearly define. As such,

bu*** toh1 assbileftn of this hih dv low ist roomr itshouldlb tessIed thatti he qem does motree. our
1im determin-eped by iiar er iiien stedarene . design phiosophy.

11 would be dust axiimeeu for a coeayute system to per- SAO has long rNdee that Artificial In-t1 Ngee technology has
f ormsen of tSen ates, rekcNg 1wlth waM eadk i thNout a ston role to play i the" systems, since they e attempting
00 mPrm silg the dirersk agilft. Such ssten ms know as to replace or emulate many of 1w ogn"v proceses that the
bisle Manigsmet Ak*s MM*s) and this document Pilot -n~o Om co-pilot already has to perform In the cockpi.
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The actions and reasoning processes involved in situation crested dynamically, related to other objects, loaded into any
assssmnt Ad Planning Involve heuuistic knowledge of a sym- specified datbase. anid manipulated in a procedural framework

roomnt~. often involft dat toa has an inherent uner- of lists, mathematical operations and control loops.
taity. The intadece between man arid machine mnust als pos-
sass a high degree of inteligence. Beyond repodigto to The knowledge, siource objects can manipulate the knowledge in
piot requsts, it must monitor the pilots conmo of #w aircraft the database either procedurally via Poptalk code, or dleclara
so it is awe of his siiion andl objectives so that it can tively, by us of Forward Production Rules or Backward Chain-
ougerds. and priorities information effectivly, and present ig Rules. Their exsecution sequence is dletermied by an
relevant data without prompting. ft should be stressed tha Al Agna object, which holds a puioritised list of knowledge
will not providle the total solution to these problems end this sources awaiin execution, further objects can be added to 1he
tecnologynn wi haw to be integrated with conventional comput- list at a specific priority. The forward production nules exist as a
ig tecluilpes. In particular the high level reasoniN procssess set of nile-set objects that contain rules of the form :
in tacica planning9 and situation assessment wi be baued on IF oonditionj- AND concltion-2... THEN action
numerical algorithms that generate seing cue, missile The conditionis test on the existence of object instances, with
escape zones. kil probabilities aid light paramneters. Senso specific atitibute a t reside in one of the blackbiord data-
and Utiiies managemient wil also have to integrat wit sys- bases. The action can consist of either, straight Poptali code,
temt toa -e conllad and hawe been Implemented canyoen- the modification,. creation or deletion of an object instance in
lionally. It is So hope tha combining thes lechicIuss will one ofto databases. or the action can invoke another
led bo a systemn wits high degree of synergy. knowledg, source. These rles are implemented declaratively

since the corahng mechanism is hidden from 1hw program-
Our mission system work pormespans the three mer. they should be thVoutf as a statement of knowledge as
BA9(MAL) sites The Systems Engineenng R & D Dept at War- opposed to a lie of code.
Ion is researching situation assessment and tactical planning
with numerical processing techniques Sysms; Engineering at The Bacikward chaining mechanism alows the programmer to
Brough we responsible for to Utiltes management and Sys- imiplement an Inference network of goal states that are depen-
tes Engineering at Kingston wre researchinig sensor manage- dent on a set of sub-.goals, the sub-goals themselves can be
mont arid pilotmachirie interfaces. The Software Technology decomposed into their dependency on further goals. At some
department at BA9, Woan has been responsible for the point the goals we directly related to the existence atea perticu-
research of Al in mission systems, It has concentrated its lar object. with specific attributes, in one of the databases. Any
efforts on Tactical Decision Aids through the development and knowledge source can call on the backward chaining system to
evaluation of prototype systems. The firt of these prototypes, test the logical state of one of these goals by perlorming a
KATS, has sadacy been reported in a previous AGARD depth first search of to goal tree. The programmner is Owe from
lum(Il It is a kinowledge based system written in POP-I I, worry about the implementation of this controinmg mechanism.
designed to poovide tactical recommendations in a one vs. mul-
tiple air-to-ai BVR( Beyond Visual Range) combat scenrio. Given the ability of MUSE executable code to be dlown-loaded
The system is Interlaced to a conventional simulator, which pro- onto a target processor, as. would be required hor our software
vides a model of enemy aircraft capable of peroming &Mgrs*- to runi embedded within a conventional system, and a rudimen-
siv tactica on a shooi airaalt conftoie from to knowledge tary C Interface, it meets most of our reqluirements. Despite its
based system. wealth of features we have had to perform various enhance-

merits to the tool to fully moet our requirmonts. We have
The second prototpe. TACAID, is dlesaibed in this document. enhanced to Muse tool to give it full compatibl~ity with the C
Nos major am was to evaluate to Synergistic coupling that programming lanuage; object instance pointers can be passed
could be achieved between Al mocdie. and to conventional between Muse and C to allow slot updates fromt C and Poptalk
modules already under development by 1we Systems Engineer- code can be executed from C. We have also given 1we toot
Ig R&D Dept. at Woan. The system was developed using the enhanced graphics capability for demonstration purposes.

tool MUSE12I, a general purpose softare environment for Al
program development The remaining part of thi document is
devoted to a descripton of go TACAID programn arid Vs evalua- 5 ALGOR"MhIC DEVELOPMENT
in. For a more general discussion of our mission systems
rog-rante the reader is referred to another paper presented Algorithmic: work on attack planning has boon carried out

within thi foum(3l- indepenidently fram the TACAID programme. Given an an air-
lo-ai BVR scenario, 1 vs many, referred to as to ai scen.the
algoritms perlmr. a reduced and prioritised sub-set known as

DEELM ENIRNMN to scene, which wre deemed to represent the greatest tw
to the frindy fighter. This selection is based on numerical data

Our requirements for a development tool Included to ability to such as range rate, velocity and height and trefore is bette
test our an 0 in an embedded environment to be fully suited to algorithmic computation.
inegatbi with a conventional lenguage, and possessing atl
to generlc leftres of en Al language toallow rapid prototyp Given to priocitiseid 0 scene list algorithms exist that will gen-
Ing. A survey of ourrenly available tools led us to MUSE(2J. W01ate Nogt leg against ft hostile aircraft which Will lead to the
Musm is a genieralPk" pae Ioftew envirenmet for the destruction of the targets. These flight legs are Own
develonpment of Al appications in an object oriented environ- analysed numericaly using simnulated AMRAAM type missile
mont It op Me a mod~es o agrldgsat objects which performance to calculate M F pr'-ahlities; against to targets hor

oomucat via -a set of sh- ed detbas objects, within each missile firings along to flight path. This calculation performs the
datbase Iatewledge Is stored in the form of g*-. The Identical analysis to evaluate enemy firing points ag"nst self.
knowledge sources pealom Iesneng en 1w dataases anid Based on bath calculations, the optimal firigs points we
mownm their results to an appropriate database. The programmer evaluated for own aicait with an overall sc ohr that option.
is completel bwe to cene m1t nurnber of knowledge sources, In general to analysis results insa set of ranked options which
to number of detase, their iteracA. end their execuon the pilo may opt to fly against tietargets. These options we

sdtedmt. is W of miechanism is often reere to" as regenratead at each up~date of do sensoir data. More detail on
ba -oad arceleue. theme options owi be found in43.

The basis of MUS le an object oine proceidura language It is recgnisd tha some of 1ese tasks may be better stiltd
COWe PC""AL The I-0laNo aft f r the reation of to an Al apprach and our programme representis a comprom-
objechts M held and functions t on gop -en that Ilee btan L integinaing conventional computing techiniques int
date The ebject rpreot som real or ce rne antit tha the cockpi at on earlier date than embedded Al, and actvel
is a usefl ay to vsuee a problem. The swusas of en pursuin Al research. TACAI~s aim was to place a high level
objeet Is held Ins sa ema or templates d a- ft , tha am be heuristic architecture above tw algorithms to control It and

deatm altr s aems in a hierarchy. Objaet can be when options should be generted to sele options hor 1we
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friendy aircraft to fly, ard to recommend altrnative strategies Iure 2 depicts the interaction of tim reasoning modules with
when it is no longer sale to fly the options. the blackboard database. The analyser has been omitted for

defty since it is only executed one duin mn lime initiation.
The heavy set miow denote Interaction with Ihe database

6 TAGAID whit tie smaller arrows represent data low, or messge pass-
ing belmaen objects. The bbd database can be thought

TACAID consists of thre main components. A blackboard of as being partioned into subsets. The information manager
daa to hold an Internal representation of tie world as sm takes daft 1rom to simulationt and crea ts en object represen-
by the saift sensors. A tactical knowledge base, which acts tation of ths data in tie blackboard. The forward production
as an inventory of types of engagements, and how and when rle-sets of the informadon manager tien analyse thi data to
they should conducted. And a set of reasoning elements tiat quantise the state space and store their results on the black-
monitor te stab of the world and control which plan should be board. The information manager tian executes the montor.
adopted The monitor then searches through tie stea space to look for

events that are of interest to te currnt pin. If such an event
The blackboard database consists of aircraft and missile occurs, tie monitor executes the planner. The planner
instances, and a special instance for own aircraft loat is con- searches lhe tacical database to generate an appropriate
ceptuWlly execu6ig TACAID in the air. The state parameters of response. This will involve etiher changing or modifying the
these objects wm generated by a conventional simulator, and currenly adopted plan, and informing t monitor what is now
there is a one to one correspondence between the existence of of interest in the outside world. The cycle repeats itself, after
an object in the TACAID database and tis generated by the the simulation updates itself.
simulalor. These objects hold data that specify the stab of the
object(eg. velocity, threat data, missile statusetc.), and func-
bans that act on this data(eg. missile firing, tacical 7 RUN-TIME BEHAVIOUR
manoeuvres, stale update etc.).

TACAID has been implemented on a SUN-3/160 oolour graph-
The tactical database utilises tie hypothesis that the state ics workstation. The layout of the display is shown in figure 3.
space can be quantsed into a finite, and manageable, set of On the lop right is a graphics display depicting the current state
states relevant to tactical planning. Given tha the world is in of a simulated battle. The hexagons represent enemy fghters
one of tise states there will be a desired plan, or objective, and the squares represent enemy bombers. To each aircraft is
that will be appropriate for this stat. At run fime, a complete attached a stale vector showing the direction of motion, the
set of plan templates are defined to cover this stale space. A length of this vector is proportional to the aircraft speed.
set of pre-conditions associated with each plan dictate which TACAID is generating instructions for the aircraft at the centre
part of the stale space apples to this particular plan, and a set of the range display, own aircraft. The battle is viewed from a
of triggers dictate when the aircraft stale is no longer valid for relevance plane fixed with respect to own aircraft motion. The
the plan. circular and ellipsoidal regions represent SAM(Surface to Air

Missile) site zones. It should be noted that these graphics
Wti each plan the state space is quantsed further to slow a were developed by the Systems Engineering R&D group at
decomposition of the plan, or objective. This is achieved by a Warton as part of their MMA programme.
set of steps which must be completed in sequence to realise
the objective. Sleps, themselves, are represented as objects On te top left is a mouse activated control panel which allows
and hold pre-conditions and triggers, identical in structure to partial control of tihe TACAID process. This panel also serves
those of plan objects, which control the sequencing between as a display for significant state parameters of own aircraft and
steps. Pre-conditions and Irggers are implemented in a the world.
declarative backward chaining network as a series of goals.
Each goal can be thought of as one of the quantised states of On the lower tight is another graphics window depicting the
the world. The backward chaining mechanism of MUSE will current plan selected for own aircraft by the TACAID process.
evaluale the logical state of fts goal, on request. This is displayed in a hierarchical format of tihe selected plan

object and its associated step objects. Note that each stop has
Them aem four main reasoning modules within TACAID. An an associated set of instructions that will invoke the algorithmic
information man r; which controls the flow of data between modules.
to conventional simulator and TACAID, and updates, creates
or destroys the objects in the TACAID blackboard database as Finally, on the lower left is de Poptalk interaction window, to
necessary. Any recommendations for own aircraft derived from which, run-time messages we scrolled. The user can tn-
TACAID's reasoning logic, aem communicated to the simulation. poranly halt the execution of the process from this window and
The information manager also invokes a set of forward produc- interrogate f blackboard database, change object siots, or re-
ban rule-sets that perform some preliminary quantisation of tie direct the planning process as he sees fit
stat spac.

In this particular example, TACAID is performing aggressive
There is an Amdvo which performs initial grouping of targets manoeuvrng on te escorted attack raid. These manoeuvres
into specific formations. This reasoning module can be thought are generated by to algorithmic modules as descibed in sec-
of as performing situation assessment tasks, lon 5. The TACAID logic searches through the options data-

base at each simulation update to select an optimal response to
There is a Man reasoning object which searches the stale the tactical situation. At the same time TACAID monitors toe
space for world states tha are of interest to the curret pla. stela space to ensure tha aggression is the required response.
This correspond to evaluating the triggers that e associated The option selected is displayed on th graphics disply along
with the current plan. If any of le tiggers evaluate true then with the optimised firing points against the enemy targets.
the kmn reasoning module Is Invoked.

in Is stuaion, a pilot would focus his attention on specific
The planner is invoked to cause either a re-planning action, or slams of the outside world that may require a deviation from his
to cuee the plainer to advance t te next stage of the plan current plan or objective. For example, a missile iing by one
W. omcute the next slp object associated with the plan. The of tho targets at own aircraft, may represent such a state. In

lype of scion is dictad by ti corresponding trgger which TACAID this process is modelled by the tigger objects associ-
invoked te planne. Again, In backwar chaining mechanism sted with the plan and the stops. Given such a stat, a plot
is invoked to search the precondon sa space of eiwr, the would then peorm a deeper reasonlig process based on his
plans hold in ie TACAID dllaboe(in te cae of a re-planning knowlede of tio existence of a missile. "How dangerous is
instruction), or the sp associated with the currnt plan( in tihe it?, *How long beore I must tlf action against It?, *Can I st
ease of a next sep instruction). Tis process results in a now behave aggressively, and how? etc. In Just such L Situation
set of mm das for own airraft which we bodad into TACAID would be triggered to select a now plan of acion and
tie 1111611 or mnager. te monitor conflgured Io evaluae 1 threat of the incoming

91-15514 91 1113 009iulflflI
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missile. Aggressive manoeuvning would continue by selecling excellent prokiyping environnment for these studs.
an appropiate ansclng lgot path from toe oplions database
witi doe constrainls imposed by the missies. Despite our enthusiasm, we do not believe we hae in any way

developed! a system, OWa could oulperform a piloL Although pro-
The synergy we have achieved bemoeen toe coupling of Al and iding a weak model of to. pilors cognitive thought pces it
aligcditnio modules is clearly seen in tiese examples. Al pro- does "c valuable features. At present TACAJD is incepabl of
vides the heuristic guidanc of what response to make in a dealing with uncertaint or performing predictve behaviour. Nor
given situation and the algorithmic nvmdne provide oplimisation can it co-ordinale It aelvt with othe friendly aircraft in tho
of thi response, combat scene. These problem may well prove ID be too comn-

plex snod demanding for sequential computing techiqus and
the present TACAID arcbhtcture. In anticipation of these prob-

8 EVALUAIO AND ASSESSMEN lems, the Software Technology Dept at Warlon has enoered
ito an academic mid industuial collaboration to develop a

We hawe developed a system that has demonstrated the leasi- methodology for distributed Al archlectures51. Although the
blity of automated lads In the coc4ki and the advantages that aim of this project are non-milltary, Its results will be of greet
can be gained from the synergistic, coupling of Al and algo- benefit to our MMA programme,
nihmic modules. This has been achieved with the aid of an
enhanced version of the MUSE lool which has proved to be an

1. Kearney. P. J.. "The Represeintation of Tactical Knowiedge" AGARD CP 440, COober 1988, paper 31

2. Englemoro. R.. Morgan. T., "Blackboard Systems" Addison & Wesley. 1988

3. Semple, W. G., "Development of Tactical Decision Aide", AGARD AvP Sym 61, Masy 1991, paper 17

4. itckhell, N.. "Computer Aided Tactis in the Cockpit" AGARD CP 440, October 1968, paper 25

5. Martin, S., & Slads, A., "Metodxology for Distributed Al and its Application for Data Fusion Applications".
tEE Coloquim - Principles and ApplIeations of Data Fusion, 1991

o British Crown Copyright 1991/MOO
Published with the permission of the Controller of lHer Bitannic Majesty's Stationary Office
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II mmary This paper introduces the CounterMeasure
Association Technique (CHAT) that provides

This paper discusses unterMeasure automated threat response recommendation
Association Technique CMAT) system devel- well suited to handle incomplete and cor-
oped for the Air Force , which is used to rupt threat identifications. By monitoring
automatically recommend countermeasure and the processed intercepts and detections
maneuver response to a pilot while he is from the avionics, countermeasure reactions
under missile attack. The overall system are selected and scheduled. By considering
is discussed, as well as several key tech- all potential threat systems represented by
nical components. These components include signal intercepts, and determining whether
use of fuzzy sets to speci data uncer- an antiaircraft missile is on the way, the
tainty, use of mimic nets" to train the CMAT procedure selects a response to maxi-
CMAT algorithm to make the same resource mize survival prospects considering this
optimization tradeoffs as made in a data- and possible future threats to ownship,
base of library of training scenarios, and mission constraints, and aircraft status.
use of several data compression techniques Countermeasure selection maximizes the
to store the countermeasure effectiveness estimated frequency of survival without re-
database. quiring a threat identification. The

entire database of likely threat systems is
2. Introduction considered in the reaction selection.

With the growing sophistication of avionics This paper presents an overview of the CMAT
and antiaircraft systems, the workload and algorithm, the system architecture, as well
complexity of tasks a pilot is required to as several useful artificial intelligence

perform has increased to the point that techniques used to manage data uncertainty,
aids are needed to satisfy military air- to solve and efficiently retrieve required
craft survival and kill goals. It is wide- data, and to achieve automated learning of
ly recognized that automated assistance is mission resource optimization.

required to achieve the timely awareness
that permits the proper survival or offen- In section 3 we discuss the important is-

sive reaction to threat systems, particu- sues which influenced our system design.
larly in situations where hostile systems In section 4 we provide a brief description
have numerical superiority. It is also of the four system modules: the sensor post
necessary that these automations accommo- processor, the chalkboard memory manager,
date sensor errors and intelligence uncer- the CHAT survivability estimation module,
tainty, including the tactic of WArtime and the resource optimization module. We
Reserve Mode (WARM) threats whose charac- also discuss the database requirements and
teristics may differ from those of cata- show several interfaces that have been de-
loged peacetime modes. veloped to enable data entry into the de-

veloped system. In section 5 we discuss

the natural language interface and

I. This work was performed under contract underlying fuzzy set data representation

F33657-89-C-2175, Wright Patterson Air used to specify and manage data uncertain-

Force Base (ASD/XRS). ty. Several examples are included which

2. "Mimic Motf, Glenn Johnson, Mission show how we perform fuzzy data fusion of

Research corporation, Fab 1991. datasets stored in chalkboard memory. In

Submitted for publication. section 6 we discuss two methods used to
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achieve data compression of the countermea- quantities of data that are needed by the

sure effectiveness information databases system. For example, threat response ef-

required by the system. In section 7 we fectiveness depends on the threat, counter-

discuss the mimic net technique as applied measure, maneuver, time-to-go, launch

to the problem of training our system to range, azimuth, elevation, aircraft

learn the proper optimization of counter- velocity, and aircraft signature. Using

measure and maneuver response selection ac- even a modest sampling of the variables

cording to training libraries, listed above results in greater than ten
billion data samples needing more than 80

3. System Design Issues Gigabytes of storage (at 8 bit precision).
When compounded by the other memory re-

We identified eight critical issues in the quirements (inner and outer launch enve-
design of a countermeasure recommendation lopes, threat signatures, uncertainty pro-

and threat identification pilot-aiding au- files, danger maps, mission objective ta-
tomation. The eight issues are: adaptabil- bles), it is evident the size of the data-

ity, uncertainty handling, data compres- base would be enormous without use of data

sion, clear user interfaces, data buffer- compression.

ing, efficient search of data structures,
chalkboard memory architecture, and pro- 4. The system should have a user friendly
cessing speed, database interface. A graphical data dis-

play presents the database in a simple for-
1. Since tactics and deployments can mat, which can be easily edited by users

change rapidly, the system design should without the need for specialized training.
rapidly accommodate change in the database. For example, to present effectiveness data,
Threat descriptions, effectiveness data, uncertainty profiles, launch envelopes, or
sensor capabilities, threat densities, and danger maps, edit.'ble contours are used
mission objectives change on a regular rather than editakle table displays.
basis. (For example, the intelligence com-
munity will obtain new information, threat 5. The system requires a buffer manager

system capabilities will be upgraded thus to manage received datasets. This is nec-
nullifying effectiveness tables, defensive essary to permit the threat response system

and offensive strategies will be modified, and the sensor systems to operate at dif-
and the theater of operations may change.) ferent data rates. The buffer performs

These changes should not require recoding dataset memory management tasks which in-
of the system software. A system with pro- clude making data fusion decisions as data-
longed utility must accommodate an environ- sets arrive.
ment of constantly changing information.

6. All memory management functions used

2. The system should accommodate data un- by the buffer manager and by the internal
certainty. In radar dense environments, system need to use efficient search strate-
pulse collisions and processor loading make gies for processing datasets in memory.

the extraction of clean threat signatures, This is an important issue due to the po-
(for example, Radar Frequency (RF), Pulse tentially thousands of datasets that may be

Width (PW), Pulse Repetition Frequency simultaneously active in memory. It is a

(PRF), and Group Repetition Interval (GRI)) problem compounded by the high number of
difficult. Incorrect and incomplete data features included in a dataset, which gen-
may be the only information initially erally also include bounds for measurement

available for threat reaction. Future uncertainty.
systems may also automatically allocate and
direct the aircraft sensor suite to improve 7. A chalkboard memory should be used to
the data detected in the initial inter- store the data sets and other information
cepts. The threat reaction system must be required by the system. By using a chalk-
capable of effectively dealing with this board, the system can economize on data
un-ertain and incomplete data, and of in- storage and processing. Different modules
corporatinq improved data as it subsequent- can share interim calculations and results

ly becomes available, as they collectively process their automa-

tion tasks.
3. The system should use data compression
techniques. The importance of this issue 8. The system must be capable of running
becomes evident when one considers the In real time in practical architectures.
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Parallel architectures permit system growth missiles in flight in the battle area. In

without increases in processing time. contrast, there could be thousands of radar

signature datasets, corresponding to all
4. The CHAT System aesl= active fire control radars as well as spoof

emitters, acquisition and tracking radars,

A data driven approach is used to make the and search radars. The radar signature
CMAT system adaptable to different situa- datasets enable threat identification and
tions. Data compression and fusion permit appropriate threat response strate-
techniques are used to manage the large gy. However, the radar signature datasets
amount of expected measurement data. The must also be associated with the missile
CMAT system uses quantitative discrimina- datasets. This is especially difficult
tion to associate measured data with stored when angular resolution is low and there
data, but represents this data in terms of are great numbers of distinguishable radar

fuzzy sets to manage data uncertainty. datasets. The system uses two data buff-
Finally, the system uses an automated ers, one for each dataset type.
learning technique, the mimic net, to
provide recommendation of optimal threat The two buffers are structured as 2D binary
response, trees indexed on azimuth angle of arrival

which include upper and lower measurement
The CMAT system concentrates on achieving uncertainty bounds. The benefit of the
three functions: data organization as a binary tree storage

lies in the use of binary search strategies
a. quality assessment, fusion, and pro- to efficiently locate and sort datasets

cessing of the sensor data available into 'bins'. Efficient data structures are
on tactical aircraft, a consideration since thousands of datasets

b. recognition and priority assignment can be simultaneously active.
to threat situations requiring

response. As new datasets are added to the buffers, a
c. recommendation of viable defensive Mahalanobis distance measure is calculated

reaction given the threat situation, between each new dataset and the datasets
already contained in the corresponding

The major functional components of the CMAT buffer. The distance measure is developed
procedure are explained in the subsections from estimated measurement variances. The
below and illustrated in Figure 1. data is fused to minimize the expected

variance of the combination. The variance

1 SOMMP05t estimates are derived using sensor resolu-I ro ition and estimated signal-to-interference
2 #ratios in information theoretic expressions

Ch&Ud STM for the particular discrimination proce-

3 dure. These variances are corrected for
Req- mOpdom each estimated sensor loading corruption

GPWrta error, eq (1). Datasets judged to be sim-

FRa--P-- m- ai oA(Lood)

Ckf IS R
rigze 1. Syetem Block Diagram. where

Am Sensor Resolution

Load = function of sensor loading
4.1 Sensor Post Processor in pulses per second

Ck - constant term on order 1-10
The sensor post processor stores, fuses, SIR = Signal.-to-Interference-Ratio
and sorts measurement datasets collected by
onboard sensor systems. The datasets are ilar are fused into a single dataset. This
grouped into two types: radar signature not only improves the quality of the
data or missile kinematic data. Each measurements, but helps reduce the number
dataset consists of measured feature values of datasets to be stored. If a dataset is
and their associated measurement variances, not sufficiently smilar-tb an existing

dataset, alnew one is created in the appro-
Typically, there will be few, if any, mis- priate buffer.

sile datasets, corresponding to few

91-15515illlllll 91 11 s



4-2 Chalkboard Memory tance measure. This measure includes a

fuzzy set proximity test to compare fuzzy

The purpose of the chalkboard memory module features (2) and a Scalar proximity measure

is to periodically download data from the to test Scalar features (3). Datasets that

sensor postprocessor and convert it to a pass the distance measure criteria are de-

format recognized by the rest of the sys- clared distinct datasets. The criteria are:

tem. The significant feature of the chalk-
board memory manager is that it centralizes FP(Sk,Si,b,) > Threshold for alI b. (2)
data storage and allows all system modules SP(Sk,SI,Un) > Threshold for all U, (3)
to retrieve and update data. This archi-
tecture not only provides for efficient where
storage of all measurement data in one
place, but is also flexible to permit fu- FP(Sk,S1,bn)"max&.mIn(O(Sk,bn),O(S1,b)))
ture modules to be integrated with minimal ).I(U(Sk,Un) - u(su,,) I
interface difficulty. The three primary SP(SkS,,Un),

functions of the chalkboard memory module a2 (SkU,) 0 2( 1 ,U)

are: data formatting, data fusion, and Sk - kth signature dataset
memory management. S1 = ith signature dataset from CSTMbm m nth fuzzy feature

Managing data uncertainty is a required U, - nth scalar feature

attribute of the system. To achieve this, V - measured value for scalar feature

the data from the missile and radar signa- 0 = measured variance for scalar feature

ture dataset buffers is formatted to be FP - fuzzy proximity measure

compatible with fuzzy set based uncertainty SP - scalar proximity measure

management algorithms. The datasets are O(Sk,b) - fuzzy membership for nth feature

converted to a fuzzy set representation, as of kth observed signature dataset

shown in Figure 2. The measured feature
value converts to the center point while Scalar data are fused to minimize measure-

the feature measurement variance converts ment variance. Fuzzy sets are fused using
to a fuzzy set width, the fuzzy fusion algorithm discussed in

section 5. After each newly formatted

dataset has been processed the buffers are
cleared to make way for new sensor data.

MAs newly formatted datasets are fused with

X=10±2GHZ idatasets already in the CSTM, a reinforce-
ment coefficient associated with the fused
dataset is increased. Conversely, the

1.0 coefficients associated with datasets that
did not get fused are decreased. Thus

greater emphasis is given to datasets that

are seen repeatedly in successive update
S0. 8.0 10.0 12.0 intervals. If a particular dataset's coef-

FUZZYSET X (GHZ) ficient drops below a threshold, the data-

set is deleted from memory, reflecting that
the particular measurement is no longer
confirmed by the sensor systems. The CSTM

&Wure 2. CoavertLag a measure t have exponential reinforcement and forget-
to a V tasy set. ting laws. The CSTM also stores data from

the response option generator and threat

Two Chalkboard Short Term Memory banks assessment and prioritization modules about
(CSTM), one for missile data and one for threat classification for use by the rest
signature data, are used. After download- of the system.
ing and formatting the datasets from the
sensor post processor data buffers, the .A3 Stratm Generatnr

chalkboard memory module integrates the
newly formatted datasets with those already The strategy generator procedure generates
In the CSTH. This is accomplished by com- a ranked list of appropriate response op-
paring each newly formatted dataset to each tions using the data in short-term memory.
existing dataset in the CSTP: using a dis-
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In the CMAT procedure, three steps deter- feature membership function of the cata-

mine the effectiveness of the threat re- loged threat. For every such pair, the

sponse options, Figure 3. In the first fuzzy set intersection is computed. This
step, the signature datasets corresponding value is then tuned according to a database
to each detected threat are processed confidence factor and weighted by the rela-
through a layer of threat neurons. Each tive importance of the particular feature.
threat neuron calculates a measure of simi- These values are summed together to form
larity between the observed threat and a one value, the similarity of the observed
threat cataloged in the threat database. threat to the particular known threat (4).
In the second step, these similarity mea-
surements are modified based on the threat R(Sk,TI) = (4)

density probabilities specified in the gQS QF(aaxb.min(O(Sk,bn),K(T.,bn))))
threat map. In the final step the similar-
ity data is processed through a layer of
countermeasure neurons. Each countermea- where

sure (CM) neuron evaluates the effective-
ness of a particular response option based
on similarity information, engagement = @ + (b + cx)d

geometry, and the countermeasure effective- 0n = emphasis weight for feature n
ness data stored in another database. Q8 = emphasis weight for threat mode m

Z Q. -0 . -
n S

$|Sgnature Dataset The strategy generator procedure makes

Ireasonable countermeasure recommendationsDoha in the case of incomplete or missing data.

d For instance, consider a detected threat

Map Pro ty Neurons which is operating in a mode entirely
different from those cataloged in the
threat database. This situation could re-F~ffe neu Response Neurons

Dati en sult in a measured feature value that has

no overlap with the fuzzy set descriptions

-P(RJl~kSurlViabili 1 S of the corresponding feature of the threats
in the database, Figure 5. To mitigate

this problem, the fuzzy set corresponding
.LIgUV 3. "e&pon&e Uvalustion to the particular observed feature is

iteratively broadened using a feature re-

The similarity calculation is shown in laxation procedure until some minimum over-
Figure 4. The diagram illustrates how the lap is achieved. The similarity measure
system processes 'ncertainty information, for that feature is then recalculated and a

response recommendation is made based on

Big. ataset ith Known Threat this new calculation. This approach makes
r lk I a recommendation based on a closest match

between observed threat and known threats.

Each feature's fuzzg get Is widened until
a minimum overlap criteria Is reached

Em ~rphasisthea3

- thrat observed threa
72 ~threat hot

Vf".We 4. at meuoma o

A fuzzy pair is formed for each feature base variable (J)
consistinM of: a) the feature membership
function of the observed threat, and b) the 1fture S. Feature Relazatioa.
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The threat neuron procedure has several key dure uses a data driven approach. Changes

features: in the effectiveness database are made

without requiring changes to the response

a) It simultaneously accommodates sensor neur)n algorithm.

measurement uncertainty and database
threat description uncertainty via
the use of fuzzy sets. S|MILAXITY MEASURES

b) It uses a selectable weight to d(SkTI) d(Sk.T2) d(SkTn)
reflect variation in a feature's _.

relative discrimination importance.

c) It uses a parallel architecture which

allows for efficient processing of
the fuzzy pair data.

d) It uses piecewise analytic functions
for membership function representa- SURVIBILJrY

tion which allows for fast closed forz poseoptionRi

form analytic solutions to the fuzzy P(RJ) = survivability of Jth C11 response
intersection. t = time-to-go r = +/- launch range

e) It is data driven. az = +/- azimuth Tn - nth Threat
el = */- elevation

In the second step of the strategy genera-
tion procedure, the similarity measurements igLuze 6. Response Neurons
from the threat neurons are passed through
a layer of proximity neurons. Here, data 4.4 Reaction Selection
from the threat map is used. This map is
constructed using intelligence information The list of generated reaction strategies,
and premission briefing data that specify ranked by estimated effectiveness, is
the probable number and locations of each processed by the Reaction Selection module.
of the cataloged known threats. Each simi- This module makes the high level, tactical

larity measure is completed by multiplying tradeoffs necessary for final strategy
it with a proportional function of the selection. Here, the CMAT system considers
threat probability estimate. The resulting complex tradeoffs (mission, tactics, esti-
similarity measure represents the proximity mated effectiveness, and aircraft status),
of the observed dataset to the known by directly mimicking off-line databases of
threats in the database with adjustments expert knowledge. A library of expert
for data uncertainty and expected threat knowledge supports this function. The
density probabilities, mimic net technology used for this applica-

tion is discussed in section 7.
Figure 6 shows the final step in which the
similarity measures are passed through a 4.5 Databases
response neuron layer. The survivability
estimate is calculated by considering the Integral to the CMAT threat response recom-
assessment of the detected threat being mendation system are the databases contain-
each of the known threats in the database. ing the descriptions of the known threat
The countermeasure effectiveness is derived systems. The first such database contains
for the engagement geometry and kinematic all features described in terms of fuzzy
parameters of the engagement. This algo- sets, for example, radar frequency, pulse
rithm has the benefit that its operation repetition frequency, and pulse width. A
does not depend on whether dissimilar second contains descriptions of the threat
signature datasets were fused together in inner and outer launch envelopes. The

chalkboard memory. This is because the launch envelopes describe the aerodynamic
threat response algorithm always considers performance of the antiaircraft missile.
the likelihood that the detected threat is
each known threat when calculating surviv- 4-6 Database Tnterface
ability.

Database interfaces are used to allow the
The survivability calculation can take ad- user to quickly review the database entries
vantage of parallel computing architectures as well as to readily change or add data.
so that processing speed is independent of These user-friendly interfaces are
the number of response options. The proce- necessary considering the amount of date
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required by the CMAT system. The data is represent the uncertainty conveyed by the

an integral part of the system, and only original sentence. The user tunes the

incremental changes need to be made on a graphical descriptions of threat features

regular basis. That is, there is no need using the interface to his satisfaction.
for routine, voluminous data entry.

The second interface is used to enter data

Three interfaces are shown in Figure 7. describing threat launch envelopes.

The first of these interfaces is used to Contours representing two dimensional slic-

enter the fuzzy feature descriptions of the es of a three dimensional launch envelope
known threat systems. This tool allows an contour are drawn on the screen with a

analyst to express fuzzy threat feature mouse. Models of the user input data are
values for each known threat system in each saved rather than the user's original data

known operating mode using simple English points, resulting in a significant savings
sentences. A natural language translator in storage requirements.

maps these sentences into piecewise contin-
uous analytic functions to mathematically Similarly, the third interface shown is

used to enter the effectiveness profiles

for all available countermeasures against

Threat Feature CompatiblUty Function all known threat systems.

Tweeat Uescription: Is: threat
THEIT:RITRI 5. Linguistic Variables and Fuzzy Sets
MOE: INQUISITION

I [Enter Klnaulatle Dlate
O.s / R V Fuzzy sets are used to characterize data

O.s uncertainty in the CMAT database. For

0.4 example, threat feature information (PRF,

0.2 t TMid + PW, GRI, RF, Infrared (IR) Color Ratios)

0 t Mob are characterized using fuzzy sets. The

e.1s 6.9 7.09 7.22 natural language interface used to specify
INIOII-tRE I NCV G1Z the fuzzy membership functions is based on

Fnrue"M near'7 eftz the use of linguistic variables as de-
__eneruu__u_c_ pti scribed below.

Linguistic variables are used to efficient-
ly specify data uncertainty and provide

Kinemettlae ts 1clear interfaces with a numerical database.
TMI. 11110 They differ from traditional variables in

that their values can be represented by
sentences in addition to numbers. Figure 8

,--,-( Ishows a comparison of a set of numerical
L/m' Ci E r1 and verbal linguistic values. Use of

T--- + English phrases to express the value of a
I 'variable provides interesting opportunities

I0 for characterizing data in a way strictly

t limited by numerical methods. For in-
stance, linguistic variables effectively
describe qualitative attributes or behav-
ior. These qualitative descriptions pro-

Cmmmermet. ill NUMERICAL LINGUISTIC

S--- .--.sm 3TO :rmn ' 1.0 "Exactly 1.0"
r7E !! A / - (0.6, 3.2) "Probably 3.2"

g a. (.99, 3.2) "Uery Likely 3.2"

3.14159 3.14159

45 years "Middle-aged"

KE250 ibm "Heavy weight*
14 GHz RF 'pproximately 14 GHz RF"

i 1 11 Pulse Width is High Pulse Width"

]l'J. re 10. X-IS~mlO of Ilunorioal ad

Figs". 7. Dat.baste Zattzfs. Linguistic Variables.

I



vide an effective method for specifying cluded that no compatibility exists between

data uncertainty. Graphical feedback rap- the two descriptions. Conversely, if the

idly trains the user in the use of linguis- detected RF was equal to 7.7 GHz, it would

tic modifiers, be concluded that there is a high compati-
bility between the two descriptions.

Linguistic variables are useful because
they simplify specification of complicated Precise rules exist which define how lin-
data sets. It is not necessary to under- guistic values are formulated and how these
stand rigorous implementation details or formulations are interpreted. Therefore,

detailed equations in order to enter data. although linguistic variables can be used

The linguistic values are checked for to describe qualitative attributes, their
proper grammar then automatically translat- exists an exact mathematical formulation
ed into piecewise analytic functions which echoes the precise meaning assigned
characterizing the fuzzy set membership, to each linguistic value. During program

execution the value of each linguistic
Figure 9 shows a representation of the lin- variable is translated into a fuzzy set de-
guistic value 'Near 8 GHz RF." The value, scription. These fuzzy sets are described
'Near 8 GHz RF' is represented graphically by precise, piecewise continuous analytic
by a compatibility function. The compati- functions.

bility function (sometimes referred to as a
membership function) describes the degree All linguistic variables consist of five
of compatibility each value of the base basic components: primary terms, connec-
variable, radar frequency, has with the tives, negation, units, and feature name.

Words like 'high', 'low', and 'moderate'
are defined as primary terms. Each primary

TOR /term is like an additional vocabulary word.
The more words their are, the easier it is
to describe the concept being presented.

0- 8 I Generally, three to five different primary7 8 9
RFP(GHz) terms have been implemented for each threat

ILguza 9. The luzzy COmp&*tibIlty feature in the CMAT database. In addition,
For "Near 8 QHs Radar Irre(Luny". any real number can be used as a primaryterm. Table 1 shows the vocabulary of lin-

guistic terms currently available in the
linguistic value, "Near 8 GHz." As CMAT natural language interface.
expected, compatibility decreases when the
base variable is increased beyond 8 GHz or To simplify the specification of a primary
decreased less than 8 GHz. term generic functions are used. Figure 10

shows three standard functions currently
Suppose a threat is detected with a RF of 2 available in the database. Use of these
GHz. Based on this single threat feature generic functions provide several advantag-

measurement, when comparing the observed es to program operation:
threat's RF with a threat whose RF is rep-
resented by "Near 8 GHz", it would be con-

connectlves ( and, or
negation ( not )
hedges ( extremely, very, near, approximately, more or less,

greater, less, higher, lower, longer, shorter, larger,
smaller, older, narrower, than, much, increase, decrease )

prlmary terms ( high, low, small, large, wide, narrow, long, short,

moderate, middle, CU, seeker, long track, short track,

ground-based, airborne, close to ground, close to sky,

and real number )
unit scale@ ( 1tII, Centi, Kilo, Mesa, Olga
unlit ( frequency, time, size, ratios 

Table 1. LialuistLe mdtLoe u rrenztly Implemeated LA the
oILt natural lanquage Lat:ftaee database.
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S FUNCTION P FUNCTION R FUNCTION
s(ua~, ,n) - p ba)

aa a ab a a~

base ariabe base variable base variable

0.0 u < a s(u,a-b,a-b/2,a,n) u *j a 0 u ( a

'u-as 2  s(u,~a~ab/2,ab,n) a u L a u b
0a u (b 0 b u

f-.5 , 2~ 3(£U ~/,~~) 1uLa u1

1.0 < U

yigure 10. Primary terms used for aonstruation of the
peacewise analytic membership functions.

1. Analytic functions (instead of data is fused with the existing dataset we scale
samples) are used to represent data. Thus, the hetght of the new measurement (between
accuracy and quick speeds associated with 0 and 1) to a level incrementally above the
analytic computation methods are utilized height of the existing fuzzy set. To mini-
when computing with linguistic values. mize distortion effects, we select the min-

imum required scale factor to push the new
oataset up in order to achieve visible

2. When primary terms are described by co- growth of the function in the fused result.
efficients corresponding to standard ana- Once the desired *cale factor has been cal-
lytic functions, linguistic modifiers can culated, the new dataset is fused by use of
be applied by simple modification of these logical 'or' operator applied to the two
coefficients. As a result, the language datasets. Figure Il shows an example of
interpreter is very fast. the fusion algorithm applied to a set of 10

consecutive fuzzy feature measurements.
When radar signature datasets are fused in

the chalkboard memory it is necessary to
fuse two fuzzy sets together. This fusion 10 measurements received at
needs to have the property that as repeated consecutive update Intervals
sightings of a similar feature value are converted Into a fuzzy set.
made, this value becomes more and more pro- 211
nounced in the fused fuzzy set. It is also 3 1 10

desirable to maintain the fused fuzzy set
as a piecewise analytic function. This re-
quirement is Imposed to ensure the result-

ing fuzzy set can be processed rapidly 0

using closed form arithmetic when the cal- + Fused result
culation of equations (2) and (4) are per- K
formed by the CMAT system.

5-1 FuSion of Fuzzy Data

0

To satisfy these two constraints we use an 0

algorithm which decays the existing fuzzy
set in chalkboard memory by a time constant
every update period. As a new measurement irgure 11. rtuuy data fusion
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6-0 Database Comoression Technioues I
f(x) - CkTk..l(X) - c!

The CMAT database uses several 
data com-

pression schemes in order to minimize data k-I

storage requirements by the system. Two of The choice of expansion and the discrete

these compression algorithms are discussed orthogonality of the Chebyshev polynomials

below. provide, a simple inversion formula for the
expansion coefficients:

6-1 Chebvshev Function Fits
H

One recent technical advancement enabling C " . f(xk)cos(IT(j-n)(k - J)/H)
the compression of large tables of refer- k
ence data for use in an automated system is k-
Chebyshev functional expansion of multidi- with
mensional tables. This methodology simul- xk = cos(11(k-)/N)
taneously achieves three goals: large
tables or figures of data are compressed Thus, the evaluation of the coefficients

into a limited number of expansion coeffi- requires an orthogonal, cosine transform of

cdents, the fit process is a well condi- function values at selected points. This

tioned, efficient numerical procedure per- evaluation is performed efficiently using

mitting an interactive graphical interface, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) methods.

and the average value of the function, nec- Defining the N point FFT of the function
essary to assessing the mean value of the data:

data over uncertainty regions, is nearly as
readily evaluated as the function itself. H2

Fj" Z (f(XZk-l)+if(X~k))e 2 " 1( )- I) ( k' l ) / N

This technique is used in CMAT to encode
countermeasure and maneuver effectiveness k-1

data, threat launch envelopes, and the air-
craft signature for use in the situation
awareness and response strategy system.

The Chebyshev polynomial fit is closer in H

method to discrete Fourier expansions than The coefficients are:
to Least Squared (LS) error polynomial
fits, although the fit is in terms of poly-
nomials. Instead of minimizing the fit Cj" Re(Uj*(Fj+Fp*.zj )-iZ;(Fj-F. 2 _j ))
error at each of the input data points,
this method uses a local polynomial fit to From the Chebyshev polynomial expansion of

evaluate the interpolated function at pre- a function, a Chebyshev polynomial expan-

selected points, and then passes a polyno- sion for the integral of the function is
mial curve through those points, readily derived in terms of these same co-

efficients. Thus, averages of the fit

The advantages of this approach are: function are evaluated as efficiently as
the function itself.

a) Reduced operation count:
3 In CMAT, the concern is to maximize the

NM(log2 (N)+1og2 (M)) versus (N) survival chances of ownship, the probabili-

in two dimensions ties of survival in the range 0.5-1 are of
b) Fit is well-behaved numerically ver- more concern than small probabilities.

sus ill-conditioned matrix inversion. Data fitting errors lead to estimated ef-
c) Approximate min-max rather than LS fectiveness values greater than one or less

fit criterion, than zero. Both concerns are mitigated by
performing the curve fit to a function of

The purposeful selection of a fit criterion the actual effectiveness. The desired
provides for an efficient evaluation of function has a conveniently calculated
Chebyshev polynomial expansion coeffi- inverse function, forces the fit fidelity
cients. The Chebyshev polynomial expansion to be best at higher effectiveness values,
coefficients, Ck, are defined by: and limits the effectiveness to less than

unity. All these desirable features are
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achieved by the choice: Three individual effects are accounted for

by the time-to-go, -', effectiveness
f(x) r I - (I-P(x))* adjustment. First, if the countermeasure

where a is set to between 4 and J which is is deployed 'too late', it cannot affect
the best compromise value between fidelity the missile and therefore cannot be
and integration convenience. The model effective. The time scale for 'too late'
curve fit is made to this function, rather is determined by the aerodynamic and
than to the actual effectiveness values, control response time constant for the mis-
P(x). If any calculated value for f(x) is sile, -T . If time-to-go is less than this
less than zero, it is truncated to zero time constant, the effectiveness of the
with no significant loss of fidelity since countermeasure is diminished. The time-to-
effectiveness values near zero are of no go must also be adjusted for the counter-
interest. measure device bloom delay, I.. This bloom

6.2 Effectiveness Data Compression delay is the time that elapses between de-
ployment and the onset of countermeasure

Efficient compression schemes alone are not effectiveness. If XG < ' the effective-

sufficient to store the countermeasure and ness vanishes.
maneuver effectiveness data which is a
function of four principal variables: The second effect is the duration of the
launch range, azimuth, elevation, and de- countermeasure effectiveness. If a coun-
ployment time with respect to the time to termeasure is effective for only a limited

impact of the missile. In addition, there period of time, Id' the effectiveness of
is dependence on the speed of the aircraft, the countermeasure is reduced when it is

and on the speed of the airborne intercep- deployed too soon. This period that the
tor in air-to-air engagements. A further countermeasure is deceptive can be infi-
data compression scheme is used to store nitely long, but typically is limited ei-
the effectiveness data which is a function ther by the properties of the device (e.g.

of at least four variables, it burns out, or decelerates) or the char-

acteristics of the threat (for example, a
This dilemma is solved by using a fit which transition period is expended before the
is a function of only two principal vari- transition to home-on-jam operation, or the
ables, launch azimuth and elevation. The discrimination of countermeasure from tar-

dependence on the remaining two kinematic get). Thus, the time scale that determines
variables, launch range and missile time- 'too early' for the countermeasure deploy-

to-go, is attained by applying corrections ment is fixed by this deception time, Td.
justified by physical arguments.

The simplified CMAT model for countermea- Another effect related to the duration of

sure effectiveness' dependence on all four countermeasure effectiveness is the period,

kinematic variables first breaks down into oFov' that ownship dwells within the missile

two independent models, countermeasure ef- seeker Field-Of-View (FOV) after the seeker

fectiveness and location of ownship within has been deceived by a false target. As
the threat launch envelope. The reaction long as the target dwells within the seeker

is effective if either the self-protect FOV, the seeker can recover ownship, par-
countermeasure succeeds, or If ownship ticularly if the seeker can determine that

escapes the kinematic capabilities, the it has been deceived by a countermeasure or
launch envelope, of the missile. In the the countermeasure loses its effectiveness.
CMAT model, effectiveness adjustments for For example flares burn out, and chaff

range and time-to-go are applied to the decelerates to near the ambient clutter
curve-fit effectiveness data. No adjust- Doppler. The time period that ownship

ments are made at the optimal countermea- dwells within a deceived seeker's FOV can
sure deployment timing, nor at the center be estimated from the engagement parame-

of the launch envelope range. The curve- ters.

fit, tabulated effectiveness values are the
countermeasure effectiveness for midrange 7. Mimic Nets
in the threat launch envelope, and with the

countermeasure deployed with the most ef- The CMAT system uses a mimic net to auto-

fective timing. matically capture knowledge from training
sessions using actual electronic combat
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scenarios and considered, expert selections Although mimic nets can both classify input

of reaction strategy. The trained net re- features and rank sets of input features,

produces and generalizes from the training it is used to rank reaction options accord-

in ways that are tailored by secondary ing to stored, expert ratings of the desir-

considerations. 'Maximally intuitive', ability of reaction options generated in

'single cost emphasis', and 'maximal the CMAT system. The mimic net applies the

extrapolation' are three presently employed higher level tradeoffs for ultimate selec-

generalization techniques. For example, tion of the defensive reaction strategy.

maximal extrapolation requires maximizing Excess fuel requirements, future value of

the normalized separations of correct expendable resources, increased exposure to

options from rejected options. other potential threats, are figured in
together with reaction option survival

The ability to capture and reasonably gen- estimates to select electronic countermea-
eralize knowledge is a requirement to auto- sure reactions.

mate complex tasks. Even if an automated
system is meant only to aid a human in the The library of data from which to construct

accomplishment of complex tasks, proficien- the mimic net is generated by presenting
cy in the application of accumulated knowl- Electronic Warfare (EW) experts with combat
edge is required. Since for complex tasks, scenarios. The EW experts, pilots, intel-
human experts can not always fully articu- ligence analysts, and tacticians, select

late the 'rules' that lead to their deci- their best estimated response to each
sions, automated systems must also be capa- threatening scenario. The mimic net cap-
ble of capturing a model for the decision tures these training scenarios into a set
process strictly from observations of the of standard linear programming objective

situations and selected, expert responses, functions, and uses these objective func-
tions to generalize to new scenarios. The

A mimic net captures a model of a decision training procedure includes generation of a
process by examining experts' selections, set of features, quantities that specify

The mimic net is an algorithmic system that each scenario. These features include the
duplicates and generalizes from the ob- survival frequency estimation from CMAT,
served situations and responses, fuel costs, time remaining in the mission,

mission phase, and measures of increased

The mimic net is employed to automatically exposure due to each reaction.
capture knowledge from libraries of train-
ing sessions that contain the decisions of
experts and the options from which each

expert decision was made. The trained net

always reproduces the training data deci-
sions when faced with sets of options con-
tained in the training sessions. That is,

the mimic net has a vanishing mean squared
error (MSE) for the training data. The
training data is exactly replicated by the
net. Rather than employing a minimum MSE

fit for the net weights to the training
data, the net is trained to perfectly re-
produce the training data. This is the

'mimic' quality.

A mimic net exists for every internally

consistent training database. As long as
the teacher or expert makes consistent
choices, the mimic net will reproduce his
selections and infer his rationale. More
comprehensive libraries of training data
produce more accurate replications of the
expert's rationale. Once the rationale is

accurately constructed, adding additional
consistent training datasets to the library

is redundant.
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FUTURE ZSM SYSTEMS AND THE POTENTIAL

-FOR NEURAL PROCSSING
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Arthur G. Self, BSc., PhD.
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Lockheed Canada Inc.
Iber Road Facility

Stittsville, Ontario, Canada
K2S IE6

1.0 INTRODUCTION subsystems can be realized in both hardware and) software as follows:

The projected radar electromagnetic environments (eme)

for the 1990's and beyond include: higher pulse 2.1.1 Feature Extractor
densities (several million pps); frequencies to 40 GHz
and higher stable, jittered, staggered and pseudo-random This is the RF front-end of the ESM system which
pulse repetition intervals (PRls) with multiple captures the incident RF signal energy and makes
frequencies; spread spectrum techniques; multiple agile measurements such as: radio frequency, time of arrival
radar beams and multi-mode missile seekers. Electronic (TOA) of each pulse, pulse width, amplitude, bearing.
Support Measures (ESM) concerns the passive detection modulation-on-pulse (MOP). Such measurements are
and identification of radar signals. Thus. an ESM then assembled into a digital word (called a pulse
system which can measure such signal characteristics descriptor word or pdw). Continuous wave (CW) signals
will most likely flood its main processor with are also measured and flagged within the pdw.
information to such an extent that it may not be able to
cope. In addition, missing pulses and receiver/processor 2.1.2 Tracker
shadowing times may lead to degraded input data to the
processor. A number of likely solutions exist ranging This raw sensor output will then be pre-processed by the
from special purpose hardware to new processing tracker subsystem. The tracker is typically special-
techni ues. For the former, one could argue the speed purpose digital hardware for monitoring the incoming
o f digital hardware technology developments is such that pdw data stream. It will review incoming data by
the newest, fastest SBC (Single Board Computer) will comparing such measured parameters as RF, bearing and
handle all, especially with RISC/ASIC assistance; this pulse width with previous data already loaded into a
may be true and it is acknowledged as such. However, window addressable memory (WAM). Incoming data
in this paper, a radically different processing approach is which matches a WAM entry(ies) will be deemed as
reviewed, namely that of neural networks, being from an already detected emitter(s) and this will

be monitored, subsequently, for any parameter changes
In the past few years, neural networks have shifted from in order to readjust the WAM values. Also, emitter
being primarily a research technology to active use in update reports will be sent to the man machine interface
wide-ranging defence applications. A recent AFCEA (MMI). New incoming emitter data will not match any
publication (ref. 1) on DARPA-,f~d activities is the current WAM entries and thus will fall through to the

- : I.. :. " s.. n-uch work. next subsystem.

This paper will indicate the likely applicability of a 2.1.3 Deinterleaver
neural processing approach to a range of ESM functions
together with results from some preliminary proof-of- Previously unseen emitter data will arrive at the
concept investigations. j deinterleaver, whose function is to extract the individual

emitter pulse trains; it does this by recognizing certain
parameters of the pulse train such as pulse repetition

2.0 E.SM SYSTEMS AND CONVENTIONAL interval (PRI) and then extracting all those pulses present
in the input data deemed to have come from the same

PROCESSING ARCHITECTURES emitter. Additionally, characteristics such as frequency
agility, PRI stagger/jitter will be derived and an emitter
report compiled for onward transmission to the Identifier

2.1 ESM FUNCTIONALITY subsystem.

An ESM system usually comprises a number of distinct Initially, upon equipment switch-on, all the data will
subsystems, as shown schematically in Figure 1; these pass to the deinterleaving subsystem; however, the ESM
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system will eventually reach a steady state where, This list may contain several candidates and the TSA
perhaps, only 10% of the data will be new. This wants to home in on the actual one. To refine this
preprocessing concept (2.1.2 and 2.1.3) is a particularly further, the TSA may then task the deinterleaver to see
powerful technique in ESM systems since it means that if it can detect certain specific emitters (within the new
the deinterleaver is focused on new data only rather than data); detection of these specific emitters would remove
reprocessing data it has already handled. certain ambiguities and thus allow the TSA to pass on an

unambiguous platform identification to the MMI.
2.1.4 Identifier

Similarly, the TSA will likely use more of the library
It is the function of the identifier to indicate the emitter data than is used by the Identifier. The TSA would most
type using the emitter reports provided by the likely use a library structured in such a way as both to
deinterleaver. Traditionally, this is derived by show inter-relationships amongst the characteristics as
comparing the measured characteristics in the emitter well as to facilitate optimum search strategies.
report with a set of a priori data contained in a library.
Also, the identifier may be able to correlate an emitter 2.1.6 Current Techniques for ESM Processinp.
identification with a platform type (e.g., class of ship,
type of aircraft, submarine). This correlation is more Basically, these can be subdivided into the following
difficult to establish since one emitter type may be categories, namely:
mounted on several different platforms, introducing
ambiguity. The identifier information will also be a) Dedicated preprocessing
passed to the operator via the MMI.

This is essentially a sorting process, which
2.1.5 Tactical Situation Analyst (TSAI selectively captures and (possibly) stores data

based on programmable parameter windows.
From ref. (6), this will attempt to resolve emitter These parameter windows are programmed with
ambiguities (from the library searching techniques parameter ranges corresponding to emitters which
above) through various spatial and temporal correlation have been previously detected (and thus have
techniques. Those emitters that cannot be identified with been reported to the MMI). This preprocessing
high confidence will be passed to a hypothesis generator, technique is a critical one in that the
this, in turn, will postulate one or more hypotheses on deinterleaving/identification functions are not
the identity of the emitter, and then assign resources to overloaded with continuously sorting previously
prove or disprove these hypotheses. As shown in seen emitters and thus their availability is
Figure I, the TSA will have direct links to all the maximized for handling the new/unknown data.
subsystems since it may test its hypotheses at any or all As mentioned above, the preprocessor is typically
stages of the processing chain. So, for example, if the implemented using digital hardware (WAMS, e.g.)
TSA is attempting a platform identification for a in order to keep up with the high input data rate.
particular emitter then it may produce a list of possible Additionally, there would reside a specific
candidates based on such data as: controller which autonomously adjusts the filter

parameter window so as to keep centred on the
- emitter reports received to date; data.
- geogrphical area of the ESM platform; and
- state of conflict/peace, tension, hostilities.

Signals Etacto Trackradat Deinterteaver rprs etfe

Figure I. othe
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b) Traditional sianal orocessir alorithms EW community and thus brief mention is included here.
Areas of specific interest to ESM icue

For new data, a range of signal processing A

algorithms can be invoked; these would include: library structure and searching techniques. From
ref. (2) Canadian work is ongoing into both an

clustering - so as to conduct a preliminary object oriented emitter library as well as an
grouping of the data, typically in emitter classification system based on symbolic
(RF, bearing, pulse width) space. masoning.

deinterleaving - the extraction of repetitive PRI hypothesis testing. As indicated in ref. (2), such
patterns (jitter, stagger, e.g.) using testing can be invoked for identification'purposes
TOA information (mainly). in order to determine which emitter type (out of

flagging - from a determined P, to identify a range of candidates) best describes the true

those pulses making up the actual source of the observed signal. Additionally, there

pulse trains may be scope for such techniques within the

scan 
deinterleaving function itself.

determination derive the scan type, and - auto operator assistant and situation assessment.
characteristics, from an amplitude- Aids the operator in determining the disposition,
time history. composition, and intent of the platforms thought

to be operating within the ship's area of interest.
identification - assignment of an emitter type to a Since both emitter and platform identifications are

deinterleaved emitter report. often ambiguous, there will usually be a number
Currently, ESM libraries are just of tactical situations which could explain a given
collections of customized records set of observations. An inferencing system based
accessed by search, retrieval and
update procedures. A successful on beliefs could determine the most likely
match on search is generally interpretations of the observed signal data.

considered to establish a detection.

Typically, these algorithms are executed in a 3.0 NEURAL NETWORKS APPROACH

serial fashion for any buffer of new input data
(although multiple instantiations could be
executed in parallel). 3.1 GENERAL

c) Al techniques A neural network is a massively parallel, information
processing architecture composed of many simple

The use of Al/IKBS/Expert System (ES) processing elements interconnected to achieve certain

techniques is now being actively developed in the collective computational capabilities. Neural networks
are constructed of many processing elements (or
neurons), as shown below.

X,

W 
i

1

weights Z W2

X2.6 2 vProcessingn
W Element " °tu X m

n (Neuron) VIAJ X
X 1n
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Each processing element may have many input signals 3.2.1 There exist direct theoretical relationships
but is limited to only one output signal (which may go between other successful learning algorithms
several ways). Processing elements can be feed- forward (such as Kalman filters) and neural network
only, or have feedback loops as well. Also, processing learning algorithms. This adds an essential
elements can be fully connected to all the other mathematical credibility to the whole concept of
processing elements or linked only to a few (sparsely neural networks. It also means that much of
connected). Any given neural network design will existing mathematical theory for filtering and
dictate the nature and number of these feedback loops pattern recognition can be translated to the
and connectors. Clearly, connectivity relates to the neural network domai. The back-propagation
network's parallelism whilst the design of its feedback learning algorithm for layered, feed forward
loops has implications for the networks networks represents a major advance in
adaptivity/trainability, effective neural network learning. Back

propagation is a learning algorithm which is
If the sum of the inputs to a given processing element designed to solve the problem of choosing
exceeds a predetermined threshold, the processing weight values for hidden units in a layered feed
element "fires" and sends a signal to the other connected forward network which has been shown to be
processing elements. As shown above, each input has a directly related to the extended Kalman filter.
weighted value that determines the strength of the
interconnection to the fire or non-fire decision of the 3.2.2 It is necessary to find a compact set of features
following processing element. This value can be auto-, which can represent an emitter, it is also
or self-, adapting through feedback loops and this is the important that the feature set be sufficiently
unique and outstanding feature of a neural network. complete so that emitters can be appropriately

discriminated (e.g., friendly/hostile, as well as
between defined types). Neural network

3.2 NEURAL PRO(CESSING - IMPORTANT technology can contribute to the feature
selection task in a number of ways, namely:

FEATURES
3.2.2.1 By providing hardware for massively parallel

Conventional approaches to target detection and implementations of traditional feature detection
classification typically include explicitly formulated algorithms. Whereas special purpose parallel
algorithms, software, and hardware; included will be an hardware could always, in principle, he
analysis and development of specific feature extraction constructed for a specific problem, the hardware
and pattern recognition algorithms which then dictate would, in general, be limited to only that
design and implementation. The challenge, for any such particular problem. One of the things that a
signal processor, is to accept "raw" sensor signals as neurocomputer offers is the possibility of not
input and provide target classifications as output. The only solving one problem in parallel, but a
feature that most distinguishes neural network processing broader variety of problems, through (e.g.)
from conventional signal processing is the ability to simple downloading of network parameters.
internally develop, or "learn", the algorithms required for
target detection and classification; this includes the 3.2.2.2 Neural networks can implement optimum
extraction of specific target signatures buried in noise. feature receivers for the extraction of weak
Because of their adaptive nature, neural networks can features from high clutter environments.
adapt to changes in the data and learn the characteristics
of input signals. Furthermore, because of their non- 3.2.2.3 Certain networks have the capability of self-
linear nature, neural networks Lan perform functional organization, so that training data can be
approximation and signal filtering operations which are clustered without provision of "correct" outputs.
beyond optimal linear techniques. The architecture and Thus, neural network technology can contribute
operation of a network is fundamentally different from to the feature selection task through the
conventional signal processors; such a processor would automatic discovery of clustered features by
require minimal front-end analysis and design, no using neural network learning algorithms.
explicit algorithms, and no software. Additionally, since Techniques similar to principal components
they are naturally massively parallel, this suggests a analysis (e.g.) can be used, which have the
decision making ability which is both high speed and ability to adapt, so as to represent the
fault tolerant. characteristics of the input signal.

As indicated in Section 1.0, eme's facing future ESM 3.2.2.4 Given their well-documented ability to perform
systems will likely be complex and of high density. in the presence of noise and incomplete data,
Additionally, the massive databases that exist on neural networks can be made much more robust
recorded signals (elint/comint data) probably means that than conventional algorithms when dealing with
adequate training sets exist with which to train such missing pulses. Thus, in wartime, the
neural processors. performance of neural networks should degrade

gracefully rather than catastrophically.
A list of the attributes of a neural network approach as
it applies to our problem is as follows: 3.2.2.5 Neural networks have a capability to integrate

automatically a diverse set of features. In the
ESM case, parameters such as (RF, pulse width,
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bearing, MOP, polarization, scan type) are c) Emitter war modes create a well known problem
important for target identification. However, for conventional library searching strategies.
there is no obvious metric available which
combines such features into an effective d) Own/friendly emissions could also be exotic or
classifier. The back-propagation algorithm, high duty cycle, thus creating new problems for
combined with an appropriate training set, could the ESM system designer.
be effective here.

e) An increasing awareness for strict EMCON
3.2.3 Although more speculative, neural networks control until the last minute, puts increasing

may also provide tools for developing expert emphasis on an ESM function which works in
systems; they can implement propositions and real time even on the most complex emissions,
constraints with the capability to backtrack for
explanations. Inferencing techniques can be f) Overlapping signal parameters (e.g., RF, PW
developed to allow the expert system to reach bearing) between probably all combinations of
conclusions when only a fraction of the input hostile and friendly emissions will result in
values are known. [However, it should be problems for a dedicated preprocessor. For
noted that a lot of development is still required example, tracking of individual emitters will be
to produce a high performance neural network- more difficult and thus its integrity will degrade;
based ES.] this, in turn, will result in fragmented old and new

data being passed to the deinterleaver which
would result in false reports. The efficiency of

4.0 ESM PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS PRI predictive gating is perhaps questionable
given the numbers, and ranges, of emitters

Table 1 shows, for each ESM subsystem (described appearing with various amounts of PRI agility.
earlier) the likely input data rates and a translation of Thus, dedicated preprocessor hardware may be
functionality into a definition of the likely computer limited in its future performance.
instructions per second required to give this
functionality. It can be seen, even with today's The authors have not attempted to show how Table I
environments and requirements, that the ESM processing might change to accommodate the above postulations.
requirements can carry up to many millions of Suffice it to say, we see significant problems facing us
instructions per second. Table I also makes the point as we design future ESM systems. We believe that both
that not all ESM functions are operating at the same established and new techniques/technologies need to be
levels of speed for example, the tracker (from Fig. 1) investigated for their applicability to this problem. As
has to keep up with the input pdw rate. However, the we will show, a neural processing approach is gathering
identifier need only work at the level of a few momentum and it may provide some clues to resolve the
reports/second. This is a very important point to above scenario.
remember when discussing ESM processing performance
requirements.

5.0 ESM SYSTEM OPPORTUNITIES
Trends in future electromagnetic environments can be
categorized as follows, namely: It must be stated that it is not the intent of this paper to

prove that neural processing is the only technique for
a) Increasing density, and complexity, of future ESM processing needs. Rather, it is to say that

electromagnetic environments. Signal complexity neural processing would appear to have some significant
is evident in intrapulse signal modulations (such attributes which are directly applicable to the problems
as chirp and phase coding) as well as increasing foreseen in the ESM domain. Neurocomputing is a
agility in both individual signal features (such as fundamentally new and different information processing
RF, pulse width, and PRF) and in combination, scheme; neural networks are able to derive an
Signal densities are rising due to the increasing information-processing function, or algorithm, from
use of high duty cycle waveforms against an examples of that function's operation.
increasing background envirotwnent from more
conventional sources. Thus new algorithms are From Figure 1, the following areas of specific
continually required to recognize the new emitted applicability of neural networks are proposed and
signals. discussed.

b) Certain "traditional" processing characteristics
such as scan information will soon be unavailable 5.1 DEINTERLEAVING
due to emitter electronic scanning developments.
Such future thrusts push the ESM system 5.1.1 A range of possibilities exist, namely:
designers towards architectures which capture
every pulse (or pulse group) and then extract the a) The ability to cluster in a hyperspace of high
maximumn amotwt of information from it. dimensionality so as to include all possible
ntrapukse modulation measurements will call for measured, and derived, features of the
high sampling rates, thus furder accelerating the emitter signal. So, for example, all single
da input p-blm, pulse dat including, perhaps, repesentons

of specific transformations (such as Fourier
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coefficients on RF variability within the a) Deinterleaving using conventional signature
pulse) could be included. In a trained parameters such as RF, bearing, pulse width
network, all of these features which are and pulse repetition interval (PRI).
implicit in the input data are handled Specifically, a range of dense and exotic
automatically by the network's connection eme's have been simulated which include a
weights. Currently, systems use only a number of "target" emitters to be found by
relatively smin! set of features are used with the neural network. The performance of the
a high level of overlapping parameters network is then monitored as the
between emitter types thus leading to dimensionality of the input data (and thus
ambiguous and/or erroneous results. the complexity of the network) is

progressively increased.
b) Optimum selection of features (from a much

widtr range of single pulse features) for PRI b) Unintentional modulations (as well as pulse
extraction; for example, pulse shape features shape, etc.) within a pulse are likely to offer
may be useful as well as intentional/ significant processing improvements for
unintentional modulation information, future ESM systems as digital signal
Currently, PRi is extracted using a TOA processing technology approaches the speeds
difference histograming techniques; this required. This specific work relates to the
approach has limited success when the input training of a network with real intrapulse
data stream is incomplete or has exotic data and examining its ability to segregate
characteristics (such as multi-level staggers, emitters using such features. This is
e.g.). Neural networks can perform their followed by incorporating such an ability
own feature extraction and, with sufficient into the network developed in (a) above in
data, it should be possible for a network to order to quantify any performance
discover a more appropriate set of features improvements in the neural deinterleaver.
by analyzing the pulse profiles directly.

Using conventional pattern recognition
c) Improved PRI extraction possibilities, approaches, we are also establishing a baseline

especially for the exotic agility patterns. performance "figure of merit"; this is essential if
Thus, a neural network may be able to we are to understand the relative performance of
pattern match rather than time window neural networks in this particular ESM function.
matching to extract PRi. As in (b), For this task, we are using both the leave-one-
currently the flagging of the constituent out-method as well as the Kohonen-Loeve
pulses in a pulse train is conducted using transform.
time-windowing techniques. This is quite
complex even for low levels of stagger. 5.1.3 Preliminary Lockheed Canada results have
Also, non-jittered and jittered signals are concerned the extraction of a high level PRI
difficult to extract in the presence of each staggered signal in the presence of noise. The
other due to an overlap in their definitions processing required to identify the number of
(i.e., unjittered = x% spread whilst jittered = distinct intervals in a staggered pulse train, and
y% spread but which encompass x). the length of the sequence of these intervals

(since some intervals may appear more than once
d) The recovery of noise-corrupted or LPI in each sequence) can be very time-consuming.

signals. Currently, ESM systems invoke the If the length of the sequence were known in
deinterleaving process once they have advance, the extraction of the exact intervals
declared an intercept; typically, this relates from a pulse train and the subsequent
to having received a minimum number of characterization of the PRI of the train would be
pulses that are clustered. - Should the quite fast and efficient. Lockheed Canada has
measured input signal have only a few designed a custom neural network to identify the
pulses, or be of such poor quality that length of the stagger sequence directly, together
successful clustering did not take place, then with the stagger level. It consists of an input
deinterleaving may not be instigated. Neural layer sparsely connected to a hidden layer,
networks offer the possibility of being able followed by a standard back-prop style
to make something of such data inputs. connection to the output layer. The network was
Neural networks are much more robust than simulated in software, by writing a small
conventional algorithms when dealing with program (14 predicates) in PDC Prolog, which
missing pulses. In fact, they can be made to allows various sized nets to be tested in an
yield a figure of merit for the suggested interactive session. Using real trials recorded
classification they produce, allowing very data from single emitters, the net was found to
graceful degradation in the most difficult identify stagger sequence length correctly 100%
cases. of the time, in spite of repeated intervals, and

regardless of input set size and order. When
5.1.2 Lockheed Canada Inc. (Lockheed Canada) own sets of data with missing pulses are presented,

research in this area has been concentrating on the net recognizes this fact but does not extract
two major aremas, namely: the stagger level.
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Follow-on investigation involves training a (and weapon) fusion systems for all three Services and
standard back-propagation net to recognize the thus it is only a matter of time before such capabilities
detailed deviations in the output of the custom appear in an ESM system; Ref. (2) describes one such
net caused by missing data, and thus extract Canadian initiative in this area. As indicated above,
stagger level in some percentage of these cases. neural networks offer the promise of providing tools for
Lockheed Canada now considers the existing net, developing expert systems; one of the major limitations
even without the planned enhancements, to be a of Al/IKBS/expert system work is both the limited real
useful module for inclusion in an ESM human expertise which is to be captured as well as the
processor. With simple neural chip support, it actual adequate representation of the rules and human
would allow the PRI calculations for all signals knowledge. Neural technology would appear to offer
to be handled in the following sequence: some advantages here.

1) Submit the pulse train to the neural net,
obtaining the length, L, of the staggered 5.4 PARAMETER MEASUREMENT
interval sequence as an output. With chipset
support, and the existing net architecture, During training, neural networks automatically build up
this is estimated to require less than one complex, non-linear transfer functions which weight and
millisecond. Go to 2. If the net signals bad process the input parameters as necessary to provide the
or ill-conditioned data go to 3. desired output. Analysis of the final network state is a

form of knowledge engineering which can yield valuable
2) Read the pulse train, calculating the time insights on the relative importance of the various input

deltas, for L+I pulses. Read another L parameters to the derivation of the final classification.
pulses to confirm. Go to 4. If the Such insights could be used by hardware engineers to
confirmation fails (possibly try another optimize future designs.
confirmation and if it too fails then) go to 3.
This step is estimated in the worst case to 5.4.1 From ref. (5), bearing estimation (determining
require tens of microseconds. the positions of possibly many sources in the

scene from the outputs of an array of sensors) is
3) Go to bad data handling routines, a problem which has been solved conventionally

by matrix methods based on singular value
4) Return the confirmed stagger pattern. decomposition of the data matrix or an eigen

description of the covariance matrix of sensor
Timings quoted here are orders of magnitude outputs. An alternative approach (refs. 3 and 4
faster than current techniques. for example) has been employed in which the

bearing estimation problem is mapped on to the
Hopfield network with each "neuron"

5.2 IDENTIFICATION representing the hypothesis that the source is at

a particular direction. A mathematical cost
Traditionally, emitter reports are compared with a priori function is specified and the evolution equations
data held in a library; typical algorithms operate on an of the network, which guarantee a convergence
'if-then-else' type approach to each library entry, where to a (local) minimum of the cost function, are
hash coding typically defines the specific library entries solved.
involved. Also, such algorithms tend to compare
specific parameters in a serial fashion using (usually) 5.4.2 Current research is underway at Lockheed
quite a small range of parameter values. Ref. (2) details Canada to evaluate the applicability of neural
how alternative, more powerful approaches are being processing to the discrimination of signal source
examined. elevations in the presence of multipath effects.

Specifically, a network has been trained using
A Neural network approach could be well suited for the signal propagation data containing both specular
identification function in an ESM system since larfe and diffuse scattering mechanisms. Feeding the
training sets of a priori knowledge exist. It is here that network extensive training data for specific
the robustness of a neural network approach could be sensor/target parameters, trains the netw- ' The
well tested against postulations of likely emitter war goal of this work is to determine the
modes. performance of a network in extracting, and then

tracking, the presence of specific target

Once specific emitters have been identified, the resultant characteristics in the presence of the (noisy)
network weights could be noted and then stored in the propagation environment. Various network
library. Then, upon switch-on of this future neural-based architectures are under study to ascertain their
ESM system, a much wider range of library data would relative merits for this application.
be downloaded into the network for immediate operation.

As agility in frequency, PRI and other pulse train
parameters becomes a more common feature of

5.3 SITUATION ANALYSIS emitters, the importance of precise and accurate
azimuth and elevation measurements becomes

This function does not, in general, exist in current ESM greater. With this in mind, Lockheed Canada

systems. However, much work is ongoing into sensor has undertaken an investigation of the application
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of neural processing to high accuracy direction The choice of the appropriate network
finding (HADF). Before attempting to design architecture is to some extent driven by the
and simulate neural processors for this purpose, nature of the pre-processed input. However,
it was decided that the preliminary focus would some general observations apply. The
be on elevation measurements for a seabome probabilistic net is not favoured for hardware
scenario. Such measurements are complicated implementation, since its size grows with the
by multipath interference, dependent on profile size of the training set; in our case the training
parameters such as range, sea state as well as set is potentially huge. Back propagation nets,
emitter characteristics such as RF (see Fig. 2). however, can slow the research because of the

typically long training time. The remainder of
A simulation progam in Fortran was written to the experiment plan calls for investigation of
generate data points for emitters approaching an various avalanche networks and self-organizing
interferometric receiver. Files of such points feature nets. Some consideration is also being
were generated for emitters at altitudes of from given to integration of knowledge-based and
10 to 100 meters by 10 meter increments using neural techniques. Lockheed Canada is well
an available signal propagation model based on placed to investigate this, since several of the in-
extensive real data. This range was deemed to house neural simulations have been written in
be of interest, since obtaining accurate elevation Prolog. This renders the integration of the neural
measurements within it presents. great difficulty net with Prolog-based expert systems extremely
for existing technologies. The network easy.
simulations were created using Neural Works
Professional II. Several net architectures have
been tried, and the best results to date were 6.0 CONCLUSIONS
obtained with a Probabilistic Neural Net (PNN).
Success rates as high as 96% on training data Whilst a neural network is a computational structure
and 80% on test data have been achieved, modelled on biological processes, we believe that neural
However, these results are regarded as networks technology has defence applications,
preliminary, since the complete set of specifically as an important new technology for ESM
experiments originally envisioned has not yet systems. Their inherent parallel processing architecture
been completed. offers the promise of extremely fast operation using wide

bandwidth input data streams. Classification and
A key problem is proper representation of the Associative memory possibilities would look to be most
data. Because the patterns of frequency and promising with ES assistance as a longer term goal.
amplitude as measured at the receiving array Their ability to provide an adaptive, nonlinear capability
vary repetitively with time (subject to some could be most useful in ESM signal processing
second-order functions affecting speed of applications.
variation, average power, etc.), the network must
be sensitive to trends over these variations, or to Lockheed Canada's experience with neural processing
syntactical representations of events such as applications in ESM clearly establishes their usefulness
multi-path nulls. The planned follow-on as a supplement to conventional ESM processing
investigation involves changing the data pre- techniques. It is clear that hardware is rapidly being
processing and network architecture to improve developed to make realistic practical (rather than
performance. Pre-processing is aimed mainly at theoretical) assessments possible.
eliminating more of the ambiguities in the input
data -- or, equivalently, enhancing the uniqueness
of subsets of the data.

ESM
System Direct Path Radar (Frequency, F)

y RDAR

hESM Range

RRough Earth's
Surface

Figure 2.
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cvi NEURAL NETWORK SOLUTIONS TO MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF PARALLEL SEARCH

FOR OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY GENERATION

0 Lyle A. Reibling
oU Smiths Industries Aerospace & Defense Systems, Inc.

-- 4141 Eastern Avenue, S.E.
Grand Rapids, MI USA 49518-8727

Imassive parallelism which can solve trajectory
generation problems. An artificial neural

The Grand Rapids Division of Smiths Industries network is defined which computes solutions to
Aerospace & Defense Systems, Inc., has field theory. Experimental investigation of this
performed Independent Research and technique has shown promising results. The
Development in neural network technology for solutions generated by the architectures have
vehicle management system applications of been checked against known admissible
op .,trajectory generation in embedded algorithm results and shown to be correct.
systems. This paper describes the problem and
solution method ii envisioning massively
parallel architectures which incorporate 2. INTRODUCTION
mathematical physics models for trajectory
generation applications. Advances in integrated circuit and optical

computing technology have made
A difficult problem in search applications is implementation of massively parallel computer

g rea puting the optimal aircraft trajectory in architectures feasible. These architectures are
treaTtime onboard a high performance aircraft, more complex than multiprocessor networks,

where the objective is to increase the aircraft often mimicking the structure of the brain for
survivability and mission effectiveness by their inspiration. Computation is not specified,
penetrating enemy threats and minimizing or programmed, in the usual manner of a stored
threat radar exposure. Optimal trajectory program computer. Rather, the collection of
generation is achieved' by searching all possible interconnection strengths between parallel
paths in a multidimensional search space for processing elements determines the
the path with the smallest accumulated computation of the processing system.
performance measure, which represents total
threat exposure. This search problem has many The Von Neumann architecture is a serial
state variables in a large space which places processing architecture. These architectures
severe demands on computational resources, require algorithms which are defined as serial
requiring real-time solutions unavailable from instruction streams. Even multiprocessors,
current technoloy.) while processing in parallel as a group, are

processing serially as individual processors.
-The mathematical model which is the basis for Problems growing in size and computational

this architecture is based on an application of complexity make for more severe computing
electrostatic field theoryg-dscribes the demands upon serial processing architectures.
problem of finding the best painwqW a To meet the requirements of these larger, more
region which contains a variable cost 1 complex problems, the processing architecture
as a problem in mathematical physics. One suc1t- - and algorithms need to be more closely matched
description is that of finding the distribution with the nature of the application problem.
of current flow through a nonuniform
conducting media, such as a plate of A general purpose sequential processor, or even
inhomogeneous resistive material. Another is a group of multiprocessors, may not be effective
finding the propagation of wavefronts through a in solving traditional algorithms for these
medium with a nonuniform refractive index, demanding problems. Many situations that

require real-time solutions are satisfied with
This research has investigated computer the rapid computation of near-optimal
architectures and algorithms characterized by solutions. This may even be more desirable than
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waiting for a slower computation of the optimal Nature's behavior is performed. Now consider
solution. Examples include optimal control this viewpoint reversed. Nature is the perfect
problems such as aircraft flight control or analog computer for these same equations.
trajectory generation in which a rapidly Nature is the analogy for solving problems
changing environment requires a fast solution described by the equations of mathematical
from the processing architecture. physics.

The motivation of this research is the Nature is also described by states and
investigation of computer architectures and operations transforming these states. This
algorithms characterized by massive provides another analogy to massively parallel
parallelism which have computational computation. In traditional sequential computer
properties that yield the solution of systems, a single processor fetches data from
combinatorial search problems with application memory, modifies the data, and puts the data
to path planning. The problem is discovering a back into memory. Consider however, memory
model which maps onto massively parallel where the data elements themselves have a
architectures. computation capability. This computation is

accomplished by exchanging and modifying
values between the data elements of the memory.

3. NATURAL PARALLELISM If the data elements of the memory correspond
to the state assignments of a problem, then the

Increasingly complex problems create a need values represent possible state variable
for the computing power offered by massively solutions. This structure provides an explicit
parallel architectures. Advancements in mapping between processing nodes of a
computer architectures and hardware massively parallel architecture and state
technology have led to practical assignments of a mathematical physics problem.
implementations of massively parallel The mapping between state assignments of the
computing. Because of its characteristic of natural analogy and the processing nodes occur
collective computation, a new wayfl] of thinking by a sampling of the state space into a
about the role of application, algorithm, and computing grid with an appropriate resolution.
architecture in the design of massive
parallelism is needed. The design challenge is The process of applying the paradigm of natural
to determine an appropriate model of the parallelism is to begin by looking for analogies
interdependence between the application in Nature for the problem. When an appropriate
problem to be solved, the algorithm which analogy is found, the natural parallelism
solves the problem, and the massively parallel concept is formed. This conceptual embodiment
architecture which solves the problem using within the paradigm meets the needs of the
collective computations, massively parallel design. The relationship to

the application is understood and is
Recent developments in massively parallel explainable. The algorithm is identified
architecture technology has increased their through the natural law of mathematical physics
capacity while shrinking their size. To which applies to the concept. The architecture
capitalize on the advantages offered by these is mapped through the numerical techniques
new architectures, a new approach to yielding the computational structure.
envisioning design is needed. This new
approach is based on the capabilities of 3.1 Anplyirn Natural Parallelism
massively parallel architecture technology.
Processing units of the architecture are The trajectory generation algorithm for the
dedicated to explicit, unique state assignments architecture is described as a problem in
of the problem, given a suitable state variable mathematical physics. This 'application uses an
resolution. analogy of field theory for the algorithm of the

mathematical model. The artificial neural
Consider how discovery of Nature is done. network is used for the architecture. Two
Nature is observed and natural law is examples are provided. The first uses the
hypothesized. This natural law is often electrostatic model to compute obstacle
expressed as equations in mathematical avoidance paths. This provides for multiple,
physics. Therefore, these equations describe alternative paths to avoid discrete or
Nature's behavior. When computing solutions to continuous obstacles. The second example uses
these equations, a numerical simulation of
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the wave propagation model for computing the
optimal path. Since the electric field and current density

results from the gradient of a scalar field, they
These mathematical physics problems are are conservative fields, and the field lines
expressed as partial differential equations. emanate from source charges and terminate on
Thus, the partial differential equation is a sink charges[4]. These field lines represent the
natural parallelism in which the problem is solution to the search problem as multiple
viewed as one in computational physics. The paths. Several properties of the paths are
variable cost function is similar to the noteworthy. First, every heading from the start
nonuniform resistivity of the plate media, or node has a defined path due to the continuous
the nonuniform refractive index. The solution to vector field emanating from the source. Second,
the appropriate partial differential equation is every location which has finite resistivity has a
a scalar potential field for the media. Paths are path defined through it for the same reason.
computed from the vector field orthogonal to the Third, the model supports zero and infinite cost
equipotential contours of this field, regions.

The flux (field) lines for the electrostatic model
4. MATHEMATICAL MODELS are used as the path definitions. The flux lines

are computed once the electrostatic potential
4.1 The Electrostatic Model for Avoidance field is derived for the problem from the

Trajectory Generation solution to the partial differential equation.
There are an infinite number of flux lines

The mathematical model for the electrostatic which leave the source point and enter the sink

based trajectory generation approach is an point. This is because the source and sink
intuitive description of path planning. The points are singularities in the potential field
mathematical model is based on a conjecture solution. At every point in the potential field,
that the problem of finding the best path there is a gradient vector (the electric field
through a region which contains a variable cost vector) with the exception of these two
function is analogous to the problem of finding singularities. From the source point, an angle is
the maximum current flow through a selected from which to trace out the flux line.
nonuniform conducting media, such as a plate of This is the initial heading at the start node
inhomogeneous resistive material. The variable (source point). Using a small incremental path 0
cost function is analogous to the nonuniform step, the path progresses along this heading by
resistivity of the plate media. Boundary the magnitude of the path increment. From this
conditions for the location of the source point on, the gradient vector can be computed
potential and sink potential are analogous to the which will define the direction of the path -- ,
start and goal nodes, respectively, descent over the potential field surface, thus

obtaining the path as the flux line.

The mathematical model is based on electric
field theory[2]. From the definition for current 4.2 The Wave Propagation Model for Optimal
density and its divergence in steady state Traiectory Generation
conditions, the n-dimensional electric field
potential *0 • (l,x2, ... ,xN) of a nonuniform The next development is to change the equations

conductive media can be derived[3] as the of the model in order to achieve the optimal

second order partial differential equation path, rather than the avoidance paths of the
electrostatic model. Theory pertinent to a model
based on wave propagation phenomena relates,V2 + p Vo.V=-0 (1) various quantities which incorporate the cost
function, such as wavefront velocity or

where p N P(xl,x2,...,xN) is the nonuniform refractive index. Fermat's Principle of Least

resistivity of the media and a = p-l. The cost Time explains the propagation of light through

function is used to model the resistivity of the material with varying refractive index.

conducting media. Expanding the gradient and
divergence operators in the two dimensions x The mathematical model is based on wave

and y results in the following second order propagation theory[5]. The wave equation is

partial differential equation described as the condition of a physical
quantity, T, which satisfies

*xx + #yy +P0x~x 4 POyOy - 0 (2)

91-15517
) Il'l""'ll
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The cost function is modelled inversely as the
v2 V2Y - 2. 0 (3) wavefront velocity for the wave propagation

model

where v is the phase velocity of the wave and
may in general be a function of the space C= (8)
coordinates (a wave traveling in a non-
homogeneous medium). The cost function is used As the cost is higher, the wavefront moves with
to model the refractive index of the optical lower velocity, incurring more periodic cycles
media. Equipotential wavefronts emanate from a of the wave and a higher accumulated phase
light source. These wavefronts are orthogonal to distance along the wavefront. Since v=ds/dt,
the light rays. Equation 7, after substituting Equation 8,

becomes
The light rays form the paths of the solution.

The light rays are computed from the equiphase ( -
field of wavefronts. This field is a solution to min ds(9)
the wave equation. There are an infinite numberJ d s(

of light rays leaving the source point. The d t

source point is a singularity in the solution.
The equiphase field is the phase distance of which reduces to

travel by the light rays. From any point, a
gradient vector points to the direction of travel min J dt (10)
of the light ray from the source point. By
tracing this vector back to the source, point, the which is the principle of least time for the
optimal path from the starting point to a goal wavefront. Since the solution is only based on
node (the source point) is found, the spatial component, this is like taking a

"snapshot" of the wave at some unique point in
An expression for the wave equation is desired time. The accumulated phase along the light ray
so the solution is only a function of the spatial corresponds to the accumulated cost, and is a
coordinates of the medium[6J. Periodic solutions minimum value according to Fermat's Principle
of the wave equation can be found from Equation of Least Time.
3 where the solution is assumed to be separable
into two functions. The function I' will depend
only on the spatial coordinates, and the other 5. NERAL NETWORK IMPLEMENTATION
function on time. From this is obtained

5.1 Implementing the Electrostatic Model
V2W K~q = 0(4)

The partial differential equation for the

where electrostatic model was derived for the
nonhomogeneous media, used to represent the

2xv ( cost function in generating paths which avoid
K = =v v (5) regions of high cost. This section describes the

architecture design of a neural network that

where v is the frequency and v is the wavefront computes the numerical solution to the

velocity. Consider v as the inverse of the cost equation. The architecture implements a finite

function , C. The higher the cost. the slower the difference approximation to the partial

propagation velocity differential equation.

I It is desired that the partial differential
v, C (6) equation

The objective of the optimal path problem is to L~u) = A +~ B +. C
minimize the accumulated cost along the path ax 2 +  ay ay2

au au
minfCds (7) +D 4E +Fu=O (11)

be approximated on a unit grid by

IL
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12 - 14 = Cy
a I -£3 =C xLI(u) - a0up - 7aiuQi (12) a 2 + £4 = 2

i= aI +a 3 = 2 (16)

with the n neighbors of P being Q..... QN where
Qi = (x+iy+-qi). Using a Taylor series i

approximation for the expansion of u about P 1 1 0
results in the system of equations 2 0 1

3 - 1 0

1(ti -Ct0 = F 4 0 .. 1
Table 1: Five-Point Coordinates

= The solution to this set of equations (16) is

i-,l
CY

ai~i=D12 =1+2

n = 2C o2 =1+ 2

i=l a3 = I-2

n

i i2  2A (13) Substituting Equation 17 into Equation 14 and
i-I solving for up gives the finite difference

formula
The solution of the coefficients £1i of the aboveI C
system of equations allows approximating the up = + uQl + + 8 UQ2
value of a grid point by solving for up + (13+ C.

up =4 u)'iuQi (14)

up 0 =Go i ( The block diagram of the neuron model that
i=1 implements the five point approximation of

The nonhomogeneous Laplacian equation of the Equation 18 is shown in Figure 1.

electrostatic model using the quantities Cx = x
WA Cy mey isI

)2* + ek + ai+C 0 (5 v. 1W+ eLI(* a2  y2 ax ay (15) ".

and the coefficients of Equation 11 are A-I, ViI W
B.0. C.1, DmCx, E-Cy. and F=0. To derive a five- 3

point finite difference formula the coefficients -.
shown in Table I are substituted into the 1  w4
system defined by Equation 13 and yields the
following system of equations

*I + a2 0 3 + 04 0 Figure 1: Five-Point Approximation Neuron
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An artificial neural network, as defined by the and oy The non-linear neuron output function
model, uses an electronic circuit shown in vi j is defined as
Figure 2 as its basic neuron model, with the
interconnecting resistors representing the V
synapses between the neurons. The numerical ref uij 4 *Vref
approximation is computing the solution to the vi j = Uij -Vref 5 ui,j < +Vref (20)
system of equations (18). I+Vref ui j > +Vref

The entire search space is constructed by
replicating this portion of the neural network
over the entire grid. The output of the source

V ij- and sink neurons which correspond to the start
and goal nodes are clamped to +Vref and -Vref
respectively. Since the clamping of the source
and sink to the maximum and minimum
(respectively) potential value occurs on the
boundary of the problem, it is appropriate to

i-ij use these clamped values as the limits of the
neuron output function (Equation 20). since all
potential values inside the boundary of the
problem are guaranteed to lie between these
limits.

iThe avoidance paths are extracted from the7l neural network. The network computes the
scalar potential field, as described previously.
This is a surface with a global maximum at the
start node and a global minimum at the goal
node. A direction is selected for a path at the

Vi+j start node. Gradient descent over the potential
surface is used to extract the avoidance path for
that direction. Bivariate interpolation of the
potential values is used between the grid points
to form smooth paths. An illustration of the
model is shown in Figure 3. The contour lines

V . represent the cost function for the problem. The
ij field lines represent the avoidance paths

generated by the model.

Figure 2: Numerical Approximation Circuit

The neural network is used to perform a
parallel computation of the scalar potential
field * at every spatial point. For the neural
network implementation, the neuron input
function ui~j is defined as

+ g)vi+l,j + lvi -

+ go) 0Vi. lgj+( o- 0 )vi,j.l (19)

The synaptic weights implement the non-
uniformity of the cost functions (the
coefficients of Equation 19 which contain ax Figure 3: Electrostatic Model Erample
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5-2 mnJlementing the Wave Pronagation Model k-2
', - YCj (26)

The wave equation was derived for the j-O
nonhomogeneous refractive index of the media,
used to represent the cost function in This means that
generating the optimal path through the region
modeled by the media. This neural network uk 1I os(Ck. 1 + V) (27)
architecture computes the numerical solution to
the wave equation. The architecture implements and also that
a parallel cost propagation for the accumulated
phase distance of the wave equation. uk. 2 = cosY9 (28)

The forward propagation of a wavefront in a
single dimension, x, is defined with the wave A stable solution is

equation sin(Ck + Ckl)
d2 ' 2U= sin Ck-. k

d" + K2 Y=0 (21) sin C k

"sin Ck..I Uk2 (29)

The calculation of solutions to this equation
also consists of a forward propagation of In two dimensions the wavefront is defined by
solution values (a computation wavefront) by
using a difference formula. The central min
difference formula is uij = cos(Ci~j + k,l Sk.) (30)

=Pi+l - (2"h 2 K 2 )i " 'i-I (22) where k,I are the neighbors of ij, and also that

K is related to the grid size, N, and maximum Sk, I = Ck I + min ( C's) (31)
wavelength, so path to k,l

2)1 2x 2 C 2  ( where C's are the accumulated phase distance

(2h 2 K 2 ) = (23) along the path to k.l.
SN 2 Cmax The neural network architecture for computing

solutions to the wave equation is similar to the
Substituting Equation 23 into Equation 22 gives wavefront propagation formula, but actually
the resulting approximation for the cost propagates costs corresponding to the
function grid accumulated phase distance of the wavefront.

Hassoun[7J has described a technique for
2 2solving path optimization problems using a

22 neural-like architecture with appropriate

ui+ 1  1 -N 2 2ui - ui. 1  (24) computational nodes. His approach is based on
O aDijkstra's algorithm with adaptations made for

parallel computation. The architecture is a fine
grained locally interconnected network to find

Since it is assumed that the accumulated phase the optimal path between two points. An

distance is the accumulated cost function, the alternative parallel architecture and algorithm

solution to the wave equation can be is suggested by this research which improves

represented as Hassoun's algorithm. Figure 4 is the
implementation of the improved neural cell for

Uk - cos(Ck + Ck.I + T'k-2) (25) the network.

where without los of generality 'V= Vk. 2 and is

defined according to the asmumption above as
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differential equations describe physical
Cost(ij) phenomena in electromagnetic field theory.

Using natural parallelism, these physical
Nphenomena were shown to describe certain

V(i+lj) - 2--- V(i+lj+l) optimization problems. Nature was viewed as an
optimization process, exhibiting equivalent
behavior for which mathematical expressions
are available (that is, the partial differential

V(ij+l) V(i-lj+l) equations of electromagnetic field theory).

C - Using the paradigm, an artificial neural

V i V(i- 1 -) network was designed which can solve a class of
partial differential equations. Natural

zparallelism provided two mathematical models
in electromagnetic field theory as analogies for

V(i-V(i+,j-1) the problem of trajectory generation. They were
the electrostatic model and the wave
propagation model. The architecture for the
electrostatic model was shown to lbrovide
multiple, alternative, near-optimal solution

V(ij) paths. The wave propagation model was shown to
solve the optimal path problem. Its neural

Figure 4: Neural Network Cell Implementation network architecture was shown to compute the
propagation of wavefronts by least cost

An illustration of the model is shown in Figure propagation.
5. The contour lines represent the accumulated
cost values for the problem. The optimal path The partial differential equations were mapped

generated by the model is also shown, onto the massively parallel architecture using
finite difference approximations. The numerical

.solutions of the approximation formulas
effectively simulated the analog computation of
Nature. An architecture was designed to

compute a five-point finite difference
approximation solution to these equations. The

-s five-point finite difference approximation
formula provided for the definition of
interconnection weights in the architecture.

-- ---- - The massively parallel computing architecture

was defined using explicit states of the problem
as the computing nodes. This architecture
computed solutions by exchanging information
along interconnections defined in a mesh
topology. As this exchange continued, each
node's output converged to a value which
represented the corresponding state's value in
the problem solution. These state outputs were

Figure 5: Wave Propagation Model Example the scalar potential field solution to the partial
differential equation. The approximation
templates for the finite difference formula

6 defined the interconnection weights for the
particular architecture configuration. The

A significant result of this research was the use significance of this design was a neuron
of a new paradigm to design massively parallel transfer function and weight formulas for
architectures. This new paradigm was called computing the finite difference approximation.

natural parallelism. The natural law which was This research has shown the use of the natural
employed to investigate the paradigm was aclass of partial differential equations in parallelism paradigm to solve trajectory
mathematical physics. These partial generation. Artificial neural networks were

designed using the natural parallelism concept
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and shown to provide good path solutions which Discussion
correspond to natural analogies of
electromagnetic field theory.

1. R. Klemm, Germany
Can you give some indication on how operational scenarios

2.JEUBFVMEN can be fed into your system? Do you consider optical
techniques for parallel computing?

(1] L. A. Reibling. Natural Parallelism as a Author:
Design Paradigm for Massively Parallel Scenarios begin with three elements. The current aircraft
Architectures. PhD Thesis, Michigan State location in state space, and desired goal location in state
University, June 1991. In preparation. space, and the cost function for the state space which

includes the threat laydown and effects of terrain making. As

[2] Allen Nussbaum. ELECTROMAGNETIC the aircraft flies the trajectory, updates to these three

THEORY for Engineers and Scientists. Prentice- elements cause new trajectories to be generated by the

Hall, Inc.. Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1965. system. Dynamics of the environment can be treated
through a fast-time prediction using the system interactively
with cost function updates according to the threat dynamics

(3] L. A. Reibling. Research and Development in model. We plan to investigate optical techniques this year as
Neural Network Technology and Applications. part of our efforts to develop a physical prototype device.
Annual Report GR-09P-0989, Smiths Industries
Aerospace & Defense Systems, Inc., October 2. D.fBosman, Netherlands
1989. With electric field equation model, trajectories are

orthogonal giving iso-potential lines. In the physics analogy

(4] Ernst Weber. Electromagnetic Fields. Volume no work is involved in travelling along iso-potential lines.

I- Mapping of Fields, John Wiley & Sons. Inc., Does travelling in that direction involve accumulated

York, NY, 1950. danger? Does piece-wise selection of iso-potential
New otrajectory parts provide acceptable alternative trajectoriesnot calculated by the analogy?

(5] Henry Margenau and George Moseley Murphy.

The Mathematics of Physics and Chemistry Author:
D.Van Nostrand Company, Inc., Princeton, NJ. Yes. Danger is accumulated along any path, including lso-
second edition, 1956. potential curves. This is unlike physics, where no work is

performed. However, in the physics analogy, resistivity is

[61 D. H. Menzel. Mathematical Physics. Dover accumulated along the paths (infinitesimally) as is the

Publications, Inc., New York, NY, 1961. danger. No. Iso-potential parts of trajectories would not
provide relief from danger. Unlike work, where all the

[7] Mohamad H. Hassoun and Ashvin J. Sanghvi. current paths are equivalent in that they have the same end
[Fas Mompa o. Hassotim pand hin tw- ani point potentials, these danger paths have unique
"Fast Computation of optimal paths in two- and accumulated danger. This is analogous to Ohm's law, since
higher-dimension maps", Neural Networks, the current density field varies according to the resistivity.
3:355-363, 1990.

3. G.L. Cohill, United States
Is the model described in the paper a constant velocity
model? How would you accommodate a variable velocity
parameter?

Author:
Yes. The cost function is developed as a rate of danger
divided by velocity. This results in a cost measure along the
line integral of the path. Thus, if velocity is constant, it can be
factored out of the path integral. To answer the second
question, I don't know. Otherwise, the velocity must be
specified at every point in the problem space. This will
incorporate velocity locally in the space. However, it won't
guarantee a smooth velocity profile over the path itself. This
requires the development of other ways to incorporate
constraints into the system.
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Introduction - valider ou inhiber tine poursulte,
- prendre la d46cision de tirer.

Ce document prisente tine application des m~thodes
"R~seaux de Neuro' ICs" A Ia classification automatique de 1.2. R6le du syst~me automatique de classification de ci-
cibles en imagerie i -rouge. ls

Dans des environnements difficiles :fond trts brui-
Cette foniction de. classification est un compldment A its, attaque saturante, contre-mesures (leurres 111), incen-

la chaine de traitements assystimes optroniques de ddtec- dies,..,tes syst~mes automatiques risquent d'une part d'e-
lion et de pistage. Elle perset d'amdliorer les performances Irsars(todecleptntls)edaueprtesi-
globales du syst~me d'arme charger l'opdrateur (trop d'informations et de demandes de
- en limitant le taux de fauss alarmes et de fausses pistes, validation). Le r~le d'un syst~me de classification auto'mati-
- en apportant une aide a l'opdrateur dans ses prises de dE- qecidae Iadisoetdealer&esncnnens
cision. qee 'ieAI ~iinetd ale Lcsicndins

La classification s'effectue i deux niveaux. Au pre-
Bien que le systkme de ddt tion soil testE actuelle- mier niveau, les cibles potentielles sont class6es en terme de

ment stir des cibles atrense vu 'in~rto i "cible" ou "fausse alarme". Les fausses alarmes correspon-
syst~me de ddfense sol-air, ii est stiffis~mment gdn~ral pour dent aux leurres IR, constructions, 6l6ments de fond, etc.
pouvoir s'appliquer Egalement aux systE, es air-sol, air-air, Cette premnibre classification permet de r~duire le taux de
oti A tout autre type de syst~me optroniqu, de conduite de tir fausses pistes el all~ge ainsi la tilche de l'opdrateur et Ia
ou de veille, en viddo infra-rouge oti visibi*. charge de calcul. Au deuxi~me niveau, la classification eat

effectude sur les El6ments de la classe "cible" et permet de
Ce papier se propose d'Etudier tout d'ibord comment caairsrerctgoi(ainhlcptrmsl).C-

petit s intdgrer un module de classification auI matiqtie de te deuxitme classification permet
cibes anstinsys~med'ameet c qiilpett l aportr. - d'adapter les algorithmes de pistage en cons~quence,

Puis, apres une description technique de ce modMke, il prd- - de donner tine prioritd A chaque cible potirsuivie.
sentera les: premiers resultats obtenus en simtilatioitstir des - de -ontribuer ik l'6valuation de la menace,
dorndes rdelles. - d'aider 6L l'dvaltiation de la qualitd d'interception.

I Module de classification dlans tin syat~me d'Aff- 11 Description technique.
Me.

2. 1. Mdthode neuronale.

1. 1. Description fonictionnelle d'un syst~me d'arme, r~le de Une mdthode neuronale eat tine m~thode basde stir
* optronique. I' apprentlssage.

Certains syst~mes d'arme, embarquds ou non, sont Les dornies d'apprentssage prennent lid Ia forme
equlpts de souu-syst~mes optroniques. C'est Ie cas notam- d'finagettes qul segmentent Ia. cible prdsum~e. Elles dolvent
ment des syatames de ddfense sol-air courte port~e, mals etre-\xtrailes autornatiquement dii syst~me de poursuite de
aussi des syst~mes air-aol ou des miasiles fibro-guldds. facorik etre opirationnelles. Ces imagettes correspondent en

fait a"~ alarmes d~lect~es par le sous-syst~me optronique de
Ces dqulpements assurent les fonictions de d~ftection, poursuute.

d'acquisition et de poursuite (oit d'accrochage) de cible(s).
C'est Ia localisation de la cible qui permet le guidage dui mis- Un nombre important de donn~es d'apprentissage est
sile jtisqu'& l'interceptlon. ndces-taire 'typiquement plusietirs dizalnes de milliers. 11

fauw, dana Ia mesure dui possible, que toutes lea configura-
En ce qul concern. le sous-syst~me optronique, cci lions el prisetitations possibles d~e cibles et d~e fausses alar-

fonictions sont gdndralement men~es & blen par des techni- mes susceptibile d'etre rencontrdes en phase optrationnelle
ques d~e traltement d'lmage. Cos techniques sont nombreuses solent reprdsentdits dana i'espace d'apprentissage. St, par
et efficaces. Citons des algorlthmes fonidds sur la d~tection exemple, I'espace. d'apprenllssage ne contient pas d'ol-
de contrast., l'analyse duii muvement oii encore I& corrdla- seaux, II cat probable qu'en phase d'exdcution, le sysibme
tion de zones d'images. lea classe comme dee.avions I

L'opirateur recoil on lamps r~el I& vlsuallsatlon des sc~nes Le rdseaii de nelarones prtsentE ci-dessous eat inca-
observies par lea senseurs (infra-rouge ou visible), aur la- pable d'lnventer cc qu'il'a'a jamals vui ainsi que d'dlaborer
quell. sont ineruslis des ralsonnements compliqu~s, iI apprend au contraire par
- Is mire de visde, l'exemple, de facon tout & ult empirique.

- I&(le) fe~tr~s) e pursute.En phase d'exicution le r~seau de neurones recoil
11 peut Intervenir pour :en entrie line imagette provenftnt dui sous-syst~me optroni-
- alder lacqulsitlon, par pointage manuel, que de pistage et rend en sortie le code de Ia, classe reconnue.
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2.2. Rd6seau de classification de cibles. rdponse dui syst4me & la classe correspondante. LA classe st-
lectionnde est celle qui donne Ia rdponse Ia plus forte.

2.2.1. Structure du rdseau.

Les imagettes recues en entre par le r~seau sont tout fX
d'abord prd-tratdes de facon & leur donner tine dimension f0 64
fix. 32*32 pixels (fig. 3).

Le r~seau comport. quatre couches entifrement inter-
connect~es (fig. 1) : ssas
- Ia couch. d'entrde correspond aux pixels de l'image & re-
connaltre. Elle forme in vecteur X de dimension 1024;
- le vecteur Y correspondant IL Ia premilbre couch. cache
est de dimension 100;
- Ie vecteur Z (second. couch. cachde) est de dimension
30; (fig. 2)
- le vecteur T (couch. de sortie) est de dimension 4. Les
coordonndes dui vecteur do sortie correspondent aux diffdren-
tes classes possibles (dans notre cas -.cible en limit. de por- I' implementation hard temnps rdel de ces multiplica-
t~e, htlicopt~re, avion, construction). tions vecteur-matrice est d'*autant plus rdalisable que les di-

mensions des diffdrentes matrices sont faibles.
Les coordonindes de ces vecteurs sont appel~es 1.5

"1neurones" et sont des petits processeurs El6mentaires. Les
"neurones" d'une couch. sont connectds It ceux: de Is couch. 2.2.2. Phase d'apprentissage automatique.
suivante par des "synapses", qul sont en fait des coefficients
de transmission. Ces coefficients (ii y en a ici plus de 100 L~a phase d'apprentissage a pour r6le le calcul de ses
000), torrment les matrices A, B et C (fig. 1). Toute I' intel- coefficients synaptiques
ligence" dui systme se trouve dans la valeur de ces coeffi-
cients. It est notamnment important de minimiser le nombre

de coefficients n~cessaires pour faciliter Ia rdalisation matd-
rielle, tout en en gardant une quantitE suffisante pour que les
performances dui syst~mo de classification soient optimales.

NX Las premiers essais d'apprentissage utilisant l'algo-
rithme de Ia retro-propagation du gradient ont dons des
rdsultats encourageants mals pas excellent (80% de bonnes

Mreconnaissance). Une amd~loration des performances a Wt

(T obtenue en procedant en deux 6tapes de Ia manitre suivante:

unresolved
target a- PremiLre Etape
helicopter

(A) B) (C)Elle est destin,6e AL aider Ia seconde et Ia rendre plus perfor-
plane mante. ElI. consist. k regrouper les imagettes de I'espace

construction d'apprentissage topologiquement proches (c'est i dire :qui
se ressemblent) et de meme classe, en "nuages" lindairement
separables deux i deux. Ce regroupement en nuages s'ob-
tient automatiquement par in r~seau de type Kohonen (algo-
rithm. proche de celui des nutes dynamlques).

b- Second. Etape
(fig. 1)

Eli. est chargde du calcul proprement dit des coeffi-
cients synaptiques. Lat premilre Clap. permet de donner une

La classement revient A effectuer les opdrations sui- signification prdcise a chacun des neurones des couches ca-
vantes :chides. et de guider lapprentssage. En effet chaque neuron.

Y =f(A.X) de I& premitre couch. cachde est spdclalisE dana Ia. s~para-
Z= f(B.Y) tion des imagettes de deux. nuages donnts, 1.5 neuronics de In
T x f(C.Z) second. couch. cachE correspondent aux: nuages, et les

neuronics de Ia couche de sortie, aux: classes. L'apprentlssa-
ot) f eat tine fonction de settilate (fig. 2). ge se fait par retro-propagation dui gradient couch. par dou-

che. La systbe cherche donc a reconnaltre le "nuage" ati-
Chacune des coordonn~es dui vecteur T reprdsente Ia quel appartient une imagette avant d'en diduire sa classe.
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totites.

Un simple perceptron & une couche et une sortie per-
met en efiet de s~parer avec de irks bonnes performances 11 s'agit dans tin premier temps d'interfacer le syst-
tant en apprentissage qu 'en gandralisation deux imagettes me neuronal A tin syst~me de poursuite. cette interface dol
appartenant A deux nuages donndes. Ce probl~me est nette- 6tre capable de fournir en temps r~el au r~seati les imagettes
ment momns complexe que le problame global de classifica- s~lectionntes, au format 32*32. 11 est pour cela n~cessaire
tion A rdsoudre car les dontidcs A s~parer sont topologique- d'implimenter tin algorithme de zoom / dizoom adaptatif. 11
ment regroupees de facon cohdrente, et sont llntairement sd- n'y a pas n6cessit6 d'impldmenter tin algorithme tr~s sophis-
parables alors que les dorndes du problibme total sont lonle- liqu6 :du moment que les imagettes de l'espace d'apprentls-
men? m~langdes et disperstes. Les performances du percep- sage ont dtA misc aui format par le meine algorithme, le sys-
tron par rapport aui probltme simple ne sont limitds que par tame neuronal peut supporter des distortions ixnportantes.
le caract~re plus oti momns floti des fronti~res s~parant les
nuages. Puis, ]a phase d'exdcution proprement djte du classi-

fietir consiste A effectuter I'opdration :T = f (C. f(B. f(A. X))).
Aprts avoir ddcomposE I'espace d'apprentissage en 11 s'agit de trois multiplications vecteur-matrice et l'applica-

sous-ensembles coh~rents, le probl~me global de classifica- lion de trois fonctions; de seuliage (sigmoide) . Les multipli-
tion peout se d~composer en tin grand nombre de probl~mes cation vecteur-matrice peuvent s'impl6menter efficacement
momns complexes que l'on sait rdsoudre avec de bonnes per- stir tin processeur de traitement du signal de type DSP, les
formances. scuillages peuvent s'inipldmenter sous la formie d'une table

de convertion.
Les rdponses de tous ces perceptrons, (il y en h plus

d'une centaine) torment la premitre couche cach~e du rE-
seati (le vecteur Y). 11 serait possible de d~duire formelie- III Premiers r~sultats obtenus en simulation sur
ment la classe d'un objet de facon logique et statistique A des dorndes rdeiles.
partir de ces r~ponses. Nous prfdrons toutefois rdsoudre ce
probl~me par apprentissage neuronal de facon A miietix tenir
compte des valeurs r~elies prises par chacun des neurones du Les performances obtenues quant A la discrimination
vectelir Y. Nous apprenons ainsi au systme, par l'algorith- cible I fausse alarme sont de l'ordre de 95% stir tout type de
me de r~tro-propagation du gradient, de ddduire du vecteur Y cibles ou de bitiinents. quelles que soient leur pr~sentation et
le nuage d'appartenance de I'imagette (le vecteur Z), puis leur dloigneinent, sur fond Ge terre. de ciel oti de mer. Las
enfin sa classe (le vecteur T). bases G' apprentissp- 'tilis~cs compontent plusietirs miliers

d' imagettes.
Nous remarquons qtse setle, I& premiAre courh. de sy-

napses travalle stir des donntes brutes. Ces synapses con- 11 reste toutefois A valider le procdd opdrationnelle-
vergent vera des valeurs nuanctes el non saturantes. Par con- men?, stir tine Giversitd encore plus grande de configurations.
tre les autres couches synaptiques ne travaillent quo stir des
Gonds syinboliques. Ces synapses convergent, eux, vtrs
des valeurs beaucotip plus salturantes (-I ott +1) oti netitres Conclusion
(0).

Ces algotithmes d'apprentissage sont acttiellement Les rdsultats obtenus sur des donn6es rTelles mon-
impldmenids stir tine station de travail SUN 4, et tournent en trent l'intdret des mdthodes netironales pour Ia classification
temps diffdrd stir des bases de donndes rdelies extraites de de cibles en optronique. Une maquette (temps rdel) de cette
notre biblioth~que de vid~os infra-rouges. fonction eat en cours Ge r~alisation, elle sera prochainement

inidgrde dans tin syst~rne Ge poursuite automatique.

2...Paedexdcution. Cte lle approche "Rdseaux de Neurones" pett etre
2.2 2 Phase d aux dquipements n~cessitant tine classification oti

tine reconnaissance automatique des cibles A atteindre dans
L'algorlthine Ge I& phase d'ex~cution eat beaucoup tin environnement complexe.

plus simple que ceux Ge I& phase d'apprentlssage. La but
dtalt en .11.1 d'avoir en phase d'ex6cution tin procdd facile Ces m~thodes fond~cs stir l'apprentissage constituent
& impldmenter en temps r~el alors que I'apprentlssage poti- tine avancde pour !es syst~mes futtirs, "intelligents ", dotds Ge
vail s' effectuer en temps diffdrd en laboratoire tine fols pour vision artificille et Ge capacitd Ge d~cision.
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Discussion

1. Jeff Grinshaw, United States so, uncertainty results. You stated that the system was
Was testing done on the training set? trained on 5000 objects. How many aspect/object clouds

can be safely (at P% probability of confidence) stored in the
Author Ik dimensional space? Is the amount of 5000 mentioned,
No, of course testing was done on a testing set that was given the large volume of the clouds because little numbers
different than the training set. of pixels participate in the recognition, already overstraining

available capacity?
2. Jeff Grinshaw, United States
Similar work is being conducted at the Air Force Institute of Author:
Technology (AFIT), United States. They use pre-processing In fact the 1024 pixels contribute to the recognition process
of the pixel data. Have you considered using pre-processing, and not only a very few of them. But as they are linked
or is it not necessary? together, in fact, they can be compressed. The low number of

"Clouds" needed is due to the fact there is a high possible
Author: compression rate. The way to compress the information to
Pre-processing of the pixel is certainly not a necessity very few symbolic elements which are the classes to
because it works without pre-processing, and it does it very recognize, is the aim of the neural learning process.
well, and humans do not use pre-processing which is not
neural pre-processing. But it is not forbidden to use pre- 4. Glenn Johnson, United States
processing, it can just be more complicated. Most of How does the system handle scaling of the image size? Does
pre-processing can be implemented into a neural network the system require retraining for images of different sizes?

(with local connections for example). Does not this make for a very large training set?

3. D. Bosman, Netherlands Author:
To a Region of Interest (ROI) of 1024 pixels, usually very There is no pre-processing except that subimages are
little pixels contribute to the recognition process. In a 1000- extracted and formatted into the 52 x 32 pixel format. The
dimensional space each aspect of every object occupies a identifier must be trained to recognize these scalings of the
cloud which must not interfere with neighboring clouds; if image, only in the sense that scaling of, for example, 6 pixel

image has less detail than scaling of 12 pixel image.
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011 MTHREAT LOCALIZATION
A major breakthrough for Intelligent E.W. Systems

o * C. MAILLARD
DASSAULT ELECTRONIQUE (D.E.)

55, qual Marcel Dassault

0 France

PLANCHE I THREAT LOCALIZATION "frame", d'h~rItages, de r6flexes et de
r~gles de production.

La survie (survivability) d'un avion de
combat moderns est tr~s 116e i sa capacit6 EMICAT est distribu6 mondialement par
A d6terminer la situation tactique pr6cl- IBM sous 10 nom d1IPW:
s6ment, en temps M~el.

- la participation & NESTOR EUROPE
Nous allons montrer lmpact do Ia locali- dans Ie domaine des r~seaux
sation des menaces sur 1' "Intelligence" des neuromimitiques;
systimes do contremesures.

- I'utilisation de VISILOG pour les 6tudes
Auparavant, nous souhaitons vous prisenter et les dhveloppements do projets en
DASSAULT ELECTRONIQUE (D.E.). traitement d'images.

PLANCHE 2: SOFTWARE PLANCHE 3: AJ. APPUJCATIN

En co qui concerns les capacit6s en logiciel Les applications rhfalis~es chez D.E.
do D.E. : couvrent do nombreux domaines :

- 850 sp6clallstes logiciel, - I'aide logicielle int6gr6e pour linforma-
- cr6ation d'une filiale "1DE31" avec IBM, tique documentaire,
- 9 ordinateurs contraux, et plus do 4 000

terminaux. - l'aide au diagnostic technique (CATS
pour les circuits analogiques & base de

Enfin, D.E. prend place parmi lea leaders en modbles, GIBUS utilis6 op~ration-
Intelligence Artificielle. GrAce & une solide nellement pour la gestion des batteries
expfrience do plus do 10 ans, D.E. a, en do satellites),
utilisant les techniques do Ilntelligence
Artificielle, d~velopp6 et mis au point -I'aido & Isa dicision et l'aide au comman-
nombre d'outils qui ont permis do r6aliser dement (g6n6ration do sc~narios de
diffhrentes applications et d'aboutir & des diplacoment d'arm~e : PEGASE et
produits. simulation do la bataille a6roterrestre

CARNEADE),
Ces techniques et outils g6n6raux sont :

l a synth~so logique do circuits int6gr6s
- une m6thodologie do d6voloppement de spificiques (ASICs) : FRENCHIP.

Systbmes Exports : MEDIUS, en PRENCHIP est commorcialis6 sous
complhment do la mhthodologlo do UNIX.
d6veloppement do logiciel MINERVE,

- laido & Ilexploitation do satellites
- Is langage PROLOG, et surtout Ie (syst&me do contr~le et do commando do

d6veloppement dEMICAT, extension do satellite SATEXPERT)
PROLOG vera un langag. orient6 objet
permettant l'aquisition do connaissance -DASSAULT ELECTRONIQUE offectu~e
complexes grfe A des m6canismes do do nombreuses recherchos dans Ie

domaine do lIntelligence Artificielle en
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tempo reel : un systL~me export temps PLANCHNE 6 :TheatUcliRzh5EUi kIi
r6el vous sera pr~sentd en d6tall par
Monsieur SERVEL do D.E. (conf6rence Do plus, Ia mesure pr6ciso de l'anglo
no 18.d'arrivie (DOA), (typiquemont 10 fois

meilleuro quo cello des 6quipements
Enfin, le systime d'identification do standard) essentielle pour le tri et le d6-
menaces SEISME, avec do fortes entrelacoment, permet aussi do localiser
contraintos sur le temps do r~ponso, ost Io giographiquoment los 6mottours do manibre
coeur do ce papior. passive, grAce au principe do triangulation

dfij dimontr6 sur les 6qulpements ESM.
Avant do corner limpact do 1'l.A. sur les
systilmes 6loctroniques do difense, 11 taut
commencer par difinir lea bosoins PLANCHEY Twtn
opirationnels en autoprotect ion.

Los avantagos opirationnols do Ia locall-
sation des menaces sont trbs nombroux, et

PLANCHE 4 :FUTURE RWR REQUI- augmontent considirablement les capacit6s
RBMENT opirationnelles do lavion.

L'16volution des menaces est caractirisie Do nombreuses notions font appel & un
par: traitement Intelligent : corrilation tactique

do menaces, ordres d'6vitement do Ia
- leur agilit6, monace Ia plus dangerouse, calcul do
- leur mobilit6, prioritt, et bien sfir amhlioration do
- leur diversit6, l'identification des menaces (ESM). Mais
- lour densit6. comment faire ?

* Contre l'agilit6 des param~tres
(friquenco, PRF, PW, ... ), une mesure PLANCHE 8: PILOT INTERFAC
tris pricise do Ia direction d'arnIv6e
(DOA) est essentielle : Ia DOA eat 10 Le pilote a bosomn d'uno Interface claire,
meilleur paramitre do tri, car le soul prficise et donc synth6tique. La. locailsation
stable dans le temps. des menaces et un traitement intelligent,

sont essentiels pour satisfaire ce bosomn.
* Los autros caractiristiques des menaces

rondront [our tri et lour Identification
do plus en plus diff icile. 11 est done PLANCHE 9: PROCESING
nicessaire d'am~liorer les captouns, et
bien sOr le traitement. Le traitement nicessaire est dicrit sur

cetto planche pour 6laborer Ia situation
tactique en temps reel:

PLANCHE 5: RWR BLOACK IAGRAM
- captours mesurant entre autres Ia

Pour faire face A l16volution des menaces, direction d'arrIv6e (DOA) des menaces
une architecture du type prisont6 sun Ia avoc une grand. pricision,
planche eat nicossaire. Outre les capteurs
"classiques", des capteurs de nouvelle - uno cornilation Impulsion par Impulsion
giniration (Interfiromitro large bande ontro capteurs, basie sur lo temps
instantanie, IFM, Analyse spectral. tempo- d'arriv6e des impulsions,
riol) soront intigr6s au niveau do
l'impulsion pour obtonir un temps do - un pri-filtrage, utilisant uno matrice do

rpnesuffisamment court pour onvisager comparatours A fon~tre (Window
lox action. adiquates (broullago, leurrage, Addressable Memory) qui pormet do
6vasive, ARM, .).riduire considirablement Io flat do

donnios par:
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*I& reconnaissance des plots d6ji pris fILACiIJ1: Al. l7va daictfaen compte (dhsontrelacement,..)
Cette longue Introduction 6tait nhcessaire

*la mis. en 6vidence, trim rapt- pour bien situer le probIbme 116 1
dement, de tout changoment do lidentification des menaces.
l'environnement (nouvelle menace,
changomont ou 6volution des En rksum6, 1'4volution des menaces conduit
paramitres d'une menace), & la n6cessit6 d'amhliorer leur analyse:

- un processeur pour la locailisation des - analyse spatial.,
menaces,

- et un calculateur de haut niveau (PMF) anlsteprl,
pour Ilidentification, utilisant des - et bien mair, mesures des parambtres
techniques dIIA quo nous allons Alectromagn6tiquos (RF).
dhvelopper.

En conclusion, une description "intelligente"
Los deux Wdes importantes mont lea 'Iteed- do la menace est n6cessaire, et dolt 6tre
backs" qui permettent : utilis~e.

- do positionnor los valeurs minimum et
maximum du pr6-fiitrage A partir des PLANCHE 13: :MJ
r6sultats do la localisation,

Le systime Export "SEISME" 6labore la
- do modifier les capteurs on fonction des situation tactique on temps r6el.

r6sultats d'identification (en cas
d'ambigult6 par oxemplo). Los axes do recherche pour ce Systime

Expert mont :

PLANCHE IQ: PRE-PIL BRING - mod6lisation,
- raisonnement dans un monde impr6cis et

Ce tableau rhsume trim sch6matiquement Incomplet,
trois approches possibles pour 10 pr6- - r6solution d'ambiguft6,
filtrage: - d~termination des heuristiques n6ces-

saires,
-approche "classique", - 6valuation do Ia validith do Ia situation

tactique Elabor~e,
-approcho par "Window Addressable - reprogrammation pour reconfigurer le

Memory" (WAM), retenuo par D.E., systime.

-approche par systimes nouronaux. Le but do SEISME a 6t6 d'appliquer ces
techniques au problime do lidentification,

Des conf~rences mont pr~vues lors do ce avec des contraintes en temps r~el.
symposium sur ce point particulier.

Nous pensons, suite aux recherches PL-ANCHE 14 :ARCUITECTrURE
offetuies, quo 10 pr6-filtrage out une
bonne application possible & terme pour los L'architocture retonue out dkcrite sur la
systimes neuronaux, mais 11 taudra risoudre planche.
los difficultis ilies A 1'int~gration du temps
(PRF, sdquonces, .).On notera:

- lea plats (Taks) provenant du pr6-
fLAM.CIEJ 1: EiQQfiltrage,

- lea fiches (Forms) techniques,
- les phases (Phases) tomporelles,
- los paraitres du systime expert.

91-15518
0I
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On ne traite done quo les partitions
Le r6sultat eat ri1dentification des menaces 6voluants.
quasi en temp r6.L

L'influence de la pr6aision stir la DOA
oat capitale sur ce partitionnoment,

fdNCiEi I: V=CRL!1Qt comme le suggire le sch6ma : il vaut
mioux 5 probIbmes ind6pendants do

La d6flnltion Ge cheque terme oat pr6cisio niveau simple quo 2 probIbmes do niveau
stir cette planche. trks complexes.
A noter qu'une plate est consitu6e des
positions angulaires, distance ainsi quo des
parambtres ElectroMagn6tiquea E.M. (RF). PLANCHE 18: MMA

Le but essentiel do SEISME oat do valider
PLANCHE 1IS: IDENTIFICATION Papport des techniques d'intolligence

artificielle pour 6valuation do la situation
La @16 d'une bonne identif tcation eat Ia tactique (identif ication, calcul do priorit6,
s6paration entro les caract~riatiques ...)
g6ographiques et 6lectromagn6tiquos.

Ce systime expert a done 6t6 coupI6 ati
Cotto discrimination spatiale est simulatour MESA ("Modhlisation et
essentielle. Evaluation des Systimes d'Autoprotection")

qui permet do simuler les conditions
Un "mapping" eat effectu6 en cas de non- op~rationnelles, en particulier on tenant
discrimination spatial. entre les plates RF compte des relations, lions entre menaces
et les fiches. et de leur caractiro "r6actif", ainsi bien sfir

quo Ia mod6lisation du systimo
Ensuite, une association instantan6e eat d'autoprotection (pr6cision stir Is DirectiOn
effectu6e, bas6e : d'Arriv~e (DOA accuracy), pr~cision do

- sur Ia correspondance (agreement) du lcaiton

mapping,
- stir le nombre do menaces identifi6es, PLANCHE 19: ~SE Ewuto
- stir le nombre do f iches manquantes pour

les menaces identifi6es. Noua avons done 6valu6 les performances de
SEISME dans un environnement op~rationnel

Des heuristiques sont n6eessairea pour complexe simul6 par MESA.
mattriser 1'explosion combinstoire r6sultant
do l'association possible do plusieurs Nous avona aussi dhvelopp6 do nouveaux
menaces pour cheque fiche. principes d'Intellignece Artificielle.

Des extensions sont pr6vues:
EILHB17: fEIWLU

- evitement do menace,
L'ide oat d'effectuer un partitionnement du - calcul do priorit6.
problime, car:s

Enf in, lea possibilit6s d'embarquor ce
- linterpr6tation de quisiques piates est systimo sont 6tudl6es (en particulier stir

Ind6pendantes d'autres piates, tine machine parallile : Transputer oti
machine RISC).

- peti Ge piatea 6voluent en fonction du
temps Wlangle dfarrlv~e (DOA) 6volue En conclusion, nous vons 6valu6
tris lontoment en tonetion du temps). I'importance relative des diffirents

critires: I& discrimination angulaire eat
COS 6volutiouu lout ditectem grAce au pr6- essentielle pour obtenir tin temps de
filtrage. riponse suffisaimoent court, car elle
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t permet de contr6ler I'explosion combi-
natofre.

PLANCHE H0: CONCLUISION

Les am~liorations de performances pour
I'identitlcatlon des menaces avec leg
techniques d'Intelligence Artificielle ont
Wt d~montr6es.

Une mesure tr~s precise de 1'angle d'arriv~e
des menaces (et leur localisation) est
essentielle pour respecter les contraintes de
temps r~el.
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A NASA/RAE Cooperation in the Development of a

CD Real-Time Knowledge Based Autopilot

OK Colin Daysh'
Malcolm Corbin'

Geoff Butler'
Eugene L. Duke*
Steven D. Belle*

Randal W. Brumbaugh*

1. Summary More recently, a collaborative project on
Knowledge Based Systems ( KBS ) was under-

As part of a US/UK cooperative aerona *cal taken3 to investigate some of the real-time aspects
research programme, a joint activity betw n of applying such techniques. Under this pro-
NASA Ames-Dryden and the Royal Aero ce gramme, a prototype Flight Status Monitor for the
Establishment on Knowledge Based System X-29 research aircraft, which had been designed in
(KBS ) has been established. This joint vity is a non-real-time form by NASA, was re-
concerned with tools and techniques for imple- implemented at RAE in the Muse real-time KBS
mentation and validation of realtime KBS. This language4 '5 . This gave a significant speed improve-
paper describes the proposed next stage oflhbe- ment over the original and, though it still fell some
research, in which some of the problems of imple- way short of full real-time operation, considerable
menting and validating a Knowledge-Based Autopi- insights were gained into the requirements which
lot (KBAP) for a generic high-performance aircraft any real-time system ould have to meet.
will be investigated..... The proposed latest pro ramm/will go further in

2. Introduction the investigation of real time KBS system design.
Known informally as the Cooperative Real-time

The research programme described in this paper Intelligent Systems Program(me) ( CRISP ), it will
will be the latest in a longstanding series of colla- investigate the implementation and validation of a
borations between the Dryden Flight Research Knowledge Based Autopilot ( KBAP ). While it is
Facility of the NASA Ames Research Center in the recognised that this problem is probably more
USA and the Royal Aerospace Establishment appropriately tackled by conventional algorithmic
( RAE ) in the UK. Previously, the Cooperative techniques, the KBAP provides a simple, well-
Advanced Digital Research Experiment ( CADRE) defined yet real problem within which to explore,
programme1 was established in 1981 to investigate develop, and demonstrate real-time KBS concepts
the applicability of non-linear control techniques to and validation and verification techniques for
a fly-by-wire aircraft. Non-linear control laws mission-critical systems.
developed at RAE were successfully flight tested on
the NASA F8 digital fly-by-wire aircraft using the A prototype autopilot has already been imple-
Remote Augmented Vehicle ( RAV ) facility, in mented using the NASA-developed KBS tool
which ground-based computers are used to control CLIPS6 . However, this implementation was shown
a piloted aircraft remotely via telemetry links, to be fairly slow, and hence inappropriate for a

real-time flight control application. The RAE has
Royal Amrpace Establialmnet. Fambaoxh. Hums, GU14 6TD. U.KL

* NASA Ames esearh Cers. Dqydm FRF, PO Box 273, Edwards. CA 93523-5000
* PRC Sysmm Sevies. Edwsds, CA.
This work hs boe n aed wa wb sau p of Procwauext lacive. Mfhnstiy of Defenc 0 Contofler HMSO. Lendo . 1991.
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developed the Fortran Library for EXpert System the way in which rules and facts can be manipu-
Development, FLEX7, which has been demon- lated. Variables in CLIPS are written in the syntax
strated to be an order of magnitude faster than of a question mark followed by a variable name.
other KBS tools on benchmark problems . This For example:
paper discusses the likely best method of approach- ?x
ing the reimplementation of the CLIPS autopilot ?value
rules in FLEX to produce a Knowledge Based ?colour
Autopilot which runs in real-time. Some prelim- ?sound
inary performance estimates are presented below,
based on work done using a generic ruleset typical One of the most useful, and most powerful applica-
of the form likely to be taken by the final KBAP tions of variables is in pattern matching. This is

system. where the facts on the LHS of a rule are partially
replaced by variables. For example, the rule:

One of the main areas of interest in this project is (defmle variable-example
to establish a route by which a system based on (blue exterior)
KBS techniques could be validated as fit for flight. (?colour interior)
NASA Dryden have considerable experience in the =>
validation of more conventional algorithmic avionic (assert (interior-colour ?colour)))
systems 9 '10' 1and are keen to investigate ways of

extending these to cover the more diffuse behaviour Will be fired by the "blue exterior", and by any fact

exhibited by a Knowledge Based System. If the which has two fields, with the word "interior" as its
work is successful, it is hoped that the KBAP second field. It will then assert a fact that records
would be flight tested in future phases of the pro- the first field of the second fact For example, the

ject. rule will be fired when the following facts are
asserted:

3. An Overview of the KBS Toolkits (blue exterior)
(pink interior)

3.1 CLIPS Expert System Shell The rule will assert the fact (interior-colour pink).
CLIPS is an expert system shell with a LISP-like Another useful feature of CLIPS is its ability to do
syntax developed at the NASA Johnson Space calculations within rules. Expressions to be calcu-
Flight Centre. The basic elements of CLIPS are; a lated must be written in prefix form, that is, the
fact-list, comprising global memory for data, aknowedg-bae cntanin allof he ule an anexpression 2 + 3 would be written (+ 2 3 ). Againknow ledge-base containing all of the r les an d anth si w er CL P r s mb s LI .T isf cl y
inference engine whkih controls overall execution. thi iser CI esem S facilitycan be used to assert facts, for example:

A programme written in CLIPS consists of rules (assert (answer =(+ 2 3)))
and facts. The inference engine decides which rules would assert the fact "answer 5". It is possible to
should be executed. Basically, rules fire (are exe- use variables within expressions, for eample:
cuted) in much the same way that an IF THEN
statement is executed in a procedural language such (assert (answer =(- ?x ?y)))
as Ada. That is, the rule fires IF certain conditions This would calculate ?x - ?y, using the actual
are true, and it THEN executes a set of actions, values assigned to the variables ?x and ?y, and then
The conditions that fire the rule are facts. The rule assert the fact to record the answer.
only fires if certain facts have been asserted (i.e the
fact exists and is true). Control within a CLIPS program can be achieved

by using facts as controls but CLIPS provides a
CLIPS has variables available in which to store more direct method of control through salience.
values. This is a very powerful tool which enhances

L _ _ _ _ _ _
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This allows assignment of priority to rules, to 'ifA and B orC and D'
ensure that the highest priority rule in a set will fire
first even if others are available to fire also. means if A and B are both true, or if C and D are

both true.
CLIPS provides several commands to help in
debugging. One command allows you to continu- The negative of a property is denoted by a 'not'

ously watch facts being asserted and retracted. (optionally '-') directly before the name (e.g.

Whenever a fact is asserted or retracted, it will be -mammal means not a mammal).
displayed as such. Assertion of the fact (new fact)
would cause the display 3.2.2 Representation of Facts.

=> f-i (newfact) The facts which correspond to particular properties

If this fact was then retracted, the display would be are stored in an array provided by the user. Each

<== f-2 (newfact). fact can be in one of three states: true, false or
unknown. There is no fact list as such, rather, when

It is also possible to watch rules and activations on the nle bases are read in by the driving Fortran
the agenda as the program is executing. program, the properties and their associated values

are stored in the aforementioned array. This is
3.2 Fortran Library for EXpert Systems, FLEX unlike a system such as CLIPS, where facts arc

only stored in the fact list if they have been
Flex is a library of Fortran 77 subroutines for asserted. In FLEX, all the properties used in a rule
developing Expert System modules to interface base, as both antecedents or consequents, will be
directly with Fortran programs. It was developed at placed in the array when the rule base is read in.
RAE7 and has already found application in the field The fact value associated with each property canof arcrft truturl dsig 12 .

of aircraft structural design1  then be set explicitly. The setting of a fact value
can be considered to be the same as asserting a fact

As well as the subroutines, a separate readable in CLIPS, and similarly, setting a fact value to false
knowledge base is supported, together with for- can be considered the same as retracting a fact.
ward, backward and hypothesis / constraint
inferencing. Basic explanation facilities are also 4. The Knowledge-Based Autopilot
provided. The FLEX library can be called from a
higher-level Fortran program to implement the To illustrate the proposed approach to the
inferencing procedures required by the problem. A verification and validation of KBSs, a rule-based
knowledge base in FLEX consists of a number of longitudinal altitude-command autopilot example
separate rule bases contained within the knowledge for a high performance fighter aircraft has been
base. designed. The example presented represents a sin-

gle axis of a three-axis (longitudinal, lateral-
3.2.1 Rule Format directional, and velocity) controller. This controller

is being developed and will be qualified as a
Rules are represented in the following form: mission-critical system as part of the research into

Rule-identifier validation methodologies for operation-critical

IF property-a AND property-b ..... KBSs.

THEN property-x AND property-t .... A simplified representation of the aircraft and con-
EXP=Explariaion; trol system is shown in figure 1. The objective is to

Disjunctive rules (i.e. rules whose antecedents con- develop and to demonstrate a knowledge-based
tain facts linked by 'OR' functions) can also be controller that produces command inputs to the air-
used, in which case and 'AND' operator takes pre- craft control system based on a dynamic world
cedence over 'OR'. In other words, model obtained from instruments on the aircraft and

91-155191111l1l11 91 1113 014
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on a simple set of rules. While this task may not of goals and requirements and serves as the basis

represent a suitable end-application of a KBS of a functional specification for the system. An
(because it is easily performed by conventional example of a prototype set of rules for the longitu-
algorithmic control laws), it provides a simple dinal altitude-hold section of the rulebase is given
mission-critical application that is both easy to in the following table.
understand and easy to validate.

TABLE Preliminary Rules for Longitudinal
The control task requires the autopilot system Altitude-Hold Autopilot
(whether based on conventional algorithms or a
knowledge-based approach) to produce commands Performance boundary rules
that cause the measured aircraft altitude h to be
within some specified tolerance Ah of the com- • If the altitude acceleration exceeds the positive
manded altitude h com . Additionally, constraints are acceleration limit, move stick forward.
placed on the altitude rate and the normal accelera- * If the altitude acceleration exceeds the negative
tion a .The constraint on a is the same as a con- acceleration limit, move stick aft.n nl

straint on altitude acceleration, but an represents a * If the predicted altitude rate exceeds the positive
more easily understood and easily measured physi- altitude rate limit, trim stick forward.
cal quantity. * If the predicted altitude rate exceeds the negative

altitude rate limit, trim stick aft.
The initial requirement for this controller was that it
control the aircraft in a consistent, repeatable Normal command rules
manner at least as well as a pilot during both the
transition mode (going from one altitude to another) * If the altitude error is positive and the predicted
and the altitude-hold mode (controlling the aircraft altitude rate is negative, trim stick aft
about a specified altitude). The desire was to have * If the altitude error is negative and the predicted
it control the aircraft as well as a conventional altitude is positive, trim stick forward.
algorithmic autopilot. An additional goal was to * If the predicted altitude error is positive and the
allow off-condition engagement so that the con- altitude error is small, click stick forward.
troller would also be effective even without benign o If the predicted altitude error is negative and the
initial (engagement) conditions. altitude error is small, click stick aft.

•* If the predicted altitude error is positive and the
These goals and requirements are similar to those altitude error is large, trim stick forward.
initially imposed on the altitude-hold capabilities of 9 If the predicted altitude error is negative and the
the flight test maneuver autopilot for the HiMAT altitude error is large, trim stick aft.
vehicle 13. The constraints and tolerances were esta-
blished as baseline figures. From this initial Definitions:
specification, a nle-based system was implemented move large movement of stick
that combined numeric and symbolic methods. This trim intermediate movement of stick
initial system was tested using a detailed nonlinear click small movement of stick
simulation model of the aircraft and its control sys-
tem; the controller achieved excellent results for
some initial conditions but performed poorly for 4.1 Possible Implementation Using FLEX
many others. This initial result was typical of that
exprlenced when evaluating the initial implementa- The aim of this project is to re-implement an exist-

tion of a conventional controller on a nonlinear ing KBAP, supplied by NASA and written in

sir alation. After several iterations of this process, a CLIPS, in FLEX, the Fortran Library for Expert

fairly detailed statement of performance capabilities System Development. The reasoning behind this is

and limitations was established. This information, that FLEX has proven to be much faster than

in essence, represents clarification of the statement CLIPS and other currently available expert systems
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on benchmarking problems. It is hoped, therefore would be a valuable extension of the CRISP work
that a FLEX implementation of the KBAP can be to investigate a re-implementation using Ada as a
made to run in real time. comparison.

The intention is to provide exactly the same func- 5. Approaches to the Validation and
tionality as the CLIPS version. Therefore the Verification of the KBAP
knowledge used in the CLIPS version has to be
extracted and then rewritten in a form that could be The V&V methodology used at Ames-Dryden is
used by FLEX. Thus, the FLEX implementation the same methodology ihat has actually been used
would not require any knowledge engineering in for all flight-critical control systems in non-
the form of consulting a human expert on auopi- commercial aeronautical flight vehicles, including
lots, since this work has already been done by the F-18, Space Shuttle, and B-1 aircraft. This
NASA. methodology uses a subset of the V&V techniques

in use or advocated within the aeronautics corn-
The usual method used for translating rules from munity. The larger issues of certification and the
one expert system language to another is to first validation of highly reliable, fault-tolerant systems
rewrite the rules in English, using a structured for- have been of lesser concern than those of qualify-
mat of IF THEN constructs. Once this knowledge ing and conducting flight validation of flight-critical
has been extracted and rewritten into a FLEX systems.
knowledge base, Fortran driving code will have to
be written to utilic: it. FLEX is not a self-contained The basic methodology for the V&V of conven-
expert system like CLIPS; rather it is a set of For- tional operation-critical systems is directly applica-
tran subroutines that utilise the decision making ble to the V&V of KBSs. In fact, if KBSs are to be
capabilities of expert systems The difference used in operation-critical applications, the
between its capability and that of CLIPs will neces- qualification of these KBSs will have to be per-
sitate some changes to the division of labour formed within the context of established procedures
between the algorithmic and knowledge based parts and will have to address the requirements placed
of the system. In particular, FLEX does not allow upon the qualification of conventional operation-
arithmetic expressions within rules, so all calcula- critical systems.
tions will have to be done by the algorithmic part
of the autopilot which will assert facts for con- The basis of the Ames-Dryden flight qualification
sideration by the nle-base, and V&V methodology for embedded flight-critical

systems is the incremental verification of systems
A preliminary investigation has been carried out on components, integration testing, configuration
the conversion of a typical set of autopilot rules management, and flight validation. The design
into FLEX. This has proved to give very specifications are transformed into hardware and
encouraging results. The combination of the re- software realizations. This transformation is not a
structing as above, and the greater efficiency of the straightforward, one-step process. The transforma-
FLEX inferencing procedure gave a speed improve- lion of a design specification to an implemented
ment well in excess of a factor of ten over the prototype system requires the development and test-
CLIPS version, using a Sun 3 processor. This ing of numerous software procedures and hardware
should provide ample scope for real-time opera- circuits, each of which is a prototype of some ele-
tions, even if the final KBAP rules adopted prove mert in the larger system.
to be more complex than this preliminariy set.

The implementation of system elements or corn-
Work on implementing Knowledge-Based Systems ponents is supported b a variety of analysis tools
in conventional languages is continuing at RAE, and testing techmiques ' . The analysis tools used
and an Ada-based KBS toolkit is likely to be avail- include failure modes and effects analysis, indepen-
able within the timedacl of this project1 4. It dent review, static verification, independent calcula-
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tions, conjectures, and suspicions. This analysis is that this apparem difference is more reflective of
conducted on abstract models of the system or of the maturity of KBSs rather than of anything funda-
the system components. Linear systems models, mental.
aggregate system models, block diagrams, flow
diagrams, schematics, source programs, Because KBSs are just emerging in operation-
specifications, and simulations are some of the critical applications, there is little certainty of capa-
main abstract models used. This analysis of abstract bilities and limitations of these systems. The proto-
models is used to translate requirement and design typing that is a common feature in the development
specifications into a physical realization, of a KBS often represents an attempt to establish

requirements for a given application. This definition
Simulation testing provides a closed-loop facility of requirements, capabilities, and limitations
wherein the system is exposed to an environment through prototyping is not unlike that used in con-
that closely resembles the electronic and data ventional systems when new techniques or applica-
environment in which the system must actually tion are attempted. The difference is in the body of
operate. Simulation also provides a facility for test- knowledge and experience behind the use of con-
ing that the hardware and software of the system ventional systems as opposed to that of KBSs. Also
are integrated and operating together. Simulation is reflected in this prototyping is the lack of maturity
where the pilot (the system user) is first exposed to of artificial intelligence (AI) techniques in general
the system and allowed to evaluate it; the realism that provides little basis for the selection of control
of the simulation is determined by the operating and knowledge representation methods.
requirements for the flight application of the sys-
tem. There are several issues that are almost certain to

create problems for anyone attempting to validate
The V&V methodology used for conventional, operation-critical KBSs. Perhaps the most serious
embedded operation-critical flight systems provides of these is an unwillingness to treat the current gen-
an established and accepted set of procedures upon eration of KBSs out of the context of the promises
which a methodology for KBSs can be based. of Al. The current generation of KBSs are not, in
While this position may be controversial in the Al general, capable of learning or even modestly adap-
community, the political and sociological realities tive. These systems exhibit few nondeterministic
of flight research and testing will ultimately dictate properties. These KBSs may be complex but they
that any methodology for the validation of KBSs at are not unpredictable. But so long as there is this
least address the currently used methodology for persistence in dwelling on the ultimate potential of
conventional systems. Al systems instead of on the realities of the system

being qualified, it is unlikely that an airworthiness
The proposed approach to the V&V of KBSs relies and flight safety review ( AFSR ) panel would
on the life cycle model shown in figure 2. The life allow flight testing.
cycle model for a KBS has been a topic of consid-
erable concern to some who have addressed the A further difficulty arises from the contention the
validation of a KBS, and several models have been KBSs do not always produce the correct answer. If

15,16,17proposed . These models stress the develop- this is true then a KBS can only be used for tasks
ment and prototyping process in a KBS. The in which their performance can be monitored and
motivation for developing these models is overridden by a human. Most operation-critical sys-
apparently to address the lack of a clear or well- tems are required to perform without human inter-
defined statement of system goals and requirements vention or with only high-level supervision or con-
and to highlight the pfototyping process common in trol. However, a KBS that does not always produce
the development of KBSs. While the proponents of the optimum answer is acceptable as long as it
these models would probably contend that there is a never produces a wrong answer. This latter point is
fwdamental difference between the life cycle of a in fact one of the main V&V issues: operation-
KBS and a conventional system, mother view is critical systems must be shown to produce accept-
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able solutions in all situations. This methodology must be supported by reliable
validated development and test tools that lower the

There are two key aspects of the proposed approach cost and reduce the schedule, if the goal of valida-
to the V&V of KBSs: tion is to be achieved for either highly reliable,

fault-tolerant systems or highly complex systems
1. development of a KBS to perform some task such as are envisioned for KBSs.
that is well-known, well-understood, and for which
conventional V&V techniques are adequate; and The work will focus on the real-time implementa-

tion of a knowledge-based autopilot designed by
2. incrementally and simultaneously expand both NASA using a real-time KBS tool, FLEX, written
the KBS and the V&V techniques at RAE. Preliminary results on a representative
to more demanding and complex tasks. rule-set indicate that FLEX will have more than

sufficient speed for this application. The possibility
The procedures used for verifying, qualifying, and also exists of an Ada implementation at a later
validating conventional operation-critical flight sys- stage.
tems at Ames-Dryden will be applied and modified
as required. Because we ultimately plan to carry The specific structures used within the real-time
these experiments to flight using the rapid- version may well influence some aspects of the
prototyping facility2 , this process will be performed approach taken towards validation, in particular the
under the aegis of an AFSR panel and will be position of the boundary between the algorithmic
under periodic review. The subject of this research and nile-based sections of the autopilot. It is hoped
will be the knowledge-based autopilot (KBAP) that, if the validation and verification work is suc-
described above, that is being developed ultimately cessful, then flight tests, using the NASA Ames-
to perform aircraft maneuvers normally performed Dryden Rapid Prototyping Facility, could be under-
by highly trained pilots, taken.
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Discussion effort to explore the verification and validation issued for a
knowledge based system.

1. W.G. Seampe, United Kingdom 3. H.A.T.T mmers, Nethedands
I understand that you approach the clearance problem by Your objective was to develop a knowledge based autopilot
constraining the rule base to be such that all possible states which could be certified by the applicable agencies. How did
can be identified and assessed. Does that reduce the this objective reflect in the actual design?
verification problem to that of conventional code, this
ducking the stated objective? Author:

In the first version of the knowledge base we have been
Author: constrained to a design with relatively few rules which can be
If I understood the question, the answer is no, that's just step shown not to be in conflict with each other.
1. The project will proceed to bigger rule bases. Yes, wt hope
in future versions to have a more complex rule set with 4. R.Guiot, France
different autopilot modes and more likelihood of interaction Why not use fuzzy logic control?
between rules.

Author:
2. Car Lizza. United States I would be very interested to look into the possibility of using
If you have a small, well-defined, simple ruleset to facilitate fuzzy logic. I should reiterate that the main purpose of the
verification then why use a rule-based paradigm at all? Why work is not to produce the best possible autopilot, but to
not code the rules as procedural logic? investigate verification and validation issues relating to

mission control KBS systems. It will be interesting to see
Author: whether fuzzy logic has advantages for verification and
Coding the system in procedural logic would negate our validation.
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CE ADAPTIVE TACTICAL NAVIGATION PROGRAM

Sandra L. Berning Douglas P. Glasson
Wright Laboratory TASC
WI.AAAN-2 Reading, MA 01867
WPAFB, OH 45433 USA
USA

BSTRA systems are the Global Positioning System (GPS),
Joint Tactical Information Distribution System

The Avionics Director of the Wrt Lab- (JTIDS), and terrain reference navigation (e.g.,
oratory at Wright-Patterson tForce spon- Sandia Inertial Terrain Aided Navigation). Ad-
sored development of Adaptiv Tactical vanced techniques are required to take full advan-Navigation (ATN) system om 1986- 990. The tage of all navigation resources while minimizing

ATN system, developed by "ASC un r contract demands on the pilot/aircrew for system interpre-

to the United States Air For , is a 1aboatory pro- tation and management.
totype which inorporates owle g bsed soft-
ware designed to perfo navigation system
management and decisio aiding for the next gen-

eration of combat aircraft. The purpose of the
ATh system is to manage a future mutisensor TheobjectivesoftheAdaptiveTacticalNavi-

navigation suite, dynamically selecting the most gation program were to determine the utility of an

appropriate navigation equipment to use in accor- intelligent system manager controlling the navi-

dance with mission goals, mission phase, threat gation system ofamid-1990's combat aircraft and

environment, equipment health, equipment avail- the suitability of current technology for imple-

ability, and battle damage. The ATh system en- menting such a design. The technical effort en-

compasses functions as diverse as sensor data tailed the design, development, and demonstra-
interpretation, diagnosis, and navigation resource 

son of a system which performs system manage-

pann.ment and decision aiding functions for the proj-

ected multisensor navigation suite of mid- 1990's
This paper describes the motivation for pur attack aircraft. The goal for the ATN system was

suing this avenue of research, the ATN design and to provide a high quality navigation solution

development processes, results obtained, and les- while minimizing interpretation and interaction
sons learned. sye 

("switchology") demands on the piot/aircrew.

The AT system was developed and eva-

luated in a laboratory environment followed by

rehosting and evaluation in an F-16C cockpit sim-
To succeed in the complex mission environ- ulation dome. Evaluation results indicate opera-

ment of the mid-1990s, combat aircraft will tiona deployment of a system that utilizes the

require advanced capabilities. Among these capa- technology developed under the ATh program
biities are: robustness to electronic countermea- could result in enhanced use of navigation re-

sus, automatic terrain foleowing terran avoid- sources, reduced piot workload, improved situa-

ance, effective in-weather operations, and the tional awareness, and intelligent navigation

potential forcovert operatmion throgh rictemis- system failure detection and isolation. Collective-

sions management. Al, air defense system de- ly, these benefits result in an overall improvement

ployments to defend high-value fixed targets will in mission effectiveness.

requite r vivability tactics suchan standoff/blind

or mmneuvering weapon deliverde. Realizing all

of these advunced mision capablitie requires ATN SSEM OVQERVIEW

ectedy multi ene, navigatio suit ofia l navig990

hi hl ey bed in sge .
The ATN system consists of two m ajor com -

ponents: the Basic Navigation System which inte-
To meet hi e ful rar of mission require- grates the sensor outputs into navigation solutions

menm, omplemetary high ccuracy navi - and the Expert Navigation System, which pro-

io seuwaoi are being itegrated onboad ad- vides system management and decision-aiding

vuiced combat abil Among these advanced functionality.

biiisae outest lcrnccutre-cudrsl nehne s fnvgto e
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A set of sensors representative of the tech- tions I through 10 are system management func-
nology anticipated to be operational by the mid- tions aimed at monitoring and diagnosing
1990s was selected as the ATN sensor suite; viz., a sensor/basic navigation behavior and supporting
Strapdown Inertial Navigation System (INS), equipment reconfiguration (moding transitions).
GPS, Sandia Inertial Terrain Aided Navigation Functions 11 through 16 in Table 1 support user
(SITAN), Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), Dop- decision aiding in selecting navigation sensors/
pler Radar, and an Electro-Optical (EO) System. configurations appropriate to the current and pre-
The ATN system was designed to capitalize on the dicted mission requirements and resolving
strengths of this sensor suite, minimize the work- user-observed navigation anomalies.
load demands of managing such a complex sensor
suite, and compensate for all inherent constraints
imposed when using a particular sensor.

Table I Expert Navigator Functional
ATN SYSTEM DESIGN Requirements Cross Reference

Significant issues addressed in the AIN--
design effort included: Domain of Functionality,
Architectures, and Knowledge Acquisition. Key
results of ATN System design efforts are summa- ATM
rized below.

ATN Domain of Functionality - System , -..,
management and advisory functions that the ATN
system could and should perform were deter- 4 . -

mined. To select these functions, assessments A....

were performed of both the feasibility of imple- -., * M-. . b ---

menting functions and the projected improvement -
in mission effectiveness and reduction in crew
workload. Three broad classes of functions were , . . .
selected for the ATN effort; viz., Sensor Integra- . I
tion and Navigation Computations, System Man- .
agement, and Decision Aiding. .-w, -.-- -

The first class of functions (Sensor Integra- ..... ..
tion and Navigation Computations) is performed , - ""
by a portion of the ATN system termed the Basic ., .,
Navigation System (BNS). The BNS integrates ,, A .. ,-,
data from a variety of available navigation sensors "- 1 .
to form a usable vehicle navigation state output. - . -•- -

This is accomplished by using Kulman filters to
estimate time-correlated navigation state parame-
ten and sensor model parameters by optimally AA hcure - The BNS architecture
combining sensor measurement data. A related,scobiindr fncton ofasuthen NS is tprelsed, (Figure 1) consists of a baro-inertial mechaniza-secondary function of the BNS is to provide sen- to n o rfd rtd K l a itr.A fd r
sor-related navigation data to the intelligent por- tion and four federated Kalman filters. A feder-tions of the ATM system to aid in the recognition ated Kalman filter approach was selected for this
tosc or phe oNsytem ton ad toe supornition application because of its superior ability toof ec or problem situations and to suppt the recover an uncorrupted navigation solution once ameet or adjustment of the BNS to beg failure is identified. Switching navigation outputsmeet user requirements, from one filter to another, as is done in the BNS,

has disadvantages for aircraft systems that depend
The second and third classes of functions on continuous navigation data. From this stand-

(System Management and Decision Aiding) are point, a centralized Kalman filter approach would
performed by the remaining portions of the ATN have an advantage. However, the federated ap-
system which collectively are referred to as the proach offers the ability to recover quickly from
Expec Navigation System (ENS). Table I lists the soft failures and achieves better data protection
primary functiom performed by the ENS. Punc- with little sacrifice in performance (Ref 1).
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Table 2 Navigation System Combinations SITAN DOPPLER

SYMBOL COMBINATION

SO INS* and GPS4 SENSORS

S GPS4 Figure 2 Expert Navigator Functional
S2 INS and GPS3 Organization
S3 INS and TAN

S4 INS, DPR, SAR, and EO Navigation Source Manager - This expert is
S5 GPS3, DPR, and BARO shown for GPS/INS, SITAN, and Doppler-In-
S6 GPS3 and BARO ertial. It uses Kalman Filter outputs and design
S7 INS and DPR engineering models to monitor equipment per-
Ss INS, SAR, and EO formance and to detect and isolate sensor fail-
S9 INS ures or degradations.

*INS implies INS and BARO i all System Status - This expert diagnoses system
cases in this table "health" based on reliability data, mission en-

vironment, and lower-level diagnoses.

To establish workable BNS architectures, it * Moding Expert - This expert determines
was necessary to identify sensible combinations viable component combinations based upon
of sensors. Ten alternative navigation system con- current equipment status and determines ap-
figurations of subsets of the ATN sensor suite propriate handoff strategies for mode changes.
were identified. Systems were ranked (Table 2) e Event Diagnosis - This expert evaluates
according to order of relative accuracy. The ENS plEnenaian evets exper auates
chooses the most desirable system alternative planned navigation events (e.g., a waypoint en-based on expected accuracy, confidence, and mis- counter and designation) and diagnoses anom-
son eeted e uirn aalous or out-of-spec events to support pilotsion segment requirements. moding decisions.

The ENS is a distributed expert system that 9 Mission Manager - This expert stores mis-
embodies a broad range of functionality. Parti- sion plan and envirnment (threats, ECKdata
tioning of functions among the experts was de- and determines which available equipment
signed to localize specific sub-domains of configurations are appropriate to the current
navigation expertise such as mission manage- and forecasted mission situation.
ment, equipment diagnosis, and sensor cross-
checking. Global- and module-level architectures * Pilot- Vehicle Interface (PVI) Manager - This
were designed for the ENS to realize the desired expert manages communication between the
"intelligent" functionality. The functional organi- ATN system and the pilot.
zation of the ENS is depicted in Figre 2. The

functionality of each expert systems is described -nowledge Agguiiti m  Knowledge Engi-
below: neering for the ATN program included both

91-15520

91 1113 015
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Knowledge Acquisition and Knowledge Base Im- ground map radar updates, and GPS (on a
plementation. Knowledge Acquisition was per- B-52).
formed during the design phase of the program.
Several different forms of knowledge were ac- Flight Test Groups - Engineers and flight test
quired including: existing information from engi- pilots associated with GPS, LANTIRN,
neering reports, results of numerical simulation SITAN, and a digital moving map evaluation
(e.g., of GPS performance degradation in jam- provided information related to engineering
ming scenarios), and human knowledge related to development and limited operational experi-
navigation. ence with these advanced systems.

* Maintenance Personnel - TASC reliabilityHuman knowledge covered a broad range of engineers and Air Force maintenance techni-
expertise in navigation system design, mainte- cians provided insights into classes of ob-
nance, and operations. Sources of human knowl- served behavior of equipment in the field and
edge included: operational aircrews, test pilots experience-based diagnosis techniques.
and engineers, avionics maintenance technicians,
navigation system and design engineers, and 9 Design and System Engineers - TASC, Gen-
avionics system engineers. Obtaining knowledge eral Dynamics, and Air Force Navigation ana-
from human sources posed several challenges not lysts and designers actively designed model-
usually encountered in "classical" knowledge ac- based components of ATN and served as con-
quisition. For example, in 1987, when the ATN sultants on such issues as GPS receiver per-
Knowledge Acquisition was performed, fielded formance, operational limitations of equip-
systems had simple navigation suites (e.g., INS ment, current design practice and related lini-
with visual orground-mapradarupdating)incom- tations, and reliability engineering.
parison with the suite envisioned for mid-1990s
combat aircraft. Thus, no operational or test air- An organized pre-brief and mission-centered
crews hadexperiencewiththe multisensornaviga- questionnaire supported efficient aircrew inter-
tion suite selected for ATN. In addition, the views. This questionnaire was provided in ad-
interview setting did not replicate the actual vance to the participating Air Force operational
onboard environment in which decisions are organizations as a preliminary indication of our
made. These considerations strongly influenced purpose and for classification guidance. The crew
the interview approach, the information that was interviews and discussions were centered on a
obtained, and the selection of knowledge engi- sample tactical interdiction mission. The phases
neering techniques. and profiles of this mission are shown in Figure 3.

Also, an overview of the navigation suite assumed
Approximately fifty individuals, each an ex- for the mid-1990s under the ATN program was

pert in a subset of the domain, were interviewed as presented in the pre-brief.
part of the ATN Knowledge Acquisition effort.
Specific sources of human knowledge and the
types of information obtained from those sources ....
were: VM

Am TO LUTactical and Strategic Aircrews - Discus- ,Aw COMAT MIAM

sions were held with a range of tactical and PR / CUJ =
strategic aircrews, representing varying expe- TANI

rience levels and aircraft avionics vintage. In- / "
formation obtained provided operator perspec-
tive of mission priorities, current navigation
system management methodologies, sensor pAc.
cross-checking, display content/format (both A"D

actual and desired), workload profiles as a
function of mission phase and sensor utiliza- Figure 3 Tactical Mission Profile
tion in a single seat combat aircraft, and work-
load split between a two-man tactical aircrew. ATN SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND
Information was also obtained regarding the
operational use of radio navigation aids (LO-
RAN), an EO targeting/update system (PAVE The ATN System was developed using a tra-
TACK), a recently modernized navigation ditional waterfall approach to software develop-
suite that utilizes a Kalman Filter to incorol- ment in which system requirements and design
rate Doppler, true air speed, and/or discrete were established before system development/

A
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coding began. This phase of the ATN effort in- ing system is shown in Figure 4. The displays
cluded development of the BNS and ENS were implemented on two Zenith Z-248 PCs; both
architectures and the knowledge based compo- display computers were driven by data from the
nents defined during ATN system design while BNS and ENS via host processor (9600 Baud) ter-
meeting the requirement for an ATN system minal ports. User interaction was implemented
which could demonstrate real-time performance via a mouse and keyboard.
and be suitable for subject- interactive testing and
evaluation. Development and integration of the The head-up display provides a moving hori-
ATN System was accomplished in stages: zon (slaved to the trajectory data from the E/SS)

and a HUD layout based on that of the Block 25
Development of the Environment Simulation. F-16C. The HUD display includes two windows

for ATN displays; a mnstei caution that displays
Development of the BNS and integration with yellow on warning and red on caution and an ATN
the environment simulation. icon window forposting graphic symbols for ATN

advisories.
Development of required displays. The head-down display consists of a data
Development ofknowledgebasedcomponents. entry display, two multifunction displays and a

color moving map. The right multifunction dis-
Development and component testing of the play (MFD) provides a simulated radar display
Expert Systems. with cursors tha' align on fixpoints as updates are

selected. The most recent aimpoint offset is dis-
Integration and stand alonetesting of theExpert played in the data entry display above this MFD.
Systems. The left MFD provides a help facility for the

graphics icons displayed on the HUD, including
Integration of the BNS and the ENS and func- the meaning of the icon and the acceptable re-
tional testing in the laboratory. sponses.

Rehosting and system evaluation in a Cockpit The 512 x 512 pixel moving map is implem-
environment. ented in a track-up, decentered orientation. Each

pixel scales to 100 meters of actual distance; the
An overview of each development stage is pro- map therefore presents 51 km of flight track, or
vided below. approximately 3 minutes of flight time (this scale

approximates a standard 1:250,000 sectional map
Environment Simulation Development - A scale). The data for the map was obtained by digi-

complete and suitable Environment and Sensor tizing a sectional map of the region in 13 track-up
Simulation (E/SS) was a necessary precursor to segments. The mission route was overlaid on the
development of the BNS. Existing E/SS software original paper map before scanning.
(Integrated Navigation System Simulation or
INSS) was restructured and augmented to meet Knowledge Base Implementation-Knowl-
this need (Ref 3). A strapdown inertial navigation edge Base Implementation for the ATN effort re-
system model was developed and integrated into quired both selection of appropriate knowledge
the INSS software. In addition, SAR and EO sen- representation schemes and development of all
sor models were integrated into the existing INSS knowledge based components.
structure and common blocks for communication The knowledge representation schemes were
among the models were added. selected for each expert system based upon the

BNS Develoment - Upon completion of type of reasoning to be performed within that ex-
the E/SS software, the BNS was developed and in- pert. Representations selected for ATN include:
tegrated with the E/SS. The BNS (Figure 1) con- Rules
sists of a set of navigation filters managed by an Procedures
executive, a performance monitor to track results, Relational Data Structures (e.g., frames)
and all necessary interfaces. Except for the per- Symbolic Data
formance monitor portion, the BNS operates Heuristically assigned probabilities or
strictly from sensor outputs provided by the E/SS. weightings.
None of the "truth data" available from the envi-
ronment simulation is available to the BNS except Because of the dichotomy between the com-
for performance assessments. plexity of the ATN sensor suite and the simplicity

of fielded systems at the time of ATN knowledge
Displays Development - The head-up, acquisition, the ATN system designers used non-

head-down display complement for the engineer- traditional techniques to develop the knowledge

I
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Navigation Source Manager - The Naviga- Quick Diagnosis (environmental
tion Source Manager embodies two forms of quality effects)
knowledge: BIT Screening.

Knowledge Source Procedures - These pro- Moding Expert - The Moding Expert uti-
cedures provide a means of consistency check- lizes symbolic descriptions of sensors and modes
ing among GPS, SITAN, and Doppler sensors. and categorical symbolic data that specifies the
This was based upon cross-check procedures mission-related attributes of these modes. This
described during discussions with Ohio Air symbolic data is manipulated by procedures to
National Guard A-7D pilots, determine viable navigation modes based on cur-

rently available equipment. The symbolic repre-
" Resource Allocation Logic -The resource al- sentations of the modes were derived from the

location logic for this expert system was devel- BNS design. Sensor symbolic descriptions and
oped by design engineering methods to lead mode attributes were compiled by navigation sys-
the search through possible multiple failure tem design engineers. Examples of the mode re-
combinations (i.e., choices of alternative par- presentation and related property list format are
ity functions). provided in Table 4 and Figure 5, respectively.

" System Status Module - This is a rule-based Table 4 Mode Representations
system in which rules are organized in"chunks" that correspond to specific subsys- STANDARD MODE HIERARCHY BASELINE NON.SANDARD

tems (e.g., INS, GPS receiver, CADC, Radar). (STATIC) CANDIDATES

Generic forms for the System Status rules were S, N, o,, RADAR AL IMETER

developed as a result of discussions with s, INU + .os Nn SAN1 L1 RR

F-B-111 maintenance technicians at Pease s, INU + SIT

AFB, NH. These generic forms fall into three S, INu DPR .SIL N, NU . SM
a s(Table 3): S, oP3. D . .BARcategories GPS3 BAR N + GPS2

S, INU + DPR N,2 + DOPPLER + SARILANTIRN
OR

S, INU SIL N,, + DOPPLER

Table 3 System Status Rules s, IN
LIST ENTRY REPRESENTATION

" A-Prlori Evaluation
((<MODE CODE,. POIN-ER TO PLIST . < POINTER TO DESCRIPTIONS,,

Rules for Reliability Factor from Maintenance Information
EXAMPLE[ AILURE CND FAILURES f(SO. SO-PLIST. SO DESCRIPTION) I

PROGNOSIS FREQUENT OCCASIONAL RARE

Likely 0.80 0.85 095 Mission Manager - Three knowledge-
Nominal 085 0-95 1.00

Unlikety 0.95 1.00 1 00 based elements were developed for the Mission
Manager; these are:

" Quick Diagn si. Weightings for a mission effectiveness pay-
Rules for Environment Quality From ECM and Weather Indices off function.

ECM
WEATHER HIGH MEDIUM LOW A decision model for pre-attack check of the
Adverse Adverse Adverse Moderate navigation/bombing system.

Fair Adverse Moderate Favorable

Threat models.
Rules for Environment Quality From ECM and Weather Indices

SENSOR ENVIRONMENT QUALITY Weightings for the mission effectiveness
LI ADVERSE MODERATE FAVORABLE function were based on designer judgment derived

Failed 000 0.00 00 from discussions with F-16C, F-4E, and FB-II1
Suspect 0.60 0.70 0.80 aircrews. A set of tentative premises was gener-
Normal 0.85 095 1,00 ated for the relative importance of the navigation

mode attributes (see Table 5) as a function of mis-
* BI Fadu, Evaluatim sion phase; these are listed in Table 6.

Rules for Validity of I Failure Patters

'IF (BITFAILUItEEPArERN - ALWAYS HAPPENS PATTYENR) ME a.* B
THEN VALIDITY - 0 5
ELSE IF (B1r_FAILURE pATERN - KNOWN FAILURE PATTERNtI

THEN VALIDITY - I 0 ton BUBWlaMJIV a
ELSE VALIDITY 0 9" Falul 009 / \ maw:R / Lo \ mW LBW

,,1,.B*lt,.,, ., lw a / \ t m a -ma l a

A Priori Evaluation (modified mission
reliability. Figure 5 Example Property List

A
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Table 5 ATN Navigation Mode Field data (e.g., jam tolerance, reacquisition
Attributes characteristics) related to GPS performance in a

jamming environment was not available to the
MOEDSRPI ACRC UCECM EMISSIONS PILOT ANpo de casfcto etitos

MOD DECITO CUAYSEPTIBILITY WORKLOAD AT rgram nu to casfcto etitos
So, INU + GPS 4 H M (L RANDI L L The ATM approach was, therefore, to baid uniclas-
S, OPS 4 H M(L BAND)I L L sified jaming scenarios and to use high-fidelity
S2 INU . OPS 3 H M(L-BAND) L LIM' simulation to derive performance characteristics
S, INU + SITAN M MIC BAND) -4 JC-BAND) L data to support AJ7N design and evaluation.
s. WNU+ OR + SI Ad M(X.BANO) HIM (X BAND) Ad

S, DI'S 3 - DPR + BAR Md H(L-BAND) M (X BAND) M* Event Diagnosis - A Causal Network
(X-BAND)knowledge representation scheme was adopted

S. CIS 3 AEA Ad M(L BAND) L for the Event Diagnosis Expert. An example net-s, INU + DR Ad L(X SAND) Ad (XBAND) L work is shown in Figure: 6. The network is an ex-
S. INU + SIL M M(X BAND) HIM (X BAND) Rd trapolation, assuming full Expert Navigation

SIUL L I LSystem communication between ships and avail-
ability of two navigation solutions (aided and n-

Table 6 Tentative Premises for aided INS) within a single aircraft. Interpretation
Mission Profile of the network probabilities is shown in Figure 7

along with an example set of probabilities. These
" Ground Algnsattt/CflmhlCrulse: values represent a baseline, engineered from de-

Judge IN %~itty from alignment status/observables signer judgment about the evidence values of theAcircy. Tatnesa, detectability, woikloadvaibeinteewok
requiramerlts not demandingvaibeinteewok

" Low-Level INGRESS:
Detahlity and robustness ame primarily navigatio

concerns
Pilot attention to navigation diagnosis limited
Accuray requirementa not stringentMC

* Pre-IPtip:___
Navigation awaruees peaks
Accuracy as itafects bombing system performance 0 (D G 0 G G

- is primary concern(~
Critical decision point for updating/moding navigation _

system or choosing alternative delivery Profile

" Post-IP/Attack:49
Asume NAV system working as confirmed at IP

unless told otherwise
No time for diagnosis

" EGRESS:
Generally mote relaxed navigation requirements Figure 6 Causal Network for
A few Points where reliable navigation is important GPS -Aided INS

These premises were refined through the
crew interviews and were then codified as the GOD--11;1 COMPARE
weighting parameters prc-ided in Table 7. These DOD ANOo

weightings were assigned by designer judgment AB

to reflect, for example, that detectability and ECM * M W P (NJ I Al) Mu

susceptibility are greater concerns than accuracy
or workload reduction during ingress. Similarly, 0 OPAED NOTCOPR

the crews confirmed that navigation-related G000 B.I

workload would be unacceptable during the post- -

IP/attack phase.d
Figure 7 Event Diagnosis-

Table 7 Mission Manager Weightings Baseline Probability
MODE -. Most of the knowledge of the Event Diagno-

ATTIBUESECMI sis module had to be engineered since the naviga-
MISSION ACCURACY SUSCEPTIILITY DETRCTASILITY WORKLOAD sit

_______ tion sieof ATM does not yet exist, and,
Ground, Climb, Cruise .4 4 1 1 therefore, no one is conversant with related trou-

Le l Ilftmo .2 3 .3 .2 bleshooting procedures. Nevertheless, the mod-
INIPI 1 1 .1 . ule design adapted and generalized the techniques

PonIIP/Alawk 0 0 0 0 that present day flight crews use to diagnose navi-
_______ ____ 2 1___1.3__2 gation problems. These techniques (in particular
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from F-16C and F-4 crew discussions) utilize cluding simulated network traffic. In this
crosschecking from ship to ship. environment, traffic to and from the network was

emulated by scripts and output files. The test
PVI Manager - Knowledge within the PVI scripts included messages to perform a full initial-

Manager consists of heuristically-assigned values ization, a replan following a new threat report, and
for the display periods (timeouts) of ENS dia- routine functions such as waypoint checks and
logue icons and automatic display modes. The diagnoses. Output files were reviewed to establish
time-outs were determined by the module design- proper ENS functioning and message passing to
er based on discussions with F-16C, F-4E, and the bridge. Upon successful completion of the
FB- 11 crews; the values so chosen are provided ENS integration and testing, the ENS was inte-
in Table 8. As indicated in the table, more time is grated with the BNS for verification and function-
assumed available for crew-ENS interaction dur- al evaluation.
ing the ground/cruise and egress mission seg-
ments than during ingress and pre-IP phases. The resulting ATN Real-Time Testbed is

shown in Figure 9. The system was hosted on
Table 8 Baseline Timeouts - Seconds commercially-available platforms-the environ-

ment file (output of the E/SS) and BNS on a VAX
I..SSI0o PHASE 6310, the ENS on a VAXStation 3100. A single

o E GEOUND-CRUIS INGRESS PRE IP ATTACK EGRESS VAX Common LISP process implemented the
Event Diagnosis Request 20 10 10 - 20 ENS software; ENS modules were implemented

o,, Asory 20 0 1 - 20 within individual Common USP packages. Com-
Waypoin Pomp 6 30 20 - 60 munication among the processors was via ether-

net (VAX to VAX) and serial port (VAX to PC).
ENS Development and System Inte==ation Key functionality provided by this testbed in-

- The ENS was developed using the Activation cludes a six degree-of-freedom aircraft simula-

Framework paradigm (Ref 1) to provide a corn- tion, high fidelity sensor and threat models, full

munication and control mechanism for all event- BNS and ENS implementations, simulated cock-
driven functions with links to clock-driven pit displays, and an engineering interface. The

objects. Some important features of this paradigm testbed was used for subject-interactive evalua-

are: message passing between Activation Frame- tion of ATN and as a staging platform for integrat-

work modules (AFs), scheduling of clock-driven ing ATN into a real-time cockpit simulator.
functions that are not AFs, and a bridge mecha- Testing of the integrated ATN system re-
nism that allows communication between clock- vealed processing bottlenecks that impaired real-
driven functions and AFs. The six experts of the time performance. In the interest of developing
ENS are shown in Figure 8 with a distinction general software technology for real-time intelli-
made between AFs and the one non-AF expert. gent system implementation, refinement of the
This paradigm facilitated modular design and de- ATN system was performed. This included de-
velopment, real-time scheduling efficiency, and creasing the frequency of navigation resource
effective focus of attention. planning in the Mission Manager to one mode

change per leg, reducing the numerical precision
The ENS modules were developed, verified, of the jammer power calculations, and replacing

and validated individuial/y; the modules were then backward chaining inferencing in the System Sta-
integrated into the ATN integration environment tis expert with tables (the original form of the
one at a time. Upon completion of ENS integra- knowledge). Execution speed of the ENS was in-
tion, system testing ofthe ENS was performed, in- creased and real time operation was achieved.

Partitioning of processing during the engi-
neering development provided a single ENS hard-
ware/software/communications implementation
that was compatible with both the engineering

WA ACMIATION testbed and cockpit simulator installation. This
"plug compatible" implementation enabled
upgrading, refining, and, when necessary,
troubleshooting in the engineering installation.
Thus, cockpit simulator time was reserved for
cockpit display development and evaluation test-

!- I $WPM ing.

gRehosting to Cckpit Environment - The
Figure 8 ENS Architecture cockpit integration/evaluation was pursued as a
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Figure 9 ATN Real-Tune Testbed

joint effort with subcontractorGeneral Dynamics/ Addition of timeouts for advisories (while
Fort Worth Division (GDFW). The ATN installa- flashing) to alert the pilot of mode changes.
tion was sited in a GDFW 24 ft Dome; an
overview of the integration is shown in Figure 10. AM SYSTEM EVALUATION
Much of the integration was derived from existing
F-16C simulator functionality. The main simula- Evaluation of the ATN system was performed
tion processors host the airframe dynais/flight in two phases: the Engineering Evaluation Phase
control, sensor models and simulated fire control conducted in the real time engineering laboratory
computer processing. The main processor(s) also at TASC, and the Cockpit Evaluation Phase con-
provide stroke-text to the displays and I/ inter- ducted in an F-16 dome at GDFW. The two evalu-
faces to other specialized processors. Out-of- ation phases are summarized below:
cockpit and IR imagery were processed by an
Evans and Sutherland CT6 scene generator. Radar Entinering System Evaluation
imagery was derived from Digital Radar Land In te Engineering Evaluation Phase, naviga-
Mass System (DRLMS) data. tion system performance, resource management,

pilot workload, and the pilot/nission interface
A number of modifications to the ATN sys- were evaluated with and without ATN assistance.

tern were implemented to make the system suit- Subjects for these tests were TASC engineers, two
able for integration into the F-16 cockpit of whom were former rated military personnel
installation. Among these modifications were: with experience in high performance aircraft.

This phase of testing used high fidelity models of
the navigation sensors and the types of degrada-

Reduced-order navigation models to serve as tions to which they are vulnerable. The computa-
a BNS (INS, GPS, S1TAN, RADARIEO) tions required to execute these models dictated

that they, and the trajectory of the aircraft, be pre-
Exclusion of the Navigation Source Manager computed before the real time testing. The accura-
from the cockpit integration cy of these models allowed the evaluation of

different techniques for the detection and evalua-

Integration of fly automatic displays Elimi- tion of sensor failures and external interference.
nation of Waypoint and Event Diagnosis re- Since the aircraft flight path was precom-
quests puted, a target designation secondary task was
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observed anomalies (e.g., misplaced way- --. .I
points). i

Moding decision errors were common in 4 -- .. - --
mamal mode, particularly with respect to - ....
emissions management and over-conservat-
ism (e.g., downmoding in response to a 1 : .. ......

missed waypoint). . -
C i Simu..o..E.at..

ah i o 3 -- -- - .':..

The second phase of evaluation, Cockpit - 11 .7

Evaluation, was performed in an F-16 Dome in
the Flight Simulation Laboratory at GDFW. In Fiure 12 ATN Edwards Gaming Area
this phase, the functionality, crew interface, and
mission utility of ATN were evaluated in a simu- Tests were conducted at the GDFW facility
lated operational setting. during the last three months of 1989. "Pilots" for

The ATN engineering effort and evaluation these missions included contractor engineers and
provided essential groundworic for rehsting mid pilots and rated US Air Force participants. Duringthese tests, the system interface with the crew was
evaluating ATN in an F-16C :ockpit simulator. simplified, and a lag filter fault detection concept
The objectives of the cockpit integration and eval- was implemented and evaluated.
uation were to:

The availability of precision navigation dur-Exercise the ATN system in a realistic task ing the mission, either from the conventional sys-
environment tem, or from the ATN system, made a noticeable

Obtain subjective data on MN utility a in the crew's ability to avoid threats
mison efectives daand engage the target. A significant benefit dem-
mission effectiveness onstrated by ATN was in sensor cuing. By main-

Integrate ATN displays into a military star- mining high accuracy navigation into the attack
phase of the mission, direct acquisition of the tar-dard layout get was possible using only the EO targeting pod.

Assess Refinements and System Peo - This capability obviated the need for first acquir-tion ing the target with radar, thereby reducing bothemissions ard requited workload in the attack
A conventional navigation mode manager phase. The conventional moding system, by con-

was implemented for comparison purposes. This trast, was vulnerable to countermeasures in the
manager was an extrapolation of current practic- terminal area.
es, using table-driven moding based upon filter The cockpit simulator evaluation was accom-
covariance values and certain cockpit switch set- plished in a three cycles of testing and refinement.
tings (i.e., "RF silent"). The cycles were accomplished over a six week pe-

A challenging mission (Figure 12) was de- riod in three installments of one week of tests fol-
signed that involved a 40 minute ingress to attack lowed byaweek of data analysis and system
a defended, known location target. Sector jam- refinement. 2-3 pilots per cycle participated. Fol-
mers were deployed as shown to induce failures of lowing the final tests, a demonstration was pro-
GPS during ingress and to preclude use of GPS vided for the Government.
during the target attack. The target was a rail Significant revision of the pilot interface was
bridge crossing a river, having no distinctive col- required as a result of the Cycle 1 tests. Initial
lateral features to aid location. A combination of feedback relative to displays was sufficiently
simulated air defenses forced most of the mission strong that it dominated the subjective results
to be flown at low levels. Varying visibilities from these tests. The team response was to partial-
forced reliance on simulated EO systems. EW ly revise the displays prior to the final Cycle 1
threats combined with variable terrain roughness tests, complete the revisions for Cycle 2, and per-
prevented total reliance on either GPS or terrain form two additional in-house tests for formal data
aided navigation. The mission and threats were collection.
varied to ae= the relative strengths of the ATN
system mid the conventional system over a range Given the relatively small sample of subjects
of conditions. (four GD and two Air Force pilots) trends reported
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are interpeations of the evaluation team. Repre- the knowledge base. As ATN functionality ex-

sentative error traces and weapon accuracies were pands, some modifications or extension of these
obtained to illustrate the trends. paradigms may be appropriate.

Key elements of the successful, real-time
RU ATN integration from an architectural standpoint

include:
Conclusions reached as a result of the ATN

program span a broad range of topics, reflecting Partitioning of synchronous and asynchro-
the equally large range of issues addressed in de- nous computations into separate processors.
signing, developing, and evaluating the ATN sys- Distributing control of the ATN system using
tem. Key results and lessons learned are presented the Activation Framework Paradigm.
in this section. Additional details are provided in
Reference 2. Reasoning about time - in particular, per-

forming localized replanning in the Mission
SA reasonable set of func- Manager and reasoning about time costs of

tions was selected for the ATN system to perform. acquiring information in Event Diagnosis.
The functions chosen a fulfilled their required
support roles as members of the ATN "communi- Using table lookup procedures rather than
ty" and included. fault detection, handling unex- rules when warranted for efficiency.
pected occurrences, using redundant information, Using the Activation Framework approach
and real-tife lgobviated efficiency problems associated with ar-

The real-time pl ming/replanning function chitectures that use a blackboard and centralized

distinguishes ATN from current table-driven controller. In addition, use of messages and a

moding algorithms. ATN's Mission Manager uses structure of message priorities significantly facili-

an on-board model of the mission and navigation tated modularization and eventual integration of

requirements to anticipate and configure the navi- the system while providing flexibility of module

gation system for changes in environment, navi- development.
gation requirements (i.e., required accuracy, - Intelligence is
emissions, constraints, and available crew work- best managed if it is specific; to the extent possi-
load), and equipment status. By contrast, the table ble, intelligence and knowledge should be parti-
driven approaches rely on sensor diagnostics tioned into specialized domains that cooperate
(e.g., GPS receiver status), alone, to determine effectively. Within the ATN system, intelligence
changes in mission environment and predeter- was distributed according to the following philos-
mined logic to determine moding. The real-time, ophy: Levels of abstraction generally are decided
model-based anticipatio of the ATN provides a by the o used; lower level func-
significant defense against envirnent- induced tions may use raw sensor data while higher levels
sensor dat corruption, Wap iate emissions use derived information.
managemem and increased pilot workload. C evaluation results in-

A single self-consistency Kalman filter for dicated that pilots want the navigation system to
GPS measurements was effective in detecting be reliable, accurate, and to work in the back-
GPS degradation. Similarly, a lag filter for a "san- ground. Crew acceptrnce of what the ATN system
ity check" provided noticeable benefits in avoid- was doing--along with appropriateness of the
ing use of corrupted data. "touch and feel' aspects--proved to be crucial for

system success. In response to strong recommen-
A significant observation was that there is an dations from pilot evaluators of the ATN system,

absolute requirement for a fault tolerant inertial the recommended ATN crew interface consists of:
data source if one is to realistically meet mission
requirements for an IMC interdiction mission. As
more real world experience becomes available A HUD display showing the current naviga-

with advanced sensors, it will be worthwhile to re- fion mode and warning or caution status, if
investigate fault detection using a combination of active (these display elements flash for 5 sec-

system-level and low-level deep knowledge tech- onds following a change of mode or status).

niques. A moving map which serves as a navigation

kW a pfgn~k~fSg.EI nidn T-1 aid and a threat situation display.

-Ad mLA Sm u m, m - All of the par- A status page presenting the current mode
digma choew-and developed for the individual stats, results of the last cross-check, and ac-
experts performed well, given the current mate of curacy.
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Kq-i - Knowledge ac- -mp r LAngu= Common LISP
quisition was one of the most challenging aspects proved to be a good designfwototyping language
of the ATN system design and development. The for the ATN effort. A language offering greater
wide range of required knowledge areas and lack control of memory management would be desir-
of user experience with advanced avionics sub- able for future development/mplementaion of
systems necessitated the use of a combination of embedded systems applications.
analysis, simulation, extrapolation, and intuition,
in addition to traditional knowledge acquisition Wino Deiy Capaliiia - Continu-
techniques. In specific cases, subsystem model ous high accuracy navigation (<80 meters) sub-
simulations with expert interpretation of results stantially improved the crew's ability to engage a
provided an important bridge between current ex- prebriefed target in IMC conditions when using an
perience and projected system behavior. Key in EO pod and eliminated the need to use the attack
this aspect was the ability to simulate GPS in jam- radar as part of the target acquisition.
ming scenarios. Knowledge acquisition experi-
ences also emphasized the value of having Navig-on Sy= Managemnt A navi-
simulation tools available early and being able to gation management system that supplemented the
Adfgf W* run them fravsndy for the purposes of standard algorithmic techniques with symbolic
expanding and validating the knowledge base. knowledge about the system components, threats,

and mission as factors in its execution produced
An organized pre-brief and mission-centered measurably better navigation performance. De-

questionnaire were essential to efficient discus- velopment of this system manager required the
sions with the aircrews. Gaining familiarity with use of a broad range of Al-based structures.
the aircrew's systems, tactics, and vocabulary and
being able to relate these to the ATN sensor suite
and mission paid large dividends during the inter- SUM1 ARY
views and knowledge analysis phases.

The ATN project was intended to investigate
System Develomt - The traditional sys- the utility of intelligent system management for

tern development approach used in the ATN pro- integrated navigation on a next generation combat
gram had significant drawbacks. It required ail aircraft. Significant insight was gained into the
functions to be specified at a uniform level of de- suitability of current Al paradigms and software
tail regardless of the actual maturity of the algo- development techniques for a project of this na-
rithms. Many of the selected Al paradigms had ture. The results and experiences during this proj-
never been implemented in an avionics applica- ect indicated that such an intelligent system
tion. The significant documentation burden di- manager could produce a measurable benefit in
verted resources awar,- from early prototyping and the real world. This benefit should become even
design risk reduction. Much of the early docu- more significant as operational users' experiences
mentation became obsolete due to design changes yield abetter understanding of the actual behavior
that were required after attempting to implement of the next generation of navigation sensors.
the functions. The spiral model of software devel-
opment that has recently appeared in the literature
appears to offer a sounder basis for development R&EE
of a system of this nature than the waterfall model
that the ATN project used. Documentation that is I. Acharya, N.A., Dowding, J.P., Glasson, D.P.,
an asset rather than an impediment to a project of Matchett, G.A., and Pomarede, J.L., ATN
this nature requires ahigh (perhaps Utopian) level Software Part I Specification - Technical
of honesty, technical competence, trust, and dar- Appendices, TASC, AFWAL-TR-88-1159
ing on both the Government and contractor sides. (AD-B 128-656), October 1987.

The phasing of knowledge acquisition inter- 2. Glasson, D.P., et al., Development and Real-
views could also be modified to support a spiral Tune Laboratory Demonstration of an Adap-
development approach. Discussions early in the tive Tactical Navigation System, TASC,
post- requirements definition -bae would be use- WRDC-TR-90-1034 (AD-B151-955), May
ful to help focus f development and 1990.
knowledge auition planing. A second round
of knowledge acquisition would be spportedbya 3. Matchett, G.A., Environment/Sensor System
firs prototype; some level of int-ction with this Simulation -Technical Appendices, TASC,
prototype would supplema the mission-cent- AFWAL-TR-88-1160 (AD-B129-671),Oc-
ered intrviews. tober 1987.
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Discussion advanced Kalman filter efforts rather than system
management efforts.

I. D. Bosnian, Netherlands 2. H. Tinimers, Netherlands
Kalman filters of different design and manufacture may have How much from the developed system eventually was rule
differing signals delays. For a federated system, it must be based and how much "switch-logic" or table driven?
assumed that all data originate from the same time-slice. Are
the delay differences sufficiently small to be disregarded? Author:

I would estimate that the knowledge based components of
Author: the ATN expert modules are approximately 50% rule based
Since the ATN program was a proof of concept for and 50% table look-up and/or algorithmic (i.e.,
intelligent management techniques, our navigation "conventional" techniques). The Mission Manager and the
simulation was not so detailed as to include simulation of System Status Expert are both primarily rule based. The
time offsets between sensors or between the Kalman filters Pilot Vehicle Interfare Manager and the Moding Expert use
associated with the sensor. In an actual system more conventional techniques, while Event Diagnosis and
implementation, these differences should not be ignored. In the Navigation Source manager are a combination.
our organization, these issues are being addressed by
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- LOCALLY LINEAR NEURAL NETWORKS
O FOR AEROSPACZ NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

a_.. Steven C. Gustafson and Gordon R. Little

Research Institute, University of Dayton,
513-229-3724, 300 College Park,

Dayton, Ohio, 45469-0140, USA

I. SUMIARY the data bootstrapping property, ac-
cording to which the testing outputs

Neural network software simulations for have least squared error for any train-
the representation and prediction of ing points declared to be testing
aircraft inertial navigation system points. In contrast, the locally
(INS) data were developed. These linear neural networks discussed below
simulations were evaluated using flight have all of the above desirable charac-
test data that sampled INS outputs at a teristics.
standard rate for neural network test-
ing and at half this rate for neural 3. LINK STkUCTURE AND TRAINING
network training. The simulations used ALGORITH
both locally linear neural networks and
backpropagation-trained neural net- Figure 1, adopted from Nielson [1987],
works. Locally linear neural networks gives an example of the need for
have several desirable properties for coordinate-invariant neural networks.
this application, including interpola- Here an expression with five adjustable
tion of the training data and coefficients is matched to five train-
representation of linear relationships. ing points. When the scales of the two
For the flight test data two mil- independent variables are multiplied by
liradian testing accuracy was generally different constants, interpolation
achieved with five successive and prior using the expression gives different
INS heading, pich, and roll increments results for the same testing point.
as inputs. 4 Figure 2 describes the setup, training,

2. LOCALLY LINEAR NEURAL NTNORK and testing of locally linear neural
(LLM) CRARACTZRISTICS networks [Gustafson, Little, and

Olczak, 1990]. There are two essential
Multilayer feedforward neural networks steps in training: transforming the
that use backpropagation [Rumelhart, inputs to invariant coordinates and
Hinton, and Williams, 1986] or similar finding a plane through each training
training algorithms are by far the most point that satisfies a selected
common in engineering applications, bootstrapping property. In testing the
However, these neural networks have plane through the training point
several limitations. First, they nearest to the testing point (in the
generally lack the coordinate in- transformed inputs) is used to find the
variance property, according to which testing point output.
the testing output is unchanged if the
testing and training (or data) inputs Figure 3 shows a simple example of one
are translated, rotated, or scaled, possible bootstrapping procedure. Here
Second, without excessive training they for one input a line is found through a
generally lack the data interpolation training point such that the line
property, according to which the test- predicts, with minimum squared error,
ing output is the training output if either one training point transformed
the testing input is the training input into a testing point or all but one
[Poggio and Girosi, 1990]. Third, they training points transformed into test-
generally lack the linear repre- ing points.
sentation property, according to which 4. I FL TEST DATA
any testing point is on a linear sur-
face if all training points are on this Figure 4 shows typical F-16 aircraft
surface. Finally, they generally lack INS flight test data that includes
s . ll heading, pitch, and roll versus time.
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Differences in successive samples of Figures 8, 9, and 10 show that the lo-
heading, pitch, and roll are to be rep- cally linear neural network predicted
resented and predicted using neural more of the "hash" structure in the
networks so as to maintain the pointing data than the backpropagation-trained
and tracking accuracy of a passive op- neural network. Figure 11 shows that
tical device detection system predictions using both neural networks
[Gustafson and Little, 1988]. Figure 5 were typically within 0.1 degrees (1.7
shows a typical plot of such dif- milliradians) of actual values and that
ferences between successive samples of the error distribution for the locally
pitch versus time. linear neural network was more sym-

metric.
5. NEURAL NTWORK RaPRuz8ETATIon O

INS DATA 7. RZFZRNICZS

In all cases data that sampled the INS S. C. Gustafson and G. R. Little,
outputs at a standard rate was used for "Passive Optical Detection
neural network testing, and data at Schemes," report for the Center
half this rate was used for training, for Artificial Intelligence
Figure 6 shows a standard Applications, A Division of the
backpropagation-trained neural network Miami Valley Research Institute,
representation of the data in Figure 5. on contract F33615-87-C-1550,
The neural network had 7 hidden neurons Dec. 1988.
and 15 inputs consisting of five suc-
cessive prior heading, pitch, and roll S. C. Gustafson, G. R. Little,
increments. Training time on a 386- and D. M. Simon, "Neural Network
class PC was approximately 1.5 hours. for Interpolation and
Figure 7 represents the same data using Extrapolation," Proc. SPIE, V.
the same neural network but with less 1294, No. 40, Apr. 1990.
training. Note that the "hash" detail
of Figure 5 is better represented after S. C. Gustafson, G. R. Little,
a longer training time. Also note that and E. G. Olczak, "Locally Linear
the LLNN would represent all training Neural Networks," Aerospace
data exactly because of the data inter- Applications of Artificial
polation property. Intelligence Conf. (AAIC),

Dayton, OH, Oct. 1990.6. NEURAL NETWORK PR.EDZCTI(O o INS
DATA S. C. Gustafson and G. R. Little,

"Neural Networks for Processing
Figure 8 shows another plot of dif- Inertial Navigation Unit Data,"
ferences between successive samples of Aerospace Applications of
flight test pitch versus time. Figure Artificial Intelligence
9 shows neural network prediction of Conference (AAIC), Dayton, OH,
the Figure 8 data using a locally Oct. 1990.
linear neural network that was
bootstrapped so that of 5 nearest G. M. Nielson, "Coordinate-free
neighbor training points, all except Scattered Data Interpolation,"
the closest were transformed into test- pp. 175-184 in Topics in
ing points. Figure 10 shows prediction Multivariable Approximation, C.K.
of the Figure 8 data using a Chui and L. L. Schumaker, eds.,
backpropagation-trained neural network Academic, 1987.
that had 7 hidden neurons. Both neural
networks had as inputs 5 successive T. Poggio and F. Girosi,
heading, pitch, and roll increments "Networks for Approximation and
prior to a given pitch increment, and Learning," Proc. IEEE, V. 78, pp.
both had as output a prediction of this 1481-1497, Sep. 1990.
increment. Figure 11 shows histograms
of differences between predicted D. E. Rumelhart, G. E. Hinton,
(rigures 9 and 10) and actual (Figure and R. J. Williams, "Learning
8) pitch increments for the locally Internal Representations by Error
linear and backpropagation-trained Propagation," pp. 318-362 in
neural networks. Parallel Distributed Processing,

D. E. Rumelhart and J. E.
McClellan, eds., MIT Press, 1986.
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* Interpolant (after G. Nielson)

zbLy) = a + bx + cy + dxy + e(x2 + y2 )

* Feet-Minute Coordinates

1 1 0
1 0 0
.5 .5 1 z(.75..5) = .875
0 1 00 0 0

* nh~esN-Secondas Coordinates

12 60 0
12 0 0
6 30 1 z9.30) = .990
0 60 0
0 0 0

Figure 1. Example of need for coordinate-invariant neural networks.

* setup

1. Training points. m in number, each with n input variables and one output variable.
2. One testing point with n input variables.

" Training

1. FInd the centrold of the training point input variables. Find the elgenvalues and eigenvectors of
the input variable covariance matrix (e.g.. using singular value decomposition). Transform the
input variables of all training points to the coordinate system having its origin at the centrod
and its axes parallel to the elgenvectors with the axis scales in units of the elgenvalues.

2. FInd, using the transformed input variables, a plane through each iraining point that is a least-
squares fit to the remaining training points. Execute the least squares fit so that more distant
points in the input variables have less weight in accordance with a selected bootstrapping proce-
dure.

" Testing

1. Transform the testing point Input variables to the coordinate system obtained in training step 1.
Using the transformed-input viriables, find the training point that is nearest to the testing point.

2. Find the plane from training step 2 through this nearest training point. Find the testing point
output variable as the intersection of this plane with the transformed testing point input vari-
ables.

Figure 2. Locally linear neural network setup, training, and testing.

91-15521iIIIIuIII
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* Pobe

Given three dala points (WO). ixly I)- 1z2y2) with z0 <X x c x2. draw a line through (WOy) that recovers.

with minimum expected value of the mean squared error, the y value or values indicated below when
one of two equally likely events occurs:

0I 11al' event - y1 Ist lost (i.e.. the y value of the nearest neighbor of 101is lost).

(2) Global event - y , and y2 are lost I.e.. the y values of all neighbors of x. are lost).

o Soluion~s

The slope b of the required line Is determined so as to minimize the sum of squared errors S:

S -(yo +b(1x - Y1
2 + y+ b(-, _dy 1

2 .y+ O+b( 2 xd y 2 12 1/2

The solution withy, - yo -v, .y2 - yov 2 . x, - x u I . x 2 - x0 2 Is:

b =(3 v~u,+ v2 u2 /(3u, 2 eu 2 2

This result may also be obtained as the least squares solution of:

y- yo - bx - x

y- yo - bl - 10d
y- yo = b~l-

Y2 - Y.= btx2 - O

Figure 3. Simple example of one possible bootstrapping procedure.

IM-

Heading

Pia . I: :P: ~

Fiue4 yia F6arrf N flgh test data
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Point count (50 x time. sec)

Figure 5. Differences between successive samples of flight-test aircraft
pitch angle versus time.

poi t cou t (50 x tm e. sec

Figre 6. Neural network representation of Figre 5 data (backpropagation
training with 7 hiden neurons and 5 successive prior heading,
pitch, and roll incrmnts as inputs).
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0 200 WDO 000

Point number

Figure 9. Locally linear neural network prediction of Figure 8 data (5 suc-
cessive prior heading, pitch, and roll increments as inputs; 5
nearest neighbor training points bootstrapped so that all except
closest were transformed into testing points).

.2"

N 
T

LIZ

.. . . I . I

Point number

Figure 10. Backpropagation-trained neural network prediction of Figure 8 data
(5 successive prior heading, pitch, and roll increments as inputs;
training with 7 hidden neurons.
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!Backpropaation-rafned

Locally lna

zI

30-.13 0.1.3

Absolute error in pitch increment (degrees)

Figure 11. Histograms of differences between predicted (Figure 9 and 10) and
actual (Figure 8) pitch increments for locally linear and
backpropagation-trained neural networks.
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1. SUMMARY ron processing architecture. In fact, creating a
technology pull for Strategic Computing by

L4 The Pilot's s cte oa has completed its establishing new processor requirements was a
first phase Jof~ tio al deve pment which fundamental desire. However, after the

included twosigifiant pr ,,ram milestones: resounding success of Demonstration 2, both
Demonstratbn 2 Deno tration 3. The technical and operational, DARPA directed a
early succe sful d elpme of complex, shift in philosophy towards near-term avionics
knowledg based decisio aiding systems processors specific to an existing or planned
allowed the pro to shift focus to a more near- aircraft. This shift away from the unbounded
term, embedded avionics application of the processing world of Strategic Computing forced
technology. This change in philosophy forced an associated shifts in functionality scoped by the
evolution away from a program designed to bounds of limited avionics processors, both in
explore artificial intelligence without processing capability and availability in the selected
bounds, towards a more realistic prototyping of aircraft. The new philosophy was to use the
functionality consistent with, and constrained remainder of Phase 1 to develop Pilot's Associate
by, the realities of an avionics processing as a fully functional, nonreal-time prototype,
architecture of an a, tual aircraft. This paper and then to transition that system in Phase 2 into
focuses one of the unique developmental an avionics-consistent processing architecture
approaches, the technical progress made through for the real-time demonstration and evaluation.
this phase of the program, and the There would be no absolute requirement to use
accomplishments and disappointments with the flight-worthy, military qualified processors in
design approach. I astly, a brief look into the Phase 2 due to availability of some of the newer
lessons learned as artificial intelligence hardware and expense; the goal is consistency
technology was aprlied to a dynamic and in architecture and performance.
complicated domain will be presented. EThe Pilot's Associate concept, Figure 1,

2. INTRODUCTION somewhat conceptualizes another evolution of

The Pilot's Associate program is a joint Defense program philosophy during the first phase of the
Advanced Research Projects Agency program. The original vision of artificial

(DARPA)/U.S. Air Force program which began intelligence, and expert or knowledge-base

in February 1986 as an application systems in particular, has proven too narrow

demonstration for the DARPA Strategic with respect to the desired behaviour of the Pilot's
Associate. That is, rather than exploring theComputing program. The program wa application of a technology, artificial

organized into two phases with two intelligence in this case, the program hasdemonstrations in Phase 1 (referred to as evolved into the application of whatever

Demonstration 2 and Demonstration 3), and a
final man-in-the-loop demonstration and techniques apply to effect the desired intelligent
evaluation, Demonstration 4, in Phase 2. The behaviour ascribed to Pilot's Associate. This
original program philosophy was to explore the new philosophy is perhaps best described as an

potential of artificial intelligence to improve the sintelligent systems approa ich makes no
decision-making ability of the pilot of an assumptions about underlying technologies.
advanced, single-seat fighter. As an application This may appear to be a subtle, semantic
of Strategic Computing, there was no limitation argument, but it truly reflects a major evolution
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in program philosophy to be requirements driven contractor teams in Phase 1. An article on the

rather than technology driven. Lockheed Aeronautical Systems Corporation
program will appear in the June 1991 issue of

A more complete description of the original goals IEEE Expert. The remainder of this paper will

and program philosophy, and a description of the provide some insight into the other effort as

five major functional components can be found performed by the McDonnell Aircraft Company

in [1, 2, 3]. Much of the following description of team. The reader is advised that the ensuing

the early Phase 1 work through Demonstration technical discussion of the program is written

2X is drawn from [4]. from the perspective of the McDonnell team effort
and is intended to apply solely to that effort.

There have been two unique approaches to system

development explored independently by two

........... ." : " ' : : .

. . .... . .... .... .. .. ... .......... ....

ASSESSMENT PLANNER DECISIONS

IMPROVEDE

PILOTS ASSOCIATEL.

COMBATEFFECTIVENESS &

SURVIVABILITY

Figure 1.
Pilot's Associate Concept

3. DEMONSTRATION 2 implement every aspect of the system, including
some procedural code.

The McDonnell team approach to a Pilot's

Associate system focused on air-to-ground A major part of the design included the concept of
functionality. The original system design was a single, global blackboard facilitated by shared-
consistent with the "technology pull" objective of memory. Since a requirement for the software
Strategic Computing. The design was oriented implementation called for distributed, symbolic
towards a hypothetical, massively-parallel, processors (six Explorers and a microVax), a
shared-memory processor architecture as the technique was devised to allow the host language,
most appropriate configuration for a real-time ART1 , to run synchronously on each machine.
Pilot's Associate at the conclusion of Phase 2. To simulate the global blackboard, working
This design decision was founded on studies memory changes had to be propagated throughout
which concluded that 70-90% of rule-based all of the subsystems. The flight simulation
system operations were pattern-matching would execute one "tick", then the subsystems
operations. This design philosophy resulted in a would execute their agenda and propagate
homogeneous, fine-grained rule structure used to

1 Automated Reaoning Tool, Inference Corporation
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changes to the other subsystems, then the cycle 1. The strong commitment to large scale
would repeat In addition to the overhead of this parallelism was the primary factor in the
process, advanced features of ART, such as decision to have a synchronous Pilots
schemas and viewpoints, were exploited at Associate/Simulation and module operation,
further expense of processing time. and in the adoption of the fine-grained rule

~structure. The choice of a synchronous
Work in this early development effort was srcue h hieo ycrnuarchitecture led to additional buffering and
centered on detailed design and specifications,withsmal prtotpesdediate toprocess waiting. This problem was
with small prototypes dedicated to compounded because the implementation of the

communications and control architecture. The co ous aecue was notlstreamtine
firs maor fnctonalbuid an inegraionsynchronous architecture was not streamlined

first, major functional build and integration for run-time efficiency. Module
occurred as the prototype for Demonstration 2, synchronization was implemented by splitting
and, for the first time, severe performance the right-hand side of the ART function which
problems surfaced. In June 1988, Demonstration lead to additional communications and
2 occurred; however, only one of six original buering overhead.
mission segments was supported by fully
integrated software. The inability to complete a 2. The modeling of a massively-parallel
full demonstration was primarily caused by a environment required the use of a fine-
run time of approximately 120:1 - I minute of grained rule structure leading to an increased
simulation time resulted in two hours of rule base size, increased pattern and join net
processing time. The result of this extremely size, and increased redundancy in rules
slow run time was an almost impossible because of the restriction to have only one right-
development and testing environment, hand side action. In addition, sequential

dependencies were represented explicitly in the
3.1 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS. left-hand sides of rules by control tokens.

Following Demonstration 2, a serious, in-depth 3. The natural functional partitioning
analysis of system performance was imposed by subsystem boundaries was
undertaken. The approach used in the system maintained with some effort. The functional
analysis was to perform both timing and impact partitioning could have been streamlined for
analyses. The timing analysis provided the particular hardware configuration. The
quantitative data on the Demonstration 2 system partitioning led to processor overloads and an
performance. The impact analysis identified inefficient, multi-processing environment.
key features of the Demonstration 2 system 4. Hypothetical planning was implemented
design and implementation that influenced using the ART viewpoint construct which
performance. From this analysis, design added overhead to schema processing
change recommendations were generated. A extending the step time and increasing the
key factor in generating the design changes was memory requirements. The general approach
the recognition that the goals of the program were to using ART data structures also contributed to
changing from those of Demonstration 2, as increased memory and step time. These data
described above. Although McDonnell was not to structures included the exclusive use of
immediately address the redirection to a near- schemas, viewpoints, and hierarchical data
term aircraft, the knowledge of the changes did structures.
provide this early influence. Also influencing
the design recommendations was the work of the A revised system architecture was recommended
real-time investigation effort, which had been as a result of this analysis. The new
directed to address near term, real-time architecture abandoned fine-grained rules in
implementation approaches for Pilot's Associate, favor of small-scale parallelism, coarse-
discussed in a later section of this paper. grained rule structure, and control implemented

by a priority structure and agenda management.
The result of the timing and impact analysis For system implementation the
confirmed the almost painfully obvious recommendations included: eliminate the use of
conclusion: an approach towards large-scale viewpoints; reduce the use of schema-based,
parallelism forced expensive compromises in hierarchical data structures; use facts and LISP
knowledge structures and near-term structures in addition to schema; and make
implementation. The following points further more use of procedural code. Modifying
detail the poor run-time performance of the functional partitioning to reduce
Demonstration 2 system: communications and using asynchronous

91-15522fIIIIIl : " 0 ,1
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communications between Pilot's Associate and (SAM) site search radar "pops-up" which impactsthe flight simulation were also recommended, the planned route but at sufficient distance to
allow Pilot's Associate to create a new route to

3.2 DMONMMATION 2Z avoid the new threat. After successfully avoidingthe SAM threat, and guided by the Pilot'sDemonstration 2X, was scheduled for February Associate mission plan to minimize additional1989 to address the rebuilding and recovery of the SAM exposure, a target redirect message is
Phase design and implementation received over data link to attack an alternateDemonstration requirements included target location of tanks. Pilot's Associate createssuccessful completion of the first three of the six a low-altitude, terrain-following route plan to theDemonstration 2 air-to-ground mission new target. The plan minimizes exposure to the
segments with a performance goal of 10:1 real- known missile sites by exploiting terrain totime. mask the Pilot's Associate aircraft. As the pilot

closes in on the target, the Pilot's AssociateThe process involved in Demonstration 2X configures sensors and displays consistent withdevelopment required re-building all of the the requirements for target acquisition bycommunications and control structure, and selecting: the High Resolution Map mode of therecoding a major portion of the individual air-to-ground radar at long range; the Forwardsubsystems during only five months of Looking Infrared Receiver at short range; anddevelopment time. The revised architecture, for target attack using the sensor on-board thewith concentration in the functional areas of Maverick missile. Immediately followingMission Planner, Pilot-Vehicle Interface, and weapons launch, another unknown SAM appearsSituation Assesament, would be the emphasis of within a threatening radius of the aircraft.development for this demonstration. Pilot's Associate develops a short-term route planto quickly get the aircraft out of the area of SAMThe Demonstration 2X Pilot's Associate was exposure. While still within the lethal radius of
hosted in both a laboratory simulation on a the SAM site, the pilot exploits the large, heads-graphics workstation, and in a full cockpit down display of the terrain superimposed withwithin a 40-foot dome equipped with a high- the SAM range and line-of-sight information tofidelity, out-the-window visual system. The help maintain an awareness of possible exposure
advanced simulation capability provided for and particularly dangerous areas. Pilot'squalitative evaluation of Pilot's Associate Associate highlights the most critical SAM sitecapabilities in a realistic combat environment and includes a dynamic, "within parameters"as early as possible in the development process, shot indication to advise the pilot of criticalInitial prototype software development, testing, exposure. After the threatening SAM isand debugging took place in the laboratory. successfully evaded, Pilot's Associate safelyThen the software was ported to equivalent guides mission egress through areas of high
hardware in the dome for more complete testing threat defenses.
and evaluation prior to the next prototype cycle.

Technical Overview, Using the results andMission wasri, The Demonstration 2X recommendations from the Demonstration 2mission was a single-ship, air-to-ground system performance analysis, the entirebattlefield air interdiction mission with a mobile approach to air-to-ground functionality took on acolumn of tanks as the primary target. The new perspective. The rule structure wasmission events included forward edge of the completely changed into a knowledge sourcebattle area (FEBA) penetration, ingress to the format consistent with a design for real-timetarget area at low level and high speed, target processing. The knowledge sources were writtenattack, and low level egress through threat in a generic form and precompiled into ART
defenses. The Pilot's Associate aircraft was rules for execution. The system used amodeled using F-15 capabilities with advanced distributed blackboard which consisted of LISPair-to-ground systems, variables and ART working memory, as shown

in Figure 2. To achieve improved run-timeThe mission begins just prior to crossing the performance, the use of ART was tailored, andFEBA when the Pilot's Associate performs the inefficient data structures (schema and
"fence check" to configure weapons and sensors viewpoints) were avoided. The subsystemsfor the mission. Nominal altitude for the updated the global blackboard asynchronously
mission is 200 feet above ground level with an and communications between local blackboardsairspeed of 450 knots. Soon after FEBA were expressed as system goals. Global systempenetration, an unknown surface-to-air missile goals were established by problem events, such as
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receiving a mission target redirection, or by system robustness was severely lacking in
inference of pilot goals from cockpit actions. many areas. A major influence on performance
The system goals were managed by a System was the method of determining the search space
Executive (SE), an additional subsystem in this for route planning purposes. The danger maps
Pilot's Associate implementation. SE contained used by the route planner were computed off-line
knowledge sources to recognize system problem prior to the simulation; a process which required
events, established goals to deal with the events, several minutes to complete. The danger map
and monitored for their success or failure. algorithm was analogous to the cost matrix

computation in the dynamic programming route
The full-cockpit, high-fidelity demonstration of planner. If on-line, these computations would
the Demonstration 2X system executed in real- have been a significant performance drain. A
time, significantly exceeding the performance more difficult threat environment could also
goal. This system performance was attributed to cause the A* route planner responsiveness to
factors which lessen the validity of the claim to degrade significantly Therefore, the only
real-time execution. The Demonstration 2X credible claim is that the performance
Pilot's Associate system was a functional improvement from the Demonstration 2 system
skeleton; the breadth and depth necessary for was impressive.

ends nweg ntq9a~or

Exiuno
Extemd Emal ComnD

cof~nasData
Control mo

Figure 2.
Demonstration 2X Subsystem Internal Architecture

Pilot-Vehicle Interface (PVI) experienced a Planner. The danger map, a 2-dimensional
major redesign during the Demonstration 2X map fixed at a 200 foot altitude, was a composite of
development period. Elements included in the known threat lethality and intervisibility
PVI design were display management, a pilot information which provided a measure of
awareness model, pilot intent, and a task "danger" associated with each point on the map.
scheduling and workload model. Most effort Because the danger map was computer off-line
concentrated on the display management for Demonstration 2X, SA simply maintained an
function which used scripts to establish display interface to the danger map. The other support
priorities. Although a full complement of design resource, a spatial data base, quickly computed
elements were included in the Demonstration 2X the intersection of objects, such as route paths and
PVI design, most functions were implemented threat regions, to flag threatening segments of
only in skeletal form. the route plan when replanning was required.

SA also added value to sensor data on threats to
Situation As- ament (SA) consisted of two the Pilot's Associate aircraft by inferring threat
support functions as resources to perform status, such as search or track; threat potential,
assessments for other Pilot's Associate such as time to intercept envelope and earliest
subsystems. The first support resource, a danger shot indication; and threat priority. SA
map algorithm, defined the search space for the considered only ground threats in the
route planning algorithm of the Mission assessments.
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Mission Planner and Tactics Planner (MTP) 3.3 DEMONSTRATION 3
functions were combined, although, a response
decision to the pop-up SAM event was the only A period of development time lapsed between the
tactics planning function implemented. This Pilot's Associate Demonstration 2X milestone
decision amounted to a choice between a long- and the beginning of effort on the Phase 1
term avoid response and a short-term evade redirection to apply Pilot's Associate technology
response, and was driven primarily by distance to a current or planned service aircraft. The
from the threatening SAM site. The choice to aircraft platform chosen for the air-to-ground
avoid or evade the new threat then drove mission effort was an advanced Navy F/A-18. Because of
planning activities for countering the threat the time lapse of development effort and the

extensive analysis accomplished on the
To develop route plans, the mission planner Demonstration 2 system, Demonstration 3 was
subfunction used a two-level, A* heuristic search not scheduled until Oct 1990.
over the danger map. First, a waypoint planner
performed a coarse search of the the danger map The Demonstration 3 Pilot's Associate used both
search space and selected appropriate waypoints the laboratory simulation on a graphics
for the route plan. This planner also selected workstation, and the full cockpit with in a 40-foot
points for the high resolution map acquisition of dome equipped with a high-fidelity, out-the-
the target and the initial point for target attack. window visual system as in Demonstration 2YK
A fine-grained planner then developed routes Both the laboratory simulation and the actual
between waypoints. As a post-planning process, dome used have changed, but the dual-site
a resource planner allocated fuel and aircraft approach to cyclic software development, testing,
speed to the route plan to maintain a fixed time- and evaluation proceeded as before. The Pilot's
on-target. As the aircraft is flying the route plan, Associate system development continued the use
a plan conformance monitor evaluated fuel of LISP, the knowledge source format, and
levels, speed of flight, and the path corridor symbolic processors due to the flexibilities of the
definitions to detect violations with potentially language and the efficient development
adverse mission impact. The framework for environment provided. Some of the support
resource- or mission-level replanning existed to functions were coded in other programming
remediate violations which affected mission languages for run-time efficiency.
effectiveness or survivability, however, this
functionality was not implemented by the Mission Scenario. The Demonstration 3
demonstration. scenario was considerably more flexible than

that of Demonstration 2X Advances in both the
In response to the SAM avoid or evade laboratory and flight simulation allowed rapid
recommendations developed by the tactics changes in the environments to test Pilot's
planner subfunction, the mission planner either Associate capabilities under varying conditions.
planned a mission level response or a tactical Two basic air-to-ground missions were defined
level response, respectively. The mission level for Demonstration 3: a two-ship Day/Night
response replanned ingress, attack and egress Strike mission, and a two-ship Battlefield Air
portions of the mission as required using the Interdiction mission. The visible difference
waypoint planner, route planner, and resource between mission types was either a tactical (e.g.
planner. The tactical level response replanned a marshalling tank column) or a strategic target
only the affected segments of the mission plan, (e.g. fuels storage area). Other selectable
as identified by Situation Assessment, using the mission variables included threats, aircraft
route planner and the resource planner. stores, and weather. Demonstration 3

concentrated on the target acquisition and attack
The A* route planner was implemented in LISP, phase of the chosen mission. Mission events
with all other code in MTP in the previously included air threats, SAM threats and launches,
mentioned knowledge source format. sensor use and failures, target identification

and attack, and two-ship rejoin.
SXatm Status was practically nonexistent at
Demonstration 2X. The only responsibility Technical Overview. Progress toward
attributed to this function was fuel monitoring Demonstration 3 occurred rapidly. Again, with
and reporting of fuel status to PVI and MTP. the luxury of the time lapse and the extensive

analysis of system parameters required to
achieve real-time operation, the development

U _ _ _
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effort refined the goals and approach to interface. Also, this framework provided a
incorporate new ideas. consistent software foundation for integrating

the varied domain knowledge.
The basic structure of the blackboard architecture
remained from the Demonstration 2X system As models of system activity, task network nodes
with several enhancements implemented to could be further decomposed into more specific
make the blackboard more useful for the tasks or represented as primitive tasks.
Demonstration 3 system. The blackboard Primitive tasks referred to either Pilot's
enhancements included modification of the Associate or pilot actions. Domain knowledge,
knowledge source syntax to allow specification associated with a task, included methods for
for urgency and importance, and modification of deciding when the task is appropriate, for
the ART agenda to allow heuristic scheduling, implementing the task, for monitoring of task
These important features allowed for real-time execution and dependencies, for handling
control and were essential aspects in Pilot's exceptions, and generating scheduling
Associate realization of the Demonstration 3 parameters such as importance and urgency for
run-time goals. a specific task. Pilot's Associate plans were

presented as partially ordered graphs of tasks.
Along with the real-time distributed-blackboard Partial ordering in this context referred to the
architecture, the primary component of the ability to represent concurrent tasks with no
system software framework was the task single ordering constraint. The ability to
network concept. The task network is used to represent a task as a set of less abstract tasks led
model Pilot's Associate and pilot activity, and to a hierarchical representation. This task
the activity of external agents. This structure hierarchy allowed exception handling (control
allowed the PVI to reason about pilot actions and knowledge) to be applied locally or by higher task
the pilot/Pilot's Associate interactions. The abstraction level. Exceptions were events -

network also provided a mechanism for determined from the monitoring of aircraft
communicating and responding to exceptional resources, pilot actions, the external
circumstances that may arise in the dynamic, environment, and the operation of other Pilot's
tactical, combat environment. Therefore, the Associate tasks - that could significantly effect
network provided a platform for integrating the current or planned tasks. Exceptions and
monitoring activities of the assessors with the exception handling provided the method to adapt
planning activities, and the cockpit the task network to the dynamic environment.
management provided by the pilot-vehicle

Task

~ ~ Other Tasks or

Li~~ii]~Primitive ActionsOteTak

c, Ij--o ,

HOther Tasks

Tases E Other Tasks Task Other Tasks

Exceptions
- Deadli
- Fab"r

Figure 3.
Demonstration 3 Generic Task and Plan Representation

Pilot's Associate task scheduling and execution that integrated the Pilot's Associate blackboard
were performed by an underlying software layer architecture with a real-time operating system.
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The task network and the blackboard Situation Assessment .SA) retained the
architecture worked in concert to assure timely functionality of Demonstration 2X, but changed
execution of primitive tasks. The task network implementation to reflect real-time analysis
communicated with the blackboard by asserting efforts and interactions with the task network.
tokens when tasks were activated. These tokens SA monitored for tactical objects, such as threats,
triggered knowledge sources which performed targets, support forces, and environmental
the following: monitoring for task completion or factors which had possible impact on the current,
exceptions, calculating pilot information active plan in the task network. Because of the
requirements, and performing actions which uncertain, current state and the unpredictable,
have been authorized for automation. This task future state of a dynamic environment, certain
network/blackboard interface was a assumptions on the current state of the world
fundamental component of the Demonstration 3 were made for planning purposes. If those
software architecture. assumptions were violated by tactical object

changes, SA generated notice, via exceptions,
The Demonstration 3 Pilot's Associate still that the planning assumptions were no longer
lacked the functionality depth required for a valid and alternate planning must be
fully robust system, and any claims of real-time considered. SA also coordinated information
execution must continue to be evaluated on this requests and usage constraints and formulated a
basis. However, the real-time architecture sensor request plan for a sensor manager
developed for this prototype established a strong external to Pilot's Associate. SA continued to
framework for further functional integration in support functional interfaces to the spatial data
Phase 2 development, base and danger map. However, unlike the

Demonstration 2X system, the Demonstration 3
Pilot-Vehicle Interface (PVI) functional system updated the danger map on-line. This
objectives - to support pilot decision-making, to made the subsystem a true assessor, able to:
present information intelligently, and to assure assess changes in the outside environment and
alignment of Pilot's Associate and pilot goals - how they relate to other Pilot's Associate activity;
continued to be the driving force for the design. update the Pilot's Associate model of the
This design, however, changed from the environment to reflect changes; and produce an
Demonstration 2X implementation and relied on accurate, timely danger map for the pilot and
the task network software architecture. The PVI mission planner.
design linked active tasks from the task network
to pilot information requirements (PIRs) by the Mission Planner/Tactical Planner (MTP) had
pilot information requirements generator. This one Demonstration 3 functional goal: to
function was derived from a mission represent a robust mission and target attack
decomposition in which pilots detailed their plan. To accomplish this goal, MTP continually
mission activity and the information required to monitored the mission and target attack plan for
perform this activity. The pilot information effectiveness with respect to changes in the
requirements were used as input into the cockpit aircraft capabilities and environment. Since the
display manager which chose, scheduled, and Demonstration 3 mission concentrated
then executed the display agenda. The cockpit specifically on the target attack segment of an
display manager selected a list of candidate air-to-ground mission, replan only considered
display elements based on the PIRs, mission the target attack segment and a global mission
context, and the pilot workload assessment replan was not required.
function. The displays were scheduled by
priority and pilot explicit selection. If the PIRs MTP design included three major functions: a
were satisfied by a current display, they were plan monitor, plan execution function, and a
marked as such. If the display of choice was plan generator. The plan monitor architecture
occupied by a higher priority requirement, an derived its structure from the task network. The
alternate choice was made until all PIRs were task network allowed detection of assumption
satisfied by display scheduling. The PVI then violations associated with the current planning,
made use of a pilot task and rnal monitor which and prediction of the impact of the assumption
assessed pilot actions and active tasks to violations on the current plan steps. Although the
determine if the active tasks were appropriate, or detection method for planning violations was
if exceptions to the current planning altered, the plan parameter monitor software
assumptions had occurred. The design also remained mostly unchanged. The plan executor
included pilot awareness assessor and error architecture, enhanced by task network support,
monitor functions, but these functions were not continued to use the existing route plan execution
implemented in the demonstration system. software. The plan generator function was

n I tO| I ! , 1 I I I • II m"' [] [] m a m mi~ ii ii ll now
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supported by the task network architecture and communicated to the system through plan
consisted of four controlling functions: a assumption violations, via exceptions, similar to
strategy selection function, route planner, target Situation Assessment.
attack planner, and countermeasure planner.
The strategy selection function was performed System Executive (SE) played an important role
using planning scripts and the task network in the system design for this effort. The
planning structure. The planning scripts used functional requirements for SE were defined as
declarative representations of the subgoals that follows: coordinate Pilot's Associate problem
must be achieved to satisfy the system goal which solving; manage system-wide timeliness;
initiated the planning process. The task maintain consistency between pilot and Pilot's
network provided an alternate representation of Associate problem solving goals; and support
planning strategies which allowed a more run-time resource management. These
general, but limited number of strategies to be requirements were blended in an elegant design
considered for planning. The new target attack in which SE was viewed as a functional
planner consisted of attack templates which requirement, not an added component. The
defined stereotypical delivery representations design involved both a centralized component
and cooperative tactics. Each template was (central executive) and a module component
adapted to the current mission situation as (embodied by the task network). The central
planning occurred. This approach defined a executive was the effort covered solely under SE
limited target attack modification search space efforts.
and allowed rapid comparisons for selecting
alternative plans due to situation contingencies. The System Executive maintained a model of
The countermeasure planner identified threat system activity. Whenever exceptions were
suppression plans which mainly consisted of generated by the subsystems, the task network
executing the appropriate maneuvers to establish hierarchy allowed local exception handling, or,
optimal geometry with respect to the threat. Each depending on the exception, propagation of the
threat suppression plan was represented as a exception to a higher abstraction level. If the
flight plan consisting of a set of maneuver exception was propagated to the highest level in
segments with subtasks inserted at appropriate the task network, this constituted violation of a
places in the plan indicating where to apply system level goal and SE central control
countermeasures, such as jammers and assumed responsibility for system response to
deployment of expendables. Plan selection account for the exception. These response plans
dependence factors included threat information, included subsystem tasks to realign the Pilot's
timing constraints, location to target area, Associate goals with the current state. The tasks
environmental constraints provided by Situation contained subsystem parameters and were SE's
Assessment, and aircraft constraints provided primary means for affecting work in progress in
by Systems Status. the subsystems. These parameters included

deadlines, solution granularity (completeness),
System Status (SS) increased tremendously in importance, status reporting rate, and
scope from Demonstration 2X, but remained a assessment focus. SE modified a parameter,
skeleton of what was envisioned in the original such as deadline or importance, in order to affect
plans. The role of SS was to provide continual the solution associated with a task. Problem
assessment of the aircraft's capability, and to solving goals and strategies, response plans,
assist in remediation planning to remedy and subsystem parameters and status were all
system failures and maintain aircraft posted and coordinated on the blackboard. All
capability. The implementation of this role was plan coordination knowledge and execution
somewhat less grand, consisting of rather were implemented as knowledge sources. The
simple capability models of aircraft resources: SE implementation considered all requirements
navigation system, fuel, flight dynamics, (except for the support of system-level resource
sensors, weapons, signature, and management which should use models of
countermeasures. Since mission and tactical subsystem resources), and their relationships
plans required use of specific aircraft resources, and capabilities, and compared the models to
SS maintained the availability status of each run-time resource states to determine control
resource. SS also had parameters defined for decisions. Support of system-level resource
each model to determine if the resource was management was not planned until after the
viable or failed. The failed status was Demonstration 3 milestone.
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demands by undertaking new tasks or shifting 2. Investigate alternative hardware and

resources from the current tasks to higher software architectures.
priority ones; and graceful adaptation when-time rnousnexecution a e target

architectre evati sto cniate wt the nx

workload exceeds processing capacity, ensuring proposed ace rrchitectures.
critical tasks are completed. Speed of execution
could be obtained from increasing the number 4. Evaluate solution candidates against the

and power of processors as well as from eficient technical criteria.
algorithms. However, it was reasonable to 5. Select the most appropriate hardware and
assume hardware and software advancements software model, and the most significant
would not meet the raw speed required for full solution candidates for this model.

real-time operation. Accordingly, the approach
and conclusions emphasized obtaining system Three models of a system architecture wereresponsiveness and graceful adaptation to considered as candidates for Pilot's Associate.
achieve intelligent and reactive system Evaluations of these architectures resulted in
behavior. selection of medium-scale parallelism with
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for relevance against each of the three hardware first prototype, control reasoning was
architecture models and analyzed. Although implemented to select knowledge sources during
every innovation was potentially a viable the top-level cycle and allocate time to the
solution candidate for development, the study knowledge sources to meet the deadlines. The
resulted in the selection of control reasoning and theme of this successful demonstration was to
focus of attention. Control reasoning was show intelligent reactivity to the demands of
defined as using knowledge about task varying events. Intelligent reactivity meant
demands, time constraints, goals, and system that the system had an awareness of deadlines
resources to select methods and formulate and the ability to produce appropriate results -

schedules. Focus of attention meant using producing the best response given sufficient
designs that permit quick and efficient shift of time, and producing an acceptable response
system attention. given inadequate time.

The prototype selection activity involved The results and concepts of the real-time
comprehensive analysis and matching of the investigations were readily applicable to the
technical innovations suggested by the hardware evolving definition of the Pilot's Associate
and software investigation task, to the real-time system. These ideas played a vital role in the
risk areas indicated by the bottlenecks definition of the real-time distributed blackboard
identification task. The prototypes that were and also in the definition of a real-time Pilot's
selected emphasized the utility of control Associate.
reasoning to enhance timeliness and graceful
adaptation, and focus of attention to provide real- 4. CONCLUSION
time responsiveness and graceful adaptation
under severe time stress. The choice of control The Pilot's Associate program has successfully
reasoning techniques as a focus for the completed the first phase of development and
demonstrations was influenced by the desire to demonstration of an intelligent system in an
move the Pilot's Associate effort toward extremely complex and demanding domain.
implementation in the generation of advanced The promise of operational utility of a Pilot's
aircraft now being designed. Associate by improving the combat decision-

making capability of the pilot of an advanced
The first real-time prototype featured an event- fighter is more evident as the program moves
driven architecture, asynchronous event into the second phase of development. As
handling, and the use of control reasoning, focus development continues, the program objectives
of attention, and an execution margin. The shift from system functionality development to
focus of attention aspect was implemented by the real-time implementation, demonstration,
multiple event channels for knowledge source and experimental evaluation of the Pilot's
execution and a top-level control cycle designed Associate. The technical advances, and lessons,
to process event channels in order of priority, from the first phase of development have
Control reasoning dynamically assigned provided a firm baseline for the real-time
importance and urgency ratings for each software engineering tasks ahead.
knowledge source; a weighted combination of
ratings based on a dynamic scheduler goal, and
formulation of an agenda of knowledge sources 1. Holmes, J., Retelle, J., "The Pilot's Associate:
based on priorities. This demonstration Exploiting the Intelligent Advantage", AGARD
provided features for tuning responsiveness and 51st Guidance and Control Symposium, Madrid,
timeliness. What the demonstration did not Sain ce and y

provide was a well-defined framework for Spain, September 1990
structuring problem so),ing in the Pilot's 2. Morishige, R.I. and Retelle, J.P., "Air
Associate domain. Combat and Artificial Intelligence," Air Force

The second real-time prototype was to Magazine, October 1985

demonstrate timely and responsive performance 3. Retelle, J.P., "The Pilot's Associate - An
against a representative scenario and to bring Aerospace Application of Artificial
the developed real-time concepts and designs Intelligence," Signal, June 1986
closer to the Pilot's Associate system design.
This demonstration featured three scenario
situations, each requiring different responses in 4. Lizza, C., "Pilot's Associate: A Perspective on
terms of system-level timing and activity. With Demonstration 2", Proceedings of the Computers
the focus of attention structure retained from the in Aerospace Conference, October 1989.
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Discussion Author:
The foundation for PA monitoring the performance of the
pilot exists in the current model. Only rudimentary pilot1. E.Gfiatti, United States workload or resource modelling is in the current system, but

How do you maintain good documentation in rapid the ability to use such information is better defined. The
prototyping activity? availability of pilot state sensors for GLOC or spatial

disorientation or workload only enriches the current ability
Author to effectively manage displays and workload. However, this
Document each prototype cycle with specifications, entire area of monitoring and control is a very "pilot-
scenarios, etc. beforehand then a progress report with sensitive" issue.
performance measures and lessons learned is prepared after
the prototype. As built design and specification document 4. R.Guiot, France
can be prepared at the end of the effort. The prototype What about pilot creativity?
reports become an important asset having captured the
process history. Author:

The overriding program philosophy, the pilot is in charge,2. G.H. Hunt, United Kingdom demands that the PA does not obstruct or stifle creativity on
To achieve the best synergy between the intelligence of the the part of the pilot. Especially in the area of offensive
pilot and the intelligence imbedded in the Pilot's Associate tactics, the role of PA is to provide support without forcing
presumably requires a very effective man-machine interface, him to lead the computer. When lost, the computer must
Are the displays currently used in the program adequate for "understand" its role to continue providing support as
this purpose? possible and to remain quiet and non-intrusive until it has
Author: caught up with the situation.

The current displays effort is adequate only to support the 5. G. Bourassa, Canada
test and demonstration in the program. A concerted effort (a) Why are you moving the software from LISP to C++
will likely be needed towards intuitive displays as well as the before going to Ada?
psychology of interaction between the pilot and an (b) When will the comparative evaluation of C and Ada be
intelligent machine. complete?

(c) Will the results be published?
3. D. Bosman, Netherlands (d) What is the target hardware?
Now having two intelligent systems(human and technical),
both systems could assess the performance and health of Author:
each other. The system could warn the pilot for danger (a) Because of a lack of maturity in the distributed Ada run
potential in his decisions, of-track reasoning, etc. Do you time operating system.
plan to incorporate such capability in the Pilot Associate? (b) At the Phase 2 milestone in Mar 92.

(c) Yes in the final report to be published in DTIC.
(d) MIPS R3000 RISC processors.
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DEVELOPMENT OF TACTICAL DECISION AIDS

OW. G. Semple
British Aerospace (Military Aircraft) Ud

Warton Aerodrome
Preston PR4 lAX

UK

I SUMMARY would have been unthinkable when today's service aircraft were

being designed. These advances are available for the combat
Increasing complexity of sensors, weapons and counter- aircraft being designed now, and it is cear that the advance has
measures In combat aircraft Is introducing a requirement for not yet stopped: the capability which c next generation of air-
computer aids to the crew both for dat manipulation and in botne design may achieve is inh thated by that of ground equip-
more 'intlligent' tasks which have hierto been considered the me it available now.
moreof man rtshc the mia no.w

We have therefore a set of problems to resolver and we have

C-Wtish Aerospace Is pursuing programme of Research and new and powerful hardware tools and rapidly evolving software
Development of such computer aids - Mission Management tools and techniques, with which to try to solve them, wholely or
Aids - to assist the pilot In bt management of combat missions. partly. We do not, however, have the solutions. There are

r_ many difficulties and constraints:
well as algorithms of conventional type, taking advantage of I) some of the problems have never been solved before, so

the enormous and apparently continuing advances in process- that we have neither the solution, nor a practiced technique
ing hardware, many such aids will need to exploit new concepts for finding the solution;
from software engineering and artificai Intelligence. ii) some of the problems have been solved, or are easily solv-

We have these newtIs by which we expect that we can meet able, on large ground machines or in non-rea time, but
the new requirement. However, many of the 'conventional' have not yet been solved for real-time operation in a
solutions are new to ur experience, at least within the stringent (small) aircraft;
requirements of rea time airbome computing, and many of the ii) some of the problems are believed, or suspected, to be
new tools are only partly developed or partly understood. This insolvable within acceptable timescales/equipment/
is especially true for some Tactical MMAs. C budget/technology, but may usefully be part-solved;

To achieve continuous useful output from R & D effort towards iv) the nature of the solution is not always dear - this can be
diverse functional requirements, using diverse and in some true of the practical solution even If not of the ideal - so that
cases immature techniques, requires careful attention not only while we know the problem which we wish to solve, and we
to the functional decomposition of the MMA family but to the believe that technology will allow a solution, we may not
skill and technology base from which it is constructed. know exactly where the solution lies. We will recognise it

when we find it, but we can not expect that we will always
be looking in precisely the right place.

2 INTRODUCTION
Problems like these may be the stuff of life to research and

Combat aircraft are being equipped with Increasingly complex development engineers, but are not so welcome to businesses
sensors, counter-measures and weapons, and are being faced faced with an R & D requirement which is both long-term and
with hostile aircraft, missiles and ground installations which are uncertain. These considerations colour the whole approach to
likewise more complex. At the same time, there is strong the planning and direction of MMA research, and do so in a
economic pressure to reduce the crew n number: consolidation way which conditions not only the direction of the research but
of single-seat as the norm for air-to-air operation and an also the way in which the engineer must carry it out.
increasing requirement for single-seat operation In air-to-ground
operations, both battlefield support and even deep strike. This paper reviews the work done to date by British Aerospace

(Military Aircraft) Limited from the standpoint of the above con-
A need for computer aids to the crew arises from two directions. siderations. Drawing on experience to date, it considers the

MMA family by function, by technology and by timescale to
I ) To obtain maximum performance from these increasingly maturity, and highlights some of the questions which must be

complex systems involves supporting tasks more suited to addressed by project customers and engineers.
machines than to the crew, such as calculation of missile
engagement parameters, electro-magnetc signature recog- In particular, the paper considers MMAs which assist the pilot
nition and numerical data fusion. with tactical planning, both for attack and defence. Such MMAs

are currently envisaged as being informative or advisory rather
2) The Increasingly complex control and integration of these than autonomous In action, and are known as Tactical Decision

systems togethe with the constraints on the numbers of Aids (TDAs).
the crew is leading (and In some cases, has already led) to
excessive crew wordod, with consequent loss of
effectiveness. There Is therefore a need for the computer 3 CLASSIFICATION OF MMAs
to aist or eve to dapiufse for, the human in some of the
tasks normally considered the province of man rather than MMAs can be classified by mission function, by the type of ser-
machine, such as arraft systems monitoring, sensor scan vice rendered, or by the class of enabling technology (that Is. by
and medng cntrol. and tactical decision making. the individual or group skills or disciplines required to realse

the MMA).
Such computer adt. which assist the pilot to manage the mis-
don. have come to be known as Mision Management Aids 3.1 Classification by Function
(' 4A). They are required In order I achieve and to maxim-
be mission effleciveness and vehicle survival. Some of the functions which MMAs could provide are primary

functions directed at the mission objectives, such as attack
The advances n computing technology, both In hardware and olanning; others are supporting functions which are necessary
in the software tchnques to which the hardware can be to achieve the objectives of the mission but which are net
apled, already allow a degree of adbome computing which sought in their own right. An example of the latter class might
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be defensive route planning; self-defence Is often necessary to which can be provided. The service level and technology con-
achieve attack or survival, but combat aircraft are not purchased cepts are considered In the following sub-secions.
and operated for the purpose of defending themselves.

3.2 Classification by Servic
For the purposes of this paper, If both primary and supporting
functions are required In order to achieve the mission objectives MMAs can be divided according to the type of service which
in the expected combat environment, then both classes are they provide. An MMA can
considered as mission functions. Some supporting crew-aiding A) Inform;
functions which are not specific to the combat mission rdle,
such as general utilities management, can also be admitted, If B) diagnose/assess;
they are modified by combat mission considerations or have C) advise/decide/control.
common enabling techniques.

Essentially, this progression hangs on the degree of authority
The degree of need for an MMA will vary from function to func- which the crew invest in the MMA. This in turn is a function of
tion, depending on the function itself and the suitability of the the trust which the crew has In the MMA, which reflects Its
human to cany it out on the scenario (its density, typical times- robustness and/or its completeness.
cale and technology level), and on the numb3rs of crew avail-
able (perhaps dictated by other factors such as refit and re-use A shortfall in robustness may result from an Inherent weakness
of existing aircraft, or a role In which there Is intense but short- or uncertainty in a machine Intelligence procedure or from an
duration activity). Accepting for 'he present that some functions Inability to respond adequately to circumstances not (fully)
need not be provided by MMAb, we can identify a set of func- allowed for in its design or in its knowledge base. The latter
bons which can be provided by MMAs. that is, functions which may be regarded as a form of Incompleteness, which would
could be given to a competent machine, also include absence of algorithmic or logical cover for sufficient

" Navigation; circumstances (typically an incomplete search of the parameter

- (re)routng for waypoint/target timing; space or of sufficient combinations of conditions).

" Systems Management: Tactical Decision Aids can include Tactical MMAs of types (A)

Sensors (with tactical and fusion awareness), and (B) and, if operated in an advisory rather than decisiveSe- r wt atclan uinaaeescapacity, type (C).
- Utilities (communications, engines, fuel);

" Situation Awareness, At the informative level, an MMA can already be made fully reli-
- sensor measurements, able, simply because its scope can be limited as much as may

be necessary to achieve reliability. The MMA is simply saying:
- sensor fusion (state and attribute measurements), "the following parameters have the following values". The pilot
- attribute inference, can then make of tis what he will.
- behavioural inference,
- tactical evaluation and prioritisation. The diagnostic or assessing MMA requires more confidence inits abilities, but the pilot must nevertheless be aware of its limi-

" Attack Planning and Execution: tations. The pilot will know what parameters the MMA has
- air-to-air, taken into account and may have confidence in the ability of the
- air-to-ground, fixed target - (re)routing only, MMA to make certain defined judgements based on theseparameters. The pilot will, however, be able to assess the
- air-to-ground, mobile target - attack Gteering, importance of those parameters or effects which the MMA does
- air-to-ship - (re)routing and attack steering, not take into account.
- anti-submarine;

The distinction between advisor and decider is one of degree
* Defenc Planning and Execution: rather than of kind, and the distinction between decider and

- air-to-air - aspect and energy, decoys, controller is one only of implementation: of whether the neces-
- surface-to-air - (re)routing, screening, decoys; sary wiring and hydraulics are present

It is perhaps at this point that we should consider exactly what For an MMA to decide on a course of action, there must be
is and what is not an MMA, as opposed to a conventionally grounds for believing that the advice is sound. If a comprehen-
engineered automation or software function. Territory can be sive questioning of the MMA is possible, then the MMA in effect
identified which clearly belongs or which dearly does not:- a reduces to type (8) - the pilot can make his own final judge-
computer programme capable of anticipating enemy tactics, ment. If time does not permit such a questioning, then the pilot
devising effective counter plans and operating a control system must either accept or reject the MMA's advice in Ito. In order
to cause the vehicle to carry them out, dearly qualifies; a con- to accept it, he has to assume that all relevant factors have
ventional autopilot almost as dearly does not Where exactly been correctly taken into account
between the two the boundary lies is a matter for debate and of
arbitrary definition. Simple systems, especially mechanical ones, have for long had

such authority: autopilots, landing systems, fire extinguishers,
An incomplete definition, but which Is sufficient for the present IFFN. We have a long way to go, however, before the machine
discussion, would be to define an MMA as a computer-based will reliably outperform the best humans In air combat
assistant to the plot which makes use of 'artificial intelligence'
(we will beg the definition of thatI) or unusually Ingenious pro- 3.3 Classification by Technology
cessing or processing requiring task-specific Iatdware, to carry
out one or more of the following tasks in a mission-specific We can consider a sequence of capabilities which we can seek
sense:- manage the aircraft, monitor its status, manage the sen- of MMAs.
sors and/or assess sensor data, advise or take a course of
action. Thus data fusion is admitted N It Includes tactical aware- A) conventional - number-crunching which, although possibly
nes, but Is excluded N It comprie ony a Kalman 111e, how- complex and Inventive in Its conception, is uninventive In
ever advanced. Airrft management Is admitted If It demands Its execution within the computer;
tactical lexibilty wathln th mission frmeword, or a qualitatively B) smart - logic and number-crunching gkn 9 superfilaly
similar tyoe flexIbillly. intelligent processing bIt always responding to fore~sen

circumstances n a foreseen way;
This paper will concent'ate on MMAs with a stron% tactical on- C) intelligent - the M eA will hande In a resonable way, cr-
IWri, n terms of siter awrns or plenning ablilty, since It is wichventbn'wrdI aloghhy
these whih m most demanding In trms of enabling technol- cumstnces which have not been -wr In' (0l1hough they
ogy and mot resbciw , as yK In larms of te service level may be only variations on a pie-consdered patern).
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Analogies to (A) to (C) can be found in the pilot himself. If (A) uncertainties or contradictions, and thus moves towards
corresponds to unconscious operations such as local muscle Intelligent judgement rather than mechanical function: for
control, Including reflexes, or to the initial sum-and-difference the present, it is considered to be an MMA function,
etc. processing of retinal signals, then (B) would correspond to although whether part of a tactical decision aid will depend
sub-conscious processes such as muscle co-ordination and on the degree of behavioural data which is processed and
sequencing or to optical pattern decomposition and recognition, on how that data Is subsequently processed or displayed.
and (C) would correspond to conscious thought and reasoning. 11) Target Priorltisation can be Implemented at almost any

Examples within TAs and related functions would be (A) the desired level, from the simplest range and range-rate for-
statisialuswion o r aurnts(B) O fusion of state mulae to deepest tactical reasoning weighted against thestatistical fusion of sensor measurements, ()tefsoo taemission ojtive. Functinay it can be considered to be
data with partially conflicting attribute and operational Intell- missin eisontioany le ec

gence data. (C) the anticipation of possible tactical moves by a Tactical Decision Aid at any level.
the targets and the consequences thereof. iv) The Sensor Manager is an MMA. although not a TDA.

It is reasonable to suppose that the tactical MMA wili require v) Attack Planning is clearly a TDA function.

capabilities of type (C), whereas. moving upstream in the data The relationship between the Sensor Processing and MMA
flow towards the sensors, the computer will have capabilities functions and the type of technology they require is illustrated
moving towards type (A). by the matrix of figure 2. It is not claimed that the charactesa-

tions given by the figure are absolute, but they indicate a gen-
Taking for granted the advent of powerful airbome computers, oral drift towards a need for A technology which occurs as we
and assuming that the power of these will increase in the next move functionality to the right in figure 1.
few years at least until comparable with the light-weight
machines now available on the ground, we can consider the The Sensor Fusion and Manager systems are included for com-
tools and techniques available to the research and development pleteness. Although the former Is not an MMA and the latter is
engineer to provide these capabilities in an MMA: not strictly a Decision Aid, the whole family are intimately con-

" conventional geometric, statistical. etc.,.compuiting; nected and the Sensor Manager is a Mission Management Aid
which, in a combat environment, requires tactical knowledge.

" recent t-chniques using conventional computing, many of Depending on the amount of autonomy which the Sensor
which are still being developed, such as Kalman filtering Manager is required to carry, there is scope for greater or
or the more ingenious applications of Dempster-Schaeffer lesser degrees of 'intelligent! tactical knowledge. In terms of the
analysis within quasi-A logical frameworks; technology required to implement it, the Sensor Manager there-

Sarificil ifore forms a bridge between the largely numerical processing
trional copintelligence techniues hich reduce to convenr- functions upstream and the largely logical processing functions
tional omputing. eg. Fuzzy logic or (arguably) A search downstream.

" out-and-out new-wave techniques, such as knowledge-
based systems in which the knowledge base is processed
by an 'inference engine', or neural networks; 4 THE APPROACH TAKEN

" high-level programmer-friendly software environments and MMA developments within BAe(MAL) are progressed by goal
objective languages; driven prototyping projects backed up and guided by a continu-

As we progress down the list, we move into areas of greater ing programme of requirements analysis.
power to solve 'intelligence' demanding problems, but at the
same time we move into realms of less experience, less under- 4. 1 The Requirements Analysis
standing and less Proven integrity. Fuzzy logic is 'rigorous' in
the sense that it is mathematically sound and uses conventional The general requirement for MMAs is dear from experience in
computing logic with verifiable software, but is sometimes sub- the design and operational support of combat alrcraft to date
ject to customer suspicion. While Inference engines are them- and from discussion with aircrew. However, to clarify and refine
selves formally predictable, their interactions with their the detail and priorities, British Aerospace's overall MMA pro-
knowledge bases are not always predictable and the system as gramme includes a Requirements Definition activity. This
a whole may therefore not be verifiable. As yet, they are often involves arcrew with tactical and Human Factors specialists in
too inefficient for demanding real-time problems. Similarly, the mission simulations, designed to identify the priority tasks to be
highest level languages and environments can have problems assigned to MMAs and to identify which aspects of these tasks,
of both efficiency and reliability. including the extent and the balance of autonomy, which crew

would wish to delegate to the machine. The results from these
3.4 Tactical MMA Technology vs Fun:tion investigations guide the selection of topics and objectives for a

MMA programmes, including those on Tactical Decision Aids.
Figure 1 illustrates an outline architecture containing sensor

fusion, situation assessment, sensor manager and tactical For overall tactical planning MMAs, particularly air-to-air, where
planner. The M. 0 notation corresponds to that of reference 2. some problems are believed not to be solvable in the short-term

with present knowledge and (airborne) hardware, the objective
(The torm Situation Assessnt is used with sightly different has been to develop an understanding of the nature of the logic
meanings in different countries and organisations, covering one and mathematics of possible solution techniques, the quality of
or more of the functions grouped together in the figure from in- data required, the amount of computation and data transfer
tal Sensor Fusion through to Target Proritsation. Boundaries required, and the processing architectures, in preparation for
am difficult to define, and the terms Situalin Awareness and longer-term programmes.
Target Proritisation are used in this paper where any degree of
precision Is required.) 4.2 Prototyping Projects

Not all the elements In figures (1) and (2) are MMAs. but dearly The objectives derived and PIlodtised by the Requirements
allw closely related, and their technologies merge. Research programme guide the evolution of an overall strategic

I) Fusion of sensor meesuremnents including track estimation. MMA programme, within which Individual goals are pursued by
maydemonstrator sub-programmes. Each such sub-prgramm(mduleng h evg of uyrfines or tmical ons): It Is comprises an Iterative cycle of brainstorming, prototyping and

(lauing an~g of~lantie or ontadicion):evalsuation, thus:
to be kmplemd as a robust and verilflble function

of ie equipment alter then the overall system-cum-rOle I) recommendations from previous cycle plus new ideas;
and is not sentlely an MMA function; U) design of next prottype;

l) Fuson wih mtacim IM1 dais wIytr er inclu Ill) Implementation on a workstation;SM Of 91 i55 h handng of

91-15523
!11111111] :: ] R
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iv) initial appraisal - possible return to step (i); 5.1 MMA Requirements Analysis

v) implementation on combat simulator or other simulation Although MMA Requirements had been pursued for a number
fclty; of years by discussion, the experimental activity speciically

vi) mission simulation and aircow appraisal and comment directed towards this began In the summer of 1990, when the
necessary simulation facility, the Part Task Simulator (PTS) at

Consideration has been given to conventiroal, procedural pro- Duns old, was sufficiently developed.
cessing, and to declarative and AI1KBS techniques. It is
believed that conventional implementation will be required for The PTS is designed for rapid-prototyping of man-machine
airborne application in the shod-to-medum term, although this Interface and MMA requirements definition studies within simu-

will not preclude 'conventional' implementation of some Al tech- lated missions. It gives a cockpit-ike environment, with
niques. It is also believed that AI/KBS will be necessary for computer-generated outside-world graphics, In which pilots can

many of the more complex and 'intellgenr later MMAs. There- 'fly' simulated combat missions. It can be linked to an
fore, a balance Is maintained between the two at the research advanced avionics development cockpit when more realistic
stage, including the use of procedural functions within an other- and/or two-aircraft simulations are needed.
wise KBS-shell-based program. Most work, however, Is carried
out in conventional languages, for possible short-term Imple- Initially, an MMA is represented by human operators. This
mentation, for efficiency of execution (necessary for simulation serves two purposes: It avoids biasing the trial by the pre-
assessment), and for compatibility with coltsborating depart- conceptions or limitations inherent in any particular man-
ments' existing equipment and expertise. machine interface, and it avoids the problem that, in general,

the MMAs whose requirements are to be investigated will not
The C language has been found to be the most suitable for yet exist! The pilot is able to delegate such functions as he
experimental and prototype coding. It gives the greatest flexibli- chooses to the MMA: progressively, the real (silicon) MMAs are
ity of interface to the workstations, and requires little or no code Introduced to reproduce the functions which the pilot has
modification on transfer to the disparate processors of the delegated to the human. When the silicon MMA is in place, an
avionic and flight simulation rigs. The MUSE language (a integrated investigation of requirements and solution can be
derivative of Prolog) is used for KBS elements. The developed progressed.
prototypes will enable design specifications to be drawn up from
which 'production' MMAs would be implemented in languages Trials so far have )stablished patterns of crew preferences for
such as ADA. how, when and to what extent, the crew would wish to delegate

control of functions such as target selection and sensor moding
British Aerospace is pursuing MMA development across the to the MMA.
range of functions, including Tactical MMAs and the related
Sensor Management functions. BAe is a participant in a Joint There are types of MMA operation in which the reduction in the
Venture programme with GEC, Smith's Industries and RAE, dis- pilot's wordoad obtained by the MMA can be lost to the
cussed in a later paper in this symposium (reference 1). The increase in the pilot's effort in controlling and monitoring not
Joint Venture has concentrated on defence against ground only the MMA itself, but the status of the pilot/MMA partnership.
threats, while BAe's in-house effort has concentrated on air-to- It was found that certain patterns of delegation could lead to
air combat confusion about who, pilot or MMA, controlled what function,

while with other patterns of delegation the pilot retained a dear
Exploratory work has been conducted on air-to-air TDAs of a understanding of how the man-machine partnership was operat-
type, atthough not a degree, which would allow an MMA to con- ing. Narrow and deep, but movable, delegation, can lead to
trol the aircraft in BVR air combat Development to a degree unproductive workload to monitor the delegation state itself.
which would allow such an MMA to enter service is seen as a This is usually relieved by a system of progressively deepening
comparatively long-term goal. Work is being paced to maintain broad delegat'on.
a balance in the rate of development of Al and K1S techniques,
of tactical algorithms, of sensor and counter-measure technol- The crw requirements and workload studies also underline the
ogy, and of available alrbome hardware. need to maintain a balance between the two prime objectives of

MMA research: on the one hand to reduce the workload of the
Reference 2 describes a prototype TDA, COMTAC, which uses crew faced with increasingly complex systems, on the other
conventional, or Procedural, computing techniques. Since the hand to optimise the performance which the crew can obtain
publication of reference 2, COMTAC has been further from these systems. It would be all too easy to fill the cockpit
developed and has been Implemented In the Air Combat Slmu- with computer-based aids to weapon system management
lator at Warton. In a parallel activity, a Knowledge-based TDA which could achieve excellent performance ... if the pilot had
prototype, KATS, explored the application of KBS, and the sufficient hands and eyes and ears and speed and concentra-
TACAID programme (reference 3) addressed the integration of tion to be able to operate them!
the two approaches.

The requirements findings have, on the whole, supported the
Recognising the priorities of the next release of service aircraft ragmatic decision to proceed at a measured pace with the
effot is concentrating on MMAs with shorter lead times, in par- more intelligent, type (C), TOAs, at least for air-to-air combat
ticular on Sensor Management Situation Awareness and Attack They serve also to ensure that we de not lose sight of the
Planning Aids of te In mative rather than decisive type, type Importance of the man-machine interaction In our quest for ever
(A) of section 3.2. TDA we being developed which process more capable machines.
parameters of the measured scsnaro and preuivnt derived tacti-
cal information to the crew In a concise and quickldy assimilable 5.2 Tactical Planning Aids
form. These TDAs are essentially real-time visual aids in which
the pilot can se tactical portrayals of fe batUe scenario from The COMTAt demonstrator discussed In section 4 has been
which he can make te tactical udgemens. installed in the Air Combat Simulator at Warton, and has been

flown by pilots in scenarilos containing compuler-controlled
escorted bomer Mkis. Flying the prototype has given pilots a

S PIOGREGS AND LEaSONS datum from w.ach to comment on s tdc&lcal behaviour aid from
whid It is possible to identify fetes which plots consider to

Roeme yemw have see sady advnicse In kowledge and be of value in the own rght. Already. spinff berlA ham
cepebilty. In some aees, success and pogss exceeded that been oblaned: for example, displays design work for the wa
wl*oh wa aicipated, while in olhem ievl, some retreat has given disys , mullle-tiget mileire control which
and cowldwlen wsm r . In the der cases airiest as ae considered to be an advance an previos desIgns.
much a In Me brvfomir, knW edge w gained WVh was of
vu i planig 9 nw m s te. Usually. when sometl was The TACAID programme to combine Prooedurmali Declare-
bund not to worki led quickly to ening out what does work. live approaches to MMA design Is desorbed In an eler paper
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of Wes symposium (referenc 3). be slbisd, and TACMAPs tolerance lo sensor error has been
shown to be satisfactory.

A major spin-off from the CO2TAC programme has bow anLIMA which was initially similar to COMTAC in concept but with A further spin-off from the COMTAC programme has been a
modified displays. superimposing on the attack ma display, body of work from which to d rapid algdthms, embodying a
tactical parameter related to a simpler but denser set of degree of tactical understanding, for preliminary prioddiation of
profiles. This MMA became known as TACMAP. threats and targets. This can, in appropriate modes, serve a

number of purposes. It can support the pioilsation capability
TACMAP was well received by pilots. but with recommenda- In the sensor manager. It can provide a displays filter for the
dons for Improvement Thes recommendations evolved crew and for TACMAP, and it will give a data reduction filter for
steadily Into a substantial change in concept In collaboration the comprehensive tactical planning MMAs which will, In time,
with plots and MMI specialists, the MMA team has evolved enter service.
TACMAP away from its COMTAC roots ipto a quite dstinc TDA
family, with potential to mature from concept R & D to product
development within two or three years. 6 CONCLUSIONS

The conceptual changes which allowed TACMAP to grow Overall, It has been found that operating within the constraints
rapidly towards maturty involved In essence moving away from of current hardware and software technology,
the advisory, type (C) TDA, to concentrate on informative and 1) rapid progress can be made towards TDAs which can be
diagnostic types (A) and (B), with the consequent ability to pro- ambitious In ther intended performance and operational
gross qKffectvely using only technology types (A) and (B), effectiveness, provided they do not attempt to push too
advanced-conventional and Smart. The explicit steering advice euctinto the o ot ttempigence.
has been dropped, and emphasis has been placed on thecr quicy into the domain of real-time intelligence.
togram, showing tactical parameters in a time-projected sense 2) Steady progress can be made with a reasonable level of
across the battle area. It has been found that considerable investment into TDAs which require a high degree of real-
abstraction, even ambiguity, can be included In the tactical time intelligence, provided that the MMA programme does
meaning of the parameters yet, with practice, the pilot can not attempt to push too far ahead of the world level of
respond to the display to obtain more successful combat steer- technology within the AI/KBS community. To advance fas-
ing than without the MMA. This means that ter requires that the MMA community advance a range of

techniques which have application in other areas, thus los-I) the definitions of many parameters modelling physical or Ing the general synergy between Applications research
tactical quantities can be greatly corrupted towards great and wie enalinecgy research
algebraic/trigonometric simplicity (with carel), allowing
rapid updates; 3) Combining the above approaches gives a consistent

ii) the uncertain behaviour of the enemy, and multiple-choice framework for the activity as a whole. The longer-term
by own pilot further Into the engagement, need not be goals prompt useful and achievable shorter-term sub-
represented rigorously or the possibilities displayed indii- systems, while the self-determining sub-systems generate
dually; rigorousy oa be e a ostieed into compositevpa e- enabling technology and an overall 'feel' for the problemsdually; they can be amalgamated into composite parame-tofethlngrempoecs
tars having suitable cueing behaviours as decision points to food the Iongr-trm projects.
approach or uncertainties arise. 4) The requirements (i) to enable the crow to maximise sys-

tem performance and (ii) to keep the crew workload within
The abstraction principles have been demonstrated in simula- acceptable bounds can not be addressed independently.
tons to be sound, enough has been done on the workstations Addressed independently, each can adversely affect the
to prove in concept that the caveats under Item (ii) above can other.
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Figure 1: Illustrative Sensor + TDA Architecture

ADVANCED

CONVENTIONAL SMART INTELLIGENT

DATA FUSION (Measurement) 3 3 0

DATA FUSION (Behavioural) 3 3 1

SENSOR MANAGER 3 3 2

TARGET PRIORITISATION 2 3 2

ATTACK/DEFENCE 2 3 2
PLANNING - Informative

ATTACK/DEFENCE 2 3 3
PLANNING - Advisory

0 - not required 1 - useful 2 - valuable 3 - essential

Figure 2: Sensor + TDA Technology Required r\
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SYSTEME EXPERT ENBARQUABLE SUR

AVION WARMES POUR EVALUATION

DES PERFORMANCES TEMPS REEL

D. SERVEL - A. HAVRE
DASSAULT ELECTRON IQUE

55 Quai Marcel Dassault
92214 Saint-Cloud

France

1. RESUME ment important pour assister le pilote au
-------- cours de sa mission est le filtrage des

alarmes et la gestion des procedures
Cet article traite des qu~qtions d'embar- durgence.
quabilite de fonctions d'iirkelligence
artificielle. Il detaille 1l'1etude effectuee Ceci se traduit par l'analyse de l'inciden-
par DASSAULT ELECTRONIQUE et EJASSAULT ce de la panne pour informer le pilots, lui
AVIATION visant A e valuer les performances conseiller les actions limitant 11impact de
temps reel que requiert llembarqlaabilite- la panne et le prevenir des r~ductions du
dun systeme expert avionique. domaine d'utilisation de lavion.

Une maquette de systeme expert d'aid .aA la Dans cette optique, on slinteresse essen-
comprehension des pannes et de gestioh, des tiellement aux dependances inter-systemes
procedures d'urgence A bord du demonstra- (la generation electrique est par exemple
teur RAFALE A a fourni le support de cstte resultants de l'entrainsment des alterna-
etude. teurs par les moteurs). Le raisonnement li6

A ce probleme comprend chronologiquement
Les conclusions positives de 1Vetude et les trois etapes
perspectives futures quelle a degagees
constituent P1objet de cette publication. . Cffectuer, en fonction des phases de la

mi 'ssion, un filtrage initial intelligent
de!§,pannes pour ne conserver que l'inf or-

2. APPORT DES TECHNIQUES D-INTELLIGENCE mation essentielle en cabine (la panne
---- --- ---- --- ---- --- ---- --- --- la plis critique en general).

ARTIFICIELLE POUR L'ASSISTANCE AU PILOTE
------------------------------- Evaluer ~les consequences de la panne

origine e- des anomalies resultantes de
2.1 Contexte de 1'etude favon A fai~ke face ls misux possible a la

------------------ nouvelle con?',.guration.

L'Otude, objet de cette presentation, a 6t6 Proposer les acbions curatives selon les
r~alis~e conjointement par DASSAULT procedures d'ugc de tells sorts que
ELECTROMIQUE et DASSAULT AVIATION dans le lo use pr -S?~(r au maximum
cadre dtun sarch~b finance par le Service Ilintbgrite de l'av~ien, ce qui suppose
Technique des T616coamunications et des souvent des limitati&4\s de domaines.
Equipements a~ronautiques (STTE) de la
D616gation 06n~rale pour ]2Armement (DGA). Un tel raisonnenient fait 4pel A la con-

naissance des syst~Ines et &*e 6quipements
Danz les problhmes d'6valuation do l'Atat de lavion et de son Syst~me Nqe Navigation
des diffhrents systias do l'avion (inoteur, et d'Attaque (SNA).
qinirat ion 4blectrique et hydraulique,
frainaqe, etc.), um point particulibre- Apporter une solution A ce proble impli-
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que de plus la prise en compte de toutes 3. PROBLEKES TEMPS REEL INHERENTS A
les contraintes iees au temps. Il est en ------------------
effet indispensable de proposer des actions L'INTELLIGENCE ARTIFICIELLE ENBARQUEE
avec des temps de reponse acceptables pour -------------------
le pilate. Ceci ne veut pas dire que ces
temps de reponse doivent obligatoirement Tout systeme fonctionnant en temps reel
btre tres courts, mais qulils doivent dtre doit faire face A deux types de
compatibles avec le deroulement reel d'une contraintes
mission et avec les imperatifs de securite.

Les contraintes propres aux donnees A
De plus, les connaissances utilis~es sont traiter :les informations sont en
suffisamment larges pour inclure des repre- general heterogenes, parfois incompletes,
sentations fonctionnelles des equipements, incertaines ou contradictoires, et dans
des connaissances de surface sur les dys- taus les cas changeantes parce qu'A
fonctionnements, des connaissances sur le valeur temporelle. A cette nature intrin-
principe de deroulement des missions, et seque des donn~es slajoutent en plus les
enf in des connaissances d'ergonomie et de contraintes d'6changes par messages,
comportement pilote. synchrones ou asynchrones, aleatoires et

surtout independants des traitements.
2.2 L'approche intelligence artificielle

---- --- ---- --- ---- --- ---- --- --- Les temps de reponse impart is et les
delais accordes pour lVex~cution des

L'intelliqence artificielle peut apporter traitements :un systeme temps reel doit
de nombreuses r~ponses A ces problemes. pouvoir faire face & des pointes en

charge de calcul, gerer des tAches mul-
Tout d'abord, la qualite des mecanismes tiples, des conflits, des interruptions.
d'inference, aujourd'hui bien rodes, repond Cette maitrise necessaire de Ilexecution
bien A la complexite des raisonnements que implique donc des capacites de traitement
lVon veut mener A bien. Les progres des elevees, des traitements ge~res par tiches
techniques de modelisation des connaissan- de priaritO-s differentes, des rniveaux
ces lies awc avancees en matiere de logique dinterruptions dans ces traitements,
permettent de bien saisir, sans la voire un moniteur de gestion des tAches.
restreindre par un moule trap pesant, la
diversite des connaissances. Enf in, l1ap- A l'inverse, un systeme expert est peu pre-
proche nouvelle du point de vue de la pare A aff ranter de telles contraintes
progranmation, introduite par les systemes
A regles de production et les langages L .es informations sont plus souvent sym-
orientes objets doit permettre d'assurer la boliques que numeriques, les donnees ant
madularite et la flexibilite indispensables en genebral une valeur durable, si ce
A de telles applications. West definitive, ce qui fait que dans la

plupart des cas les problemes de non-
Ainsi, les techniques et les langages de monotonie sont e cartes.
Ilintelligence artificielle permettront de
madeliser certains raisonnements que doit .Les performances ant un caractere diffi-
faire le pilate de mani~re A alleger sa cilement previsible, en particulier en ce
tAche dans un environnement agressif ou de qui concerne les temps d'execution des
l'aider dans des operations complexes, raisonnements, puisqulils dependent des
laborieuses au repetitives, ceci grAce A strategies utilisees, de l'ordre dans le-
une transcription dans un calculateur de quel sont traitees les informations ...
l'expertise et de Ilexp~rience acquise par
lea apirationnels, Ilavianneur et les Le probl~me de la memoire vient 6galement
equipementiers. slajauter A ces contraintes. Les applica-

tions IA sont en general "gaurmandes" en
m~moire, et utilisent tautes un "garbage
collector" pour leur gestion. Ceci a pour
consequence:

Un cofit en temps de recup~ration de la



memoire. une 1A embarqu~e. A savoir ilinterpr~tation
*L~a nl ccssit6 d'avoir uno gestion dynanii- (portage direct do Prolog our calculateur
que de la m~moire. embarqu6) et la traduction (compilation do
*Des difficult~s d'interfaCage avec lea l'applicatiol Prolog en un langago classi-
langagesl algorithmiques, lea informations que), en regard des probl~mes d~crito
fl'ayant pas urie place allou~e fixe. pr~c~demment.

*Des probl~mes de compl~tude si l'on no
dispose que d'une m~moire limit~e.

*Un temps d'ex~cution finalement non 4. METHODE DE DEVELOPPMENT POUR L'ETUDE
previsible.--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Dans le donaine embarquib, les contraintes La methodo de d~veloppement retenue a
dvoqu~es sont cruciales et VIA doit sly permis d'obtenir un prototype aussi repr6-
adapter-si elle veut avoir sa place. Dans sentatif quo possible solon diff~rents
cette optique, diEffrents axe0 d'4tude et axes
de recherche se sont d~velopp~s

Implbmenter un syst~me expert ref l~tant
*Au niveau materiel avec l'emploi do pro- fid~lement l'aide apport~e au pilote
cesseurs paralleles ou de calculateurs par une determination du domain.d'appli-
d~dies IA. cation, un recueil dlexpertise aussi

*Au niveau logiciel avec la mod~lisation complet que possible et une validation
des donnlees, le raisonnemont temporol et par les experts.
le developpement de techniques do gostion
du "garbage collector". .Mettre en 6vidence les contraintes temps

r~el sur des sc~narios de mission r~alis-
En se limitant A llaspect logiciel, il tea, par une definition appropribo du
slagit de naintenir la coh~rence malqr6 formalisme de representation des connais-
11l'volution continue des faits. Pour la sances et une r~alisation int~grant au
mod~lisation des donneos, ceci passe par maximum les structures particuli~res A
une representation tomporelle des connais- mettre en oeuvre pour Vach~vement dlun
sances :los faits sont dat~s ou ont une syste~me expert temps reel.
validit6 parani~trable en fonction du temps.

* Pour le raisonnenent, on cherche A exprimor .Apporter des 616ments de r~ponse relatif a
des relations temporelles qui se traduisent au probl~me de l'int~gration d'un syst~Ine
par des strate~gies d'ordonnancement selon exper' clans un syst~me embarqu6 global.
des 6ch~ances fix~es, une prise en compte
des dt-lais dans la prioritlb d'ex~cution des Dana le soucis dlatteindre coS trois
r~gles et dans le degr6 do validit6 du objectifs, 116tude a 6t6 dkcompos~e on
raisonnonont final. Ceci dana le but do diffbrentes phases
pr~voir les performances au moyen d'appro-
xinations et dlincertitudes dans le raison- 1. Sp-6cification du cadre global do 1'6tude
nement. Le gain en vitesse d'ex~cution eat

* souvont 1i6 A la diminution de la qualite 2. Acquisition do ilexpertiae,
* du raisonnement.

3. D~finition du formalism. de repr~senta-
ces considerations sur le ra.,.sonnement tion de la connaissance,

* tonporel am~nent naturellement A des con-
cepts de tAches d'inf~rence. Caci se tra- 4. G~n~ration do sc~nar-ios do mission,
duit par des blocs do r~gles ininterrupti-
bles (lea r~gles 6tant elles-m~mes activa- S. R~alisation du syst~me,
bles en fonction do crit~res do prioritb,
de temps alloub ... ) et par un gestionnairo 6. validation du syst~me,
de ces tAches qui prend en compte les
interruptions logiques, lea attentes 7. Conclusions sur los contraintes li~ea A

* dl&6nements, les priorit~s ... llimplantation d'un syst~mo expert dana
un calculateur onibarqu6#

La motivation centrals do 116tude btait do
confronter le: 2 approchos possibles pour 8. conclusions sur 1'inthqration d'un
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syst~ne expert clans un systeine embarqueb. des informations temporelles et parfois
issues de plusleurs sources.

5. ASPECTS TEMPS REEL CRITIQUES ABORDES 8. Dtermination des caracteristiques de
------------------------------- 1'interface entre le syst~me expert

DAMS L *ETUDE et d'autres syst~mes avion dejA exis-
----------- tants pour les echanges dinformations.

L'objet principal de le6tude a 6te d'appor- 9. Necessite de concevoir une forme de
ter des 6l6ments de reponse aux differents "moniteur" pour gerer les priorites
prob1~mes lies aux contraintes d'embarqua- entre les raisonnements. Ceci est une
bilite d'un systeme expert. consequence directe de la prise en

compte d'informations temporelles par un
Cette etude a egalement perluis de degager mecanisme d'interruption sur arriv~e
un certain nombre daxes de ref lexion pour d'6venements.
l'avenir.

lO.Adaptation A la non-monotonie des
Les points sensibles que V1on desirait raisonnements du fait de ia manipulation
apprehender et sur lesquels a porte llef- d'informations dont la validit4 est
fort sont les suivants :fonction du temps.

1. Volume memoire nCecessaire pour implemen-
ter lVapplication IA sur un calculateur 6. CONCLUSIONS SUR L'ENBARQUABILITE
embarque.-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

ET PERSPECTIVES
2. Capacit& de traitement requise pour un --------

calculateur embarqu6 af in de respecter
les temps de reponse imposes par l'uti- 6.1 Conclusions temps reel
lisation operationnelle. -------------

3. Examen et recensement des operations 6.1.1 Volume memoire et capacit6 de
sensibles ou r~petitives qu'il serait traitement
interessant de micro-programmer af in
d'accelerer les traitements de la mbme L'etude a montre que lPutilisation des
maniere que ce qui est fait actuellement techniques IA etait tout A fait envisagea-
pour les langages classiques. ble clans le cadre d'une application temps

re-el.
4. Necessite d'utiliser, sur un calculateur

embarguCe, un Prolog compile ou alors La reponse aux deux principales interroga-
simplement interprete clans le m~me but tions, volume memoire et capacite de
d'accelerer les traitements et de tenir traitement, W'est n~anmoins pas immediate.
les performances. L'antagonisme existant entre la rapidite

dlex~cution et le volume memoire utilise
5. Compatibilite au sein d'un syst~me d'une part. et les temps de reponse et la

d'intelligence artificielle entre les justesse du raisonnement d'autre part,
parties purement "inferentielles" utili- imposent de faire un certain nombre de
saint Prolog et celles faisant appel a de choix.
V1algorittmique et utilisant un langage
classique. Dans le domaine dle la gestion des alarmes,

il est bien evident que le pilote ne peut
6. Caracteristiques fonctionnelles d'un se contenter d'une 6valuation partielle

moteur dlinf~rence "adequat" pour de l'Atat des systemes de l'avion ; la
I'impl~mentation d'un syst~ine expert priorite clans l'application a clonc 6t6
euibarquable. donnke A la justesse du raisonnement.

7. Structures particuli~res A mettre en Mais il faut veiller, malgr6 tout, A faire
oeuvre au point de vue des faits et des parvenir les alarmes au pilote clans des
connaissances pour gbrer efficacement temps raisonnables, c'est-A-dire compati-
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bles avec le droulement rel dune mision tecture classique. Lembarquabilite

l'etude vers une approche compilation de privilegiant l'aspect convivial dul produit
l'application. Cette compilation (des dans la phase de developpement.
regles. des faits et du moteur) se fait en
passant par un langage algorithmique Le probleme de recuperation de la memoire
classique (Pascal A titre dlessai). vient egaleffent conforter ce choix ; cette
L'avantage procure par cette methode est operation depend de la nature du langage
une acc~leration des temps de traitements suivant quil est compile ou interprkte.
(au detriment du volume memoire genere). Il est preferable de slorienter vers des

outils "garbages incrbmentaux" A temps de
Dans ces conditions, le volume memoire declenchement et d'execution fixes ou des
necessaire A Ilimplinentation de l'appli- outils "garbages free" qui permettent une
cation dans un calculateur embarqueb clas- bonne maitrise du temps.
sique DASSAULT ELECTRONIQUE, a te estim&
A 200 Koctets. 6.1.4 Noteur d'inference

Le gain en temps de reponse du programme L'outil utilise pour modliser la maquette
Pascal par rapport A la maquette Prolog a (ENICAT de DASSAULT ELECTRONIQUE) se pre-
quant i lui 6t6 estime- A 10 environ, ce qui sente comme une extension de Prolog vers un
permet de satisfaire 11objectif fixe au langage oriente objet.
depart (Ce temps de reponse, clest-A-dire
la duree, dans une version operationnelle, Le developpement de la maquette a montre
entre le moment oiu arrivent les evenements que de nombreuses fonctionnalites offertes
en entr~e du systeme et celui oiu on obtient par ENICAT, A la fois tres generales et
les conclusions, avait 6t6 fixe comme infe- tres puissantes, ne trouvaient qu'une
rieur A la seconde). utilisation tres reduite pour notre appli-

cation. L'hypothese selon laquelle on
6.1.2 Traitements microprogramms embarque le systeme developpee dans l~envi-

ronnement ENICAT suppose donc que l'on ela-
La validation a montre une forte influen- gue ou modifie certains de ces mecanismes.
ce des operateurs lies au temps dans les En revanche, certaines fonctionnalites
regles sur le temps d'execution de celles- pourraient @tre enrichies dans le cadre
ci. Ceci est dii au calcul de l'heure au d'une utilisation temps reel, en particu-
moment de l'application de la regle. Si hier les logiques et operateurs ies au
dans un calculateur cible on ne dispose temnps developpes pour le filtrage
pas d'une norloge absolue (notion de temps d'alarnes.
vrai), il sera souhaitable de micropro-
graauuer l~a saquence de calculs elementaires 6.1.5 Interruption du raisonnement et
destin~s A l'obtention d'une ref~rence de non-monotonie
temps absolue.

Dans l'application, la priorite a 6t6 don-
6.1.3 Prolog compile ou interpret6 nee A 1Vacquisition d'informations externes

qui se fait independamment des traitements.
Le syst~me prototype etait initialement Plusieurs scenarios critiques en arrive
implement6 en un Prolog interpr~t6 (avant d'6venements ont 6t6 joiles et ont montre ile
portage do l'application en Pascal). bon fonctionnement des m~canismes de prise
L'avantage de cette technique est la grande en compte des nouvelles donnees.
dynamique, mais la lentour qul en d~coule
va A contre courant dune utilisation temps La consequence de ce point precis est
rbol. l'invalidation de certaines conclusions

obtenues par le systame expert avant
Bans ces conditions, le choix d'un Prolog l'arrivee d'ev~nements perturbateurs.
coepilb parait d'autant plus n~cessaire La validation a soulign6 que le mecanisme
quo 10 calculateur embarqub est d'archi- de m~morisation d'6tats de la base de faits
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affichait une certaine faiblesse, due A sa L'int~gration est de plus facilit~e si
"brutalite" d'application, face A des arri- ces informations elaborees existent sous
v~es dlevbnements trop fr~quentes remettant forme nuinerique et si elles transitent par
en cause les raisonnements en cours. un bus.

6.2 Conclusions sur llint~gration A un SNA 6.3 Perspectives futures

En compl~ment des caracteristiques de per- L'une des perspectives suite A l'Atude est
formances du calculateur dedi6 A recevoir d'approfondir les conclusions relatives A
l'application IA, l'etude avait pour objec- l'approche traduction du syst~me expert en
tif d'apporter des conclusions quant A un langage classique.
Ilint~gration d'un systeme expert dans un
Systene de Navigation et d'Attaque Le point central de cette approche est le

developpement du traducteur. La premi~re
*degager des principes, fonctions et phase consiste A definir un formalisme de
interfaces qui pourraient 6tre retenus repr~sentation de l1'expertise permettant
pour une IA embarquee future, au mieux la traduction. Le traducteur est

de pr~ference dedie A un type d'application
k tudier la faisabilite de 11integration (la synthese de pannes) ce qui pemmet de
d'un tel systeme expert de filtrage cibler le formalisse et ainsi d'optimiser
d'alarmes dans un systeme d'armes la traduction vers un langage classique,
embarqu6 deja existant. une trop grande generalite e~tant, pour le

sujet qui nous interesse, un obstacle A
La taille memoire estimee du systeme pro- llefficacite.
totype de filtrage d'alarmes qui a servi
de support A notre etude est de 200 Les avantages procures par cette approche
Koctets. Les calculateurs elnbarques sont de plusieurs ordres
davions de type Rafale possedent une
capacit6 memoire de quelques Nega-octets. la traduction en un langage classique
L'int~gration d'un tel systeme expert sur (Ada principalement) permet une meilleure
ce type davion est donc possible, mais maitrise du volume memoire et des temps
necessiterait neanmoins l'intplantation d'execution,
d'un calculateur specifique, au niveau
logiciel, pour les applications IA. elle permet d'integrer le developpement

du systeme expert A la chaine de produc-
En general, sur les avions d'armes, tion des logiciels de syst~mes dtarmes
la tAche cyclique la plus lente est classiques, ce qui permet entre autres
activee a la frequence de 6,25 Hz. La toutes les etapes de tests et de valida-
prise en compte des evenements A cette tion que la criticite d'un logiciel
fr~quence de 6,25 Hz suppose que le embarque impose,
syst~ine expert soit capable dlexecuter
l'ensemble des raisonnements et d'abou- enf in, le portage sur un calculateur
tir A un diagnostic en momns de 160 mns. embarque permet de faire evoluer le
Dans le cas contraire, le problebme de systeme expert dans un veritable environ-
la non-monotonie et donc de la remise nement temps reel, sans adaptation
en cause des conclusions interinediaires specifique.
rest. entier si V1on ne red~finit pas les
principes dactivation des tAches. Les autres voies de recherche d~gag~es par

cette etude m~ritent Agalement d'6tre
Le syst~me expert qui a 6te dkveloppt consider~es. Elles concernent principale-
pour cette Atude ne prend en compte que ment le d~veloppenent d'un calculateur
des informations 6laborkes dhktats ou embarquable d~di6 A V'IA, le portage de
do pannes et me trait. pas les infoma- Prolog sum calculateur embarqu6, la concep-
tions primaires issues des capteurs. tion d'outils de base, de moteur d'inf~ren-
Pour qutil soit intigrable A un avion ce temps r~el, ... qui font l1objet
existant, il est nicessaire do disposer d'autres Atudes A DASSAULT ELBCTRONIQUE.
do ceS informations klabor~es.
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M INTEGRATING MACHINE INTELLIGENCE INTO THE COCKPIT

MTO AID THE PILOT

by

O E Dr EJ.Lovesey and R. Davis

Royal Aircraft Establishment
Mission Management Aid Project
Fambsrough, Hans GU14 6TD

United Kingdom

Combat aircraft of the 21st Century will sensors, apply confidence factors and
have to be increasingly well equipped to threat weightings before finally
counter the future threat, which itself suggesting optimum flight plans which will
will have become far more potent. This minimise sortie costs. In addition, the
spiralling system complexity will result MMA will monitor and evaluate the aircraft
in unacceptably high cockpit workloads systems, cue the pilot to the most
unless some form of automation is provided appropriate action and generally take care
to aid the pilot. UK Industry and of the normal "house-keeping" duties,
Government have combined to form a Joint performed by the crew. The MMA will act
Venture team to investigate the problem as an advisor to the pilot, much in the
and to develop a Mission Management Aid same way that a navigator does now.
which will assist aircrew throughout the (Further details of the MMA can be :found
mission, whatever and wherever it is. The in AGARD Papers by Catford and Gray and
paper outlines some of the problems to be Gibson and Garrett2)
overcome and suggests the major functional
areas which will constitute the Mission If required, the pilot will be able to
Management Aid. interrogate the MMA through the successive

processing stages, back to the raw data.
Key Words:- However, this facility is expected to be

Artificial Intelligence, Automation, required infrequently as the pilot gains
Mission Management Aid, Man-Machine confidence with the MMA.
Interface, Threat, Workload.

For the full potential of the MMA to be
2. INTRODUCTION realised, a number of areas will have to

be very carefully studied, problems
At the end of this Century, Machine identified and possible solutions
Intelligence will form an integral part of discussed. For example, great care will
the Man/Machine combine in future combat have to be taken in understanding the
aircraft, pilots information requirements and in the

corresponding presentation of MKA data in
Machine Intelligence will be used to fuse a way that is easily assimilable and
data from dissimilar sources, to apply reduces his workload. On a broader level,
threat values to the fused data and to the scope of the IMA requires examination.
optimise a flight path for the mission. Until now, it has concentrated on an
This will relieve the pilot of many European conflict. With the recent
difficult and lengthy cognitive processes dramatic Political changes in Europe, the
and enable him to devote considerably more MMA will need to be flexible to function
time to situational awareness and tactics, in less well defined operational "out of
particularly when under stress, area" scenarios of which the recent Gulf

In the past, it has been possible to War is an example.
absorb periods of high workload by Finally, the method of validating the KMA
delaying or sharing tasks between crew must be addressed. The advantages of the
members. Now the situation has been mA must clearly be demonstrated before it
reached where, despite automation, the will be accepted.
complexity of the avionics data output is
at such a level that the crew are Research into this area is well underway
increasingly less able to cope with the and is being undertaken at RAE
workload peaks. This situation Farnborough, by the MMA Joint Venture
is exacerbated with the tendency of combat Team, consisting of SAe (Military Aircraft
aircraft to become single seat designs. Ltd), Smiths Industries Aerospace &
Furthermore, the density and increasing Defence Systems, the Royal Aerospace
sophistication of enemy surface-to-air Establishment, Farnborough and GEC-
weapons greatly adds to the complexity of Marconi, represented by GEC Ferranti
the task which confronts the pilot on an Defence Systems Ltd, GEC Avionics Ltd and
air-to-ground strike mission. GEC Sensors Ltd.

Machine Intelligence in the form of the 2. WORKLOAD PREDICTIONS AND NEED FOR AN
Mission Management Aid (MA) will provide 1
a solution to this difficult problem, by
providing the pilot with data, processed It could be argued that an MRA is
to fit his needs. This Aid will correlate unnecessary as the aircrew will always
data from many sources such as aircraft make up for the shortcomings of the
and avionics systems, data bases, data aircraft systems. Although this may have
links etc and present it to the pilot in been true in the past, it is now an
an easily assimilable way. The MA will increasingly unreliable method of
fuse the data from separate sources and overcoming the problems associated withcomplex systems.
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It is difficult to measure and quantify
workload, particularly in a real 40
environment. It is even more difficult to
assess the effects of battle stress upon
crew performance and then to estimate if
the crew has spare capacity to cope with
peaks in workload. -

Mechnnmlcaiai ldrrl n

As aircraft and their systems have evolved 2 Elctro-nm cha cc Becrohrc"
over the years, two trends have become
evident. Firstly, speeds have increased.
Fig. I shows the almost exponential rise
in combat aircraft top speeds. Secondly, I
as Fig. 2 shows, the number of instruments

to be monitored in the cockpit has also
increased dramatically. Even though this
trend appears to have been arrested in the 1920 10 1960 1 YnServce
1970's with the introduction of CRT's in
the cockpit, the quantity of information ig2. COMBATmRCRAF INISTRUMENT NUMBERS WITH IN-SErMCE DATE
to be monitored actually increased with
the advent of multi-function electronic
displays. In the past it has been assumed that when

overloaded with tasks, the crew will shed
the less important tasks to enable the

Maximum Speed essential tasks to be concentrated upon.

in M.P.H

2000
0

~20

1500 1
E
:2 10z

1940 195 1960 1970 19 1990

1000 Year in Service
Fig 3. GROWTH IN COMBAT AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS WITH YEAR IN SERVICE

This does in fact usually occur, but it is
500 not generally realised that the shed tasks

often require a great deal of effort to be
brought back on line after the workload
peak has been passed. There is, in fact,
a workload hysteresis loop around which
the crew have to go. Figure 4 depicts in
general terms, the succession of events.
As workload increases, the crew1920 1940 1960 1980 performance climbs to a maximum. After

Year the maximum is reached, tasks are shed
rapidly, leaving only the primary task and
the overall performance drops to a much

Fig 1. MAXIMUM SPEED OF COMBAT lower level. The shed tasks cannot be
immediately absorbed again but have to

AIRCRAFT WITH IN-SERVICE DATE be steadily built up from a low overall
level of performance.

Some form of automation or assistance for
Figure 3 shows the steady increase in the the crew is clearly required to prevent
number of systems present in fighter the maximum workload being exceeded.
aircraft from Hurricane to FIS. Not only
has the number of systems risen but the In the past, attempts have been made to do
complexity of the systems has also this by automating some of the crew's
increased considerably. tasks. Often, the tasks that the man can

do well have been automated, (possibly
Thus, the combat crew of today fly faster because they are understood, can be
and lower, but have less time in which to defined and therefore duplicated by
monitor and control a greater number of machines). The man then has been left to
systeas which are themselves more complex do the tasks which he is not necessarily
than before. These factors all contribute good at, such as monitoring but which a
to an unacceptably high workload, machine might do far better than the man.
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This has resulted in a less than Communications Systems, Terrain and
satisfactory inefficient man/machine Tactical Databases and Pilot Input. The
system which has sometimes produced a data is processed in two stages into an
higher crew workload than when not alpha scene (a model of the outside world
automated . In a recent NASA study, over with associated confidence levels).
half of 200 Boeing 757 pilots said that
they felt automation actually increases The first stage is the correlation of
workload. Nearly half of the pilots were tracks into positions and velocities.
concerned about the possible loss of This involves the alignment of data with
flying skills when there is too much different accuracies, temporal and spacial

reference frames and the subsequent
association of tracks into multiple
resolved tracks with confidence levels.

The second stage is attribute fusion, the
identification of objects using Sensor

o data in the form of RADAR or IR
Csignatures. The output from Fusion is a

set of objects with their positions,
velocities and identities, where eaih
quantity has an associated confidence

Clevel.

The alpha scene produced by Sensor Fusion
is fed into the Situation AssessmentO function. Situation Assessment is a
multistage filtering process. Firstly,
objects identified as friendly are
filtered out of the alpha scene for
separate processing, because, although
they do not constitute a threat, their
presence my influence the overall
assessment of the threat environment. The
remaining unknown and hostile objects are
assessed using numerical, behavioural,

Workload operational and associated intelligence to
form a model of the integrated threat
environment.

The objects/systems are then prioritised,
Fig 4. THE WORKLOAD HYSTERESIS CURVE with those adjudged to be the most

important (threatening, vulnerable or
supportive) filtered off to make up the
beta scene.

automation. Some pilots thought that
their hand/feet/eye co-ordination is The output beta scene comprises a set of
faster than their programming and objects containing, position, velocity,
monitoring capabilities, identity, status and threat value

information, the beta scene is the
Thus, it is essential that any assistance primary input to the third MlA Core
provided to the pilot, in terms of Function, the Planner.
automation or aids, concentrate on the
activities which man is not good at and The Planner constructs tactical plans
leave him the tasks at which he is (gammas) including a gamma* option, that
superior to the machine. This is the is perceived to be the most favourable.
philosophy which has been adopted for the Its plans are based on the mission
Mission Management Aid. objectives and constraints, the current

situation (beta scene) and available
resources, such as fuel, weapons,

3. THE MISSION MANAGEMENT AMD countermeasures and supporting aircraft.

The primary aims of a Mission Management Major functional blocks within the Planner
Aid are to advise the aircrew such that are:-
survivability is increased, particularly
in complex high threat or unfamiliar Route Options&-
environments, and that workload is reduced Construction of coarse tactical plans
to allow the aircrew to concentrate on the in terms of 3 dimensional waypoints.
tasks at which the man is superior to the
machine, such as inductive reasoning based Velocity ODtions:-
on experience. Velocity selection and modification

of the planned route to ensure that
To achieve these aims, the MA has been the mission fuel and time constraints
brokon down into a small number of can be met.
component parts, or MRl Core Functions,
which are Shown in Figure 5. Attack and Countermeasure Options:-

Based on the mission objectives,
The first core function in the MiA is that values of potential targets and
of:- threats and the current status of the

Sensor Fusion
Sensor Fusion takes in information from
the aircraft's Sensor Suite, 91-15524

i 1 11 010 IIIIII
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aircraft's weapons and Vhe Health & tatus Manager:-
countermeasures, this function
provides options for an
attack/defence strategy to be Monitors the Health and Status
incorporated into the gamma. information provided by the aircraft

systems. In the case of health
Situation Prediction:- reports, this will involve

Evaluation of the utility of a gamma, prioritisation of data dependent on
taking account of the expected threat urgency/criticality of the report,
response along the planned route, based on the current phase of the
given the effects of terrain mission and in the light of other
screening, planned countermeasure reports.
usage and the value of any targets This information along with the
encountered, general status data is made available

to all relevant Core MMA Functions
Tactical Routeina:- and for possible presentation to the

Forms a detailed plan for the Pilot.
'immediate future' requirements based
on constraints derived from the It should be stressed that the MMA Core
gamma. Functions and other functions are dynamic

and are constantly updating the alpha,
The final gamma output contains several beta and gamma scenes as the aircraft
levels of data covering the employment of progresses through the mission. Clearly,
weapons and countermeasures velocity the interaction between the MKA and pilot
requirements, waypoints, detailed tactical is potentially very complex.
route and anticipated hostile weaponrelease points. For this interaction to be effective, the

Pilot Interface Manager and Man/Machine

In addition to this primary thread of Interface (MMI) needs to be very carefully
operation, the three Core Functions designed. The Aircrew must be provided
interact with a number of management with the information that is required at
functions. These managers are basically the relevant time. They must not be
resource schedulers and housekeepers for overwhelmed with information, yet they
the aircraft systems most closely must be given the opportunity to
connected with the Core IKA. interrogate the core functions as far back

as the raw sensor data. As the MMA
The Sensor Manager:- evolves and is improved, the aircrew will

Process requests from the Core MKA increase their confidence in it and will
for extra information, checks the feel less need to check back on the
possible consequences of using the earlier processing stages. Much of the
appropriate sensor and finally issues MMI design will evolve through simulation
commands to the affected sensors. and feedback from aircrew participating in

simulator experiments.
The Navigation Manager:-

Performs terrain referenced There is always the danger that because we
navigation, terrain-following have the technology and software to
avoidance utilising information provide a complex sophisticated solution
generated by the Core MMA Functions. to a problem it must be adopted despite a

cheaper and simpler solution being
The Communications Manager:- available. Frequently this has been the

Controls the Communication Systems case and the user has been saddled with an
ensuring that information is expensive piece of equipment which is
transmitted in a timely manner when difficult to use, resulting in a very low
there is a high probability of overall system performance. The MMA must
effective reception and a low not fall into this trap.
probability of intercept.

pilots beta scene

.. .pilot interrogate .. .

Gawa PILOT OptioTn

datal SENSOR SITUATION Beta PLANNER aI

:d =ASNTSSMEN PILOT

SYSTEMS system status

Fig 5. MMA CORE FUNCTIONS and INTERFACES

(-
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5. THE PSYCHOLOGY OF CREW MoA INTERACTION integration as a complete package. There
is now a move towards true integration of

There always will be a fundamental avionics in the form of Advanced Avionics
difference between the way the crew Architectures and Packaging (A3P).
interact with each other and the way crew
will interact with an NMA. The primary aims of A3P are to overcome

the problems of inadequate system
Currently, a great deal of information is integration, as mentioned above, and to
exchanged between crew members over the reduce the long term costs of ownership of
intercom, system. The crew rely on a an aircraft and its systems.
large vocabulary which includes a sub-set
of technical terms and jargon specific to The timescales and the objectives of the
the mission. (See Annex of Air-to-Air MIA and A3P programmes have much in
combat transcript from intercom). It also common. Some consideration should be given
relies upon a personal or social knowledge therefore to ensure that both programmes
of each other which is used to build up are in phase with each other and that
team confidence. It is difficult to there is a minimum of duplication of
imagine joining an MMA in the mess bar effort. Currently, the MKA is seen to fit
after a difficult sortie to discuss how comfortably within the A3P framework.
the next mission should be planned!
Despite the generally poor quality of 7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
intercom, systems, some intonation
signifying urgency, etc, accompanies Machine intelligence in the form of a
speech which provides further information, Mission Management Aid will be essential
to the recipient, to enable the crew of combat aircraft to
In the case of side-by-side seating, as in perform effectively in the 21st Century.
Support Helicopters, much information is
obtained from body language, head and arm The MMA, as envisaged at present, will
movements (This has been observed fuse the data from many sources, apply an
frequently by the author but never "intelligent" assessment of the threats to
quantified). provide an awareness of the situation and

advise the aircrew of the best course of
When relying on an MMA many of these cues action to minimise threat, within the
will be absent and therefore the MMA boundaries set by the mission constraints,
performance will have to provide e.g. fuel, expendables, flight envelope
additional assistance to compensate for etc.
these shortcomings. (It could be argued
that eventually "intelligent" Direct Voice Thus, it will reduce workload and allow
Input and Synthesised Speech will have the crew to concentrate on the high level
large vocabularies with 100% recognition decision making, confident that the MMA is
rates and provide accurate intonation performing the "housekeeping" duties of
related to the situation but this, the system monitoring, fuel state calculation
author believes, will be beyond the MMA's and lower level decision making. It will
timeframe). advise the crew of changes of route or

manoeuvre which are caused by unexpected
events which can occur at any time during

6. MMA INTEGRATION WITH ADVANCED AVIONICS the mission.

Without an MMA to assist them, the crew ofUntil recently, most aircraft systems the 21st Century combat aircraft will,
tended to be installed as separate items with increasing frequency, be overwhelmed
with little attention paid to their by workload problems and at a severe

disadvantage with those combat aircraft
and crews who have artificial intelligence
to assist them.

1. J R Catford and Research into a Mission Management
I D Gray Aid. AGARD 49th Symposium of the

Guidance and Control Panel. 10-13
October 1989, Toulouse.

2. C P Gibson and Towards a Future Cockpit - the
A J Garrett Prototyping and Pilot Integration

of the MKA. AGARD Symposium on
Situational Awareness in Aerospace
Operations 2-6 October 1989,
Copenhagen.

3. E J Lovesey An attempt to quantify some Factors
that affect the Operational
Effectiveness of a System. Applied
Ergonomics 1987, 18.4, 305-310.

4. D Hughes Glass Cockpit Study Reveals Human
Factors Problems. Aviation Week 7
August 89, 32-36.

5. E J Lovesey Pilot Sensors for Air Combat,
Proceedings of The Fighter
Helicopter Conference, 18th - 19th
January 1990, London.
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TRANSCRIPT O? COCKPIT CONVERSATION BETWEEN
ONE f4 CREW DURING A 2 F4 vs 2 F16 vs 2 F5 ENGAGEMENT

AT AN AIR COMBAT MANoEUVERING RANGE

ARMAMENT: F4 - Radarguided/IR Missiles + Guns;
F5 - IR Missiles + Guns ; F16 - IR Missiles +

Guns

INITIALISATION: Each pair at the point of an equidistant
triangle - approx 30 nm separation - live
when pass within 1.5 miles of centre.

CALL-SIGN: Zippy

T g Pilot Nfavigator RTO/Other
(Heading,
Range etc)

-17 Looking for bogeys
... descent now,
unloading

0 Fight's on Mike
OK

Check we've got
Sparrow,
Master Arm

Ready

Check
Ready we have

Check live
CWs on today

10 0,3,0 - 12

1,2,0 - 17
2,1,0 - 14

20 Affirmative
0,3,0-~8

no discrete contact

1,2,0 - 16
2,1,0 - 11

40 on the nose, 18
0,3,0 - 5

9000 ft, 600 kts
1,2,0 - 14

No discrete contact
yet

... burners coming
out

High on the nose, 12.
Pair of bogeys heading
towards, 10 miles at
30,000

Roger, B miles closing,
..slightly left,
fighting wing

75 7 miles
bogeys are 50 degrees
high

Just about on top, now
85 Nothing seen

.... 7 miles, we're live,
we're live
.... we're live

.... keep on trucking Mike
we've got 1 Mach, Mach 1
not enough
Scopes clear of bogeys

100 Roger
10,000 ft we've got Mach
1.05, not enough
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7,9
All

He's breaking port
120 (Mx firing tone)

OK, fire missile, fire

missile, snap rt 190(Mx firing tone)
OK Take a Fox 1, take a Fox 1
190 now

GO Sidewinder, after it.
.. .Ollie's coming stbd
I think, I'm not sure

OK he is confirmed
OK, come stbd then, 20135 right, range 5.
20 rt, range 5, pulling
up, look high, look hi

Looking up Look hi
no, not a thing

Look 20 rt, range 3, 20
right, range 3 highNothing seen

20 right range 3150 Nothing Seen

Well, he'll be going over
the top shortly, we're
going to bug-out base htOK, we're bugging

out now .....

160 Hwee..Roger, Hawkeye's Hawkeye....

bugging out South
Missile on

(Mx firing tone) Hawkeye

Keep going, keep going,

170 OK don't break

(Mx firing tone)
Fight's out let, long
range

Derek,

180 Keep going Roger
I'll keep going
holding base ht

L-B, Fox 2
..hdg 2,2,0

Reheat cut good kill..

190 OK that's good
that Transmit

Vector for home
That's a negative kill
from L-B, we're 2
miles in behind

OK, come port200 port

Make your hdg 0,6,0
Roger Derek

(Maintain
hdg for
bugging

220

A10 Knock-it-

-it-off.
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Discussion Author:
No constraints are placed on the pilot's flying :ask. Should
the pilot deviate from the MMA recommended path, the
MMA will reassess the threat at the new point and suggest a

1. D. Bosman, Netherlands new optimal route. However, the aircraft flight path is
Is it possible to quote a "typical" (statistical average?) time calculated taking account of normal maneuver limits which
duration or constant associated with the workload/ depend upon fuel and weapon load etc. and the MMA's
performance hysteresis loop? How many minutes for skills route calculations to include a first order ride comfort
acquired in over-learned training for example? function.

Author: 4. George Chapman, United States
The hysteresis loop shown is only a concept at this state. I am What techniques does your system use to carry out your
trying to accumulate data to help to quantify the shape of the optimization of resources? Does you method allow changes
curve more accurately. Any data supporting the hysteresis in the obj,.ctive-function (cost function)?
hypothesis will be welcome.

Author:
2. PBouchard, United States A pragmatic approach which models a human planning
Please describe the example of pilot overload in the Gulf paradigm is used. The basic principle is to start with one (or
War which you cited when briefing your hysteresis loop of more) simple plans; to analyse what is wrong with a plan, and
pilot effectiveness versus workload, thus decide how best to improve it. A Suitable Modification

method is applied to the plan which is then evaluated.
Author: Selection of a plan for analysis is dependent on its cost and
According to Flight International, a Tornado and crew were number of descendant plans. This approach attempts to deal
downed when the crew became engrossed in a guided with both combinational explosion of options and a real-
weapon delivery - and ignored electronic warnings of two time requirement to always have a complete plan available.
approaching missiles. The resolution of the co., function varies with depth of

search and in the mission planner. In both mission planner
3. G.H. Hunt, United Kingdom and tactical routing functions, the first function to run
The constraints are put into route-planning in order to analyses the search problem to be solved as well as the
minimize thc difficulty of the flying task and hence reduce aircraft status (e.g. mission phase, fuel le!vel. etc.) and sets up
the pilot workload? the vanous weighting factors accordingly.

i\
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(D AI FOR RPVs, SENSOR DRIVEN AIRBORNE REPLANNER (SDAR), FOR A ROBOTIC AIRCRAFT SENSOR
PLATFORM (RASP)

DR. R. M. WILLIAMS AND J. J. DAVIDSON
O N___ NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER

CODE 505WARMINSTER, PA 18974-5000 USA

ABSTRACT
This report describes he Robotic Aircraft autonomous control using more efficient
Sensor Platform (RASP) simulation programming languages and processors.
developed at the Naval Air Development
Center in Warminster, ?A. It is extracted The first year of the effort was spent
from the final report )f a three year researching the prior art, studying all
research effort into t e architectures known published autonomous vehicle work.
needed to develop real time Artificial There is a continuous range of vehicle
Intelligence (AI) techniques *for autonomy ranging from tele-operated with a
autonomous aircraft. A hardware and remote linked human making control
associated software architecture has been decisions, to completely autonomous or
developed to use on-board sensor robotic with no human involved after
information for high level Al decision launch. We were interested in the
making. The decisions then direct the completely robotic vehicles because use of
flight path of the aircraft and camera the system by the Navy often requires
gimbal through complex environments. This radio silence. The robotic aircraft
project has produced a system architecture available or under development at this
that breaks the bottleneck of flyable time can be grouped into broad categories
real-time AI control systems. The work by their mission. The most ambitious
has transitioned into three new efforts; a systems perform an overland attack
flight test effort for the Unmanned Air mission, a very complex scenario requiring
Vehicle Joint Program Office, an computing resources at the extreme limit
investigation into use of SDAR for novel of current technology. The other major
systems of sensors and platforms such as branch of systems is intended for
the Tactical Imaging System, and a study surveillance missions. The "smart"
of applying this technology to manned systems currently available are only
platforms to assist human operators. d waypoint flyers with no autonomous

replanning capability. The developing
MISSION systems using AI techniques are for the
The selected mission begins with a search long duration, high altitude platforms
of an area of ocean, scanning for ships. that require Al logic for recognition of
When a ship is sighted the aircraft must tactics and long term decision
change Its course and aim the camera. implications. Maneuvering of the aircraft
Avoiding danger in this environment in these systems is used to achieve long
requires the aircraft to maintain a safe term goals.
stand-off distance from all ships. In
addktion, since most eyes on a ship point The decision was made to develop a near-
forward, the safer path of approach is term system that provides a very definite
arouid the stern. The payoff of the improvement in the operation of short to
replanned maneuvers is one optimum picture medium range reconnaissance aircraft at
of the ship, off her beam (side) and medium to low altitudes. The charge-
nearly filling the field of view. Losing coupled diode (CCD) imaging camera was
interest after the best beam shot, the chosen as the primary sensor because it is
aircraft will carefully maneuver away and small, passive and inexpensive, yet can
continue the search pattern for other provide unparalleled evidence of ship
ships. identity and disposition. The low and

slow aircraft flight allows simple cameras
It was realized early In the project that and lenses to achieve good images of
a hyper-brilliant "R2-D2" was beyond the ships. The slow flight also gives the
scope of current technology. Other computer time to make decisions and allows
projects such as DARPA's ALV (Advanced the aircraft to turn with a small radius.
Land Vehicle) and Pilots Associate, and RASP was restricted to over water missions
the Air Force/DARPA RAV (Robotic Air because the images and scenarios are
Vehicle) had taken very ambitious simpler than overland missions, yet the
approaches and were not performing as well collected data is very useful to the Navy.
as expected. These Al systems run on LISP The mission was then defined by a detailed
language processors, requiring rooms full analysis of flight phases. Aircraft
of computer hardware, and not performing piloting navigation modes and camera
in real-time. Instead we chose to control modes were defined for each flight
Investigate a system capable of providing phase.
sensor driven artificial intelligence

L
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The Sensor Driven Airborne Replanner was change in real-time. The database is so

developed to link sensor signal processing volatile that it would be impossible for

to traditional control systems. This sort SDAR to complete non-trivial backward

of link Is performed by air-to-air chains before the contents of the database

missiles when closing on a target. The changed. When the contents of the

difference here is that the RASP is database change during the creation of a

required to perform target-related backward chain of subgoals, subgoals that

maneuvers that are much more cognitively have already been proven must be

complex than a missile end-game. This reproven" based upon the new contents of

justified the artificial intelligence link the database. Backward chaining would

between the sensor information database thus be very complex and inefficient.

and the control systems. (see Fig.l)
SDAR uses "procedural attachments" to its

SDAR rules" conditions and actions. Procedures

SDAR accepts the current camera azimuth, attached to rule conditions examine the

elevation, and focal length from the Data Base, but also compute information

Camera System, the latitude, longitude, from the raw data stored in the database

and length of the ship that is currently and issue navigation sensor commands.
in the field of view (if any) from the Procedures attached to rule actions
Vision System, with the current RASP manipulate the database in addition to
latitude, longitude, and altitude, roll, sending control signals directly to the

pitch, and yaw from the Navigation Airframe, Transmitter, and the Camera
Sensors. Based upon that information, and System.
upon data that has been saved from
previous cycles, it chooses a state (see Procedural attachments were used for this

Section 2) and its associated arguments. research because they yield the advantages
Then, based upon that state, it generates of both the rule-based and procedural
commands to (1) the Autopilot, specifying software architectures. The AI rule-based
the desired turn rate, (2) the Camera architecture provides the flexibility
System specifying camera gimbal rates and needed to evolve intelligent behavior, but
focal length commands, and (3) the generally does not execute in real-time.
transmitter, specifying whether or not it The standard procedural architecture can
should transmit. When in PHOTO state, often execute in real-time, but is
SDAR also provides the transmitter with relatively inflexible and high level goals
the length, speed, heading, and position are unclear. Procedural attachments in
of the ship that is being imaged. SDAR provide both the flexibility and

clarity of Al systems and the speed of
SDAR must work intelligently and in real real-time systems.
time. Yet it must be small, light, and
inexpensive to be of practical use in Each time the inference engine is
unmanned autonomous vehicles (UAVs). executed, the action of exactly one rule
Thus, exhaustive research on is fired, thus generating the appropriate
hardware/software architectures for real- control signals to RASP's effectors. The
time AI was conducted. The selection of procedures that are attached to rule
the software architecture of SDAR, the actions collectively form an asynchronous
programming language in which it is control system.
written, and the processor on which it
will be executed was made for this SDAR is a hybrid Al/control system in
research. This section describes those which both the AI component and the
design decisions. control component have been designed to

work with each other. Control components
The Software Architecture normally have the "luxury" of executing
SDAR uses the AI "rule-based" software synchronously; SDAR must, and does,
architecture. This architecture was execute asynchronously. AI components
selected because it accommodates change normally have the "luxury" of executing
yet provides a very clear mental model of relatively slowly; SDAR must, and does,
the logic process. That flexibility and execute in real time.
clarity proved to be extremely valuable
during the evolution of SDAR. The Programming Language and Processor

Many systems developed for real-time Al
SDAR's inference engine uses "forward flounder because of the large size and
chaining". Forward chaining means the high cost of the fielded hardware. The
system works with facts to make software techniques used by the
conclusions. (Backward chaining systems theoretical Al researchers are, by
try to prove tentative conclusions based necessity, very "fuzzy" structures. The
on the facts.) The match phase very complex data structures result in
inefficiency found in many forward very large memory requirements. Use of
chaining rule-based systems is avoided in the data structures requires searching or
SDAR by rule priority processing and by chaining through long sequences of linked
the high efficiency of the inference lists. Current Al specialized processors
engine code. Also the rule base was (i.e., TI/DARPA CLM and Symbolics IVORY)
minimized to avoid match phase time are optimized for these operations by
problems. tailored microcode, memory speed aids such

as caches and pipelines, large bulk memory
The forward chaining was selected such as hard disks, and 20 to 30 MHz
primarily because backward chaining is processor clocks. This hardware approach
inappropriate for SDAR. SDAR's data base is power hungry, expensive and heavy for
is very volatile; the locations of ships autonomous vehicles. The very features of
and the location of RASP itself change Visp that help with the design of AI
constantly in real-time. Thus the solutions also cause the problems with
contents of the data base constantly

6 - _imm, mmmm m m m m ) m m
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utilizing Lisp for real-time airborne After the match and conflict resolution
systems. phases are finished, the inference engine

fireb the best rule. It does so via a
SDAR is written in the Forth programming subroutine call to the executable address
language . Forth is similar to LISP in of the best rule's action part. When the
that it uses lists as its primary action has been performed the inference
algorithmic structure; it differs from engine returns control to the high level
LISP in that it uses stacks instead of word which initiates another execution of
lists as its primary data structure. The the inference engine.
stacks are best handled by a postfix
notation instead of LISP's prefix. With In traditional rule-based systems, the
Forth, much of LISPs generality is match and conflict resolution phases are
possible. distinct. In the match phase, the

inference engine evaluates all of the
Moreover, Forth has an enormous advantage rules' conditions (thus forming the
with respect to hardware. A new conflict set) with no use of the rules'
processor, the RTX, has been developed priorities. Then, if the conflict set
that executes the Forth language contains more than one rble, the conflict
primitives in hardware gate logic. Both resolution phase examines the priorities
LISP and Forth normally run under a of those rules to determine which to fire.
virtual machine emulated on the actual (The rule ordinal position is not useful
host. The RTX is a realization of the for resolving the conflict because the
virtual machine in use for Forth since rules are order independent.) Thus in
1969. This development allows high level traditional rule-based system, the match
Forth code to be executed at unprecedented phase is inefficient because every rule
speeds. The RTX Is small and inexpensive condition is evaluated every time the
thus fitting RASP-s packaging inference engine is executed. This is
requirements. SDAR was developed by this very time consuming for a system with many
project for application on the RTX rules (>2000).
processor.

The "Rete Algorithm" is a highly respected
SDAR consists of eight components: approach for efficiently implementing the
database, rule base, inference engine, match phase. Rete uses the fact that most
preplanner, rule compiler, attached rule conditions use a very small portion
condition procedures, attached action of the data base. If the pertinent data
procedures, and database maintainer, has not changed since the last execution

of the inference engine, the rule
Inference Engine condition must have the same logical
The inference engine is the heart of SDAR. value. The idea is to only evaluate the
It implements the match, conflict rule conditions that have a chance of
resolution, fire, and repeat phases of the changing their state. Therefore, all
forward chaining algorithm. The inference changes to the data base are monitored,
engine implements the match and conflict which is simple if only rule actions can
resolution phases by iterating through the change the database. The Rete algorithm
rules in the SDAR rule base to find the must have compiled tables defining which
"best" rule. The "best" rule is defined clauses or rule conditions can be affected
as the rule with highest priority among by given database changes.
all rules whose condition is true.

The Rete algorithm only helps when the
For each rule that is examined, the database changes slowly. In SDAR this
inference engine first determines if its condition is not met. The conflict
priority is greater than the priority of resolution phase is unchanged by Rete.
the best rule found so far. If it is not, The rule priorities are not considered
then the rule-s condition is not until after the conflict set is formed.
evaluated. If it is, then the rule's
condition clauses are evaluated one at a As described above, SDAR-s inference
time. engine interleaves the match and conflict

resolution phases for efficiency. The
For each condition clause that is idea of examining a rule's priority before
evaluated, a call is made to a short its condition was invented (independently
machine code routine that tests the at NAVAIRDEVCEN, although perhaps not
result. A false clause causes immediate exclusively) in the course of developing
clearing of the stack elements pushed by the SDAR inference engine. This method
the other condition clauses of the rule. evaluates a rules condition clause only if
(This is to allow condition clauses to the associated priority is high enough.
pass parameters to the action clauses It is believed that this algorithm has
without concern for the order of the more speed-up potential than Rete for
logic.) The false clause also clears the sensor driven database applications.
return stack to abort out of the rule
execution and return to the inference Preplanner
engine for consideration of the next rule. The Preplanner is executed before RASP is
A true clause simply allows the condition launched and is the interface between the
part of the rule to continue executing. mission planner and RASP. Through the
If the last condition clause evaluates preplanner, the mission planner
true, then the current rule is labeled the communicates the ship importance
best rule, and the executable address of specification and the mission plan to
the rule's action is saved. The process SDAR.
continues until all the rules have been

examined. More precisely, the preplanner assigns

values to the arrays which relate a ship's

91-15525 length, speed, heading, distance, 
and
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direction to its length-value, speed- SDAR development. The major components of

value, heading-value distance-value and the simulation and their relation to the

direction-value (respectively). It also SDAR is shown in Figure 2.

assigns values to the variables used to
combine those individual values into a The simulation was developed separately

total value: length-factor, speed-factor, from SDAR. In order to provide the most

heading-factor, distance-factor, realistic test for SDAR the simulation

direction-factor, #photo-sessions-factor, variables such as aircraft position are

interest-factor and handiness-factor, not directly available to the SOAR system.

Simulated navigation sensors have access

The preplanner assigns values to the to the perfect knowledge in the simulation

arrays used to compute length-value, models and make that information available

speed-value, and heeding-value to length- to SDAR after including error modeling.
factor, speed-factor, and heading-factor, Initially the real-time control of the
via an interactive session with the Airframe and Camera System was done
mission planner. The preplanner simply manually. Next, the autopilot was
assigns constants to all other arrays and implemented and tested under various

variables. waypoint configurations and wind
conditions. Finally, SOAR was included

The preplanner assigns a value to the and rules were loaded incrementally to
mission plan through a similar interactive debug the RASP behavior one state at a
session. time.

Rule Compiler The simulation was run repeatedly with
The SOAR rule compiler takes different scenarios to judge the
condition/action rules and produces appropriateness of SDAR's decisions. As a
executable object code. The rules are result, SDAR's rules were edited several
compiled into two data structures in times. The flexibility of the rule-based
memory. The actual object code that approach made it a simple matter to do
fetches or calculates the truth status of such editing. The maneuver efficiencies
a clause is compiled the same as all the and stabilities were also tuned during the
other software in the processor. In system integration phase.
addition the executable addresses of the
condition and action rule parts are stored Before the simulation begins, the user
in a data array called the rule list. The executes the preplanner to enter a mission
rule priorities are also stored in the plan and a ship importance specification.
rule list. The object code for the rule The preplanner displays a map-view of an
clauses is compiled as call address tables area of ocean on a video screen. The user
for the procedural attachments. The last then specifies a mission plan by
call in each clause is to a machine code repeatedly using cursor keys to choose
routine to test the clause truth and points on the map. Each chosen point thus
directly manipulate the return stack becomes a waypoint of the mission plan.
accordingly. As the cursor moves, the screen displays

its position in miles. The generated list
The compiler takes full advantage of the of waypoint positions can be stored on
programmer-s access to compiler primitives disk with a keystroke. These can also be
In Forth. The SOAR rule base compiler easily edited.
takes pages of ASCII text source code and
produces executable machine code optimized The user enters a ship importance
for execution by the inference engine, specification through a four-phased
The programmer's access to the fundamental dialogue using a keyboard and video
operating system variables and the control screen. In Phase 1 the user specifies
the programmer has over the structure of which ships (in terms of their lengths:
the dictionary facilitate the detailed are large ships important or small ones?)
manipulation of the machine code laid down should be considered important and he does
by the compiler. so by interactively filling in a table

that relates each feasible ship length to
The last crucial capability used In the a number in the range 0 to 100 (the
SDAR rule compiler is the control of the "length value" of a ship with that
execution time of a defined word. In the length). Phase 2 does the same job, but
SOAR rule compiler a three distinct "run- for ship speed. (Are fast ships important
times" are used, corresponding roughly to today? Slow ones?) Phase 3 does the same
"passes" in a standard compiler. The time job, but for ship heading. (Are ships
phases are 1) during the compilation of heading north important today? East?) In
the compiler 2) during execution of the Phase 4, the user specifies the relative
compiler, that is, compile time for the weights that should be used by RASP to
rules 3) during the execution of the compute a ship's importance from its
compiled rules. A lower level word length value, speed value, and heading
defined for use in a compiling word may be value, as defined in Phases 1-3. The user
easily constructed to affect the also specifies RASP's environment. The
dictionary and the stack at say of the positions, headings, and speeds of ships
three time phases. It is these words are specified through a process that is
executing at the two compile times and similar to the mission plan specification.
manipulating the dictionary that makes the The user can specify the direction and
SDAR rule compiler simple. speed of the wind.

Simulation of RASP During the simulation, the behavior of
A computer simulation, incorporating RASP and the ships is displayed on three
mathematical models of the non-SDAR video screens: the map view screen, the
components of RASP and its environment, airborne camera screen, and the system
was produced to provide a test bad for status screen. The map view screen
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graphically displays a map of an area of CONCLUSIONS
ocean. It shows (1) the waypoints of the This project has resulted in a system that
mission plan, (2) the track of RASP's breaks the bottleneck that has previously
platform through time, (3) the "footprint" prevented use of artificial intelligence
of RASP's camera on the ocean's surface for real-time control applications in
through time, (4) the actual track of each unmanned air vehicles (UAVs). A P I
ship through time, and (5) the estimated solution has been developed at
track of each ship that has been sighted NAVAIRDEVCEN to make dumb sensor platforms
but Is currently not in the field of view (i.e. Remotely Piloted Vehicles (RPVs))
through time. The map view screen also into smart UAVs in the early 90s. This
Indicates when RASP is transmitting to the work has led to our role in a Tri-Service
home ship by "beeping". Joint Program Office effort to flight test

autonomous aircraft maneuvering to
The Airborne Camera screen graphically optimally position sensors. This work has
displays what is seen by RASP at each also led to novel systems of sensors and
instant. More precisely, when a ship is platforms potentiating systems such as the
in RASP's field of view, a synthesized Tactical Imaging System that can transmit
image of the ship appears on the airborne imagery over satcom links. In addition a
camera screen. The orientation of the variant 3f SDAR Is being developed to
icon is correct, and Its length is assist C operators on manned aircraft.
accurately scaled. The system status
screen is an alphanumeric display that
shows data concerning the current state of
RASP.

ARTIFICIA INTELLIGENC

Figure 1. Sensor Drien Airborne Replanner System Architecture

I Sl Sensors
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FLIGHT SIMULATION C~ASMlTO

AUTOP11OT RLCBSDGMA

NAVIGATION N~. iwrCNhL MOTION

SIMULATION CAMERA CAMERA GUMAL SIMULATION

PRE-PLANNER SMLTO

Figure 2. SDAR Laboratory Simulation

Discussion
Author:

(.a) Wat iteflihtltiue (a) The altitude used is 6000 ft.
(a) hat s th flght ltitde?(b) Only good weather is included for the environment.

(b) Is the system usable in all weather? (c) No, the system is currently used only for civil appli-
(c) Is the system equipped for ECM? cations.
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A THREAT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
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I

1, SUMMARY clearance height and the application of any

(onboard) ECM as appropriate.
TMS - the Threat Management System - is a com-
pany prototype development of a support system
for the crew of fighter bombers at low level 2.2 Cockpit Situation
flight. In particular TMS is supposed to provide
support in high dense groundbased airdefence sce- Increasing system and scenario complexity means
narios during the that the crew has to cope with larger amounts of

data in shorter time by correlating this informa-
1 }preparation phase, tion flow mentally under stress conditions. In

-I.,penetration phase , AL case of a single event they might be able to manage
attack pthe situation but for several simultaneously ap-

phase) pearing problems it is almost impossible for hu-
man beings to solve the problems taking into ac-of a mission applying methods of terrain and count all effecting constraints. Therefore it be-

threat avoidance combined with sensor information comes more and more important to provide
fusion, suitable onboard support systems.

C __INTRODUCTION . Development Goals

In reaction to growing capabilities of modem airde- Onboard support systems for the crew of future
fence systems both groundbased and airborne and airborne weapon systems need to provide
thus to increasing requirements for mission en-
forcement modem military aircraft are character- - comprehensive situation awareness
ized by increasing system complexity. The compo- • tactical recommendations for decision making
sition of a growing number of demanding sub-
systems imposes additional workload and thus in
consequence operational problems to the crew of in order to avoid human beings becoming the limit-
such integrated systems. In order keep these com- ing factor for system performance, but put man in-
plex systems manageable by the crew also in fu- to action where he is unique as system manager and
ture operating in complex scenarios several nation- final decision point.
al programs like Pilot's Associate, Mission Man-
agement Aid *or Copilote Electronique have been Modem information technology, particularly
launched to investigate solutions by applying new methods of Artificial Intelligence, allow super-
software technologies like Artificial Intelligence vised autonomous functionality on lower levels of
in particular knowledge based systems. TMS is a intellectual capability like perception, deduction,
project within this scope. rulebased knowledge processing, and execution of

well defined tasks. Therefore functions likesearch, control, transformation, interpretation,
LL Scenarl evaluation, and also planning can been taken over

by systems based on such modem software technol-
High dense groundbased airdefence scenarios are ogies in combination with conventional algorith-
best described by multiple layers of overlapping mic solutions.
threat areas given by the active radii of the missile
systems. Such airdefence belts equipped with very By support of such systems the workload in the
effective weapons have to be penetrated in order t cockpit implied by many low level operationalget to preplanned targets. tasks will be reduced and the crew can concentrateon high level decisions based on compact, correlat-

Today's general procedure for penetrating such see- ed information, what leads to an improvement of
narios is the combination of high velocity, low set
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" survivability and Based on this evaluation an onboard situation de-
. mission success. pendent plan for an flight route through the sce-

nario can be generated in order to minimize the ex-

The main goal of the system is the onboard sup- ponation to threats. Terrain masking based on digi-

port for the crew in critical situations. Only if ad- tal terrain data and the threat scenario in

vised by the crew or in well defined situations combination with silent navigation like TRN

TMS should take over the aircraft control. (Terrain reference navigation) is a proper mean for
covert operation and thus for threat avoidance. The
planning system has to keep in mind the very

24 Astrict limitations of time and fuel management for
.4 Apoliation Area for Onboard Knowledge a mission.Based Systems

Based on the above described situation several dis- In order to suppress the effectiveness of the airde-

tinct application areas of complementing knowli- fence systems of the given scenario a planning sys-

edge based systems in combination with algorith- tem for tactical measurements provides advice for
edge proedusyes n miaion wthe application of onboard ECM equipment, flight
mic procedures can be derived, maneuver, and weapons in combination with a re-

Providing the best available scenario information sources management.

is one essential task The information from several Of particular importance for manned aircraft is the
sources at different levels of detail gained at dif- man-machine-interface. In situation dependent for-
ferent times and affect by some deee of uncertain- mats providing just the required information the
ty has to be combined to a consistent description decision base for the crew has to be displayed. Us-of the threatening scenario the aircraft has to oper- er modeling allows for an adaption to the level ofate in. experience of the crew if appropriate.

Next this detected scenario has to be assessed in
terms of threat levels for the aircraft having in
mind the capability of the aircraft and its onboard
resources and weighting this against the features of 3THE THREAT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
the groundbased airdefence systems. A complete
situation assessment requires also detailed know- TMS covers a particular area out of the set of pos-
ledge about the status of the own platform com- sible applications of software technology for mili-
bined with information about limitations in tary aircraft based on the above outline. Scenarios
flight envelope or sensor support in due to sub- in which TMS provides its support are best de-
system failures. The emergency procedure manage- scribed by high dense layered groundbased airde-
ment has to be taken over by the system. fence belts like the so called European scenario

(figure 1).

EWDL

01

FLOT

Figure 1: Example of an European scenario
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The realized basic functionality of TMS is 3.1 TMS Concept

* recognition of the actual scenario Three main-components form the Threat Manage-
. threat assessment ment System (figure 2)
* planning/replanning of an optimized flight- * DatWnformation Fusion

path * Situation Assessment and Plan Generation
* tactical display. • Man/Machine Interface

These components are embedded in a simulation en-
vironment for development, test and demonstra-
tion of TMS outside a real target system.

Simulation Environment Combiner Advisor Man-Machine-Interface

I SM GFusiono

Map nfora~on Plan
Sogure soce
Dipul Pebrid Msson

Figure 2: System Concept

3.2 Simulation Environment emitters, aircraft, sensors etc. have been created.
They include the behavioral description of an ob-

For TMS a quite elaborated dynamic simulation en- ject and inherit it to son objects.. Instances de-
vironment has been developed in order to feed scribe a particular realization of an object. Actions
TMS with realistic data as far as its functionality are initiated by messages.
is concerned. Such an environment allows for sys-
tem verification up to a high degree. For a future development a knowledge based mod-

ule will control a tactical behavior of the threats,
The simulation environment is composed of e.g. control of moding depending on the approach

of the aircraft and doctnnes..
• digital terrain and cultural data
* groundbased airdefence sites
* dynamic emitter models 3.3 Information Fusion

* aircraft model The growing number of information sources on-
. ECM sensor models board military aircraft requires means for merging

the information about the same object from differ-
and provides features for setting up any ground- ent sources to one comprehensive display as infor-
based senario out of the list of available airde- mation source for the crew. Beside active and pas-
fence sites. Each emitter might be assigned its spe- sive onboard sensors operating in different frequen-
cific parameters including its scanpattern within a cy slots and directions with different sensitivity
selected sector. The aircraft model can be equipped and resolution radio links to remote sources are in
with one or more ECM sensor model providing po- use. Also intelligence information about the dif-
sition and attitude at each instance to the sensor ferent orders of battle (MOB, EOB, AOB, GOB)
models for evaluation of the receiving conditions. as briefing data as well as digital terrain and cul-

tural data are important information sources for
The simulation is realized by means of object ori- deriving best knowledge about the actual threat
ented programming completely. Classes for sites, scenario.

91-15526'III,,"
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3.3.1 Fusion Concent rent best hypothesis. The knowledge-sources
(geometric, geographic, tactical) respond opportu-

The TMS fusion component is based on informa- nistically to changes on the blackboard driven by
tion from passive sensors alternatively one or both the focus of attention.

" RWR - Radar Warning Receiver
" ESM - Location Receiver 3.4 Advisor

and on the two data sources 3.4.1 Situation Assessment

" prebriefed scenario Based on the output information of the fusion
unit, the combined scenario, TMS assesses the de-

- digital terrain d . gree of danger of separable areas of the scenario de-
pendent on threat-type and areas of overlapping

Other sources can be integrated but are not in use fighting zones. The result of this assessment is a
right now. threat-map displaying weighted threat-areas on a

digital map. We have selected circles representing
At the first instance of operation of the fusion the fighting zones of threats because the more de-
unit its output is identical with the contents of dicated pattern depend on the direction an aircraft
the prebriefed scenario. If time proceeds it will be is approaching a site and this information isn't
updated continuously by actual information about available for the first iteration.
the real scenario.

Once an aircraft is tracked by an emitter its prima-
A Basic Combiner provides fundamental function- ry task is to unlock the track before a missile can
ality like the administration of the incoming infor- be launched. One mean for this is to use areas
mation from different sources, the keeping of the masked by terrain for the flight route, i.e. areas
combined tracklist, the resolution of identifica- which can't be controlled by a radar because of the
tion conflicts, and the management of higher lev- structure of the terrain. To provide this terrain
els of the fusion process. TMS knows three levels and threat avoidance functionality TMS calculates
of specific fusion operations a more detailed threat-map where both threat de-

ployment and terrain masking is considered
" the geometric combiner (figure 3).
" the geographic combiner
" the tactical combiner. Part of situation assessment is the actual know-

ledge about the status of the own platform, be-
with each of them requiring an increasing amount cause any limitation due to subsystem failure de-
of processing time. The geometric combiner pro- creases the capacity of the aircraft and thus effects
cesses primarily identification-, direction- and dis- the plan generation massively. System status eval-
tance information provided by the different sourc- uation isn't in the scope of TMS right now.
es. The location of an emitter measured by a sen-
sor is attached with an uncertainty about its real
position. The geographic combiner reduces the loca- J.4.2 Tactical Advice
tion error by analyzing terrain-, surface-, and cul-
tural data of the surrounding area. Finally the tac- Based on the previous described situation assess-
tical combiner processes knowledge about the ment suitable measures can be planned to reduce
Ground Order of Battle and the equipment of the the risk for crew and platform. Generally the pro-
related units as well as doctrines for deployment cedures
and tactical behavior. • avoidance
The information fusion can be enhanced by an addi- • reduction of detectability
tional sensor management unit, which coordinates * deception and jamming
situation dependent the usage of the different on- • fighting
board sources by techniques of mode selection and
sensor cueing. are possible. The tactical advisor selects and com-

bines these measures situation dependently.
3.3.2 Fusion System Architecture Tactical experience is heuristic knowledge gained

The selected architecture for the TMS information in a multitude of simulation, training flights, and
fusion unit is based on blackboard system concepts sorties continuously being updated and adapted to

new developments. Thus despite some general pro-

The blackboard, a global database, keens the actual cedures the knowledge base of an tactical advisorS smust be tailored to the respective configuration ofproblemsolving-state. It consists ot inputdata, the aircraft and to the knowledge about the capa-
partial solutions, alternatives and final solutions, biity of the systems in the scenario.
all of them objects of the solution-space. They are
hierarchical organized into levels of analysis; TMS is supposed to provide both capacities route
therefore sensordata arrive at the lowest level.
The datastnuture on the blackboard is a dynamic planning/replanning and plan generation for use of
entity that evolves over time representing the cur- onboard resources in combination with appropriate
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maneuvers, flight control algorithm has to be developed
which allow to follow such a preplanned route.

3.4.2.1 Reroutins!

Detected differences to the prebriefed scenario or 3.4.2.2 ECM Advisor
sudden changes require a replanning of the pre-
planned mission route based on the mission goals Route planning and replanning reduces the expona-
and the actual knowledge about the scenario. TMS tion of the aircraft to threats and minimizes the
provides a route planner that can be applied for time-interval of crossing a fighting zone, but it
global mission route planning as well as for local doesn't eliminate the threat. Therefore it is impor-
rerouting. It takes into account constraints for tant to plan the employment of onboard resources
time- and fuel-consumption and makes sure that in combination with flight maneuvers. Onbord re-
the replanned route is in the neighborhood of the sources are limited therefore it is important to em-
preplanned mission route. Similar important is ploy them purposeful adapted to the current situa-
that the route planner inherently avoids routes tion and to manage their consumption having the
which lead into a dead end. Critical sections of the needs for the overall mission in mind. Unplanned
flight path can be seen on the display (figure 3). flight maneuvers within a highden t scenario are

very critical because they might directly lead into
Route planning for terrain and threat avoidance re- an exponation to several threats.
quires not only lateral but also vertical route com-
ponents. The consequence is that a modified 3-D

498:00:

49:09:90

________ --- 48:0:0

12:39:09 11:99:99 11:30:90 12:00:09 12:39:e9

Figure 3: Tactical Display

CLOS (Common Lisp Object System) for means of
U Man-Machine Interface flexibility, maintainability and control of com-

plex data structures. Therefore a development envi-
At the man-machine interface the required informa- ronment as shown in figure 4 is applied. Parts of
tion has to be provided to the crew of airborne TMS meanwhile could be proved providing valid
platforms situation dependently in compact but functionality and therefore are in the process of be-
comprehensive form. A combination of a 2-D top- ing ported to target processors like 680xx or
down view tactical color display providing the R3000.
overview about the scenario on top of a map and
the planned route over a long distance (figure 3)
and a perspective 3-D display showing the situa- & REAL-TIME ASPECTS
tion for the next seconds of flight are in use with
TMS respectively under development. At least three levels of real-time have to be con-

sidered

. VELMENT ENVIRONMENT * Reaction times less than one second: A new
upcoming threat has to be displayed immedi-

The TMS prototype completely is developed in ately to the crew. Fast algorithms for in-



formation fusion can be applied. * Several seconds of reaction time: Functions
Response times at about one second: The like trend monitoring allow several seconds
route planner for example plans a new of update.
route over 100 miles within this time-
frame. Because route replanning is initiated Thus in each case the appropriate time scale has to
by changes in the scenario or by request of be analyzed and its design has to be adapted to the
the pilot this processing time seems to be allowance in functionality.
reasonable.

Symbolics 3675 Symbolics 3650 Mac Ivory Silicon
Graphics

Colormonitor i

Laserprinter itEhre

- VAX-C'uster

'---. Terrmnaiserver

Sun Sun Sun 3/75 Compaq 386
4/390 3160

Figure 4: Development Environment

.CONCLUSINS Dis =ussion
Future developments in avionics systems will
adopt integrating support systems like TMS in an I. Dr K. Holla. Germany
evolutionary way. For onboard application of The air defenders will react to the intelligent threat reaction
knowledge based systems a wide area of functional- systems, and a viable strategy becomes using "spoof or false
ity has been identified and at least as prototype so- threat emitters to try and channel the aircraft to heavily
lution realized. The major challenge for the next defended corridors. Do you consider a cost association with
future will be the development of operational sys- reacting to emitters?
tems in target environments.

Author:
From my view to beat this problem you need at least three
information sources (knowledge sources): Intelligence
information (prebriefed data to know where sites have been
seen, also if they are currently not active; Remote sensor
information about communication activities to know the
communication links and the superior control section. and
knowledge about doctrine and tactical behavior to be
prepared for such "spoofing".
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1. RESUME 2. INTRODUCTION
i1 est generalement admis que Ia moid Un systeme performant de detection et

du coait d'utiiisation des avions de combat lclsto e ansdi vi orojc
correspond aux d6penses concernant Ia toitsato e ansdi vi orojc
maintenance :rechanges, nombre d'heures tf
de maintenance par heure de vol, etc... Pour 0 l'Accroissement de Ia securit6 des vols
r~duire ou maitriser ces co~its, it est essentiel
de developper un concept de maintenance 0 l'utilisation optimale des systemes de
permettar', une automatisation et une fiabilit6 I'a~ronef en cas de panne
maximaics des opdrallons de diagnostic. De
plus, ces diagnostics doivent 6tre les pius 0 Ic d~tectlon et Ia localisation des pannes
fins possibles. Ie but final dtant de tendre dans un temps Ic plus r~duit possible
vers one maintenance deox niveaux (mainte- (proche du temps reel)
nance en ligne et maintenance industrlelic). 0uric fiabilit6 do diagnostic la plus 6leve
Pour tenir ces objectlis, l'utilisatlon de l'lntcl- possible (taux de fausse depose le plus
ligence Artificicile applique A Ia detection et rdi osbe
A Ia localisatlon de pannes, fait l'objet de rdi osbe
nombreuses etudes et semble dtre one voie *une ftricssc de diagnostic importante (dia-
Int~ressante pour Ia r~solution do probleme gnostld au niveau do l'unit6 remplagabie
pose. Le syst~me de diagnostic d~veloppe en atelitir A l'int~rieur de l'unit& rempla-
sur les avions d'armes do DASSAULT AVIA- g~able en ligne)
TION repose sur (c concept de ta maIntenan-
ce Int~grde et l'utillsation de l'intelligence Ces objects doivent Atre atteints sI ion
artiticlelle est blen adapt6e A cc concept. La veut
principale caract~ristique de cette maintenan-
ce int~grde est de r~allser la d~tection et (a * diminuer les te~nps do remise en itat
localisatlon de pannes par v~rificatlon de I'mn- * diminuer le coOt I )n rechanges
t~grit6 des 616ments mat~riels et logicielsI
constituant les diff~rentes chaines fonction- 0 dimlnoer Ie nombri et Ia qualification des
nelles. Ce principe est utilisable pour Ia m~caniciens.
maintenance cur avlon (en igne) et en atelier
(hors ligne et maintenance Industrietle). Les Pour obtenir ie r~su~at recherch6. i1 est
performanfces Int~ressantes relev~es cur les primordil qo'au d~but ~u d~veloppemnent
avions actuellement en service peuvent Wer d'un systhme d'armes IIsI tabl Ia politi-
amdlior~es do facon sensible par l'utlllsatlon quo de maintenabilit6 maint nance la micox
do l'lntelllgence Artificlelle A diff~rents adapt~e pour l'ensemble d'Oi constituants,

niveaux. tous niveaux do maintenance clnfondus.
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Le Principe de maintenance intigrie deo de permettre des tests permanents dans
DASSAULT AVIATION a commenc6 A 6ire los 6quipements. En effet, un test d'int6-
6tudid en 1978 et a depuis M16 appllqu6 A grit6 sur Is fonctionnement Interne de
tous los sysimes d'Armes diveloppis i'6quipemsnt Peut n'avoir aucun effet sur
depuis cette date. Ce Principe est les interfaces de celul-ci et ne perturbe
entibrement aigorithmlque ot a des perfor- donc pas Ie reste du systbme
mances trbs intiressantes. En paralibie, nous
avons rialis6 un certain nombre d'6tudes sur *de simplifier Ia miss en oeuvre :un test
des systimes experts destinis au diagnostic par simulation de fonctionnement suppo-
de pannes. L'exphrience acquise grAce h i se que si un 6quipement appartlent A une
6tudes Wea pas remis en cause Is concept de chains, touts Ia chains participe au test,
maintenance Intigrie, mals a au contraire alors qu'un test d'Inthgrlt6 Interne est
montr6 qu'une utilisatlon conlointe de ce type localis6 dans un 6quipement.
de maintenance et de l'i.A. permettait d'envi- *de permetire un fonctionnement specifi-
sagsr un accroissement important des perfor- qua des equipements A des fins de
mances. Nous allons donc dicrire Ie Principe contr~le de l'inthgrit6 des interfaces. Si
de Ia maintenance intigrie et indiquer A ce fonctionnement est 6tendu h i'ensem-
quels points de son organisation 11 est inte- bie du systbme, 11 est alors possible de
ressant d'utiliser des systemes experts, tester les Interfaces des 6quipernents

sans se prioccuper des chaines fonction-
nelles.

3. PRINCIPE DE DIAGNOSTIC PAR *de simplifier de fa~on extrimement
TEST D'INTEGRITE importante Ia base de connaissance d'un

systime expert d~dli au diagnostic de
Le Principe essentiel sur lequel repose la pannes. En effet, les modiles

maintenance intigrde est Is test d'intdgritd comportementaux des 6quipements se
qul peut 6tre difinI comme suit riduisent A des modiles de fonction-

nement 6lecironique de chaque 6qui-
* quand, pour un 6quipement, on teste pement sans se prdoccuper des fonctions

separement I'inthgrit6 du logiclel et l'intd- de transfert assuries par logiciel.
gritd du matiriel, l'ensemble de ces deux 11 est, par allieurs, Important de souli-
tests est equivalent A un test d'intigritd gner les points suivants
global

" qundpou un6qupemnton est Les tests de sdcurit6 des 6quipements
* quade po unctqipement intes t sont de touts faqon obligatoires pour

sinerfamenso foc trieent ltrn sme assurer Ia sicurit6 du vol. De Ia mime
se es neacest et i'exthrieur, IA som manibre, des tes~d sont nicessairemeni
dees deux rtest eloba qu lneAu effectuis pour privenir Is pilots des

testdintgrii glbaldigradations du fonctionnement op6-

* quand, pour un 6quipement, un test rationnel des 6quipements. Si ces tests
garantit lIint6grit6 de 1'6quipement, ce sont convenablement conqus, leurs; risul-
test garantit Is bon fonctionnement de tats peuvent 6galement servir au diagnos-
I'6quipement et 11 nWest donc pas nices- tic de pannes, sous riserve qu'iis

sled iueIsfonctionnement pour satisfassent aux performances deman-
valider Ia fonction de transfert de 1'6qui- es
pemnent. * Les tests destinis A un 6chelon de main-

* Dans Ia mesurs oiu Is fonctionnemeni tenance donn6 peuvent souvent Aire utili-
interns de 1'6quipement Paut hire modifid sis avec profit A un autre 6chelon.
A des fins do recherche de panne, ce
fonctionnemeni peut hire utiis6 pour tes- 0 Si un 6qulpement est Inclus dans une
ter valablemeni los Interfaces do 1'6qui- chains fonctionnelle, et s'il exists un
pement avec: 1'extirieur. Exemple e n moyen de dialogue entre les 6quipemenis
faisant exicuter sipariment dans I'6qui- do Ia chains (Bus numirique multipiex6
pemnent uno toncion destinho uniquement Par exemplo), cei 6quipement devra
A en validor les entres/sorties at un test contribuor A Ia maintenance globale de la
d'Intigrit6 de Ia fonction de transfert, on chains (par exempls, Is test des sorties
a valid6 1'6quipement aussi bien que par de cet iqulpement pourra fournir des
un test complet par simulation de fonc- Informations pour Is test des entries de
tionnement. I'6quipement sulvant dans Ia chaine).

Cocd suppose quo Ia miss au point do
li6quipoment a 616 menue corroctomont, ce 3.1. PERFORMANCES DEMANDEES AUX
qul st I'hypothbse do base du raisonnemnin. EQUIPEMENTS

Coo principes ont pour consiquence Dons Ia construction de Ia maintenablllt6
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globale d'un Syst~me, 11 eat demandd que 4. PRINCIPE GENERAL
chaque equipement salt cofl~u avec leaD'RAITON UDE NAE
oblectits suivanta GGNSTOND EANG

U jillisation maximale des capacit~s inter- Le d~pannage des 6quipementa est
nes des 6quipements dans Ie but de limi- organis6 suivant trois niveaux d'lnterven-
ter et de standardiser les outiliages de tion:

mainteance Maintenance en Ligne avec localisation
*Orientation des tests vers la localisation des Unit~s Rempla~abiesaen Ligne (URL)

de l'6l6ment en panne 0 Maintenance Hors Ligne des 6quipements

*Contribution des dquipements A Is main- avioniques avec locailsation des Unitds
tenance de i'ensemble du syst~me Rempla~ables en Atelier (URA)

Par "6i6ment" on entendra * Maintenance Industrielle des 6quipements
avioniques avec localisation des compo-

* I'Unit6 Rempiaqable en Ligne (URI) santa.
pour la maintenance en Ligne

Le d~coupage matdrlei de nos syst~mes
" l'Unitd Rempla~able en Atelier (URA) btant organisb en Bolles noires, nous n'avons

pour Ia maintenance hors ligne pas pour objectif principal de locailser direc-
tement sur avion'lea Unit~s Remplaqables en" le composant 6l6mentaire pour Is Atelier en panne. Cependant, Ia localisation

maintenance Industrielie. d'URA en panne eat possible dana un certain
nombre de cas comme nous Ie verrons plus
loin.

3.2. LIMITATIONS
D'autre part, tous lea r~sultats des dia-

11 eat 6vident que i'enaembie des dispo- gnostics effectu~s au niveau de i'avlon sont
sitions de testabiitd applicables A un dqui- m~morisds sur un m6dla Informatique et
pemnent conduit n6cessairement A des tranamia directement A I'ateiier hors ligne
augmentations de mat~riel ct/ou logiclel pour faciliter lea op~rations de diagnostic
embarqu~s. Ces augmentations doivent 6tre d'URA en panne losque ceills-ci ne sont pas
contr6iees et rhfl~chies car elies peuvent localisees au niveau de l'avian. De Ia m~ine
entrainer mani~re, lea testeurs de maintenance hors

ligne constituent une base de donn6es pour
* Une diminution de ftabtlt Informer )a maintenance Industrielle des

* Une diminution de s~curit6 r~sultats de test qui ont conduit au diagnostic
de panne des URA d~posdes.

* Une augmentation de polds ou de volume

* Une augmentation du prix 5. MAINTENANCE EN LIGNE
11 eat donc nhceasaire dana taus lea cas

d'examincr taus ces aspects de fa4;on A rali- La maintenance en ligne eat i'enscmble
ser un compromia acceptable entre toutes des opdrations de maintenance exdcut~es
ces exigences qul sont parfols contradictol- par lea unit~s ophrationnelles sur leurs a6ro-
res. nefsaen utilsation. On distingue deux phases

En particuller, If eat n~cessaire sans trop asIminencanlg dsytb s:

p~nallser lea temps d'ex~cution des proc~du- *Une maintenance en temps r~ei, pendant
res de maintenance, d'expioitcr au maximum Ie fonctionnement op~ratlannel du syst6-
lea possibiliths offertes par des mayena mis me pour laquclic i'accent acre mis sur lea
en oeuvre au aol, soft en Interne au syst~me autotesta des 6quipements avec I'Imp~ra-
avionique embarqu6, salt en extemne. tif de ne pas perturber Ie fonctionnement

normal.
Par exemple, pour lea 6quipements cam-

portant un ophrateur programm6 et une 6Une mainterince compi~mentaire au aol,
m~moire vive, ii peut apparaitre pr~t~rable pendant lequelie l'seemble des systb-
de charger lea programmes de test et de lea meg adoptera un fonctionnement adapt6,
faire ex~cuter en m~moire vive lors des ap6- qul permettra Ie test des liaisons Inter-
rations de maintenance piut~t que de lea fal- dquipements, [a rdalisation des teats trop
re r~sider en permanence en m~moire perturbanta pour btre effectu~s en fonc-
programme :on 6vite ainsi de p~nailser Ia tionnement normal, etc...
talille do Ia m~moire, on dimInue lea probA- Lullaind amitnneitga
mea, de s6curit6 116s A Ia maintenance, et on Luilaind smitnneItg~
ne demands A 1'6quipament que d'Atre cape- aifre lea avantages suivents:
ble de charger et d'exdcuter ces programmes *Mise en oeuvre quasi-instentan~e
dana s zone do m~molre vivo.
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* Grands Inddpendance via-A-via des bvoiu- en eat fails dans I'avion. Les CIRM ant une
tiona des logiciela des 6qulpements double proc~durs d'utllaation:

* Exploitation Sur avlon des r~sultats avec 9 Les Comptes Rendua Enreglatrhs (CRE)
possibilit d'avolr un bonne connalssance a Les Comptes Rendus Inatantan~s (CR1)
des pannes qui s sont produltes en vol
st qui no sont pas toujours decelables au 5.1.1.1 LES COMPTES RENDUS ENRE -
Sal. GISTRES

" Recherches de pannes ou validations Ila correspondent aux enregiatrements,
Sans simulations des conditions de vol, reaiis6s dana l'organe de calcul central, des
d'oiu uns pius grande rapiditd d'exdcutlon evdnements d~tectes Sur lea 6quipaments, at
des prac~dures effectues pendant Is fanctionnement op6-

* R~duction trbs importants du nombre do ratlannel. 11 y a enreglatrement pour chacun
mayens ds tests ext~rieurs h l'avian des cas suivants:

" Maintenance que[ que Salt le made de * Passage d'un Mtat de bon fonctionnement
tonctionnement opdratlannel h un Mtat de panne

* Grande sauplesse dans ies proc~dures de * Passage d'un Mat de panne A un autre
dhpannage Mtat de panne

" Chblage avian spdcifique A Ia maintenan- * Passage d'un dtat de panne A un Mat do
ce tr~s faible ban tonctiannement.

* Faible emprise des disPositits de mainte- Ces enregistrements permettent, au
nance int6gr~e aur le materiel et sur le retour, de restituer les dvdnements. Cette
logiciel des 6quipements. restitution est r~alls~e sous deux formes

e Lea pannes en fin d'utilisation

5.1. MAINTENANCE TEMPS REEL * L'historique des 6v~nements.

Elie s'appule essentieliement Sur les sur- Pannes en fin d'utilisatian
veillances et autotests permanents non per- Cette procddure permet de foumnir 6
turbants, r~ails6s par lea 6qulpements aur p'prtu slsedsdupmnsecr

eux-~me at ur eurs p~i~h~iqus deIsen panne au moment de I'arrMt de i'enregis-fai~on Ia plus complhte possible. trement. Ces 6quipement dont class~s en

Ces tests ant pour but do v~rifier le ban deux Hates :
fontlonnement do 1'6qulpement tant au plan 0 Ceux qui sont en panne avec localisation
du mat~riel qu'au plan du logiclel. ls permet- s~re ;ces 6quipement peuvent Otre rem-
tent salt de d~tecter une panne, dont l'orlgine pad m~itmnsn ehrh
pout Mtrs suire ou ambig~s, salt un retour au cople ideme as ehrh

bon oncionemet. es rsulatsde es* Ceux qul sant en panne avoc: localisationcantr6les, aprAs lea trallemants prdliminaires ambigue ;ces 6qulpements demandent
r6alis6s au nivoau do l'6qulpement, sant uercececmimnar fnd
6mia, via un bus num~rique, A destination d~terminer qu'elle eat I'URL en d~faut A
d'un organe do calcul central qul effectue lea romplacer. C'est pour ce type de panne,
tests complimontaires Sur lea parties des entra autres, quo l'on fall appel A Ia main-
dquipements no pouvant pas Mrs couvertes tenance compl~mentaire au aol.
par lea autoteats intemnes (dialogue bus par
example). Puis pour chaque 6qulpement. Les enregistremonts sont otfectuis dans une
aprbs flltrage at mynthbso 6ventuals, cat arga- zone m~moire non volatile A bard do l'avion
no assure Ia m~morisation at Ia dalatlan des afin que cam Informations puisant Atre relues
6vbnements relatifa aux 6qulpemnents. C'esl at exploltdas mdine aprAs mise hors tension
cst organs qui at charg6 d'sn assurer Ia rem- do Vavlon. A chaque nouveau vol, los enre-
titution au m~canIcion ou au pilate au retour glatroents du vol prdc~dant mont effac~s.
du vol. Dana ce made, quand Ia locallsation
do panne pout Atre r~alim~o, als oat auto- Hialoriaue des Avbnements:
matique.

11 permet do restituer Ia chronologls des
6vbnemonts aurvenueat enreglatrbs pendant
l'utllmalion op6rationnelle. Son exploitation

5.1.1. FONCTHONEMENT DES COUPTES Pout:
RENDUS DE MAINTENANCE (CUM)

*permettre do comprendra corlains ph~no-
Vaest sous ce vocable qu'osl dhlign~a Ia m~nes par Ia connalasanco do l'enchal-

maintenance temps r"o et l'expioltatlon qul noent do coux-ci,
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0permettre de connaltre lea Avbnements tuollement une consigne, srn ceo de panneIfugitits :pennos qul sont apparues puls d~tect~e.
disparues at flO sont done plus pr~sentes Cot ensemble d'lnformatiofl5 est

au retour. s6quentiellement (toutes lea 160

5.1.2 LE COMTES-ENDU INSAN-ms environ) vers I'orgarie de calcul cen-
TANES (CR1) tralis6 pour Mrs traitA.

Cheque Information transmise par un
Cette procedure utilise exactement los 6quipement par l'lnterm6dialre du moesea-

m~mes; contr6les quo cewc effeCtu6s pour les ge do servitude dolt 6tre consolid~e et fil-
comptes rondus enregistr.6s. La diff~rence tr~e au nlveau de chaque 6quipement
r6slde dans Is fait qu'il n'y a pas de m~mori- avant d'6tre tranamise.
sation, mals pr~sentation en temps r~el h
I'opdrateur des r~sultats des tests. Celul-ci Au niveau global, coo Informations
pout donc voir 6voluer is fonctiannemont des sont trait6es afin do canatituor los
6quipements du point de vue des eutotests Comptos-Rondus de Maintenance (CRM).
permanents. Cheque CRM comprend :

C'est calls proc~dure ciui est utillis6e . Un mot do panne globaibs h &pertir
pour valider une r~paretion quend un 6qui- des informations du mot do panne do
poment a Wt remnplace suito A ['exploitation 1r6quipement.
des pannes on fin d'utllsation.

.Un nmot do mode

5.1.2. ORGANISATION DES ECHANGES . Un mot d'Etat Interne

DINFORMATIONS . Un mot d'ldentification

Cheque 6qulpement envoie sur le bus . Un mot do detation. (r~solution infe-
num~rique muiplex6 un message dit do ser- rioure 6 200 ms).
vitude qul comprend :

* Un mot do panne constitui d'un nombre 5.1.3. ORGANISATION DU TRAITEMENT
ontler d'octets, Is format 6tent unique GLOBAL (VOIR FIG.1)
pour un sous-systbme donnA. Ce mat do
panne foumnit: Toutos los Informations contenues dens

los messages do servitude sont tout d'abord
" Una indication do ban fonctlonnement trait~os dens un module de treitement appei6

global do 1'Aquipement ou une Indica- 'Filtrege Inter-syst~me". Cette fonction a
tion do bon fonctionnomont par UIRI pour but do rechercher los Av0nements A
dens Is cas d'6quipemonts multi-URI. i'origine d'un meuvais fonctionnement afin do

d~tocter Ia panne et Ia s~parer do sos conse-
* Une Indication do ban fonctionnoment quences.

pour checune des entit~s fonction-
neiles do chaque URI constituent La sortie do cette fonction est rell~e h
1'6quipament. trois eutres qui sant :

* Un mat do mode._ quilt-, -it V'indication 0 Los modules 116s A 1'61aboration des eler-
du made dens lequol 1'6quipement tone- mos pilotes ot des cansignes assoc~es
tionno dens Is cas dos Aquipemonts multi-
modes. * Les modules his A Ia gestion des modes

d~grad~s
* Un mat d'Etat Interne. qul fournit pour

cheque URL constituent 1'6quipement: 0 los modules 116s A ta g~n~retion des dia-
gnostics do pannos pour romiss en att

* Uno Information do panne par URA par le m~cenicien.
constituent l'URL

A l'heure actuelle, tous lea trai-
* Una Infarmation do r~sultat ban ou tements sont eigorlthmiques, mais naus

meuvais do cheque auto-test 6l6men- evans entrepris, dens le cadre d'une 6tu-
lairs ex~cutA dans i'Aquipement. de 'co-pllote dlectronique', Ie r~soluthon

d'un certain nombre do fonctions par
11 y a donc autant do Mats d'Etat Internes Intelligence Arthilciolie. Los fonctions 6tu-

qu'll y a d'URL dens un Aqulpement. Cs dii- dides sous cat aspect sont
positli permet do faire, en ligno, un diagnos-
tic d'URA en panne, par Is maintenance a Le filtrage Inter-systhnies

temp r~i. Les modules 116s A Ia g~n~ration des
*Un- mot d'Aiarvn.. qul permet de faire alarmes et des consignee pilots

appeafte a piotsuns Jam st6vo- 0La gostion des modes d~grad~s.
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Los principeux probibmos rencontris Ain do taclitor Ia tiche do I'opimatour ot
concemnent prlnclpalomont, Is temps do do dimifluor les dun~es do contrilos, los
riponso qul dolt #Ite hIs procho du temps iqulpomonts ou lea systimos dont Ia tochno-
riel car 116 A [a sicurit# du vol. A l'heuro loglb Is pofmle, abandonnelnt Is fonction-
ectuolle, Is temps de riponso an foment opdratlonnel au profit d'un
algorithmiquo os do I'ordre do 400 Ak 500 me. fonctlonnelment adapti A Ia localisatlon do Ia
Le second probibme correspond A Ia tfaillo panne ot [a viriflcetion dos 6limonts consti-
dos logicill A ombarquor alnal qu'A Is puls- tuant li6qupent ou Io syatimo. Do plus, Ia
sance do calcul requiso. meintoence complimontalre au aol, commo

son nom I'lndlque, eat un compliment A Ia
Lorsque Co probibmo sera risolu, 11 sora maintonanco temps viol at no remet pas en

afore possible de risoudre do Ia mime causo los risultats obtenus par cello-cl.
manibre les loglclols de traltomont dos dIa-
gnostlcs do pannos qul ont aujourd'hul des Pour une maintenance repido ot offlcaco.
temps do riponse homoginos avec los star- lee contrilos rolatits. A Ia virIficatlon du bon
moo pilots, c'eat-b-dire do l'ordro do 400 A 6tat d'un iqulpomont s font par un contr6le
500 Ma. do l'lntigrlti matdielle des composants, par

vivification do l'lntigrlti du logiclel ot non
L'approcho globalo diveloppie montre par simulation do fonctionnomont. Dos tests

quo nous avofls Io maximum do garantlos correctement rillas aur Io logiciol d'un
d'homogindlt ontre toutes coo fonctions 6qulpomont valldont. A priorI, complitement
vltales, car ilaborios A partly do donnios ce logiciel.
Identiquos et formailsios do facon homogbno
entre tous los iqulpoments ot systimes do Dana ce mode, Ia maintenance fournit A
I'avlon. l'opiraeur un ensemblo d'outlls quo celul-ci

utilise A sa convonanco. Dana co cao, as loca-
Du point do vuo des performances, Ia lisation do panne oat Is risultet do Ia

maintenanLa Intigrie aujourd'hul pormet rifloxIon do l'opiratour utillsant coo outils,
d'avoir un diagnostic non ambIgO dana 70% iventuollement assisti par des logiclels auto-
des cas do panno au nlveau dos URI avec un matiquos ou seml-automatiques.
taux do fousse diposo lntieiur A 10%. L'ap-
port do l'lntolllgonco artificlelle devrait nous A co stae, 11 est ivident qu'un systibme
faire attelndro un teux do bon diagnostic do export pout itre d'une grando WtHlIM.
l'ordre do 80 A 85%/ avec un faux do fausse
diposo Infirlour A 5%.

5.2.1. FONCTIONNEMENT DE LA
Lo diagnostic d'URA on panne par Ia MAINTENANCE COMPLEMENTAIRE

maintenance Intigrie temps riol s situe aux
environs do 30 A 40% dos coo co pourconta- La maintonanco complimontairo au sot a
go dovrait Wte aensiblomont amiori par pour but do fournir A I'opirateur los moyons
I'tllsation do l'lntelllgonce artlflclolle. d'vostigatlon nicossaires A I'ldontlflcation do

1'ilimont on ditaut dens is caa dos pannos
Compte tonu dos contrelntes temps viol do locailsetlon ambig~o. Los pannes do loce-

oxtrimornont siviros pour coo fonctlons ex6- llaatlon embigflo sont cellos qul mottent on
cutios pendant I0 fonctlonnomoent opiration- causo pluslours UIRL ot pour losquellos i1 n'e
nel do l'avlon, nous no ponsons pas faire it possible, on temps viol, quo do ditoctor
voler on expimontatlon un syibmo besi uno anomnalle au nlveau d'uno fonction, mobs
our l'intolllgonco artificlolle avant 1998. sans pouvoir offectuor Ia locailsatlon.

5.2. MAINTEANCE COMPLEMENTAIRE Do prime abord, los dlspostifo mis on
oouvro par Ia maintenance complimentairo

AU SOL. au sol vont foumlir dos points d'accis inter-

Elie a pour objet do pormoltre Is locell- mialres A I'lntivlour des fonctions do
satlon do pannes lorsque as maintenance manibre A perniottro Ia localisation. Coo
tempo riol Wea pa iti on mosuro do Is fairs. pointa Intermialres St los dlspositifs corres-

pondents vont permottre :
En ea"o, pendant Is fonctlonnemont opi- 0d iedsifrain ncspitratlonnel d'un 6qipment ou systime, 11 olr e nomaln ncop~t

nest pes envisageabi. do rielisow les tests @ do positlonner ceo Informations A diffi-
compidmontalres porturbants qul pennflent rents velours
do lsoer e penn.. do fagon exhaustive.

Cos contr~les comptimentalres, effec- dedcnhrdstssprfbae
Wei au aol, peuvent Stre des tests diclon- * etc

chis, des pooltlonnemonts d'lnformatlons A
des voeor flues, ou des leictures do velours La miso on oeuvre do coo dlspooltifa
d'nformallors re~ues ou &Mse" per Iso iqul- pout itre ofecude solon los coo per les
-o~t. moyes sulvanta:
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" Manuellemont par l'opiratour (ce qui Un 6qulpement num~rique qui reoit
roqulert de s part uno bonne connals- des param~tres analagiquos dolt

d'abord les convertir sous formsesance du fonctiannomonl do Ia mainte-nurquavtdopvoresui-
nance Int~grA. alnsl quo des syst~mes hau~iu vn opuorlauil
contr6ler) ser dans ses algortthmos : 11 en r~sul-

to donc quo son circuit do r~coption
" Manuoliomont par l'op6rateur, mals assis- s comporto camme un appareil do

t6 par dos 'outlls loglclels' mesure.

* Automatlquomont par dos programmes doe Cas dos informations dmisos par un
toot ot do contr6le 6gulpomont :

Pour cortalnos utilsations ou fanctians, ii Un 6quipemont numdrique qul fournit
eat possible d'automatisor I'utlllsation do dos parambtres analogiquos dolt
Ia maintenance campldmentaire au sal, au d'abord calculer Ia valeur en num~ri-
moyon do logiclols sp~clflquos charg6s quo au cours do son traltoment. puls
tomporairomont dans l'organo do calcul convertir co parambtro sous forma
central g6rant [a maintenance. analaglque : 11 s camporto donc corn-

me un apparoll do g6n6ratlon de
Cos loglcill sont n~cossairos dans les signal.
cas suivants : Pour v6rifler uno liaison analogi-

* lorsque Ia s~curit6 oat en jou ot quo dos quo, 11 suffit do faire on sorts quo les
contr6los stricts sant n~cessaires valours 6mises par un 6qulpement

source puissent btro flx6es par i'op6-
" lorsquo los paramntros h manipuler sont ratour at quo cellos rotques par 1'6qui-

salt trop rapldos, salt trop complexes et pomoent dostinatalre solent prdsentios
donc incompatibles avec: une exploitation h I'op6rateur, atin quo celui-ci puisse
manuolle. luger do Ia qualit6 do Ia liaison. Avec

un robouclage do Ia sortie do I'6qul-
On ost aussi amon6 h utiliser Ia pomnent 6mottour sur un do ses

maintenance compitmontalro au sal lors- cadours d'entr~e, if est possible do
quo Ie pilats signals uno anomnallo ot v~rrieir quo Ia valour 66mlse est bien
qu'aucune trace n'est pr6sente dans lea conforms A Ia valour do position-
Comptos Rendus do Maintenance. noment. at donc do realiser Ia locali-

sation do [a panne.
5.2.2. CONTROLE DES INTERFACES ET
DE LA CONTINUIITE DES LIAISONS 5.2.3. ORGANISATION GENERALE DE LA

MAINTENANCE COMPLEMENTAIRE
Los 6quipemonts ot lea systbmes sont do

plus en plus num~ris~a ot Informatiabs. Ce L'snsomblo des traltmonts 116s A Ia main-
typo de technologle eat particull~roment blen tonanco compl~montaire au sal ost assur6
adapt6 h Is maintenance Int~gr.e. En effet, par Is calculatour qul centrallse Ia gestlon do
avoc: co typo d'6qulpoent. 11 oat possible do Ia maintenanco. Co calculateur. pour cots
s~parer Is contr6le on doux parties ind~pen- fonction, interface l'op6rateur A l'ensemble
dantes. des syst~mes de l'avion. Lo dialogue avec

" d'ne artIs cntrle o I'nt~r~f dul'op~rateur a'offectue soit par l'lntsrm6dlalre
* d'unel dpart 10 onri oIltgl6d des commandos at visualisation du cockpit

log~lol 'apilcaianqul sant alors sp~clalemont configur6es pour

* d'autro part Is contr6le do l'int~grit6 do ce lonctionnement, salt par I'lntermbdialre
chacun des composants do I'dquipemont. d'un posts sp~cifique accessible dopuls Is

sal, salt 6ventuelloment par un ensemble do
Si Ce, op6ratlons sont correctoment dialogue d~port6 at rellA au bus avlan par
mens, selos suffloent A valldor Is ban une prise coque. (voir FIG.2).
fonctionnement do l'quipemoent, ot pourLefntonetmatnnccmp-
uno grande part en temps r6el, pendant I1L ocin0et aneac op6
fonctionnement op~rationnel. mentairo au sal mettant en jou dans Ia plu-

part dos cao un nombre rolativemont
Le point falbie our Is plan do Ia loca- Important d'6quipements, nWest pas utilisd

losatlan do panne 6tant Ioa Interfaces. Is pour Ia lacalloatlon d'URA sn panne afin do
ciblageset lea capteuro, ta maintenance no pas pinaliser In flabilitA globale do
complmentalre va donc Wte orlent~s I'avion.
essaentelemwet verso Ia vifcatlon des Ce mode do fanctiannoment oat aulaur-
616meflts constituent cao cIrcults of Is d'hut entl~rement algorithmique. Cependant,
contr~te des lIailsons. if eat parti lirement bien adapIA 6 l'leoll-

*Coo des Informelions recus per un genCe artificielle du fait qu'll n'y a prati-
6qulement quement pas do contrainte tempo r~el. Les
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logiciols du systbmo expert ainai que lea par lea 6chelons de soutien technique des
bases do donnios pouvent Wie chargis dana utilisat0urs.
Is caiculateur h~te A Ia place du logiciel op6-LebtdIsmiencehr geea
rationneil puisque colul-ci W'est pas WIMis en L'uer but dIamnnae hI orlge des
maintenance compihmentaire au sal. Par d'sure leUR dipnnot 10po~ contRA d
ailleurs, Is dialogue avec: ropirateur eat UR. e L ot d mnsIompoasenbe Raqu
extrimement riduit du tait que lea actions de snta des I'lmenthos inehanoabls qa
test et leurs risuitats sont entirement gin~ssninud 'tener ho ligne DoojtI m a nqu
informatlquomnent par i'intormidlaire do Ia amitnneo in orojt1san
fonction gestion de Ia maintenance compl6- tion on condition do I'avion, Ia maintenance
mentaire. Lea dichotomies pouvent btre hors iigno a pour objet I0 maintien en condi-
offectuse automatiquement at ies actions do tion des URL.
test suivantes automatiquement choislos et La maintenance hors iigno s'offectue en
dicienchios par Is systimo expert en fonc- atolier at nicoasite Ia miss en oeuvre do
lion des rigies difinios. Le r~le do l'op6- moyens matiels a1 logiciels. (Ces moyena
rateur est par Io fail mime extrimoment sont ghniraloment fournis par un moyen do
riduit a1 pratiquement iimili A Ia description test h caraciro universel). Eli. 9'applique A
des sympt~mos vus per Ie pilots. I'URL, et porte sur Ia ditection ot Ia iocaii-
(voir FIG. 3). sation do l'RA on panne, sans Intorvention

A l'heure actuelie, on considbre quo Ia do i'op6rateur au soin do IRL pour Ie
maintenance complimontairo au aol permet contr~le do bon fonctionnement ; von-
do compu~ter lea performances do Ia mainte- luellement avec accis h un connoclour inter-
nance temps riel pour obtonir un taux global no At IRL pour ies contr~los complimen-
do localisatlon d'URL en panne do 95%. La tamres do localisalon d'avarie.
rapidiI du test at son efficaciti sont tonction Les riperations doivent s'eftectuor par
do Ia qualili do l'opiratour en utilisation dhpose/pose do IRA en panno A l'aido
manueiie. On considbre quo dana ce mode, d'outiliages standard excluant Is for b sou-
environ 95%/ des ditauts sont iocaiisis en der.
momns de deux houres par un micanicien do
bon niveau. 11 taut en outre remarquor quo 11 faut noter quo comma pour [a mainte-
les validations do chalnos tonctlonneilos d'ar- nance on ligno, Ia maintenance hors iigno eat
moment sont toutes offectuies automati- basie sur ies principes do maintenance inti-
quement A l'alde do logiciela girant lea gr~e, c'est-h-diro vificatlon de l'iqulpomont
procidures. Les performan~ces actuellos mon- par contr~ls do l'intigriti dos composants
trent quo Ia validation d'uno configuration plul~t quo par simulation do fonctionnoment,
d'omport quelle qu'elio soil dure largemont at codi A chaque Wei quo cola eat possible, en
momns d'uno heurs. tenant compte do ia technologie des URI et

L'apport do I'inteiligence artificille dana des URA. Le but eat bion ividemmont do
ce cs put ire ntirssat por nduiro lea temps do riparation d'uno UIRL 01

homoginhisor lea risultata. 11 seralt envi- par vole de consiquonco, limiter l'occupatlon
sageable do considirer qu'une action do dia- du banc do test pour iee opirations offec-

gnosic uels q'ele sot dns e mde uretuies sur uno URL donnie. Dana co mime
gnsi q'ue hurs soil dan co odo dur but, on profitera des risuitats tournis par Ia
momsd'e eure e ao ue pneficacit maintenanco en ligno pour accilirer lea op6-

do fausse dipose infiriour A 5%). Par rations on atelor, notamnment en 6vitant do
aileurs, Is nivoau doeformation des micani- rotaire des autoteats dijA rialisis sun avion.
cians pourrait hire bien infirleur A ce qui eat
demandi aujourd'hul. 6.1. PRINCIPE

Le divoloppomoent do ce type do systi- Lea procidures do test sont habituoliement
me expert W'est encore pas ontrepria A I'heu- articulios en
re actuolie car Ie blen fond6 iconomiqus de
ce divoloppoment nWest pas encore dimontri * Test do bon tonctionnement
compte tenu des performances attendues do
Ia maintenance tenmps riot d'uno part, a1 do 0 Test do locailsatlon d'avarie
l'efficaciti des tests rialisis do fa4;on 0 Le test do bon fonctionnrnont a pour but
algorithmiquo observie jusqu'A maintenant. 11 do viflor l'intigniti du matirlol 01 du
faudra attendre encore I an ou 2 dWessels en logiciei do i'iqupomont. 11 oat na@1le6 sun
vol avant do prendre un dicision. une URL pour vivifer son bon tonction-

nement soit apris destockage, sOilt pour
ditocter as tonction on panneoafin d'ai-

MANTR ME HI LIMguller I. programme do test vea is lbce-
6. AIWENACENOR .I~'ilsation d'everl. adique. if pout

La mifantenance hors ligne eaM losnom- rechargeent dur6ls igcon dOale un che
big des opirations do maintenance exicuties gomontmen do standard.n can



SLe test de localisation d'avarie a pour but seignement pricla. SI los informations de
do localiser pricls6ment l'avarle et donc Ia maintenance compimentaire Is per-
en diduiro qu'elle est l'URA en panne mettent. on oriente lo programme vera le
qu'lI faut romplacer. chapitre convenable du programme, sinon

on utilise as virification du bon fonction-
En falt, cette siperatlon n'est plus nement qul assurera l'orlentation vera Ie

cells utilisie aujourd'hul. Cheque 6qul- chapitro oO I& panne pourra 6tre locails~e
pemnent eat dicompos6 en Ensemble do en fonction des risultats des contr6les
Composents Tostablos par Ia mithodo effectuis.
d'intigrit6. Cheque test d'Ensemble de
Composants Testables felt I'oblet d'un
chepitro do test 'qul vditue solt Ie bon 6.3. FONCTIONNEMENT DES
fonctionnomerit (bonne intftri), soft PROCEDURES DE TEST (P10.4)
ditocte Ia panne et Ia localise au niveau
d'une URA. Les procidures de test de maintenance

hors ligne sont entliroment gdrios par un
mhcanismo appol6 "M6canisme de Di6cision",

6.2. MODE OPERATOIRE dont les fanctions sont lea aulvantes:

Lea dqulpements sont testis au niveau 0 Gestion de la "mise en place" de I'URL
de l'atoller hors ligne dona lea cas sulvants : sous test sur Ie testour

" Lorsque l'URL a Wt ditectee en panne 0 Analyse des donnies foumnies par les
sur avion par la maintenance temps rdol donnies de maintenance intigrie temps
ot que I'RA teutive eat parfaitement loa- reel au niveau avion et en particulier Ie
lisie (par lecture du mot d'Etat Interne Mot d'Etat Interne
par example). Dana ce cas, lea opirations
sont: Eventuellement analyse du Mot d'Etat

Interne inatantand de l'RL sous test
" Remplacement de I'RA fautive dans

I'RL (11 nWest pas niceasaire de *Eventuellement analyse des donnies
confirmor Ia panne) fournies par Ia maintenance compldmen-

taire au aol (soit par I'intermidiaire do
" Contr6le de I'URL riparie par une l'opirateur, solt A partir d'une base de

virificetion do bon fonctionnement donndes en provenance do la maintenan-

* Loraque l'URL_ a Wt ditectie en pannecen ie)

sur avion par la maintenance tempa rhel * Dicision sur l'exicution du chapitre de
mais sans localisation sfire de l'avarie. test Is plus pertinent en fonction des
Dana ce cas, los opiratlons sont :risultats.

* Lecture du Mot d'Etat Interne et utili- *Exicution 6ventuelle d'autre chapitres en
satlon des rhaultats do Ia maintenance fonction des risultats foumnis par los
en ligno pour orlenter Is programme chapitres pricidents. en tenant compte
do test vera Is chapitre correspondant des donnies do flebliliti. do Is facIiti6
A Ia fonction en difaut. (11 nWest pas relative des diposos d'URA. etc.
nhcesare do conflrn'er Ia panne par
Is passage on virification do bon *Etablisoment du diagnostic

fonctionnomont, car cello-cl a 6* Aprbs 6change do I'RA fautive, gestion
ditoctie par lea autotests ; 11 no sub- do l'exdcution du test do bon fonction-
siste qu'un probibmo de localisation nement
at on utilise leo risultats dos tests
temps riel pour sler rapidement vera Elaboration d'une base do donndes perti-
Ie chapitro do test qul localisora I& nentes pour Ia maintenance industrielle
panne).

Ce micanisme d'exicutlon sera rialls6 pour
" Apris locallsation do l'averle :rem- Ie teat des 6qulpementa RAFALE par un sys-

placement do l'URA fautive time expert Implant6 dana Is testour.

" Contrilo do l'URL riperie par uno L'utlllsation do co principe, 116e A l'appllca-
virificatlon do bon fonctionnaent tions Ia plus extensive possible du test d'IntI-
global. grlt6 pormnet d'envlsagor un temps moyen

*Lorsque l'URL a 616 dblectfe on panne d'immobllsation du testeur infieur A I heu-

our evian au moyen do I& maintenance re pour Is remiss on ftet d'une URL.

compidmootaro u Wt ginitelent.
dana, co ceo, Is locellsetlon nest pa
assurho et on s retrouve donc rameni 7. MANCTENANE IdDSTRIELLE
au Cos pricident. A Is diffironco quo I0
Mot d'Etat Interne no fournlt pa do ron- Lsa maintenance Industrielle oat I'ensem-



blo des op~rations pormottant Ia localisation Los contraintos do pries en compte du

d'un composant d6foctueux d'uno URA et son temps d'nterruptlblIlt6 des traitoments,

6chango. d'asynchonisme des arriv6os d'nformatlons
et do limitation des volumes m~moire, ont 6t6

Los moyes n~cossaires h Is locallsation couvertes do manibre h pouvoir dimension-

du composant d6fectueux d'une URA sont en nor les puissances do caicul.

g~n~ral des bancs do test automatisds. Cos premiers 616ments do chiffrage obte-

Toutce ul a6tdd~veopp au arara-nus pour un filtrago d'aiarmes muitisystbmos
Th otcernn qu a aitA~enopau pra lgra- (moteur, dlectricit6, hydraulique ot froinage)

pho cocomnt I manteancehor lineau regard des mat~riels compatibles du
pout s'appiquor do Is m~ine manibro h la RAFALE A, nous ont amones A envisager
maintenance industriouse. Los donn6es avec DASSAULT ELECTRONIQUE, une appro-
amont do co niveau do maintenance sont cho do d~voloppemont our un g~n~rateur de
foumnios par Is tosteur do maintenance hors systimo export riche, compl~t6 par tine tra-

ligno et 6vontuollement los donn66s extraitos duction vero un langago do production do

do i'avion et confectionn605 par Ia mainte- iogiciei embarqu6 (ADA). L'optimisation

nac nlgetmsr~el. tempo rdel do certaines fonctions pout Otre
nanceen lgno empoobtonue on d~diant Ie traductour A tin typo

Aujourd'hui, Ia d~cision d'appliquer la d'appiication pr~cis (i.e. Is flitrage d'aiarmes

maintenance industrielie un "M6canisme do Intor-systbmos).

D~cis'on" du m~ine typo quo celul do la Nous nous proposons d'6tudier cetto
maintenance hors ligne, nWa pas encore Wt approche pour l'avion RAFALE et un caicti-
prise. lateur type CMF-air.

En paralible do cotte d~marche our la
filibre do traduction vers ADA. Nous tra-

8. DEVELOPPEMENT DES vailions au d~voloppomont des fonctions

TEHIUSDINTELIOENCE d'asoistanco on matibre do surveillance des

ARTIMIIELLES APPLIQUEES A LA systes do i'avlon, do reconfiguration aprbs
pannes, do filtrago d'alarmeo et d'ex~cution

MAINTENANCE TEMIPS REEL do proc~dures d'urgences.

Les actions menhos par t'6quipe d'Appll- Avec Ia soc~t6 SAGEM, nous pr6parons
cation do l'lntllilgonco Artificiollo do Ia Divi- dos travaux qui permettront do diagnostiquer
sion Systbrmos d'Armos s'inscrlvent dons Is los pannos simples pubs los pannos multiples,
cadre d'un projot ambitioux deasslstanco au do maintenir un vecteur d'6tat g~n~rails6, ot
pilots appeA 'Coplilte Eioctronlquo". do proposer au piloto des reconfigurations

Co projet lanc6 en 19636 par Ia DRET et l~sa otxsd amsin

contorA par Is STTE, vise h utilser l'1A pour Les traitoments d'nteligence Artificielie
rdaeiser un syst~mo d'eido A Ia d~cision, permottont uno r~fioxion our los donnhes bru-
embarqu6 does un avion monopiace do corn- too circulant our los bus, grAce A Ia mainte-
bet. L'objoctif os do foumnir au piloto des nanco int~grA. ainsi quo dos prdctions our
informiations pertinontes pour aidor A Ia d~cd- les 6volutions des syst~mos (disfonc-
sion. tionnemonts probeblos, d~rives ... ). Ainsi une

Le cntets empsr~e emarqu Inro-estimation de Ia capacit6 do i'evion A remplir

dult do nombrousos spicificit~a tent th~ori- s iso earnu osbe

quo, quo pratiquos, qui n~cessitent une Cos traitomoents mottront on oeuvro des
d~marche originals vis-h-vis dos solutions techniques symboliquos do diagnostic par
ciassiques do diagnostic hors ligno. r~gios oxportos combin6es A dos elgorithinos

Coclnou a aen66 6tdle avo todo treitoment du signal, des techniques do
od DASSULT ELCROIU emon A tdo vcIa progremmation d~ciaretivo on langae orion-

rsclit DASSAULT6 dLCToNyibUe los feliiA t6 objet, do gostion d'hypothbsos et do pro-

gence Artificiefle dans Is domains du filtrege giticetion de s con.it ou s p

d'alannes. (Mlud. STTE "Maquette do Systl- icaondsrcin.
me Expert Embarqueble our Avions d'Arms".

11118e89188": 9. DEVELPPMENT DES
* do prouver I* ta~tolt do i'smbarqua- TECHNIQUES DINTELUIGENCE

bilitA d'un systhme exper #M~onique our ARTIPICIELLE AWUQUSM AU
tine application reprdoentativ o DE PANNES HORS

* do prope.e une 1111116ar (nitirlefe 911 ko- TEP REEL
defta) pouw ts diveloppement d'un tot
-U016.
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L'exp~rience du De6partement Intelli- ILOG. L'exp~rience accumulee permet main-
gence Artificielie de DASSAULT AVIATION tenant de r~pondre rapIdement At tout besoin
dons le domaine du diagnostic de pannes a dans le domaine du diagnostic de pannos;
Wt obtenue A travers deux projets: en particulior, I'application du savoir-faire

acquis h Ia maintenance hors ligne des 6qul-
* Une 6tudeoeffectude en collaboration avec pemnents de l'avion RAFALE est en cours, par

ALCATEL AISTHOM sous contrat DRET et le biais de I'Atude d'un outl d'aide h la Sp&-
concernant une tonction du syst~me d'ar- cification des Proc~dures de test.
mes du MIRAGE Fl.

* Une 6tude effectude en collaboration avec
le Centre Technique do Communication et 10. CONCLUSION:
d'Int~gration d'Atellers et concernant le
diagnostic do pannes d'une machine-outil Lat maintenance lntegr~e telie qu'ele a
h commando numhrique. 6td d~velopp~o sur nos avions d'armes et

Ces deux projets, ainsi qu'une activite6 de formas i ts, ptrssanote sr e planrd
recherche et developpoment complemen-fomne rsitesae u lpand
tairo ont apport6 au D36partemont Intelli- diagnostic des pannes. La politique globale
gence Artificlelle une exp~rience retenue, consIstant A faire profiter los eche-
correspondant A un effort poursuivi Ions do maintenance aval des r~suitats able-
depuis sept ans. Cot effort so traduit nus par les 6chelons amont sous forme
auiourd'hui par Ia disponbilit6 d'un informatique (par i'interm~dialre do medias
"Environnement Logiclel pour ]a Mainte- appropries) permet d'envisager l'utilisation
nance Corrective" (ELMC) A l'Atat de do I'lntelligence Artificielle de maniere ration-
maquefte. neolo.

L'objectif de l'outil ELMC ost le sul-
vant La misc en oeuvre conjointe do la main-

tenance integree basee sur le test d'int~grit6
A un dquipemont industriol donn6, et de l'lnteiligenco artificielle pormot le deve-

(un avion, un syst~me. un 6quipement,....) loppemnent do systemes expert do diagnostic
on veut pouvoir assocler un logiclel d'al- de panne a couit faible
do A la maintenance corrective sp~cifique.
Los capacites do ce logiciel dolvent Wtr 0 En temps reel sur avion (A terme rela-
adaptabies solon lo contexte, et sa reali- tivement lointain)
sation dolt btro effectu6e A un couit mini-
mum. 0 En maintenance compidmontaire au sal (A

Une originalit6 do l'outil ELMC moyen terme)
consiste A g~ndrer automatiquoment 10 * Aux ateliers de maintenance hors ligne et
logiciel d'aide A la maintenanco A partir idsrol e or oraiain
d'un environnement do d~veloppement. idsrel e or eraiain
(FiG. 5). Chaque typo d'utilisatour pout
ainsi utiliser los formalismos et connals- Les avantages attendus do cette configu-
sances qui leur sont n~cessaires. ration sont :

Uno seconde originalitA tient A 0 Augmentation do Ia finesse do diagnostic
l'adaptlvIt6 do l'appllcation aux ressour- automatique en temps r~ei (localisation
ces disponibles :1la souplesse do l'appli- d'URA en panne)
cation pout 611ro moduldbe on fonction do
la puissanco do calcul disponiblo et des 0 Reduction des temps doe diagnostic et do
temps do r~ponse n~cessaires. validation do chaines fonctionnelles en

Ces euxavanage sot obenu enmaintenance compl~mentairo au sal. tout

faisant coophror los techniquos classiques en r~duisant le nombre et Ia qualification
do diagnostic do pannes (maintenance des m~caniclons n~cossairos;
Int~grA. par oxomple) ot los techniques
do l'lntelligence artificiollo. Diff~ronts 6 r~duction du temps moyon do dhpannago
niveaux do connaissanco sont utills~s : en d'uno URL en atelor (do I'ordre do 45
particulior, 1'omploi do l'envlronnoment minutos A 1 houre).
do d~veloppement consiste A rhallser une
description hl~rarchis~a do I'6qulpemont
solon des points do vue fonctionnel.
structural ot comportomontal.

Le d~veloppement d'un prototype plus
ergonomique do i'oult ELMVC oat on cours,
dane l'onvironnoment SMECI do Ie Socl~tA
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In-
EXPERT SYSTEM FOR THE TORNADO- GROUD-BASD CHK.OUT SYSTEM

obyO E J. FEY, J. MARANGOS, M. MERX, W. MANSEL
MBB-Militaiy Aircraft Division, FE 363

I P.O. Box 801160, 8000 Mflnchen 80
Germny

K . UMMARYX its users.
The maintenance effort in terms of time and cost of modem The design of a KBS generally depends on the assumption
avionic systems is driven by the increasing complexity.To of cooperative information sources, be it electronic or
achieve the required operational availability of aircraft, the human. However, field tests have shown, that there are
maintnance turn-around-times and logistic support needs instances of antagonistic knowledge sources. As an
to be optimized. Expert Systems seem to be a promising example may serve TORRES, the TOrnado Radar
approach to increase the effectiveness of on-board and Readiness Expert System. TORRES is a diagnose and
ground-based test and diagnosis systems. A knowledge verification system to support fault detection for the
based approach, using inference techniques, that can also TORNADO nose radar system. It is an interesting example,
handle uncertain and incomplete information, was used to because the complexity of the system is very high and it is
support detection and isolation of problems in avionic highly interconnected with various other subsystems.

equipments. A technology demonstrator, supporting the
TORNADO check-out system, has been developed and 3.0 ONBOARD CHECK-OUT SYSTEM
tested. The expert system, called TORRES (TORNADO The TORNADO fighter aircraft is equipped with an
Radar Readiness Expert System), supports debriefing staff onboard check-out system. During startup of the avionics
with various levels of experience. The scope of the eror suite of the aircraft and during flight, the TORNADO
detection encompasses the TORNADO Terrain Following maincomputer software conducts a series of tests with the
and Ground MappingRadarsystem, down to module level. Built In Test Equipment (BITE) of the different subsys-
The main task of TORRES is the identification and terns. The BITE of the individual subsystems isolates
isolation of errors that occurrd during the previous flight. possible faults and after some processing with combina-
The expert system is also able to exclude erors, that were torial logic displays its result as a flashing diode on the
generated by other systems capable of changing the state Central Maintenance Panel (CMP) to indicate a faulty Line
of the radar system and isoate the cause. Other influences Replacable Unit (LRU). A warning is furthermore dis-
like EMC, exceeding avionic systems acceleration limits playedon a Central Warning System (CWS) in the cockpit
nud wM effects ar taken u-d-erderto ad toalertthectewof apossiblemalfunction. Figure I 'Signal

nqmt011 a ~error is left without an associated caw, Representation' shows part of the signal flow of the
special test runs An explanation facility onboard check-out system. The maincomputer software
generates detailed .has limited capabilities to clearly identify the detected and

recorded problems by the BITE. It furthermore has no
2.0 IEMODUCTION mewns to track down problems not detected by the BITE,

Th maintenance mud support of technically pex but merely examines the physical connection between the

systems develops into an increasingly difficult task. Twi mainComputer and the avionic system.

probe is compounded by the shorl3ge of quaified and
well trined specialists. As a result, a lot of spport and Unfortunately, mishanding of the avionics equipment can

mainte ace work has to be perfomied by ratMh quckly cause the generation of a transient fault, which appears as

traillo 9.1iff, a latched fault in the CMP. To compound the problem,
The pMiferation of more comfortable to te expert sys- operMMs of the aircraft ae sometimes rductant to admit

teuS apears apartial undyto ul m.Ancxpet or unaware of those mishandling emors. The conflict
sysem ha ute accumulalt knowlede and w ising is, does an LRU need replacement because of the
readily available and with an inegrted explanation CUP fault indication, even if subsequent checks indiat

facility Will uoport do ud enut ndt compe-. no fault or not.
hbwion of t poxed results. This type of system has
been suffieendy succesdl id appear to gain suppot by
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BITE
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I I I I I I
Al... D1 D2 ......... F9 (indicators)

CeainTVW- TABEM-ias
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s y st e m In -7 7 It I I

GMR-Amber Doppler-Unlock R-ALT-Fail SAHR-Status UHF-VHF-Transmit
TFR-Red ...... IN-Status Weather-Effects

... ,..... ........

Fiure 1: Signal Representation

Depending on the technical experience of the maintenance KBS provides furthermore clues for the human user to
personnel, afrequentlyappliedmeth"doffaultelimination better understand results produced by the KBS, thereby
was the complete exchange of the suspected Line increasing efficiency. Some of the advantages are:
Replaceable Unit (LRU). This tedious fault diagnosis * improved fault diagnosis
negatively influences the following issues. The accumulation of several areas of knowledg

* turn-around times and experience provides a knowledge base much
* availability of the weapons system more powerful than the sum of its individual
* logistics and material flow parts. This enables the maintenance personnel to

Because of the demanding functional requirements, better detect and isolate faults and furthermore

modem avionic systems are composed of several complex increase the individuals knowledge through the

and highly integrated systems and subsystems which have explanation facility.

to be easily maintainable. These requirements with respect * accelerated maintenance
to maintenance demand the utilization of modem infor- Maintenanve times are reduced since fault
mation processing methods. The software has to utilize all detection is more accurate, thereby reducing
the available knowledge sources (analytical, empirical time- and material intensive disassembly and
knowledge)aud has toexhibitaflexibility thatextendspast assembly of the subsystems.
the boundaries of purely sequential program execution. , shorter turn-around times
These requirements favour the utilisation of rule-based Due to the accelerated maintenance, the turn-
systems for ground-based diagnose systems for mainten- around time of the individual aircraft is also
ance. reduced, increasing the availability of the aircraft.

* reduction of cost of ownership
4.0 EXPECTED ADVANTAGES Better fault isolation and faster maintenance
Due to the nature of the task of fault detection and decrease the cost of ownership.
vicazon, the soluion finding process heavily depends * know-how transer
on the recorded data and has therefore to be flexible and The explanation facility of TORRES wiil sup-
oppoitumistic. Theability to focuson certain problem areas plement and enhance the know-how and experi-
durhag the development of the KBS was utilized to focus e of the maintenance personnel.
on difficult to isolate faults. The explanation facility of the
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conservation of knowledge malfunctions there. This required the inclusion of related

The knowledgebase of TORRES offers con- system faults into the knowledge base. Additiomlinuous access to knowledge of several areas. influences like EMC, weather effects and excessive

Newly acquired experience or knowledge can be g-forces had to be taken into account also. Fige 2
added to the domain knowledge t keep the .BS 'TORRES Rule Structure' shows the relation of the dif-
always on the highest level of experule. fe.nt rl classes to each other.

During the second phase, TORRES was inplemensed
5.0 SYTEM IMPLEMENTATION using the expert system shell KEE (nUiCop [2]), tat

offered the advantage of poring the resulting software to
The implementation of TORRES had been divided into conventional hardware without restricting its overall
two phases. During the first phase three demonstrators funcionality. Fhs stepaCompaq3g620mnng under
were developed running on Texas Instruments and Sym- UNIX wsu
bolics LISP machines The developing environment used
was the expertsystems shell ARTofInfeence Corporation
[ 1]. These demonstrators were used as experimntal plat-
form to study appropriate techniques and methods for the TORRES is invoked during the post-flight inspection of
acquisition and representation of knowledge and to the radar system. During the debriefing session, mal-
develop a useful inference engine to be used in the KBS. functions of the radar system are analyzed with the
The domain knowledge of the system was drawn from objective to decide upon the appropriate maintenance
several areas. It includes information from system design, action to be taken. If the fault cannot be traced to a
from the development and integration and from experience subsystem within the radar system, TORRES will identify
gathered by system use and maintenance, the most probable system to be the generator for the
TORRES is designed to support debriefing staff at various propagated fault. This would be a well suited interface to
levels of experience. The scope of error detection an overall avionic debriefing system consisting of several
encompasses the TORNADO Terrain Following Radar individual KBS for the various subsystems.
(TFR) and the Ground Mapping Radar (GMR) from the
system level down to the module level. It was realized 6.1 Solution Wnesm
however, that the diagnosis process could not be restricted
to the two radar systems only. Faults and problems At debriefing the recorded results of the BItE along with
occurring in related systems could easily propagate o gathered information provided by the crew is loaded
erroneous signals into the two radar systems and create into TORRES either as a textfile, interactively or manually

TORRES

Ruls-Gnxq Rule-Omup Ruls-GmsW

Figure 2: TORRES Rule-Snjcumr

91 1113 022 91-15527
_ lh dIln m il l IllIIBI I~ll
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by - editor. A p cesn in the KBS scans the file for
beywords to help focus on the relevant topics. Additional Appication User Interface

informtio, be i r knowledge or Userritnca is
associated with thekeywords toestablish a bae for furthr

poesg.One or -m hypothesis we selected with
respect to the accumulated facts and informsto. The
hypothesis we assigned one of four certainty classes, dta
rmage from 'mspected fault to 'definite fault. The KEE
hypothesis with the highest catainty class i selected and
a procem is stlaed to evaluate the probability of the faulL

TORRES provides a graphical user interface and begins a Ludd MS4)OS
questioning session to obtain additional information from Common USP (Emulation)
the pilot or the crew. The questions can be answered with
either'YES', 'NO' or 'UNKNOWN'. Yesand no answers
are directly used in the solution process while an unknown
is once counted as a yes and as a no. One answer will
contribute in the end to a larger extent to the result than
the other, influencing the certainty class of the hypothesis.
The result is a hypothesis of a fault with an associated
certainty class. According to this procedure the rest of the
hypotheses are processed. The output containing infor- Figure 3: Software Ervironment
mation about the diagnosis process and explanations is
displayed on the screen and printed as a text file. It can
consist of series of actions tobe performed to eliminate the
fault, e.g. replace LRU4 or control the wiring between Tests with respect to the execution speed have been
LRUI and LRU4. conducted on two machines. One was a Symbolics 3650

running under GENERA [4] and the other was a PC
6.2 Software Environment Compaq 386/20 running under UNIX. The test data sets

for both machines were identical and consisted of aincraft
The Expert System Shell KEE provides the environment information provided by a flight crew after a hypothetical
in which TORRES will run. KEE however, needs as mission.
supporting environment a platform that hosts Common
LISP (Symbolics LISP Machines, TI Explorer, worksta-
tions or PCs). In our example a PC (Compaq 386/20) was SYSTEM Compaq 38W20 Symbolics 3650
used running under UNIX (386fix [3]) with Lucid Com-
mon LISP. The Symbolics LISP machine and the TI Operating System UNIX-VPAx Genera
Explorer provide a graphical interface right on the KEE
level, whereas on the PC, additional interfacing to Sotwar Environment Lucid-Lisp Common Lisp
MS-Windows is necessary, which requires the emulation
of MS-DOS on an intermediate level.
This additional functionality is achieved using VPf/x of Set-Up lac] 120 320
Interactive Systems, an MS-DOS emulation program. To
guarantee the above mentioned functionality, two pro- Dia ne ism] 880 250
cesses ae active under UNIX. The pwocesses shown in
Figure 3 'Software Environment' we:

Table 1: Perfnrn Resuts

Lucid LISP with KEE and the application
TORRES TORRES was started on both madunes with these fles

Since both operating systems GENERA and UNIX support
VP MS-DOS emulator with MS-Windows as multi-tasking, the results obtained could strongly depend

on the actual workload of the system at the time To
increase the transparency of the results, two types of tests

InterOcm communationbween the KEE application were conducted, one for the time required to load the
TORRES mAd MS-Windows is provided by UNIX. application and another for the time required to obtain the
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diagnosis results. The outcome of the tests are shown in passing, paging and shared memory access had to be tuned
Table I 'Performance Results' and Figure 4 'Performance to improve the operating system efficiency. The grap in
Comparison'. Figure 5 'UNIX Tuning' show the improvement achieved

by the tuning measures. They are significant during the
fist test rm deterioate however during subsequent, runs.

- -- They are assumed to assymtotically approach a steady
state, well above the Symbolics execution time.

7.0 CONCLUSIONS
300-------------------------------_____ With the application TORRES a rule-based diagnosis

systemn has been realized to provide on-line suppmr for the
200 C-" TORNADO maintenance crew. The system runs on LISP

machines (Symbolics, TI Explorer) and on conventional
PC based hardware. The graphical user interface supports

10--comfortable usage. Through the improved fault diagnosis.
acceleratedmaintenanceisachieved, reducingtumn-arond

OF __ -times thereby increasing system availability.
0 1 2 3 4 5 Test-nan
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to MS-Windows. Probably the proposed tools would
provide a better performance. However, at the time of

200 -development they were not available for use on a PC.

100--

0 ---
0 1 2 3 4 5 Tet-n

Figue 5: UNIX Tuning

on the PC wider UNIX can be attributed to the following
eauso. The tink of gpbWp collection was not opimized

and iefor Is seficiet dm da of GENERA. Several
UNIX s/am I - P - 1 like kernel em emsage
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Using AITEST to Troubleshoot a

-Radar Modulator (RM) Unit:

o A CASE STUDY IN THE APPLICATION OF EXPERT
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Moshe Ben-Bassat', Daphna Ben Arie, Israel Beniaminy, Jonathan Cheifctz. Michal Eshel,
Noam FogetYael Karov, Irene Menkin, Mordechai Sela, Michal Shalev, Hagai Shemtov

lET - Intelligent Electronics
14 Raoul Wallcnberg St., Ramat Hachayal

Tel Aviv, 69719, Israel
Tel: 972-3-497814 Fax: 972-3-497818

Abstract Introduction
AITEST is a real life expert system designed to serve as AITEST is a real life expert system designed to serve as
a decision aid and productivity tool for test engineers and a decision a'd and productivity tool for test engineers and
technicians. Oriented for the functional level, AITEST is technicians. Oriented for the functional level, AITEST is
designed to troubleshoot large scale UUT's (Unit Under designed to troubleshoot large scale UUT's (Unit Under
Test) that contain analog, digital and mechanical modules Test) that contain analog, digital and mechanical modules
in electronic, electro~ptic, hydraulic or mechanical sys- in electronic, electro-optic, hydraulic or mechanical sys-
tems and devices. )a tems and devices.
This paper describes a typical application of AITEST in For a given set of test results, AITEST's diagnostic algo-
an intermediate - level maintenance facility. The UUT rithm identifies candidate faulty modules and ranks them
(Unit Under Test) discussed in this application note is a in a descending order of their likelihood of failure. It may
Radar Modulator (RM) embedded in the Radar System of also zoom-in for further assessing the fault likelihood of
a military aircraft each individual sub-module. When the number of pos-
Following a brief description of the Radar Modulator siblc faults is relatively large so that no final conclusion
structure and functions and its current test tools, we can be immediately reached, AITEST identifies those
proceed to describing our experience in using AITEST to areas in the UUT that are likely to contain faulty modules,
troubleshoot this device, and suggests diagnostic goals for the next stage. The user

may accept these suggestions, or set his own diagnostic
Ke yw w goals.

- Diagnosis Once the goals have been set, AITEST identifies and
evaluates the tests that may be used for achieving them,Expert Systems and proposes the most cost-effective test. The sequence

- Equipment Maintenance of tests is by no means predetermined; rather it is adap-
tively reordered based on test responses, thereby
eliminating redundant tests.
AITEST is capable of diagnosing multiple faults, and al-
lows an unlimited number of hierarchical levels in the
UUT structure. It is therefore applicable to all levels of

Alo wit: Td A~vn Uiwrsiy Fa'.hy ofM ,. , testing; field service, intermediate labs and depot labs.

Rmw Avi,. TeiAv 69978, Israe
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AITEST also includes many non-Al (Artificial Intel- equipment. This paper describes a typical application of

ligence) features that, together with the diagnostic en- AITEST in an intermediate - level maintenance facility.

gine, form a comprehensive solution for the practicing The UUT (Unit Under Test) discussed in this application
test engineers and technicians. These include: note is a Radar Modulator (RM) embedded in the Radar

OnDoc (on-line documentation) is AITEST's tool for System of a military aircraft. The RM unit is currently

producing and using textual and pictorial documentation tested using a Radar Test Bench System (RTBS). RTBS
of the device being tested, test instructions, repair proce- is a traditional tester equipped with stimulus generators
dures and logistics information. Based on object- oriented and measurement devices. A set of tests has been defined
programming techniques, OnDoc offers the flexibility of for the unit, for which he RTBS produces PASS/FAIL
a hypermedia/ hypertext-like service manual. results. The primary diagnostic tool is a service manual

AITEST's DB-LRN is a database tool used for storing and that includes 50 pages of fairly lengthy diagnostic charts.

retrieving test results, diagnoses and repair actions. Following a brief description of the Radar Modulator

Beyond the internal database tools, AITEST can export structure and functions and its current test tools, we

its database files to commercial DBMS's. AITEST, of proceed to describing our experience in using AITEST to
course, utilizes this database to learn from experience, troubleshoot this device.
continuously refining and improving its knowledge.

AITEST has been designed with an open architecture to
enable flexible interfacing with test instrumentation and Radar Modulator: Overview of Structure
ATE. It can be used either manually, embedded in an ATE and Functions
system or as a controller of test instrumentation. The primary function of the RM is to produce a modulated

AITEST has already been applied to numerous real life pulse Output, which, after amplification, activates the
UUT's coming from a wide variety of fields; military and transmitter tube. The unit is functionally divided into the
aerospace devices, peripheral equipment for computers following modules (see Figure 1):
(monitors, printers, disk drives), communication boards
(PABX, radio telephone), automotive devices, and test

A4 vi

PFN

V2

Unrulated & / Regulated
Vot SWITCH (Output

oASSY - Voltage

Fgure 1: Radar Mlodulator Fundor Descr*twon

1. VI & V2 Charge and Discharge tubes, which act as switching devices.

2. At Charge trigger pulse generator module. Its main functionality is similar to that of an amplifier.

3. A2 Discharge trigger pulse generator module.

4. A3 Fault monitoring module.

5. A4 SCR gote driver whose main function is to en-sinhibit charge/discharge triggers depending
on fault conditions detection (e.g. charge pulse generator overcurrent condition).

6. VR1 & VR2 Voltage regulators and switching assembly (KI through K4).
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Current practice in testing the Radar d) Service manuals do not preserve and make use of the

Modulator (without AITEST) experience (expertise) gained by the electronic en-
gineers/technicians. When an experienced technician

Using the service manual, a technician troubleshoots the leaves, his knowledge is lost, and the less ex-
RM in the following way: perienced operator starts from scratch.
The technician runs a series of about 20 pre-ordered Ac- e) The time and cost of building a comprehensive ser-
ceptance Tests (e.g. Time Totalizing Meter Test, Pulse vice manual based on fault-isolation flow charts is
Output Test etc.). If he completes running the acceptance very substantial. If the UUT goes through revisions
tests without a single FAIL result, the testing procedure (implying revisions in the test plan), the revision of
is terminated. In case of a FAIL result in one of the accep- its diagnostic chart is very difficult, and no inherent
tance tests, the technician is referred to the diagnostic mechanisms are available to maintain consistency.
flowchart for fault isolation. The flowchart involves a The following sections present the AITEST approach to
total of about 23 diagnostic tests (e.g. checking test point fault isolation. The AITEST system consists of two main
number 164 - charge pulse gate test, or D14 + 25V regu- parts. The first part, the KB (Knowledge Base) program,
lated voltage test, etc.). is used to construct and maintain the knowledge base of
In some cases, the diagnostic chart ends with a definite the UUT (Unit Under Test). The second part, the RT (Run
isolation of the fault. In many other cases, however, the Time) program, drives the system during the testing
diagnostic chart ends with a group of suspected modules process. Its core is the diagnostic executive, which
and leaves final isolation to the technician. For instance, operates on the knowledge base to guide the technician
one branch of the flow chart ends with: "Test and Repair in troubleshooting the unit.
V 1, V2, U 1-2...". In any case, the flow chart only refers
to top-level modules. and further isolation is always left
to the next stage of testing (sub-assembly testing). Preparation Stage: Creating the RM

Knowledge Base (KB)
Limitations of Current Practice Using the KB program of Aitest, the construction of the

UUT - specific knowledge base for the Radar Modulator
There are several major disadvantages in using the con- took about 100 hours. This included:
ventional diagnostic flowchart approach: a) Creating the Radar Modulator's block diagram. Fol-

a) The total number of test result combinations that need lowing an analysis of the UUT structure from the test
to be analyzed by any diagnostic chart is in the order point of view, we identified 25 top level modules, 18
of 2n; where n is the average number of diagnostic of which are further subdivided into sub-modules.
tests per case (assuming that every diagnostic test The total number of lower level SRRU's (Smallest
may have only a PASS or FAIL result). Repair-Replaceable Units) is 95. Figure 2 shows the

For the RM unit, a typical number of tests per faulty top level block diagram, while figure 3 shows the in-
unit is 16, which means that we have to sp~ify the ternal structure of one top level module.
diagnostic interpretation of about 65000 (2'") com- For each module in the block diagram we also pro-
binaions of test results. Since it is inconceivable to vide additional data, such as name, failure rate and
cover all these combinations, the diagnostic chart type.
does not go all the way down and often ends up with b) Describing 43 different tests, of which about 20 are
a list of suspected faulty modules. In thesecases, final
isolation depends on the experience , skill and grouped together in a section called ACCEPTANCE
knowledge of the individual technician who is testing tests, and the rest are DI AGNOSTIC tests. These tests
the unit. This situation is, of course, undesirable in th e sa e test b th flowchart. T tercase of a junior inexpericnced technician. tion includes the test path and several other

parameters such as stimulus and measurement types
b) The test execution sequence dictated by the chart is and the time it takes to perform the test.

predetermined, and may not be the most cost- effec- The path of a test includes all modules whose mal-
tive. Short-cuts through the flow chart are not al- function may cause the test to FAIL. This information
lowed. If the technician deviates from the chart's is crucial for obtaining correct diagnostic assess-
guidance, the chart becomes useless for subsequent ments. Therefore, the task of drawing the test paths
steps. should be put in the hands of a person who under-

c) The process of searching forward and backward stands well the UUT and its tests. This person does
through the service manual is cumbersome and quite not necessarily have to be the UUT designer (even
time consuming. Quite often the operator forgets though this is recommended). In fact, in the case of
where he is coming from, or what are the test results the Radar Modulator, the UUT-specific knowledge
so far. In fact, too often he ignores the service manual base was created by the engineerstcchnicians who
altogetwr, maintain the system. (Over 10 years passed since it

91-15533
Illllllll 91 1113 0 2 3
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Figure 4: A typical example of a test path (test TP165PR) (dashed lines)

was delivered). The service manual and other TellAITEST (once only) about:
documentation provided with the unit were very in- 0 the UUT structure, in terms of a functional block
stlrumental. diagram, and
A typical example of a test path is shown in figure 4.
Figure 5 shows the parameters required to fully 0 the TESTS that may potentially be used (i/o points,
specify the test. In this figure, the field "Test Pro- test path, stimulus and measurement)
gram contains the name of the test program that an
ATE should run in order to execute this test. In the and AITEST will:
case of manual testing, this field may be left empty 0 automatically generate the diagnostic interpretation
or it may include the name of a short program or text of any combination of test results, and
file that provides instructions to the technician. 0} effectively manage the order of test execution.

The field "Description" provides the option to include Once the description of the block diagram and the tests is
documentation related to the test -e.g. a pictorial descrip- completed, AITEST will comment on any inconsistencies
tion of the location of stimulus and response points. or missing parts. After their correction, the KC
It should be emphasized that the diagnostic flow-chart of (Knowledge Compilation) program is run. As a result, a
the RM is NOTprogrammed into AITEST. The basic con- set of files - RM-KB files - is generated, and this com-
cept behind AITEST's design is: pletes the preparation step. These files may be copied to

diskettes and distributed to all of the service laboratories
where the Radar Modulator is maintained. In the service
laboratories, only the RT program of ATEST - described
in the subsequent sections - is required.

m
,i.- .~ ~ m~ iazl l ll l ll m m=
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I ~ Test Description i

---

Figure 5: Parameters required to fully specify a test

Run Time (RT) Operation 3. TP165-PR (is TP165 Output Pulse Present?) = PASS

The following sections describe the use of AITEST to 4. TP165-CO (is TP165 Wave Form Correct?) = PASS

troubleshoot the RM unit, using the RT program. 5. TP164-PR (is TP164 Output Pulse Present?) = FAIL
6. TP64 (is TP64 - Trig Inhibit - Present? if no = PASS)

= PASS
Test case - example 1
Let us assume that a fault exists in charge trigger gener- At this stage AITEST displays the following message at
ator-Al, which causes the absence of the charge pulse the top left part of the display: "THERE ARE NO ADDI-
generator output. AITEST first recommends to perform TIONAL TESTS THAT CAN IMPROVE THE DIAG-
acceptance tests until reaching a FAIL result. AITEST NOSIS". The central part of the screen shows the RM's
then deviates from the preordered sequencing and auto- block diagram in various colors where AITEST's diag-
matically identifies the next best test to perform at each nostic assessment is expressed by a color-coded repre-
stage. sentation (e.g. red for FAULTY, yellow for SUSPECTED
The first 3 test results (consistent with Al bcin 8 fa3,0y). etc.). This color actually encodes a numeric value indicat-
are: ing a fault probability interval. This probability interval

is displayed by AITEST upon request. In our case the top
ranked module is AI whose color is reddish, indicating

2. Time DLY (10 minutes Time Delay) = PASS VERY SUSPECTED level (see Figure 6).
3. TP70-PR(is MOD Pulse Out Present?) = FAIL

At this stage, AITEST identifies a set of modules that are Notes
most worth pursuing at the next stage and sets them as the 1. It took only 9 tests (out of about 50) to isolate the
goals. AITEST continues by auomatically selecting te faulty module. AITEST automatically skips perform-
next sequence of tests to be performed. Each test is ing tests which are considered irrelevanL A test is
selected depending on previous test results, and considered irrelevant if it does not contribute addi-
AITEST's estimation of the test's information contribu- tional information with regard to suspected modules
tion to further isolate the fault among the suspected which have to be further isolated
modules. Here is what happens in our session: 2. The operator, even an unskilled one, may easily fol-

low the test sequence suggested by AITEST to isolate1. TP163-PR (is TP163 output pulse present?) = PASS the fault and replace module Al at this stage.
(This is the right response consistent with Al being
faulty).

2. TP163-CO (is TP163 Wave Form Correct?) - PASS
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Figure 6: AITEST's diagnosis, a fault in VR1

Test case - Example number 2 INV I = FAIL

Assume that a fault exists in VRI (+25V regulator). TP165 = FAIL

Again, AITEST recommends to perform a sequence of TP161 = FAIL
acceptance tests until reaching a FAIL result. TP158 = FAIL
The first 3 test results (consistent with VR 1 being faulty), D 14 = FAIL
are:

TIME TOT= PASS At this stage AITEST stops and ranks VRI (+25V

TIME DLY = PASS regulator) at the top with a red color indicating a FAULTY

TP70 PR = FAIL (MOD PLS OUT is absent) state.

Following this FAIL result, AITEST dynamically selects
the next tests, based on their estimated information con- Notes:
tribution: 1. Since VRI is connected to the input voltage line,

TP163 PR = FAIL which affects many other modules, it took 13 (out of

BITE 5 = PASS 50) tests to isolate the faulty module (VRI).

BITE6 = PASS 2. At the request to explain its line of reasoning for each

BITE 7 = PASS module (or sub-module), AITEST displays the list of
tests that contributed to the diagnosis directly or in-

BITE 8 = PASS directly. This explanation may be further clarified by
requesting the path of a test from the list to be dis-

BITE 5-8 are a series of tests designed to check the fault played.
monitor's (A3) - operation. Since A3 is not directly in-
fluenced by the +25V regulator, a "PASS" test result is
indeed what was expected.

!
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AITEST's Ability to Learn from Past References
Experience (Data Base and Learning [1] Ben-Bassat M., Ben-Arie D.. Beniaminy I.. Cheifetz J. and

Program) Klinger M., AITEST - A real life expert system for
electronic troubleshooting (A description and a case study),

As mentioned earlier in this article, service manuals do Proc. IEEE Conference on Al Applications. San Diego
not preserve or make use of the expertise gained by the (1988).
electronic engineers and technicians. AITEST uses statis- [2] Ben-Bassai M.. Ben-Arie D., Ben Zvi I., Beniaminy I..
tical learning algorithms to improve its initial diagnostic CheifezJ, Sela M., Shalev M. -Evaluation of real life expert
ability. The improvement in diagnostic performance is systems.
proprotional both to the number and variety of different Proc. Autoestecon'89, Philadelphia (1989).
test scenes saved in the statistical data base.

In this case study, (the RM UUT) about 50 test cases have
been saved in order to refine AITEST's initial diagnostic
estimates. This refinements brought AITEST's diagnostic
performance to a stable high performance start point on
the learning curve before putting it to actual use.
Obviously, the data base is useful in laboratory manage-
ment as well as in learning. The lab manager can use
AITEST's data base to generate statistics and reports, and
can also port it to the general logistic data base.

Conclusions
The basic disadvantages of the conventional testing ap-
proach (using diagnostic flow-charts) are:

a) Exponential (2 
n) number of test result combinations

to cover.

b) Predetermined sequence of test execution

c) Time consuming process of searching forward and
backward through lengthy manuals.

d) Service manuals do not preserve experiential
knowledge.

e) Time and cost of building comprehensive flow-
charts.

AITEST solves these basic problems:

a) It automatically generates the diagnostic interpreta-
tion of any combination of test results.

b) It automatically and effectively manages the order of
test execution.

c) It provides on-line documentaion of the UUT includ-
ing schematics, test instructions, rcpair/replacc pro-
cedures, etc. Together with OnDoc, AITEST
constitutes an electronic service manual of the UUT.

d) It preserves and makes use of experiential knowledge
(Data Base and Learning program).

e) It eliminates the cost of building fault isolation flow-
charts..
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AKNOWLEDGE-BASED ASSISTANT FOR D1TAGNOSIS IN AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE

by

O MA. Piers and J.C. Donker
National Aerospace Laboratory NLR

-O. Box 90502
1006 BM Amsterdam

The Netherlands

1. SUMMARY

As a result of the demands upon assistant could provide easy and rapid
maintenance organisations to increase access to the information which is
availability of aircraft and the normally acquired from bulky manuals.
increasing complexity of aircraft Also, knowledge and experience from
systems, a need for tools and experts could be made available to the
facilities to enhance the effectivity less experienced ground engineer.
and efficiency of maintenance emerges. Maintenance data bases could be
The National Aerospace Laboratory NLR coupled to the KBS in order to provide
performs applied research with concern component reliability information and
to the use of knowledge based systems the maintenance history of a
for condition monitoring and diagnosis complaint.
in complex technical systems. This These KBS facilities should decrease
paper describes a feasibility study the time spent on aircraft systems
(KADAM) on the application of maintenance and the number of
knowledge based systems for diagnosis incorrect component removals (RTOK).
of complaints in aircraft systems. The There might also be effects towards
specific application selected for the decreased knowledge and experience
KADAM project (Knowledge-based requirements for ground engineers.
Assistant for Diagnosis in Aircraft
Maintenance) is a knowledge based Although a KBS solution is not a
system to be used by ground engineers condition to the objectives mentioned,
for troubleshooting of an aircraft a KBS approach does have the advantage
airconditioning system. of enabling a relatively clear
This paper will address the approach separation between knowledge on
taken in the project and review the (generally applicable) diagnosis
results, including the design of the methods and knowledge on system
proof-of-concept system. Particular structure and -functionality. Also the
attention will be paid to the explanation feature of a KBS
identification and formalisation of facilitates learning and lessons
methods for diagnosis. c learned from operational use of the

system can be relatively easy
implemented.

2. INTRODUCTION
As a result of the above, world-wide

Maximum deployability of aircraft is development activities have started on
of prime importance to military opera- knowledge-based systems for diagnosis
tors. This imposes high demands upon in aircraft systems as well as entire
the maintenance organisation to ascer- aircraft. Fault diagnosis systems are
tain maximum availability of the being developed as on-board aircraft
fleet. At the same time, maintenance systems and as ground-based systems.
costs are to be kept at a minimum.
Hence, a need for maintenance Under contract with the Netherlands
efficiency with respect to time as Agency for Aerospace Programs (NIVR),
well as for effectiveness continuously the National Aerospace Laboratory
exists. This problem is compounded by (NLR) has investigated the feasibility
the ever increasing complexity of of knowledge-based systems to assist
aircraft systems requiring more ground crews in corrective maintenance
knowledge and experience from the of complex aircraft systems. For this
maintenance crew. feasibility study, the Fokker 100 air-

conditioning system was chosen as a
A solution to the problems outlined representative example of a complex
above could be the availability of a aircraft system. One of the results of
knowledge-based system (KBS) to assist the KADAM-project (Knowledge-based
the maintenance crew in the process of Assistant for Diagnosis in Aircraft
diagnosing failures in complex Maintenance) is a proof-of-concept
systems. A knowledge-based diagnosis knowledge-based system.

This paper has been presented at the AGARD Avionics Panel Symposium on Machine Intelligence for
Aerospace Electronic systems, Lisbon. May 16, 1991.
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3. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Maintenance may in general terms be aircraft operation, the crew fills out
defined as the activities required to a complaint form (Oslip') which
bring an item into a functional describes the malfunction, flight
condition or to keep an item in a conditions related to the occurence,
functional condition. Hence, possible action taken by the crew (in-
maitenance can be divided into flight trouble shooting or fault
corrective activities and preventive containment) and any other information
activities respectively. Corrective of relevance to the complaint.
maintenance due to problems which The slip (Fig. 1) is the main source
occured during operational use of an of complaint information used by the
aircraft is commonly refered to as ground engineer for diagnosis of the
atroubleshootinge. problem during corrective maintenance
If a malfunction occurs during on the ground.

FLIGHT MO. OEP STA $A/C REG DOMMYY ISEQ No ATA SYSTEMIP0SIKSSU COWP IDENT NOISERIAL No INISERIAL No OUTIDEL

16 [ ,FS I O 1100186 ts

SUBJECT : Presurizetion ACTION : Repleced cabin press controLer
out: 102644-6 # 115-359

COMPLAINT Upon rift off end touchdown In : 1026"-6 9 9-683
there is a pressure surge for a few
swords of eprox. 2OO'/min ACTION STATION 00 MM GMT

AN$ 1101 0300

RELEASE STATION DO MN GT

Figure 1 Example complaint form (slip).

Diagnosis takes approximately one and it contains mechanical-,
third of the total time used for pneumatic- and electronic components.
corrective maintenance. The Fokker 100 airconditioning system
It is a task which in general requires (airco) is considered representative
a considerable amount of knowledge and for modern, non-avionics aircraft
experience of the ground engineer, systems.
Errors in diagnosis result in high The main differences between the KADAM
costs, not only because the problem application and other AI avionics
will not be solved, additional testers are that there is no single
maintenance is required and aircraft system testunit available, system
availablity is reduced, but also components are distributed over the
because fully servicable system entire aircraft, components are often
components may be replaced, resulting not directly accessible and the fact
in unnecessary component maintenance that the maintenance engineer usually
activities (RTOK: Re-Test O.K.) and has to work from functional
large and expensive stocks of spare descrepencies (complaint descriptions)
parts. instead of BIT/BITE results (Built-In-

Test data).
The proof-of-concept knowledge based
system developed under the KADAM
project provides support to diagnosis 4. KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION
activities. It helps the engineer to
establish the exact complaint, to The two main areas of knowledge
identify and evaluate the symptoms and applied during troubleshooting of
to determine which maintenance action aircraft systems are knowledge of the
is required to resolve the problem. structure and functionality of the

system which in general are documented
In order to limit the scope of the during system design, for example in a
project, one aircraft system was Fault Isolation Manual, and
selected as the application area, viz. troubleshooting experience of ground
the airconditioning system of the engineers. Knowledge from experience
Fokker 100 aircraft. This system was is usually transferred to less
selected because it has well defined experienced personnel through personal
interfaces with other aircraft systems communication and does in general not
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result in effective feedback to the experienced ground engineer in a
manufacturer of the aircraft, format identical to a normal complaint
Because these two knowledge areas are slip. The engineer was asked to
partially overlapping and may show diagnose the complaint and to
discrepancies, both areas were contemplate on the thought process
surveyed extensively. Maintenance behind the diagnosis.
documentation and design data has been In addition, a large number of slips
provided by Fokker Aircraft B.V., the covering five years of operation with
manufacturer of the Fokker 100. a fleet of five aircraft were reviewed
Information on maintenance operations by a member of the project group
has been made available to the KADAM together with a senior ground engineer
project by Martinair Holland and KIM in order to infer the diagnostic
Royal Dutch Airlines, the operators of reasoning. Since related slips (of a
the aircraft. re-occuring complaint) were grouped

together, it was also possible to
The primary airconditioning assess the differences in the
maintenance document utilized in the diagnoses as a result of the
KADAM project is the Fault Isolation / availability of the complaint history
Maintenance Manual. This manual in the form of subsequent slips.
provides Fault Code Diagrams
(basically logic trees of system
functionality) which are used by the 5. ANALYSIS
ground engineer to establish a Fault
Code. The Fault Code determines which 5.1 Diagnosis Methods
corrective action must be taken.
It should be noted that a model of One of the objectives of the KADAM
system structure and -functionality of project was to identify and formalize
a sufficient level of detail to allow diagnosis methods. These methods may
causal reasoning was not envisioned be generally applicable, hence could
for KADAM because the effort required be used in other applications. This
would be of prohibitive scope. In activity not only created a frame work
addition, the functional- and for the knowledge based system, it
structural relations that could be also facilitated the recording of
determined using the model are already maintenance- and diagnosis experience.
generated for maintainability and Analysis of the interviews on the
reliability analysis purposes during scenario's and slips, showed that
system design. The results of these particular portions of the available
analyses are implicit representations information and particular operations
of system structure and - with this information are used as
functionality. One of the secondary standard elements of the diagnostic
objectives was to determine whether process.
these implicit representations of These elements and the relations
system structure and functionality between these elements are combined
could be utilized to build a working and utilized by the ground engineers
KBS. in several different ways, depending
Operational maintenance information on the operational situation and the
has been acquired through involvement available information.Three different
of a member of the project group in diagnosis methods can be identified
the maintenance organisation. The main which do not only differ with regard
objective of this period was to to the elements utilized, but also in
identify diagnosis methods as utilized the relations between the elements.
by ground engineers. At the central Not all elements and relations are
maintenance support center of the used for each of the three methods. A
airline all complaint slips are kept summarized description of the
on file for later reference. A survey elements, relations and methods is
of the slips concerning provided below. For a full description
airconditioning complaints provided refer to (Piers and Donker, 1989.).
insight in complaint descriptions,
complaint histories, failure Observables: all information related
distributions, etc. Participation in to system condition that is available
the maintenance activities of ground or can be made available on the
engineers enabled an assessment of aircraft for diagnosis
operational aspects of maintenance and
the diagnostic procedures applied by Symptoms: all Observables which are
experienced maintenance personnel. One related to an event that results in a
of the methods employed in order to complaint. A failure may induce
identify methods was by means of Sypmtoms.
scenario's. Scenario's are virtual
complaints, prepared by the project Hypothesis: a mental representation
team, which were presented to an (of the ground engineer) concerning a

91-15532
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possible Cause of the occurring a diagnostic procedure. It is however
Observables. a way of solving complaints which is

applied in aircraft maintenance. This
Causes: events, states or conditions method represents the situation where
which result in Observables. there is no time to perform an

elaborate diagnosis and the particular
Knowledge: the aggregate of system- complaint does not pertain to a
structure and -functionality knowledge critical system function. Findings of
(declarative), knowledge from this project and other studies
experience (heuristic) and knowledge indicate that in these cases, the
of the history of a complaint, maintenance crew will select an action

based on previously encountered
Compare: an operation in which Observable-Solution relations.
information resulting from different
elements but concerning the same Method 3
subject is related to each other.

Solution: an action which eliminates a
Cause.

Test: an action which determines
whether the Symptoms still persist
after the Solution has been
implemented.

Arrows indicate non-specific relations
between elements. This may be a simple Figure 4 Method 3.
sequential relation but also the fact
that an element influences the In short, the maintenance crew forms a
relation between two other elements, hypothesis on the cause of a complaint

based on the available information.
Method 1 The cause hypothesis results from the

observables and is based on knowledge.
,Then the symptoms which can be

Vexpected as a result of this
hypothetical cause are determined and
subsequently compared to the
observables which occurred in reality.
If the symptoms are a subset of the
observables, the hypothesis is not
negated. If enough time is available,
tests are usually performed to check
the correctness of the hypothesis.

Figure 2 Method 1.
5.2 Diagnosis Bottlenecks and the Role

In the entire spectrum of observables, of Experience
some observables do occur which are
determined to be specific to a failure Based on the information accumulated
(symptoms). From these symptoms, a and analysed in the KADAM project, a
cause is inferred which is eliminated number of problems with concern to the
(solution). Then a test will be diagnosis aspects of maintenance have
performed in order to conform that the been identified. These problems
symptoms do no longer occur. exhibit a negative influence on the

efficiency of maintenance.
Method 2 The main cause of diagnosis

difficulties is the information which
is (not) written on the complaint

F 9 forms by the flight crew. Frequently,
the minimum information required for

__________________________ diagnosis is lacking. For example, the
flight conditions at the mment of
occurence of the complaint are not
always included in the complaint
description. Because the possibilities
to simulate flight conditions on the
ground are very limited, a

Figure 3 Method 2. considerable portion of the complaints
(28%) can not be duplicated on the

The second method is a sequence of ground (CND) and can therefore not
elements which may not even be called effectively be solved. The survey of

.. . nnmi I
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all slips also indicated that slightly feasibility study the main objective
different descriptions of complaints of the project is to demonstrate that
with the same cause result in relevant knowledge on aircraft
different diagnosis results and hence maintenance can de acquired and
different corrective actions. utilized to implement a proof-of-
The accessibility of the documentation concept knowledge based system.
for system- and maintenance Therefore, and as a result of budget
information hinders the use of these constraints, the project plan called
sources of information. Manuals are for a decision on which knowledge
bulky, refer to other manuals which would be implemented after the
may not be readily available and knowledge acquisition phase. It was
manuals often do not address determined to implement method 1 only
complaints that are frequently since the information required is
encountered. In addition, readily available.
modifications to aircraft systems are As shown in Figure 2, this method uses
often implemented long before the the symptom to arrive at a cause which
applicable manuals are updated. implies a so-called top down approach.

Relations of this type are usually
A considerable amount of the knowledge derived using Fault Tree Analysis
of the experienced ground engineer (FTA), the results of which can be
concerns efficient use of the found in the Fault Isolation Manual
available manuals. Lack of relevant (FIM). Hence the FIM may be utilized
experience may hamper diagnosis, in as a basis for implementing Method 1.
particular if complaint information is The FIM contains implicit knowledge on
incomplete or uncertain and when the the structure and functionality of the
most likely cause must be selected system.
from a number of possible causes. On The design of the proof-of-concept
the other hand, the KADAM project system is such that the two other
showed that a number of skills methods, can be added later.
attributed to experience (heuristics)
in reality concern common knowledge of Design and implementation of the
the structure and functionality of the proof-of-concept system has been based
system (declarative). A common example on NEXT 2 (NLR Engineering X-pert
of this declarative knowledge often system Toolkit). NEXT 2 proved to
mistaken for heuristic knowledge possess the capabilities needed to
concerns complaints which do not meet the requirements. A diagnosis
require corrective action because the method was implemented. Descriptive
observables mentioned in the complaint knowledge on structure and
description are normal flight phase- functionality are represented in
dependent variations in system frames, the problem solving knowledge
performance. was implemented in production rules.
Another major bottleneck in diagnosis
is the lack of information on the At the start of a consultation the
history of a complaint. Frequently, user chooses one of the three methods
corrective actions which do not solve for the diagnosis. (As mentioned
the problem are repeated when the before, only method 1 is currently
complaint occurs again because the available). The user provides some
maintenance crew is not aware of the initial information a.o. aircraft
previous maintenance actions related tailnumber, departure station etc.,
to this particular complaint. This (which is used for logistic purposes
precludes a correct perception of and to facilitate access a complaint
failure rates of system components history database) and an indication in
which may be of importance to which subsystem the complaint occured.
selecting a most likely cause from a Thereafter, KADAM queries the user in
number of possible causes. This order to further identify the specific
problem is compounded by a lack of complaint. This process results in the
feedback to the maintenance crew of identification of a Fault Code which
the results of shop maintenance on the references to the Maintenance Manual.
replaced components. The fact that the If the user continues the
ground engineer is not informed about consultation, KADAM asks a number of
whether or not the replaced component additional questions in order to
was really a failed item and hence the assess which symptoms do occur, this
cause of the problem, does not may involve requests from KADAM to
facilitate an effective build-up of perform tests. Based on the symptoms
experience, established, KADAM identifies the

failed component and also provides an
overview of the maintenance task

6. DESIGN AND IMPLEENTATION. required to solve the problem. In case
it is not possible to narrow the

Because the KADAM project is a possible causes down to one component,
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the possibly failed components are symptoms. The knowledge/information
listed in order of probability, required to implement this relation is
So as to demonstrate the ability of in many cases generated during system
the knowledge based system to design. The Failure Modes and Effects
interface with external software and Analysis (FMEA) is a bottom up
databases, the interface capabilities analysis which is used to determine
of NEXT 2 have been used to perform the effect of component failures on
caculations with external FORTRAN system functions. (Note that this is
algorithms and to survey files from an basically the reverse of the FTA).
external SQL database. Based on knowledge of the functional-

and structural relations of the system
every possible component malfunction

7. TEST AND VALIDATION is evaluated for its effect on system
functioning, which means that the

Validation testing has recently been symptoms of the failure are predicted.
carried out by operator- and Consequently, this information can be
manufacturer representatives. Although used to implement method 3.
the results are still being evaluated, The FMEA of the Fokker 100
the main outcome is that the majority airconditioning system was however not
of the requirements have been met. available in a format which could be
However, the constraints to the scope used in the KADAM KBS without a major
of the implementation (only method 1), conversion effort. This fact bears
rendered a system which exhibits some another general observation: a
of the shortcomings also encountered considerable amount of the information
when using manuals for diagnosis which required to build a KBS for system
is no surprise since the diagnosis is readily available or can
implementation is based on the manual. be made available with relatively
Of course the rapid and easy access to little effort during system design.
the information provided by the proof- If however, the utilisation of design
of-concept system facilitates a timely analysis (intermediate) results for a
diagnosis. In addition, the lack of an KBS is not foreseen during design, the
adequate complaint description remains required information may not be
a prohibitive factor to effective preserved at all or may be generated
diagnosis for the manual procedure as in a format which does not facilitate
well as the knowledge based system its use for a KBS.
supported procedure.

9. CONCLUSIONS
8. FURTHER WORK

The main conclusion of the KADAM
One of the main issues for further project is that knowledge of the
work after the feasibility phase of structure and functionality of a
the KADAM project will be the complex system can indeed be
implementation of methods 2 and 3. implemented in a knowledge based
Experience on symptom-cause system which provides useful support
relationships can be collected and for diagnosis. The knowledge used to
implemented in method 2 but the build the KBS is generated during
relationships are based on aircraft system design and is
subjectively perceived failure rates implicitly available in the results of
and symptom-solution relations which maintainability and reliability
are not always supported by feedback analyses. The KADAM project also
on correctness of a maintenance demonstrated that experience based
action. Therefore the validity is methods for diagnosis as applied by
limited and method 2 can probably be maintenance personnel can be
implemented in a more effective way identified, formalized and
through reference to a valid implemented. The role of experience in
component- or subsystem reliability these methods can be identified and
database (which incorporates feedback formalized. It was shown that a
from shop maintenance) and a complaint considerable portion of maintenance
history database. skills which are attributed to
As shown in figure 4, method 3 experience are in fact based on
requires knowledge to infer a declarative knowledge which is
hypothesis from the observables and implicitely available in the proof-of-
knowledge to predict symptom from the concept knowledge based system such as
hypothetical cause. The first relation flight phase dependent valid ranges of
is not unlike method 1, potentially performance parameters and effective
based on incomplete and/or uncertain use of manuals. Experience in the form
information. What needs to added to of "tricks of the trade* such as
implement method 3 is the second alternative ways of finding symptoms
relation: reasoning LM a cause to can be identified formalized, but
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direct integration with methods 1 and SMC-17, No 3, pp. 333-339.
3 may not be advisable and result in
inconsistencies, the experience should Pau, L.F. (1986). Survey of expert
be validated first. systems for fault detection, test
A further conclusion does not directly generation and maintenance. Expert
concern the knowledge based system Systems, Vol. 3, nr. 2, pp. 100-108
itself or its development but the
complaint information available for Piers, M.A. and Donker, J.C. (1989).
diagnosis. If insufficient complaint Research into the feasibility of
information is available, in knowledge-based systems for aircraft
particulax with regard to flight maintenance - Theory and practice of
conditions, system configuration and diagnosis in aircraft maintenance.
symptoms at the moment of occurence of National Aerospace Laboratory NLR, NLR
a complaint, an effective diagnosis is TP 89185.
often precluded. Providing complaint
information is primarily a task of the Rouse, W. (ed.), (1980). Symposium on
flight crew. Filling out a complaint human detection and diagnosis of
form may interfer with cockpit duties system failures, Roskilde, Denmark,
and essential information is often 1980.
ommitted. A knowledge based system is
not likely to reduce this problem. Young, M. (1987). A framework for
Obviously, on-board monitoring systems describing troubleshooting behaviour
could provide valuable information in using default reasoning and functional
this realm, abstraction. IEEE Proc. 3rd Conf. on
A final finding of the KADAM project AI Applications (CAIA'87), Feb. 1987,
which has also been shown in other pp. 156-162.
studies is that a limited availability
of information on complaint history
may cause duplications of faulty
maintenance actions. A knowledge based
system can provide accpss to a
complaint history database and take Discussion
complaint history into account when
selecting a cause from a number of 1.B.TTarhan, Turkey
possible causes. What is your method for fault isolation which is not

observed by ground crew people?
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by
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45433-6543 USA

1. SUMMARY Artificial Intelligence (Al) is a rapidly developing
technology which produces a number of tools with

Embedded Avionics Systems for aircraft are the potential of solving many problems that arise in
becoming increasingly more complex. Very High complex electronic systems. The Department of
Speed Integrated Circuits (VHSIC) and semi-custom Defense (DOD) has realized the importance of AI in
devices are used to gain many-fold increases in solving many of todays high-tech problems and thus
processing power and capability. Mission and is investing in Al solutions.
operational requirements dictate a high availability
and fault detection capability defined quantitatively A subset of Al is the expert system. An expert system
as ninety-eight percent detection of all faults and is a computer program that performs specialized
isolation of ninety percent of those faults to a line knowledge-based tasks. The Integrated
replaceable, module (LRM), Or ninety-five percent of Communications, Navigation, Identification
the faults to two LRMs. The Integrated Avionics (ICNIA) program utilizes an expert system
Communications, Navigation, Identification to employ fault-tolerance, reconfiguration and
Avionics (ICNIA) program utilizes a module graceful degradation. The expert system improves
Maintenance Node (MN) which aids high speed system readiness and raises the probability of mission
testing of the LRM, and gives the ability to isolate the success.
fault (s) to one or more modules. The MN uses the
concepts of set scan design, pseudo-random test 3. What is ICNIA?
vector generation, output response compression, and
separate set scan loops to test the Small Scale ICNIA is a tri-Service program with the Air Force,
Integration (SSI) - Medium Scale Integration (MSI) Army and Navy as participating services. ICNIA
logic on the LRM. The resultant data is made employs advanced state-of-the-art technologies to
available to the expert system within ICNIA so that develop several Advanced Development Model
real-time feult detection and isolation can be (ADM) units that will be tested in a laboratory
achieved. environment and undergo flight demonstration. Its

i key objectives are to demonstrate that multiple
:---The objective of the expert system within ICNIA is to Communications, Navigation, Identification (CNI)

detect and isolate faults in near real-time and functions can be integrated into a modular airborne
minimize the false alarm rate. e technical fnions cbite go
approach is to utilize Built-In-Test ) as the data avionics system.
collection mechanism for the expert sy - "IT The ICNIA terminal concept relies on the use of
commands the resources to perform onlin d rapidly emerging advanced Radio Frequency (RF)
offline test via MNs and reports the results t and digital technologies to provide aircraft pilots
Integrated Test and Maintenance (ITM) function. more CNI availability and flexibility than ever before.
ITM contains the expert system and performs the By incorporating advanced technologies such ar
fault isolation and detection using a forward and Built-In-Test (BIT) and reconfigurability, the ICNIA
backward rule-based design in real-time in the terminal is capable of maintaining operation through
aircraft. The payoffs include ninety-eight percent multiple failures. With the use of BIT technology,
detection of all faults, in flight reconfiguration, in-flight reconfiguration is possible to support the
increased operational availability and improve pilot's needs for different CNI function priorities
supportability, throughout his mission.

2. Introduction Prior to ICNIA, individual avionics systems were
developed for each new requirement resulting in a

Avionics systems continue to incorporate increasing proliferatior of discrete systems. The ICNIA system
amounts of technology to meet processing demands consolidates into a single integrated terminal as
and in turn the complexity of these systems also many as sixteen separate avionics systems, operating
increase. With higher 'complexity, the cost also in the frequency band from 2 MHz to 2 GHz. ICNIA
increases and thus greater emphasis is placed on is composed of a minimum number of dynamically
maintainability and reliability. Complicated reconfigurable modular building blocks which can be
equipment means faults are more difficult to locate used to tailor the system capability for particular
and require more time for repair and replacement, mission or aircraft and will greatly increase mission
which means an overall decline in reliability, availability, reduce single point failures; and greatly

reduce maintenance and consequently Life Cycle
Costs.
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4. ICNIA DESCRIPTION 4.2 Functional Architecture

Before discussing the fault tolerant and machine The ICNIA functional block diagram is shown in
intelligence aspects of the system an overview of Figure 2. The partitioning is broken into three

will e iven. se a pl mgroups: the Radio Frequency (RF) group, the Signalfunction, multi-processor system with real-time Processing (SP) group, and the Data Processing (DP)
processing requirements. Key elements to bePrcsig()gouadteDaPoesngD)described in ude the functional requirements, the group. This partitioning maximizes the flexibility forarchitecture, the hardware and the software, growth and multiple mission configurations.Furthermore, logistics and acquisition costs are

4.1 Functional Requirements minimized through the use of common modules
that makeup the three groups.

The ICNIA terminal implements a number of CNI 4.3 Hardware Description
functions existing as single, discrete boxes in the
current inventory and is based upon a distributed
processing architecture. The hardware and software The integration aspect of ICNIA is based upon a set of
that make up the ICNIA terminal provide the same common hardware modules in which the CNI
CNI performance as the discrete function, plus functions are distributed. The hardware modules can
maintain an accurate system health status. Figure 1 be programmed to represent any combination of the
shows the CNI functional requirement. CNI functions. If a hardware module fails, another is

dynamically reprogrammed to implement the CNI
function. This dynamic reconfiguration guarantees
that the most mission critical function with the
highest priority is always available.

SYSTEM FUNCTION

JTIDS AI VOICE I DATA
AHAVEUICK AJVICE

CIA G PS Al NAVIGATIONJM Lm4SINCGAIS Al VOICE
TOA IM11LNK 4 DATA

UJNK11 DATA

FLTSATCOM DATA
TACA NAVIGATION
MS NAVIGATION

WIEFO"TEINTERROGATE

NARROWDANO UHF AM VOICE
VHEF AM I FM VOICE
HF SS8 VOICE

Figure I CNI Functional Requirements
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' Figure 2 ICNIA Block Diagram
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The ICNIA hardware is partitioned into three Like the hardware, the ICNIA operational software is
equipment groups and is based upon the functional highly modular to support maintainability,
partitioning. These groups are the RF group, testability, and software reuseability. The software is
consisting of receivers and transmitters; the SP divided into three Computer Program Configuration
group, made up of the high speed real-time Items (CPCIs): the data processing CPCI, the signal
preprocessors and signal processors; and the DP processing CPCI and the Data Processing Operating
group, utilizing 1750A data processors. The System (DPOS) executive. Like the hardware
equipment groups are interconnected via a network modules, the software modules, both data processing
of high speed data buses. and signal processing can be reconfigured in response

to processor failures and/or changes in mission
4.3.1 RF Group priorities. Figure 3 shows this software structure.

The RF group performs the transmission and
reception of the CNI signals. This group is divided
into L-Band and UHF/VHF frequency ranges. The
RF group contains the Antenna Interface Unit (AIU),
the receiver switch, the receivers, and the Power DO II D S I
Amplifiers (PA). The RF group provides selectable
connections between the receivers and the Universal
Matched Filters (UMF) in the signal processor group.
This capability provides flexible resource assignment CNI SYS low CNI 0S
and fault tolerance.

4.3.2 The Signal Processing Group Figure 3 Software Tree

The signal processing group converts the CNI 4.4.1 Data Processing Software.
baseband signals into digital data. Each Line
Replaceable Unit (LRU) consists of four UMFs, a Jovial J73 and Ada programming languages are used
Multi-Function Modulator (MFM), a Signal Processor and the functional elements of the data processing
(SP), a Time Frequency Reference Unit (TFR), and a software include System Management Software
Red to Black Transfer Unit (RBX). The UMF (SMS), Fault Detection and Isolation (FDI) software,
performs baseband phase conversion, demodulation, software reconfiguration and multiprocessing. In
detection, and signal acquisition. It sends the lines of code, the data processing software accounts
digitized data to the SP for processing. The MFM for more than two-thirds of the operational software
performs carrier modulation for all transmitted CNI of ICNIA.
signals. The TFR provides a stable time base to
maintain time synchronization. The RBX interfaces The systems management software contains the
the RF group with the SP group. Resource Management (RM) software which controls

allocation of hardware resources for mission4.3.3 The Data Processing Group planning, real-time modification of the mission by

The data processing group performs all CNI the pilot and availability of resources as determined
applicaton prcessing, ro A term aa eNt, by the integrated test and maintenance function. Theapplication processing, ICNIA system management, SMS software also contains the Terminal Control
integrated test and maintenance, and aircraft (T software which starts and stops the hardware
interfacing over the 1553B avionics bus. The Data and software resources and oversees terminal
Processors (DP) use a first generation VHSIC, MIL operation.
STD-1750A architecture, and the software is written
in JOVIAL and Ada. Software for the Integrated Test and Maintenance

4.4 Software Architecture (ITM) function contains the machine intelligencewhich provides the fault detection and isolation to
support in-flight resource management and

ICNIA is unique among avionics systems in several suponfig t rsoure managementirespcts It reonfgurtioncapbiltie ar hihly reconfiguration (online test) and non-real-time
respects. Its reconfiguration capabilities are highly testing to improve the economics of avionics
dependent on software. In addition to substantial maintenance (offline test). Real-time fault detection
data processing, the system employs programmable and isolation is required because hardware and
signal processors which perform functions software elements are reallocated in real-time in
traditionally assigned to dedicated hardware. response to mission demand and priorities. i
Processing is distributed among four data processors
and two signal processors. Each processing element 4.4.2 The Signal Processing Software. C,
is capable of performing any task assigned to Its
respective type. In the event of a processor failure, The signal processing software performs a variety of
executable code is reconfigured such that the highest high-speed operations on incoming and outgoing ofT
priority functions are assigned to surviving sinals, A high-speed VHSIC signal processor is usedtgoin
processors, thereby accomplishing a key ICNIA to meet the requirements of the demanding real-time
requirement for fault tolerance and graceful environment. The signal processor CPCI is
degradation. comprised of the executive processing and

applications software. The executive and
applications software use a macro and micro91-15531 nstruction set developed specifically for the signal91 15 1sr.-

-llll
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This brief introduction of the ICNIA system 5.1 Bit Concept of Operation
illustrates its capabilities and its complexities. The
multi-function, multi-processor system operating Figure 4 illustrates the BIT concept of operation.
under real-time constraints requires a sophisticated During normal terminal operation, the hardware
system to detect and isolate faults. An expert system and software status indicators are polled by the ITM
was designed for ICNIA to achieve the goals of a fault function to monitor the system integrity (nominally
detection rate of 98 percent and a fault isolation rate once per second). Upon detection of a system error or
of 90 percent to a single line replaceable module. processing failure, the BIT fault indicators are

accumulated and compared against a threshold.
5. ICNIAS FAULT TOLERANT DESIGN When a processed BIT indicator exceeds a predefined

threshold, a reaction is triggered by ITM. This
The technology for in-flight reconfiguration of the reaction usually consists of performing more tests.
ICNIA system is software-dependent, and is made
possible by the Built-In-Test capability and the large Reactions are dependent on the criticality of the BIT
number of common modules. BIT allows the system indicator. The two primary actions taken by ITM
to constantly measure its health status and to include replace the asset from the availability pool
reassign or reconfigure modules when a failure is and/or perform offline tests on the removed asset.
detected. The automatic reconfigurability feature
makes the system fault tolerant and increases the The use of extensive online and offline BIT allows
mean-time-between-critical-failure (MTBCF). the ICNIA terminal to be supported with two levels

of maintenance (organizational and depot) instead of
BIT technology plays a major role in a fault tolerant the normal three levels. An indicator is provided on
design. Furthermore, an expert system is required to LRMs which identifies a failure so that a
handle and correctly interpret the data. The expert maintenance technician knows which LRM to
system within ICNIA is called the Integrated Test and remove and replace.
Maintenance (ITM) function and is the "brain" for
fault detection an isolation. The ICNIA BIT To alleviate the traditional problem of being unable
capability consists of hardware and software sensors to reproduce a flight failure after the unit has been
which provide system health status information to returned to the depot, the ICNIA BIT design
the ITM function. One of the key sensor elements in incorporates a health status memory function which
the ICNIA design is the Maintenance Node (MN) is utilized by the maintenance node on the LRM.
which is the focal point for performing the board The critical data parameters stored in the memory
level tests supporting the integrated test and can be analyzed to aid the depot technicians in
maintenance philosophy of ICNIA. troubleshooting the failed unit. The health status

messages are corxelated with time to enable this
The ICNIA BIT concept of operation, types of BIT, the memory to act as a fault history file.
BIT architecture, the Maintenance Network, and the
Integrated Test and Maintenance function will be
developed in the following sections.

'41 ICNIA Terminal
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Figure 4 BIT Concept of Operation
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5.2 Types of BIT 5.2.4 Standalone BIT

The four major types of BIT implemented in ICNIA Standalone BIT is the process of collecting data while
are Online, Offline, Thread, and Standalone BIT. the entire terminal itself is not being used. It occurs

only when the terminal is not processing CNI
5.2.1 Online BIT signals. Standalone BIT is used for more rigorous

fault isolation testing than can be performed in the
Online BIT is the process in which system health other three modes.
information is collected while a hardware resource is
operational. This process is performed passively 5.3 ICNIA Built-In-Test Architecture
leaving the resource available for performing CNI
functions and does not affect the state of any of the Figure 5 provides a top-level view of the ICNIA BIT
hardware registers, queues, or memories. Online BIT architecture. The best way to describe this
may explicitly refer to a specific resource, or it may be architecture is to divide it into three sections: the
more general, as in the case of the collection of CNI central intelligence, the communications, and the
status data on a given function. Online BIT is sensors.
provided by both hardware and software sensors.

The central intelligence is the expert system which
5.2.2 Offline BIT makes decisions concerning resource health based on

BIT indicators and system rules. The central
Offline BIT is the process where data is collected on a intelligence lies within the integrated test and
hardware resource while it is unavailable for a maintenance (ITM) software function which is part
mission function. The testing may reset the state of of the Data Processor CPCI.
the hardware registers, queues, or memories. Offline
BIT is carried out during system startup, and during a BIT communications are carried out via the high
mission after a system problem has been identified speed bus, the Bus Interface Units (BIUs), the serial
through the online BIT process. maintenance bus, the 1553 avionics bus, and the

software BIT functions. The Maintenance bus is
5.2.3 Thread BIT primarily used for system initialization, set scan and

interconnect testing and results reporting.
Thread BIT is the process of testing two or more
hardware modules in cascade to determine system The sensors in the ICNIA BIT architecture are the
integrity/mission readiness or to perform fault local hardware and software elements which detect
isolation. Thread BIT performs three functions: faults or collect local status and performance data.
(1) Support initialization testing of the system to The key sensor element in the ICNIA design is a
determine mission readiness, (2) Monitor the health logical device termed the Maintenance Node (MN).
of operational CNI threads, (3) Support fault Digital modules in ICNIA contain a Maintenance
isolation. Thread testing is not a primary means of Node which initialize the module and execute set
fault isolation or fault detection. Thread testing is scan and interconnect test of logic devices. These
simplistic and helps to support the overall fault module tests are invoked under command of a
tolerant design. Maintenance Protocol Processor (MPP).

Resoure I Resource 2 Rs@orco 3 .00 liosource N

I HO .Soo am Bs

UKO/ usintormes Protocol Processor

Figure 5 ICNIA BIT ArchitectureV0s mmm- m~ mimm ~l d ln ma~lmm
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5.4 Maintenance Network is part of the data processing CPCI. ITM evaluates
status and test results in order to detect and isolate

The Maintenance Network designed into the ICNIA faults. One of the key requirements of the ITM
terminal provides a special purpose BIT data function is to filter and smooth BIT sensor
collection and communication system. The information so that fault false alarms can beMaintenance Network architecture is made up of: minimized. The implementation of the ITM BIT
Maintenance Noesrk archtecuredsnmadeupgioffault isolation algorithms takes the form of a rules
Maintenance Nodes (MNs), residing on digital baed system.

modules; a Maintenance Protocol Processor (MPP),

which resides on the DP serial I/O module (and acts ITM is designed to make decisions using a
as the Maintenance Bus controller); and the dual knowledge base which is augmented by correlation
redundant Maintenance Bus which links the of BIT results and other status data generated by
Maintenance Nodes with the MPP. the hardware and software. PPM decisions are

based on a foundation of basic rules derived from
5A.1 Maintenance Node the physical properties of the hardware and the

mathematical properties of the CNI algorithms.
The Maintenance Node is the focal point for
performing the board level test supporting the 6 1 ITM Overview
integrated test and maintenance philosophy of the The ITM design implements an artificial
ICNIA system. The MN performs the following intelligence expert technique known as fact based
activities: inferencing. Fact based inferencing makes decisions

concerning fault detection and isolation in a
It conducts externally controlled offline comprehensive and accurate manner by deferring
board/chip level tests and stores the results in decision until all the required facts have been
EEPROM. compiled. For example, if a hardware module is

suspected of failing, a typical response by ITM is to
It sends both board and chip level test results request further testing so that more comprehensive
to the Maintenance Protocol Processor. reports (facts) can be gathered. The driving reason

that fact based inferencing was chosen for the ITM
It stores status and parameter values used by design is that this technique accomplishes fault
devices on a board for normal operations. detection and isolation with near 100 percent

accuracy. This level of accuracy mandates a design
It stores online board fault status information that provides complete fault coverage as opposed to
and the time of fault occurrences in EEPROM. making uncertain decisions quickly.

The MN (in the offline mode) exercises individual Since fact based inferencing requires additional
VHSIC, standard cell, and gate array (GA) chips, as testing, 1TM's response cannot be provided in real-
well as Small Scale and Medium (SSI/MSI) logic time. However, detecting faults quickly is important
(74xx/54xx logic) configurations confined to one if the system is to remain operational during critical
board or module. The method utilized is the "set I
scan loop" technique. This method is carried out by architecture was developed for lTM which uses a

generating multiple test vectors using an internal forward chaining inference to identify hardware

Pseudo-Random Sequence Generator (PRSG) and

inputting the vectors in order to stimulate a device, suspected of having a fault, and a backward chaining
Ittengread the esose, oresse s stimle aes inference which establishes credibility of a particularIt then reads the response, compresses the resultshad recmontbgteigadtonlfts
(Signature) with a Signature Analyzer (SA), and then hardware component by gathering additional facts.
(Sipatre) ith g at signature nalyze os A)andForward chaining is fast, but uses extensive memory,
compares the generated signature to a previously while backward chaining is slow and uses moderate
stored "good" signature for determining operational amounts of memory. Typically, the actions that
status of the tested device, backward chaining requests consist of tests which are
5.4.2 Maintenance Protocol Processor disruptive to the normal hardware operation, so they

must be done offline.

The Maintenance Protocol Processor serves as the 6.2 Software Arshitectural Overvew
interface between the ICNIA 1750A Data Processor
and the Maintenance Nodes distributed throughout The riM and BIT fault isolation software is organized
the system. The MPP receives test commands from into two major divisions. The first is the generic
the DP, via the DP's input-output processor (lOP), Built-In-Test/Fault Isolation (BIT/Fit) Kernel which
then formats and transmits the commands to the
appropriate Maintenance Nodes. In addition, the contains the inference algorithms, and the second is
MPP serves as the Maintenance Bus controller. In the ITM and BIT Shell. The ITM and BIT Shell
this role, the MPP distributes all test commands Software are designed to have a clear cut division
(originating from the DP) and is responsible for between the generic portions and the system specific
commanding MN. to transmit over the bus. portions. The Shell is functionally divided into two

parts. The first part is called the Generic Shell
6- INTEGRATED TEST AND MAINTENANCE software, and the second is the ICNIA Specific Shell.

The term generic is used to mean "not specific to a
As mentioned before, the ICNIA "brain" for fault particular hardware set". The design produces a
detection and isolation is the ITM function, which complete fault detection and isolation package

capable of being used in any hardware system while
minimizing the amount of programming required to
develop the system specific portions of code. Figure 6
illustrates the relationship of the interfaces.
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Before the design of the Integrated Test and
Maintenance software is presented, an explanation of
the rules and the terms associated with the rules is
presented.

6.3 Rules Language

An "atomic formula" is the basic element of a rule. It
is a predicate function which has a value of true or

BTMFIT Kernel false. For the fault detection and isolation
application, an atomic formula is true when the
associated fault has been observed. For example, an
atomic formula may be defined for a receiver fault.
The predicate function, ReceiverFault is true (or
observed) if a fault is detected for the receiver
specified. ReceiverFault (ReceiverX) is true for

Figure 6 Interface Hierarchy Receiverl if Receiver_Fault was observed on
Receiver_1.

A "rule" is a statement which is used to make
The Generic Shell Software is divided into three inferences based on the state of the system. A rule
major functional units. The units include the New has the following structure:
Facts Generator, the Action Arbitrator, and the
Results Processor. The BIT/FIT Kernel performs If (antecedent) Then (conclusion)
most of the expert processing in the fault isolation
process. It contains a forward and backward inference An "antecedent" is composed of disjunctions and/or
engine and several data base interfaces to the Generic conjunction of atomic formulas. However, the
Shell software. The interfaces include the New Facts "conclusion" consists of only conjunctions of atomic
List, the Thread Table, the Suspect List, the Action formulas (aft). An example of a rule is shown below.
List, and the Results List. Figure 7 illustrates the ITM
and BIT architecture. Rule: IF [afl AND NOT af2l OR af3 THEN af4

AND af5

The antecedent of Rule 1 is "[afl AND NOT af2] OR
af3" and the conclusion is "af4 AND af5'.

Online Status and Test Results

PAtomic formulas are divided into three groups:
Now Frcts Lprimitives, intermediate rules, and goals.
Gnera~tor "Primitives" represent information supplied by the

external world. They only appear in the antecedent
w Fof a rule. In the fault detection and isolation case, a

primitive is a resource status indication whether a
Fact Processor fault was detected. An "intermediate rule" is an

I intermediate conclusions of rules. A "goal" is only
Ptknitive List part of the conclusions of rules. It is the end result.

oete ,r rld ist A "goal" is only part of the conclusions of rules.

,Emrg The Rules Compiler is responsible for the generation
Sof the rules tables used by the inference engines. The
Backwar un c compiler breaks the rules into clauses. A "clause" is a

Enfneee simple rule which has only conjunctions of
primitives in its antecedent and conjunctions of

Agoals in its conclusion. The Compiler eliminates all
intermediate states or intermediate rules, leaving a

Action Arbitrator clause logic tree with a depth of one (rules
transformed in this way are said to be in

Action .t L "conjunctive normal form"). Thus, the compiler
does the bulk of the rule tree processing and the

u Processor engines are able to derive goals directly from "anded"
I combinations of primitives, eliminating the need for
mComend us# a tree search.

6.4 BIT/FIT Kernel Software Overview

BT Directlve, Syslem Alarms
AeeootlsUH1sloe ePqests The BIT/FIT Kernel Software is composed of the

Forward and Backward Inference Engines, and a Fact
Processor that handles the input to the inference

Figure 7 ITM and BIT Architecture engines. The external interfaces with the inference
engines are implemented via data structures. These
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data structures consist of the Rule File (input), the isolation primitive represents that state of a
Active Thread Tables (input), the New Facts List diagnostic test or interrogation request by the

(input), the Action List (output) and the Results List Backward Engine during a previous cycle. The
(output). Figure 8 gives a high-level view of the requested action is intended to determine the health

inference algorithm architecture with its external status of a resource.
interfaces.

Some assumptions and limitations are associated
with the inference engine architecture. The first

RUES RULES assumption is that though statusing may occur
FC Ifrequently, only primitives whose values have

changed are reported to the New Fact List. Secondly,

the inference algorithms operate on Boolean values
Ronly. Thus status obtained in other forms must be

ACTION transformed to Boolean representations to be used.
LIST Another limitation deals with thresholding and

aging. In fault detection and isolation applications,
ACTIVE the resource status information may be provided in
TABLES 1 9 the form of fault indicators or counters. Usually, a
:j C DATAfault is processed immediately upon being reported

RESULTS to the diagnostic and test system. However, some
LIST faults may require a threshold (i.e. a number of faults

detected in a specified length of time) before the fault
is processed as an actual error. The assumption was
made that thresholding is performed externally to

SAC FACTS the inference engines. The engines expect status
LIST PROCESSOR information consisting of fault indicators such that a

fault is only indicated if its thresholding requirement

has been met. Finally, the assumption is made that
active signal threads are reported to the Active

Figure 8 Inference Algorithm Architecture Thread Tables as signal paths are defined or

reconfigured. Maintaining these tables is essential

Figure 8 shows that the internal interfaces can be for the unification process that is necessary when

separated into two types of data structures, rule data predicate atomic formulas are used in the rules.

and fact data. The rule data is the interface between Unification is the determination of the specific

the Rules Compiler and the inference engines. This resource to which the predicate atomic formula is

data consists of the Detection and Action Clause referring.

Tables, and the Detection and Action Clause Mapping 6.5 Fact Processor
Matrices (these tables are a representation of the rules
in what is called "normal conjunctive form", that is, The Fact Processor is a preprossor for the inference
a rule transformed into strings of "anded "
primitives "ored" together). The fact data provides engines. It's main function is to update fact data in

the interface between the Fact Processor and the the system, and notify the appropriate inference

inference engines. This interface contains the engine when inferencing is necessary.

Detection Primitive List, the Detection and Action
Primitive Status Buffers and the Backward Engine 6.5.1 Data Structures

Start Flag. The interface to a specific application is
accomplished with the rules in the Rule File and the The New Facts List contains all new fact reports.

Action Thread Tables. These data structures will be New facts are new primitives that have been

discussed later. collected along with their current state (fault
observed/not observed). Note that a primitive

The Fact Processor receives the new system facts, consists of a type and a device number.

determines their types (detection or isolation) and Primitive I r e Dei State
forwards them to the appropriate inference engine. Primitive 2 Type I Device State

A new system fact may be a changed detection or

isolation primitive.

The Forward Chaining Inference Engine processes
new detection primitives (online system status).
Based on this information and the rule data, it Figure 9 New Facts List

generates a list of system resources suspected to have
caused the error. The Detection Primitive List contains a list of the

detection primitives to be processed by the Forward
The Backward Chaining Inference Engine processes Chaining Inference Engine.
the list of suspects generated by the Forward Primitive I Type Device

Chaining Engine. It proves each suspect to be Primitive 1 Tye Device
functional or faulty based on action results and rule Primv 2 Type Device

data. Action results are received in isolation
primitives that are put by Fault Detection/Fault
Isolation (FD/FI) onto the New Facts List. An

Figure 10 Detection Primitive List
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The Backward Engine Start Flag indicates that there If the new fact is an isolation primitive, the Action
are new isolation primitives to be processed by the Primitive Status Buffer is updated and the Backward
Backward Engine. It is set by the Fact Processor when Engine Start Flag is set. An update to the Action
new isolation primitives are received. Primitive Status Buffer consists of updating the state

field of the isolation primitive.

The Detection Primitive Status Buffer contains the

status (observed, not observed) of all detection 6.6 Forward Chaining Inference Engine
primitives.

The Forward Chaining Inference Engine uses rules to
Device 1 Device 2 generate a list of resources suspect to be bad.

Primitive Type 1 State State . Therefore, the conclusion of each rule is a list of one
or more resources which are suspected to be faulty.Primitive Type 2 state state s• This conclusion is based on the current state of the* Iantecedent's detection primitives in the Detection

*Primitive Status Buffer. If the specified combination
of a rule's detection primitives are true (i.e. the
associated fault indicators have been observed), the

Figure 11 Detection Primitive Status Buffer rule infers that the resource is suspected to be faulty.

The Action Primitive Status Buffer contains the 6.6.1 Data Structures
action indicator for the isolation primitives. The
indicators are initially set to "not requested" and "not The Forward Chaining Engine uses several data
proven", structures to control its processing. These data

structures are listed below along with brief
Figure 13 shows the data flow of the Fact Processor. descriptions.

Device 1 Device 2 The Detection Primitive List contains all the new
1Requested RUsted detection primitives. A primitive consists of a

Primitive Type I s R..l5 s6e primitive type and a device number. The table isResultsa Results ••

Primitive Type 2 Reuested Requested illustrated in Figure 9.
Results Results 0 a 0

The Detection Clause Mapping Matrix contains a
mapping from each primitive to the clauses which

* include it. This mapping is constant for any
Figure 12 Action Primitive Status Buffer particular rule set, and is created by the RulesCompiler.

DETECTION Primitive Type 1 Clause Clause#see7

LIST Primitive Type 2 Clause 1 Clus # . j
PRIMITIVETU. SFFER

NEW FACTS I FACT Figure 14 Detection Clause Mapping Matrix

tIST The Detection Clause Table contains the clauses or
SAIwAR0 I simple rules which infer conclusions (eg., a resource

START FLAG is suspected) from facts (eg., bad status detected on a
TTL receiver). This is a constant table for any particular

rule set and is created by the Rules Compiler.
ACTION CasPRIMITIVEClause 1 Orae, Type Prm Type prim Type

STATUS BUFFER TtmP

Figure 13 Cliues 2 ORublnl Suep Type Prim Type Prim Typelee N~e ilos M tesilo Q

Fact Processor Data Flow Diagram I

6Figure 15 Detection Clause Table

The Suspect List contains a list of all the goals that
When the New Facts List is updated, the Fact have been reached, i.e. it contains a Ust of resources
Processor begins processing and continues until the suspected to be faulty, along with information
New Facts List is empty. The Fact Processor takes concerning how these resources came to be suspected.
each new fact from the New Facts List and
determines if it is a detection or isolation primitive. The Detection Primitive Status Buffer contains the
If it is a detection primitive, the Detection Primitive resource status information. It contains information
Status Buffer is updated and the primitive is moved for each detection primitive in the system. This
to the Detection Primitive List. table is illustrated in Figure II.
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Susect I Type Device 0 Wtelmold m sp Thread Suap Cla- 6.6.2 Processing
Suspec 2 Ty P evi wea 1" The Forward Chaining Inference Engine is designed

to generate a list of resources suspected to be in error

___based on the detection primitive status information

Figure 16 Suspect List provided. The engine's processing is driven by the
Detection Primitive List. The engine selects the first
primitive in the list and uses it as an index into the

The Active Thread Tables contain current signal Detection Clause Mapping Matrix. The Detection
threads in the system. These tables are shown below. Clause Mapping Matrix maps each primitive to a set

of clauses is "fired" by the Forward Chaining
R a.Mo. Rsurce Inference Engine. If all the primitives in the
T Type 2 antecedent of a clause are true (taking their possible

Active Thread 1 Device Device ° * negation into account), then the conclusion is true

Active Thread 2 oeve # Devic ... when its fault indicator in the Detection Primitive
Status Buffer is set to true (observed). A detection
primitive may be negated by adding a "not" in the
rule directly preceding the primitive. This means
that the primitive state is equal to false (not

Di. I Devic 2 observed) and will cause the primitive to be
processed in the rule as if it was true. The engine

uLe of T 1 v oe repeats this process while the Detection PrimitiveResource Type I Active Threa Active Threads ...

Device Is In Device t in List contains new detection new detection primitives.

LtO Ust of
Resource Type 2 Active Threads Active Threds 6.7 Backward Chaining Inference Engine.

Device is In Device le in
D Rules for the Backward Chaining Inference Engine

are written to prove a suspected resource is
functional (good) or faulty (bad). The resource is
assumed to be good. Therefore, the rules state the

Figure 17 Active Thread Tables conditions needed to prove the resource is bad. The
antecedent of each rule contains logical combinations
of isolation primitives and the conclusion is one or

The Backward Engine Start Flag indicates that there more resources shown to be in error.
are new suspects to be processed by the Backward
Engine. It is set by the Forward Engine when new Isolation primitives are different from detection
suspects are identified. primitives in that an isolation primitive's final

value is not always known. The isolation primitives
The following diagram shows the relationship of value is initially set to "error not proven". To
these data structures to the Forward Chaining determine an isolation primitive's final value, an
Inference Engine. action must be requested. An action is a diagnostic

test or interrogation designed to determine the status
of a resource.When the action is performed and the
results are reported, the isolation primitive's value is

DETECTION 'TROVEN false" if its final value is false. This
PRIMITIVE MST approach was developed to distinguish between a

default value of "not proven" (and thus false until
iDFECTION the test results are received) and a final value of false.
PRIMITIVE SUSPECT I

STATUS BUFFER LIST To facilitate processing, each isolation primitive has
two action indicators: Action Request and Action

"- WAM mResults. The relationship of the values of these
DErTECTION CLAUSE CH o action indicators to the value of the primitive is
MPPING MATRIX 91 wca illustrated in the following table.

_ BACKWARD Ateciad k ejNIeIe ~
DETECTIONSTART FLAG s e en Pryven en

CLAUSEl TABLE SATFG Aion No

Roe PreeiTue Pleeve ve Tu False

Wo Falee Palm False False Tr
ATIVETHED.flm

P11ga. 19 Rdatiotitlp of Actia Indiatos to
isaaon Primltive Vaiues

Figure IS

Forward ainag Inrmce Engie I. Action Requested - indicates whether the action
Data Flow Diaapm has been requested

L _ _ _ _mmlmm imll• immm m ~ m ll i m mm
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2. Action Result - indicates if the action has been
processed and the value of the isolation primitive. Sspct Type 1 CMause Clause •

The value is as follows: suspect Type 2 cause claus. 8 a.

Proven True - error observed
Proven False - error not observed
Not Proven - assume error not observed for

the moment Figure 22 Action Clause Mapping Matrix

6.7.1 Data Structure
The Action Clause Table contains the clauses or

The Backward Chaining Inference Engine uses simple rules which infer conclusions (like resource is
several data structures to control processing. These faulty) from facts (like set scan test on BIU 1 failed).
data structures are listed below with brief This is a constant table for any particular rule set.
descriptions.

The Suspect List contains a list of the resources Clause 1 0081. sue9 Type pilm Type prim 'typoRumo a 0181118110 Nftlim ale g t

suspected to be faulty, along with information about oFls Sump Ty" Pri Typ r- Typo

how the resources came to be suspected. This table is Cilues 2 PAW, selTe P si T.0e. TP •
shown is Figure 16. : . I
The Backward Engine Start Flag indicates that there " _ _"

are new isolation primitives or new suspects to be
processed by the Backward Engine. It is set by the Fact Figure 23 Action Clause Table
Processor when new isolation primitives are
received, and by the Forward Engine when new
suspects are identified. Figure 24 shows the relationship of these data

structures to the Backward Chaining Inference
The Action Primitive Status Buffer contains the Engine.
action indicators for the isolation primitives. The
indicators are initially set to "not requested" and "not
proven". The Action Primitive Status Buffer is ACTION
shown in Figure 12. LIST

The Action List contains a list of requested actions.
Each entry has a field for the action type and the ACTION
specific device. PRSTIVE CI ON

Action IBACKWARD

Action 2 AiTj ice BACKWARD ENGINE CHAININGi START FLG IrSZC
"__,,, • NGINE

0 _FR.ESU.TS
LIS

M IAPPING MATRIX

Figure 20 Action List

The Results list contains the results of the fault ACTION CLAUSE
detection and isolation operation, that is, the status of TABLE

the resources suspected to be faulty.
Figure 24

suspec Clvict Cuspect , $ I Backward Chaining Inference Engine

Flfh 2 N Convict Suspect -Suspect
Type Clause ClaueThread:emN 26.7.2 Processing

The Backward Chaining Inference Engine begins

F~gure 21 Remuts Last processing by building a whiteboard for each new

suspect on the Suspect List. A whiteboard is used to
record the progress in the verification of a suspect's

The Action Clause Mapping Matrix contains a functionality. This is necessary since a conclusion
mapping from each suspect to the dauses which may not always be reached in one inference cyde. A
could prove It to be faulty. whiteboard is built by indexing with suspect type into
This mapping Is constant for any particular rule set. the Action Clause Mapping Matrix, generating a list

of clauses which could prove the suspect to be faulty.
A clause status indicator for each clause is allocated
in this area of memory (the whiteboard).
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Next, the engine begins processing each clause by 6.8.1.1 Data Structures
attempting to prove the clause is true. To do this, the
engine must prove all the clause's primitives are The fault filtering algorithm is implemented using
true. To show an isolation primitive is true requires the following data structure.
that an action be requested, processed and a true
result received, The Action Primitive Status Buffer The Threshold Table contains an entry for each
provides the current status of each primitive. If the detection primitive. The event counter is used to
required action has not already been requested, then record the number of bad status events, and it is
the engine will place that action on the Action List compared to the event threshold. The age counter is
and set the action request indicator. If the action has used in conjunction with the age period to invoke
been requested, but the results have not been aging on the fact periodically. The aging flag is used
received, the engine cannot make any further to indicate weather aging is desired during the
decisions about that primitive. In either case, current processing cycle.
processing will move on to the next primitive in the
clause. If the action has been requested and The Prefacts List and the New Facts List are identical
processed, the final value of the primitive is known. in format and are illustrated in Figure 9.

If one primitive is proven false (taking it's possible A ge
If~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~rmtv onIrmtv s fle(aigi' osbe1 one hehl one eidFa

negation into account), the clause is false and Count Thent Aue aro

processing continues to the next clause for the [Event Event Age Age Age

suspect. When a clause is proven false, the clause PrImItIve 2 Counter Threshold counter Period Flag

indicator on the whiteboard is set to verification
complete to prevent repetition of the clause
evaluation on later inference cycles. If all of a
clause's primitives are true the clause is true and the Figure 26 Threshold Table
suspect is proven to be faulty.

When either all clauses are proven false or one
clause is proven true, the associated suspect is added The following diagram illustrates the data flow
to the Results List with the appropriate result through the New Facts Generator.
(resource good/resource bad). This processing is
performed for all suspects on the Suspect List. After
all suspects are processed, the whiteboards are deleted PREIACI'S N FACTS NEW FACTS
for which final results were found. Figure 25 LM.r GENERATOR Let
illustrates the requirements for proving a suspect's
functionality.

Figure 27 New Facts Generator Data Flow
PROCESS
SUSPECT

6.8.1.2 Processing

SUSPECT IS SUSPECTIS Execution starts with the initialization of the
FAULTY FUNCTIONAL Threshold Table.The event and aging threshold

values for each primitive are supplied by an external
initialization task. Once the initialization process is

ONE CLAUSE IS ALL CLAUSESc
PROVEN TRUE PROVENcompleted, the task enters the main processing loop.

The sequence begins by waiting for a timer task cycle
start indication. Next, each prefact on the Prefacts
List is read in and processed one at a time. The main

ALL P TIN CLAUSE IN EACH CLAUSE processing loop finishes with an attempt to age each

PROVEN TRUE PRVNFALSE of the detection facts.

Prefact Processing of isolation facts consists of simply
Figure 2 writing the fAct to the New Facts List. Prefact
Proving a Suspect Faulty or Functional processing of detection facts involves accessing the

Threshold Table to determine whether a new fact
should be generated and sent to the BIT/FIT Kernel.
The reception of the prefact is used to trigger a

6.8 Generic ITM Shell request for aging to be performed at the end of the
current processing cycle. If the prefact indicates a

6.8.1 New Facts Generator good status, no further processing is performed. If
the prefact indicates a bad status the event counter is

The New Facts Generator is a fact processor inaemented and compared to the event threshold. If
responsible for collecting new facts and routing them the threshold has been exceeded then a new fact is
to the inference engines. A fault filtering scheme generated and written to the New Facts List. When a
using thresholding and aging is performed on the new fact is generated, aging of that fact is disabled for
facts used in the fault detection process. that cycle. This creates some hysteresis in the new

fact generation process for the purposes of preventing

L-
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the event counter from crossing the threshold in action scheduling decisions. The state field is used to
both directions during the same cycle. indicate healthy, faulty, requesting maintenance, or

performing maintenance. The maintenance count is
The aging process is performed for each detection fact used to track how many actions currently require the
which has its aging flag set in the Threshold Table. resource to be in maintenance. The priority field
The flag was set earlier in the cycle to indicate that indicates the current priority of an action using the
online status information was received. This scheme resource.
prevents aging from being performed on resources
which have been proven faulty or are currently The Command List is used as an input stream for a
under offline test. The aging algorithm initially sets variety of messages from other tasks. Possible
the age counter to the age period, and then command identifications include resource failed,
decrements it each cycle. When it reaches zero, the resource healthy, maintenance response, online
event counter is decremented and compared to the status on, or online status off.
event threshold. If the threshold has been crossed, a
new fact indicating a good status is generated. Commnd 1

6.8.2 Action Arbitratoreration Typ

The Action Arbitrator is responsible for scheduling Device

action and managing resource health.

6.8.2.1 Data Struct Figure 31 Command List Entry

The Action Arbitrator uses the following data
structures: The Action Queue is identical in format to the

The Action Priority Matrix contains an entry for each Action list given in Figure 20.

detection and isolation primitive. The Action Response List in identical in format to

the New Facts List given in Figure 9.
Primitive I Priority

The following diagram illustrates the data flow
Primitive 2 Priority through the Action Arbitrator.

Figure 28 Action Priority Matrix HEALTH
[ ] i I 

LI S T

The Action State Matrix contains an entry for each
selection and isolation primitive. Each entry consists ACTION

of a list of devices and their required states for LIST

execution of the action.

Primitive I Resource Type Device a D.. State ACTION DIRECTIVERE.SPONSE [3l LIST
• LIST

Primitive 2 Resource Type Device 0 Device State

S : : IFigure 32 Action Arbitrator Data Flow Diagram

6.8.2.2 Processing

Figure 29 Action State Matrix
Execution starts with the initialization of the Action
Priority Matrix and the Action State Matrix. The
priority and a list of devices and their required states

The Resource State Table is used to maintain during test execution are supplied for each action or
information needed by the Action Arbitrator to make primitive by an external initialization task. Once the

initialization process has completed, the task enters

RSS1Wure I State Maintenance Count Priority the main processing loop. The sequence begins by
waiting for a timer task start of cycle indication.

Rmtree 2 state Maintenne Count Priority Next, each action is read off the Action ist and
___ _I "inserted into the Action Queue. Once the Action List

has been emptied, the Command List is processed
one message at a time until it is empty. The
Command List may contain such things as

30 RState Table maintenance request responses, resource healthFigure Resource Sreports, or online status enable/disable commands.
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After the Command List has been processed, each fact Online status is initiated simply by attempting to
or action response is read off the Action Response schedule all of the actions corresponding to detection
List and processed one at a time. This list is used in primitives. This method prevents online status
the implementation of a dosed loop action/response requests from being generated for offline or failed
protocol. The main processing loop finishes with the devices.
processing of the Action Queue and the initiation of
online status. 6.8.3 Results Processor

Actions pulled off the Action List are inserted into The Results Processor is responsible for the post-
the Action Queue unless there is aleady an identical processing necessary after the inference engines have
queued action. The priority for a particular action is either convicted or acquitted a suspected resource.
obtained from the Action Priority Matrix, and it is
used to insert an action into the sorted queue after all 6.8.3.1 Data Structures
of the actions of equal or higher priority. As an
action is inserted, maintenance requests are written The Results Processor uses one primary data base to
to the Resources Health List for all devices listed in store the special processing instructions required for
the Action State Matrix as requiring maintenance, each resource received from the Results List.
The Resource State Table state and the maintenance
count are also updated to reflect the maintenance The Results Processing Table contains information
request. on what special processing must be performed for

each convicted or acquitted resource. The opcoded
Action responses are used to signal the completion of field indicates either health reporting, error logging,
the executing action. When a response is received action initiation, thread passing, suspect generation,
the corresponding list of devices is fetched from the good fact generation, or bad fact generation. Each
Action State MatriLf. If a device is in maintenance instruction includes a pass and fail tag on which it's
mode, the maintenance count is decremented and a invocation is based, such that all instructions marked
maintenance complete message is written to the for pass are executed when the result indicated
Resource Health List. The priority field in the suspect acquittal, and all instructions marked for fail
Resource State Table is also cleared to indicate that are executed when the result indicates suspect
the resource is no longer busy from the execution of conviction.
the action.

The Command List is used to collect all of the inputs ROSOUrCe I Op Code Obi Type Device 0 Peas F.l

to the Action Arbitrator that do not fall into the
category of inferencing actions and action responses.
These inputs include maintenance request responses
from the Resource Health Table Manager, online Resource 2 Op Code Obi Typ* Device #as . Fell
status enable or disable command from the Resource
Health Table Manager, and resource health reports
from the Results Processor. I

A maintenance response from the Resource Health Figure 33 Results Procesing Table
Table Manager is received on the Command List for
each maintenance request issued. Upon reception on
their response the Resource State Table state is
changed from requesting maintenance to performing
maintenance. The following diagram illustrates the data flow

Resource health reports read off the Command List through the Results Processor.

are used to update the Resource State Table and are
sent on to the Resource Health Table Manager. If the COMAN
maintenance count is zero for the resource specified LIST
in a report of healthy, then the state is set to healthy.
If it is not zero, then the health report is written back
to the Command List to be processed next cycle. f the
report indicated failure, the state in the Resource
State Table is set accordingly.

RESULTS 1112STS

The Action Queue is procsed from beginning to LIST PYAtCIOOi

end by attempting to schedule each action. A PRSFACTs
particular action is scheduled only if the list of LIST
devices and states givat in the Action Priority Matrix
exactly matches the current state of the devices found
in the Resource State Table Priority fields for those
devices indicate that they are not under test. Actions
ar scheduled by writing them to the Action
Directive List Fige 4

Remts Proceasor Data Flow Diagram
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6.8 .3.2 Processing Discussion
Execution starts with the initialization of the Results
Processing Table. The special processing instructions 1.J. Bart, United States

for each resource are supplied by an external How many rules are being implemented in the ICNNIA

initialization task. Once the initialization process has KBS for fault tolerance?

completed, the task enters the main processing loop.
The sequence begins by waiting for input from the Author:
results list. The results list is an interface to the The total number of rules in the Expert System is
BIT/FIT Kernel used by the Backward Inference approximately 300. Two-thirds of the rules (or 200) are for
Engine to report the convictions and acquittals of the Backward Chaining Inference Engine. More rules (in
suspects. Each result is read in and processed one at a general) are required for Backward chaining because
time. Backward chaining (suspect substantiation) is more difficult

to convict suspects. That is more rules are needed to convict
Based on the resource designated in the result, the suspects than to identify them. One-third of the rules (or
proper group of special processing instructions are 100). are for the forward chaining inference engine.
extracted from the Results Processing Table. The six
types of special processing instructions include 2. Prof. A.N.lnce, Turkey
reporting resource health to the Action Arbitrator As a result of integrating communication navigation and
Command List, writing a result to the logging list, identification functions what has been achieved in terms of
writing a special action to the Action List, generating savings in weight, power and volume?
a backward inference engine thread to be used with
the next suspect, writing a suspect to the suspect list, Author:
and writing a fact to the Prefacts List. If the result Weight savings from 360 lbs to 250 lbs. power reduction of
indicates pass, then an instruction is executed and it 50%, and size has reduced from 5.0 cu. ft to 4 cu. ft based on
is tagged as pass. If the result indicates failure then the integration of these functions within the system.
an instruction is executed and it is tagged for failure.
The type and device number fields define a resource
when used with reporting, logging, thread passing, or
suspecting, and they define a primitive when used
with action initiation or fact generation.

7. CONCLUSION

The Expert System within ICNIA utilizes a double
inference architecture for the Integrated Test and
Maintenance software function. Forward chaining
inference is used to identify hardware suspects of
having a fault, and backward chaining inference is
used to establish credibility of a particular hardware
component by gathering additional facts. This allows
for a comprehensive fault detection and isolation
system to isolate 95 percent of all known faults to a
single line replaceable unit and 90 percent of all
known faults to two or more line replaceable units.
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CA DEVELOPMENT-MEMORY APPROACH

FOR ENHANCING AVIONICS SOFTWARE LOGISTICS

0 3 Marc J. Pitarys
United States Air Force

Wright Laboratory (WL/AAAF-3)
WPAFB, OH 45433

United States of America

Advanced avionics systems will execute instrumentation, workstations, software
Ada software on multiple parallel tools and documentation, an out-the-window
computers. The size and complexity of the display, and the avionics controls and
avionics software will be massive. Of displays.
particular importance is how the softw-
will be supported once it is deliver W to The software that is supported
the Air Force. Software support i that executes in real-time on embedded
part of the avionics software life cycle computers. The software source code is
that deals with the correction of large and complex since it implements
deficiencies and the addition of avionics applications such as fire control,
enhancements to the avionics software. radar, stores management, navigation, and
Much of the time spent by personnel is electronic warfare. In addition, the
information searching and inferencing. software contains a vast amount of
These tasks are made more complicated when documentation that was created during its
information that was useful to the development. The Air Force is now
developer is not included in the software developing its avionics software using the
documentation that is delivered with the Ada Programming Language and DOD-STD-2167A
weapon system.- (Defense System Software Development).

DOD-STD-2167A describes over twenty
This paper will first cover the documentation items that can be delivered

challenges facing avionics software support from a software development effort.
personnel. It will address an advanced For a typical avionics software project
software support concept called these documents consist of hundreds of
Development-Memory (DM). This research is pages, contain multiple volumes, and
being accomplished by the Air Force Wright reference other documents. It is this
Laboratory's Avionics Directorate with documentation and source listings that the
contracted support from Hughes Aircraft support personnel use to maintain and
Company's Radar Systems Group. DH relies upgrade the avionics software.
on Machine-Intelligence technology in its
goal to enhance avionics software support.EC."'o The majority of the software life-cycleScosts occur during the post deployment

DM technology refers to the processes, support phase of the weapon system. With
tools, and techniques required for this in mind the Air Force established a
achieving the goal of development knowledge comprehensive program to enhance the PDSS
transfer. The DM will contain the process, called the Embedded Computer
motivation and rational that influenced the Resources Support Improvement Program
development of the software. The DM and (ESIP). WL/AAAF is responsible for the
its support software would serve a large- research and development (R&D) aspects of
scale software development/support effort ESIP. One contract R&D effort, called
the same way human memory serves a single Modular Embedded Computer Software (MECS),
individual. Machine-Intelligence (MI) is with Hughes Aircraft Company. The
technology is needed for creating and objective of the MECS effort is to develop
utilizing the DM; for example, the use of new technology and techniques to support
expert systems, semantic networks, the maintenance of distributed fault-
knowledge architectures, intelligent tolerant, multiprocessor avionics software.
information organization and retrieval
tools. These Machine-Intelligence (MI) The software that is supported
aspects will be discussed in this paper executes in real-time on embedded
within the context of the development and computers. The software source code is
use of a DM based software support system. large and complex since it implements

avionics applications such as fire control,
BACKGROUND ON AVIONICS SOFTWARE LOGISTICS radar, stores management, navigation, and

electronic warfare. In addition, the
Software support (logistics) software contains a vast amount of

activities occur after the weapon system is documentation that was created during its
fielded. The majority of the Air Force's development. The Air Force is now
software support activities occur at Air developing its avionics software using the
Logistic Centers (ALCs). Typically each Ada Programming Language and DOD-STD-2167A
ALC is responsible for supporting several (Defense System Software Development).
weapon systems of the same type. Weapon DOD-STD-2167A describes over twenty
system software is supported by using an documentation items that can be delivered
Integration Support Environment (IS), The from a software development effort.
IS includes the needed hardware and For a typical avionics software project
software to analyze, change, integrate, these documents consist of hundreds of
test, verify, and'validate the weapon pages, contain multiple volumes, and
system's software. For example, the ISE reference other documents. It is this
contains the embedded avionics computers, documentation and source listings that the
simulation models and computers, high-speed support personnel use to maintain and
networks, test software and upgrade the avionics software.

9 - 16 l
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The majority of the software life-cycle
costs occur during the post deployment CMIE UVYAEAE ap
support phase of the weapon system. With AOOm.Yt"EAVRAGS OST
this in mind the Air Force established a AMiND CUNCVUPORAOO T LOW
comprehensive program to enhance the PDSS ASSWIGIENTS.
process, called the Embedded Computer
Resources Support Improvement Program
(ESIP). WL/AAAF is responsible for the
research and development (R&D) aspects of
ESIP. One contract R&D effort, called U

Modular Embedded Computer Software (MECS), DCMN
is with Hughes Aircraft Company. The WATO
objective of the MECS effort is to develop
new technology and techniques to support WE V

the maintenance of distributed 
fault-

tolerant, multiprocessor avionics software. E ERMN S O

Before developing any new technology
or techniques, it was decided that the Figure 2
support process needed to be studied. It
was important to determine what aspects of
software logistics were the most difficult What the MECS survey revealed was the
and consumed the greatest amount of time. existence of a development-maintenance
With this knowledge, the contract resources knowledge gap. Even though developers
could be concentrated on areas that would transfer the system software and
have the most effect. First, a discrete documentation to the maintainers, their
model of the software maintenance process understanding of the system is not
was constructed. "Once the process model transferred. Knowledge that the developers
was defined, a survey of 20 Hughes Radar find useful is not being recorded. With
Systems Group's tactical software the results of the survey, research began
engineering staff who had substantial radar on ways to reduce the development-
software maintenance experience was maintenance knowledge gap. One outcome of
performed (Figure 1). The results of the the MECS research was a concept of an
survey indicated that the "information Integrated Software Development Product
gathering" consumed the majority of the (ISDP)
time. Furthermore, "information searching
and inferencing" was the largest part of INTEGRATED SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PRODUCT
information gathering (approximately 1/5th,
see Figure 2). In addition, the survey The developer's understanding of the
respondents indicated a need for higher system is based on many documents and other
quality information, more comprehensive pieces of information. For example,
documentation, and improvement in the means technical papers, briefings, and internal
of locating desired information within the documents help the developer understand the
documentation."(1) system and its software. Often this

information is never included in the
00 delivered documentation. When the system's

software requires support, maintenance

so personnel must retrace the steps the
%O developer took to understanding the system,
TM in addition to recreating information toUmE
FOR gain the required knowledge. Basically, an
TAM Integrated Software Development Product

Tn_ (ISDP) will allow the maintainer to view
20 "Tthe system through the eyes of the original

developers.

iwo cu 111 M cowThis ISDP will contain information

normally lost to software support
ENHANCEMENT personnel. It provides a way of

00- integrating the information contained
within the deliverable documents and
information used by developers in creating
the system into a single entity. Building

S- an ISDP is more than just collecting
.documents and linking them together. It

40 requires processes, tools, and techniques
to collect knowledge from software

a- developers and transfer it to software
wmaintainers. An approach to realizing an
Lj ISDP is through the development of a

w emm 1IN ZL MI m!e WC component called the Development Memory
(DII).

OEPcENCY

FIGURE I

i, --.- m m n m m m m '~
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DEVELOPMENT MEMORY The organization needs to address

development-role relationships that are
An ISDP can be realized with the established across hierarchical boundaries.

support of a DM technology. The DM involves For example, the development of avionics
an information architecture, tools for software is divided into overlapping
collecting and transfering knowledge, some efforts of functional requirements
of which rely on machine intelligence preparation and software design, code, and
techniques, and the human operator. The unit test. Each major effort is a distinct
end result of using the DM is that the branch of the development hierarchy.
human appears more intelligent when I Development roles are defined as preparing
working. Work is ongoing on the DM. "The requirements or software design, code, and
work is focusing on making the DM capable unit test. "This is ideal from a
of the following: management perspective. However, for an

effort to succeed the branches need to
1) Recording and storing, for later directly interact with one another.

reuse, information pertinent to the Lateral interactions can exist within the
development process. structure, however through procedure rather

than structure (Figure 5)." (4) These
2) Allowing for quick and effortless lateral assignments result in information

access and comprehension of information being transferred across hierarchical
needed to support the system." boundaries.
(2)

Recording software developer so IIII _ ,
understanding is not as simple as having
the deveioper write one more conventional
document. Human memory readily allows for
the relating of many different pieces of
information in different ways. SOR SEMOR
Conventional linear text documents do not. SY ARMS

ENGIEER AN 'YT
Therefore one would think that hypermedia( -- ELOMEN

documents should be used to record the
developers understanding. However, this is ',
not enough. The reason is human memory
automatically places and maintains
information it receLves while hypermedia
documents do not provide this service.

JUNIORR
The DM approach is motivated by 7 SEWARE S.ST

yENGINEER ANALYST
software support concerns. However,
developers stand to benefit from its use as FIGURE 3
well, since they will have the capability
to access needed information. The
following sections will discuss the various [la"ommEa

pieces of the DM and highlight the MI
aspects. A

DEVELOPMENT MEMORY KNOWLEDGE ARCHITECTURE F SEOft SENIOR
SOFTWARESYSTEMS

The DM is intended to be constructed as 
a

result of the software development process. YW _
"The DM knowledge architecture reflects the MSN oa
hierarchical structure of development
roles. This structure roughly parallels C c F H

the organization of the development. A
development role represents a part played
by one or more developers in meeting a JIOR

SO9FTWARESYTMspecified development objective. ENGNER ANALYT
(Figure 3) These objectives can be high- Figure 4
level like "radar tactical software
development", but more often would be low- Hierarchical organization of Development Roles
level, such as "Range While Search Mode
Scan Function Development"."(3) "A"iS AWARE OF

RESOURCE NEED

If the information in a DM is to be (D
useful, it must have continuity and a A
coherent arrangement so that both 0
developers and maintainers can understand
it. Therefore it is advantageous to have
the DM parallel the actual development in A ®NSOAROETO S E

its organization. Large scale avionics "'A AMES FOR "W WAY OF "
software efforts are organized in a To SUPPLY ESOUCE"
hierarchical fashion. In the development TO"E"A ANEED
hierarchy, each development-role has a 8 S
superior and most likely one or more 0
subordinate development roles. Each has EGFCIE
specific objectives and resources assigned LATERAL
to it through its superior. (Figure 4) RELAT1OW

Figure 5

Hierarchical Protocol of Lateral Interactons
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With the DM knowledge structure Human memory retrieves information in
mirroring the organization of the response to the stimuli of associated
development effort the next area that will information, conditions, and situations.
be addressed is the acquisition of the Our memories, with the help of cues from
knowledge. This can be thought of as the outside world, remind us to do things.
memorization. Again, this knowledge will Similarly, developers will need to be
be organized in the fashion described reminded frequently to store significant
above. The knowledge acquisition will help information if their full understanding is
generate the development memory. to be captured. The organization of many

interrelated items of information is a
The question now arises as to how will formidable task. Naturally, the developer

the knowledge be acquired from the would find this undesirable since it would
developers. The DM needs the knowledge interfere with his or her work. Automating
from the developers and from the this would help considerably.
development roles they perform.
"Developers often experiment with ideas What is needed, in addition to a
using paper or white boards. This can be hypermedia styled knowledge base, is an
referred to as the development space. When active component that can perform the
the ideas are finalized or a solution following services:
obtained it is not recorded in a permanent
or organized fashion. To alleviate this 1) Assistance in the timely
problem the DM based system allows for placement and organization of information
experimentation within the development pertinent to the development process.
space. When ideas are concluded, the
developer's work with his solution is 2) Assistance in the timely
already on the system. The work can easily retrieval and presentation of development
be edited for appearance purposes and memory information.
transferred to the DM's knowledge base."(5)

The MECS effort devised the concept of

"One can also gain critical having a Development Secretary (DS) provide
information for understanding the design of these services. A description of the DS
the software by examining the relationship follows in the next section.
between development roles in the
organizational hierarchy. This information DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY (DS)
is contained within the assignation space.
Assignation spaces describe the agreed upon Recall that a DS was conceived to
objectives of the development role, lists provide the active services of the DM
the resources and other items entitled by described in the previous section. The DS
the development role, and describes what acts like a human secretary does within an
the obligations of the development role are organization. The DS assists in the
with respect to other development roles. collection and organization of information
Every development role within the without having to know all the technical
organizational hierarchy shares an details. The DS uses the knowledge
assignation space with each of its architecture described above much like a
subordinates. Lateral assignation spaces human secretary uses a file plan. The DS
also exist across hierarchical boundaries, makes uses of elements from two MI
This provides information concerning any paradigms to acquire and transfer
shared responsibilities for fulfilling knowledge. The two paradigms are expert
design specifications. systems and semantic networks.

The designer's interpretations of the To provide the services required by
specifications are held in translation the DM the DS needs a certain degree of
spaces. Translation spaces are not shared. intelligence; in this case MI. A semantic
They are meant to be an area where network is needed so that the DS can
individual responsibilities and objectives understand what the user is doing. A
of a development role may be addressed. semantic network represents language. The
The DM system has access to all of the network is made up of nodes that are
translations systems. interconnected by arrows. The nodes can

represent nouns while the arrows are verbs
The developer ultimately creates that describe some sort of action. The

deliverable end products such as source development of a semantic network for the
code and documentation. Each development DS allows it to understand what the user is
role has an end-product space where the doing for the development effort. In
contributions to the final product are addition, it allows the DS to ask what the
stored."(6) user is doing if the action is incompatible

with the existing semantic network.

Knowledge of the system 
is contained

within the development, assignation, The following is a description of the
translation, and end-product spaces. DS's semantic network. The nodes of this
However, knowledge is available as a result network can be thought of as subjects,
of the interrelationship of the spaces. objects or both. The interconnections
The spaces in which the developer operates (arrows) between the nodes are called
provides the motivational information for relationships. The arrow's source node is
the particular action he performs such as referred to as a subject. Subjects can
programing a certain type of algorithm, contain one or more states. The arrow's

destination node is called an object.
Subject and objects are described by nouns
or modified nouns while relationships are
described by verbs. To understand the
semantic network an example is described
below.
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Consider a problem being worked on by
a developer. We will call this Problem X.
Problem X initiates several ideas. A
"Initiates" is the relationship. The ideas
which are the objects are Idea A, Idea B,
and Idea C. In this example, Problem X
can be in the "solved" or "unsolved" state.
The developer begins to work on Idea A.
The DS is aware of this and associates all X B

work performed by the developer to Idea A.
If the user moves on to work on Idea Y, the
system is able to ask why Idea A was
abandoned, by using a simple rule contained -.

in the rule base. When the user answers C
the question, the DS can store it in the
development memory. If the user moves on
and begins work on another Problem, then Figure 6 Semantio Network
the DS can ask if it should change the
state of the problem to solved from The Air Force has received a concept
unsolved. In addition it will store the demonstration of the DM. It executes on an
work performed on the idea in the knowledge Apple Computer Company Macintosh Computer.
base for later retrieval by maintenance The entire demonstration was built using a
personnel. In the course of working on hypertext based tool called SuperCard by
Idea A, the user may identify the idea Silicon Beach Software Inc. The
possesses a cost advantage. Here the demonstration illustrates many of the
network can be expanded by the user telling concepts discussed in this paper. At this
the DS that Idea A possess an advantage in moment a prototype of the DS is being built
cost. Now Idea A is the subject, by Hughes Aircraft Company for the United
"possesses" is the relationship, and States Air Force. The prototype is being
"advantage" is the object. (Figure 6) built with SuperCard.

In the example described, the DS has SUMMARY
been programmed to know what relationships
apply to the node called Problem. It knows Avionics software support is a complex
what states the subject Problem contains, activity. A majority of the time spent by
Furthermore, it is aware of what personnel in maintaining weapon system
relationships pertain to the object called software involves information search and
idea. This knowledge is expressed as rules reference. The Air Force's Wright
and is stored in the rule base. In Laboratory is performing research and
conventional expert systems, a mechanism development to reduce the amount of time
exists for invoking a rule when an event spent upgrading weapon system software.
occurs. When a rule is invoked a condition The MECS effort is focussing on this area
is tested to see what action is to be by working on a concept called DM. The
performed. One action causes another rule overall goal of DM and its DS based tool is
to be invoked. A situation can result to transfer knowledge from the developers
where a chain of rules is invoked. For the to the support personnel in the form of an
DS, a large chain of rule invocations is ISDP. The DM involves the collection and
not envisioned. However the rule base may application of knowledge and therefore
contain a large number of rules since rules relies on a knowledge architecture and MI
may be added as more subjects are paradigm that uses expert system concepts
encountered in the development effort, and semantic networks. A concept

demonstration has been completed, while aWithout the rule base the semantic prototype of the DS is now under
network is not useful, development.
Rules will be added to the DS by the
developer or by another individual we will ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
refer to as the "System Manager". The
concept calls for the System Manager to The Author wishes to acknowledge the
create the initial semantic network and assistance given by the Hughes MECS
adds the applicable rules. More rules can Principal Investigator, Richard Falcioni,
be added as the project evolves by both the in the preparation of this paper.
System Manager or by the individual
developer to handle the needs of his REFERENCES
particular development role.

1. Falcioni, R.A, "Modular EmbeddedThe DS helps in the collection and Computer (MECS) Fourth Quarter Review, 28
organization of the knowledge that will be SEP 89, pp 9-10
useful in supporting the weapon system.
When the DM is transferred to the support 2. Pitarys, M.J. and Falcioni, R.A.,
organization, support personnel will get a "Applying Development-Memory Technology to
view of the system from the developer's Avionics Software Support", IEEE/AIAA/NASA
perspective. The ideas used, adopted, and 9th Digital Avionics Systems Conference
discarded by the developer for solving Proceedings, 15-18 OCT 89, p 94
problem, that may arise again during PDSS,
will be available for review as a result of 3. Ibid. 2.
the DM. Rational for the development of
the implementation of particular algorithms 4. Ibid. 1 pp 41-42
will be accessible. By having this
information, the time spent by support 5. Ibid. 2
personnel for information search and
inference will be reduced. 6. Ibid. 2
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Q2 GRAPHICAL APPLICATIONS

Q Earl C. LaBatt Jr.

DRome Laboratory
RL/COAA, Griffiss AFB, NY 13441-5700

United States

1. SUMMARY PLAnneR (TEMPLAR) and the Identification of
Command and Control Operations Nodes (ICON).

Past research efforts n the field of TEMPLAR is a frame-based system that aids
Command, Control, Co unications, and mission planners in developing an Air
Intelligence (CI),1 ave concentrated on the Tasking Order (ATO). ICON aids intelligence
application and re nement of advanced analysts in tracking enemy movement and is
Artificial Intell gence (AI) concepts. based on a blackboard architecture that
However, the man achine interface to these provides input into the planning process.
advanced applications has experienced little This paper will not attempt to give a
improvement and does not adequately reflect complete description of the AI encompassed
some of the Al concepts embedded within in ICON or TEMPLAR; rather, the paper
these systems. focuses on the specific implementation of a

few of their Al concepts to show how
The development of more advanced computing representative graphical output can enhance
techniques requires a more sophisticated the systems.
interface to the system. These enhancements
cannot be adequately conceived by a user The following two sections describe TEMPLAR
using traditional display techniques. and ICON, respectively. Within each

section, a background of the system is
This paper reveals the underlying AI presented, followed by a discussion of a
concepts that help facilitate the transfer specific domain problem in each of the
of information between acquired 3I data and ensuing main subsections. Each domain

an operator. Many of these concepts are problem is discussed using the following
discussed in regard to their application in format. An introductory section describes
current Tactical Air Force research one of the domain problems incorporated into
projects. In addition, the paper discusses the system. Then, an Al description
the limitations of previous program subsection discusses the Al concept used to
interfaces and the current advances in solve the problem, including its ability to

graphical interface techniques. screen and process data for recommended
.... decisions within the application. Finally,
-PREFACE a graphical enhancement subsection describes

some of the limitations of the implemented

As the volume of data that an operator must display techniques and proposes some

analyze increases, it has become apparent graphical enhancements to better represent

that better techniques are required for the AI derivations.
presenting this influx in a more manageable 3 TKMP1AR RACKGROUND
manner. I concepts are capable of

alleviatin uch of this problem through
intelligent ma ulations of the data and by TEMPLAR was initiated In September 1985 and
providing recommenll _ ns for decision- completed in October 1988 in conjunction
making. The current nee ong Tactical Air with TRW. It is designed to assist the
Force operators is for Impro Ninth Air Force in ATO planning, in areasvisualization of the spatial rela ships, where essentially no comprehensive system of
object interdependencies, decision automation existed. A more thorough
reasoning, modification effects, and other discussion of TEMPLARs history is contained
alternatives that are incorporated into an in [5].
Al solutior. TEMPLAR demonstrates how Al concepts can be
The graphical enhancements provided in this applied to the Tactical Air Force problm of
report were derived from the Graphic Systems Air Tasking Order (ATO) generation. An ATO
Representation (GSR) study. This study was is generated by Tactical Air Force planners
initiated in June 1989 and concluded In to fight tomorrow's war. The plan they
March 1991 by General Electric Company produce is basically a schedule that
Research and Development Center for Rome describes the force level use of aircraft
Laboratory. The scope of the project was to and their associated resources, against a
develop novel graphical techniques for list of nominated targets over the next 24
performing Force Level Planning. The hour period.
results of this study are intended to be
applied to future planning systems. TEMPLAR was developed using Knowledge
Therefore, some of the graphical techniques CraftR, an AI language tool-kit, which was
that are discussed in this paper are not developed at Carnegie-Mellon University.
currently implemented, but are presented Included within Knowledge CraftR are problem
with the notion that they may be solving techniques and a frame-based
incorporated into future systems. knowladge representation language with

procedural attachments and inheritance.
This paper focuses on two decision aid Knowledge CraftR assists knowledge engineers
systems that incorporate several Al and AI system builders by dramatically
concepts, the Tactical Expert Mission reducing the required effort In building
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knowledge-based systems. For a complete list of targets, with approximate time-over-
description of the capabilities of Knowledge target times associated with each target.
CraftR, reference (31 and (4]. Given these constraints, along with weather

and other unaccountable logistical problems,
A requirement of TEMPLAR was to support the planning process becomes increasingly
mixed inLtiative planning. Mixed complex.
initiative planning is the ability to
interleave planning by the user and the Figure 1 shows a TEMPLAR worksheet
system (allowing either the system or the containing a list of Offensive Counter Air
user to plan any part of the ATO). TEMPLAR (OCA) targets to be planned (OCA is one of
implements mixed initiative planning by many mission types that may be planned with
filling out forms. This implementation the worksheet). This worksheet functions as
allows the user to fill in part of the form a summary of the OCA packages to be planned.
without affecting the planning process. Note that the targets are associated with a
Every field on a form in TEMPLAR is tagged package number and an estimated time over
to denote if it is user-owned or target on this worksheet. The following
autoplanner-owned. Each field maps to paragraphs, summarize a sequence of events
exactly one slot in one frame within that could be used by a planner, in planning
Knowledge CraftR. these packages.

TEMPLAR contains four distinct autoplanning A planner may organize the development of
modules. Each of these modules generates attack packages into phases. The following
mission lines (a line of data describing the phases are applied to each of the Target
aircraft configuration for a mission). The Planning Worksheets the planner is required
package planner generates mission lines on to plan: estimate the aircraft usage
the Target Planning Worksheet (one of many assuming that each worksheet receives its
implemented forms). Of the four modules, first weaponeering choice for its first DMPI
only package planning will be discussed in (Desired Mean Point of Impact), determine
the following sections. the set of weaponeering/tanker combinations,

calculate the order for examining viable
3-1 Package Planning weaponeering options, and determine threats

to the aircraft en route to the nominated
Package planning is the process of target.
determining the aircraft, the time-over-
target, and the ordnance (a package), that Upon completion of these initial steps, each
will be assigned to a given target. A worksheet is addressed individually to
package number is assigned to each package determine threat dependencies. The
for easy identification. The ability to following steps are applied to each
derive an efficient and satisfying plan, worksheet: attack missions are planned; a
that encompasses many targets, is a long and laser designator is added; if required,
tedious process. Since an infinite amount force protection is added; if required, Wild
of resources are not available, cooperation Weasel missions are added; electronic combatand coordination among available resources missions are scheduled, if required and Wild
become key elements of the planning process. Weasel support is not possible; if fuel is

available on a tanker and sorties are

The planner is constrained in several areas available, a reconnaissance mission is
of the planning process. An obvious scheduled. A more complete description of
constraint to the planner is the number, the package planning process can be found in
position, and abilities of the aircraft he [5). TEMPLAR's implementation of the
has available to complete the plan. The autoplanner function is discussed in [6].
planner is also constrained by a prioritized
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Figure 2 shows a target planning worksheet characteristics, slots, and values that may
for one of the targets listed in figure 1. be inherited over the relation.
The previously mentioned steps are applied
to this worksheet to determine the target's Knowledge CraftR allows a very precise
weaponeering and package planning, definition of inheritance. The process of
Additional menus and constraint options defining inheritance allows values to be
assist the user in filling in the fields. included or excluded from being inherited.
The user may choose the AVMLAI selection The mapping of operations (converting one
to task TEMPLAR to automatically fill in any value to another) is also possible when
blanks on the worksheet, defining inheritance. Inheritance can be

used to make inferences by allowing the user
This scenario demonstrates the complexity to define the scope (defines nature of
involved with package planning. It becomes related schema) and transitivity (defines
apparent that as resources become more nature of the link) of the relation. These
constrained, and the number of targets relations are used to control the
increase, the difficulty of obtaining an information flow within the Knowledge Base.
adequate plan increases. Reference [4] contains additional detail on

using schema.
3.1.1 Related Schemata

Figure 3 and figure 4 are sample schemata.
Within Knowledge CraftR, frames are Figure 3 shows the deliver-house-materials
referenced as schemata, which are similar to activity. Using the 1S-A: slot, deliver-
records in a relational database. TEMPLAR house-materials inherits all of the
uses approximately 100,000 schemata to characteristics of construction-activity and
implement its many functions. Many of these delivery. The 8V3-ACTIVWTY-O1: slot is
schemata are related to each other, allowing user-defined to inherit only the
TEMPLAR to integrate a variety of forms, as CONSTRUCTION-UMAGKR: specification in
is required in package planning. Each schema the build-house schema (figure 4).
(e.g. objects, situations, concepts, etc) Therefore, the deliver-house-materials
has a name and a set of slots (e.g. schema has Joe Wilson as a construction
attributes, relationships, and methods), manager, but does not have an associated
Values (e.g. numbers, symbols, lists, duration time. Build-house operates in the
schemata, or functions) are placed within same fashion as deliver-house-materials,
each slot to store relational and except on di-ferent activities and with a
attributive information about an entity. different definition for the SUB-ACTIVITY-

OF: slot.
Schema are linked (related) to each other
through relations. This linkage allows Package planning uses inheritance to make
contents from one schema to be shared by inferences that provide the user with
another schema, which is called inheritance, tailored selections, scheduling resolutions,
By setting a relation to a schema, only the and resource availability. The planner is
values of the slots defined as being able to step through the required
"visible" to the relation can be inherited, worksheets, viewing only lists of feasible
The 18-A: slot is defined by Knowledge data that are constrained by the
CraftR to mean that all characteristics of environment. Therefore, scheduling
the ensuing list of schemata are to be unavailable aircraft, calculating
inherited. Relations may also be defined by incompatible weaponeering options, producing
the implementor of the system. Upon insufficient flight distances, and many
creating the slot's name, the implementor other mistakes are not possible.
defines the inheritance semantics for the
relation by defining the required
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f deiwr-house-m end of the mission window) of the sortie is
IA: consrucdonecdft de~w.a shown by the amount of red in the time-over-
SUB-ACTtVTfY-OF: hl-house target box.
EXPECTEDCELIVERY-DATE: '20 May 1991'
SHIPPEt The mission window is taken as a fixed
DELIVERE. ni entity, upon which the remaining parts of
DESCRIPTION: *o0shmalswlhetisuconmtrjj the TOT slider (fixed in relation to each

Figue wO DedvakmmiseVhI.SchU. other) may slide. As the planned time-over-
target nears the end of the mission window,
the red within the box increases. The

Sb(iMkwue complete TOT slider (except the mission
IS-A: consucIlon-aclzhous-developmern window line) will become red if the time-
SUB-ACTIVlY-OF: bulk~whiM-dernkam9 over-target box is pushed off the mission
CONSTRUCTION-MANAGER: )s_Wlson window line through user interaction
DURATION: (18 mo) ("clicking and dragging" on the TOT slider).
DESCRIPTION: 'Cons&t house number 14')}

F1gUM 4: Bikncuos me In multiple sortie packages, constraints may
exist between two or more sorties, because a
temporal relationship exists between them

3.1.2 TOT Sliders (see figure 6). TOT sliders may be defined
as predecessors or successors of each other.

It is essential for the planner to keep Should a sortie start before its predecessor

track of many interrelated goals and sortie has finished, a red constraint
constraints while building an ATO. However, violation line is drawn between the two

these relationships (described by related time-over-target boxes. This line
schema) are blended between several forms in disappears when the TOT sliders are moved to
TEMPLAR. To the user, these relationships avoid the constraint.
become vague and not implicit; consequently,
while attempting to formulate a large plan, In figure 6, the top sortie is a predecessor
he may become focused on an individual to the bottom sortie. To remove the

section of the plan and lose the "big" displayed constraint, the sorties must be

picture. This imbalance could result in a moved apart by the distance of the
less efficient plan. This problem stems constraint line. Once the sorties are moved

from the user being unable to view, on a sufficiently apart, the constraint line is

single screen, a package's interrelated erased.
sorties (individual aircraft) and temporal
constraints. A graphical technique, known The final constraint that is associated with
as TOT (Time-Over-Target) sliders, can the TOT slider is a limited resource
provide this visualization capability, constraint (see figure 7). The bottom of
allowing the planner to visualize the the display shows a simple plot of the
geographic, temporal, and resource resources available to the planner. The
properties of each sortie, plot reflects the amount of resources left

for allocation at any one time. As the TOT
TOT sliders display a sortie's mission sliders are moved around, the plot is
window, time-over-target, flight times, and updated to show the changes in resource
turn-around time (see figure 5). The levels. The plot is drawn in black when
mission window is shown as a blue horizontal there is a positive amount of resources
line, defining an axis upon which the rest available, and in red when the resource
of the components of a TOT slider can move. becomes over committed. Reference [1]
Time-over-target is displayed as a green contains a more detailed description of
rectangular box, centered over the mission mission scheduling with TOT sliders.
window. The outgoing and returning flight
times are represented as dashed blue TOT sliders are extremely flexible in the
horizontal lines attached, respectively, to visualization of time, resource, and
the top and bottom of the time-over-target spatially-constrained problems. Many
box. The turn-around time is a dashed green interrelated sorties and packages may be
line, that is attached to the end of the displayed with several resource plots, to
return flight time. The schedule slippage give the planner the "big" picture. The
sensitivity (e.g. a long flight, penetration ability to visualize a plan can greatly
of a high threat zone, scheduled near the enhance the planner's capability to produce
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Figure 7. Resource Allocation by Two TOT Slders

a successful plan. Demons within Knowledge CraftR provide
procedural attachment by being associated3.2 Resource Allocation with Lisp functions. If a slot contains a

demon, access to that slot causes the demonResource allocation is an integral part of to "fre".(execute) and recalculate the
the package planning process, because It value of each activity associated with it.

determines what resource will be used to Multiple demons may be associated with one
satisfy a need. This process is much like a slot to aid in maintaining internal
bookkeeping process - resources are recorded consistency of zhe Knowledge Base. Demons
and tracked according to their availability, are defined by describing the conditions on

which it will "fire," the effect it will
Resource allocation occurs at many levels of have on the value, if it will "fire" before
the planning process. Tanker tracks, or after the last command, and the action it
weapons, sorties, and time are among some of will take upon "firing." Reference [4] for
the resources that must be allocated. As more information on defining demons.
these resources become constrained, the
ability to develop a comprehensive package Within TEMPLAR, demons are used to control
becomes more complex. Some of the the updating of related fields. They are
difficulty in seeing a complete picture is assigned to monitor a field, wait until it
visible between figure 1, containing the is updated, then calculate and update other
list of all the OCA targets, and figure 2, related fields. The demons actions within
representing part of the planning for a TEMPLAR are not shown explicitly to the
target. user, however, the actions described in the

allocation of aircraft (above) could be
In the process of developing an ATO, displayed as described in the following
resource allocation can be viewed as a section.
complex network of checks and balance0.
Affecting one resource in a part of the 3.2.2 Resource Allocation Networks
planning cycle could have a dramatic effect
on another part of the plan. Therefore, Resource allocation networks focus on the
resource allocation is not a simple process, allocation of aircraft to targets (see
but rather a series of small checks figure 8). The network of resource and
throughout the planning cycle, target icons provide a convenient

visualization of the allocation of resources
3-2.1 Constrained Schemata and Demons to targets, and alternative uses for each

resource. Using this visualization
Demon Information on a slot is a.iother technique, the user becomes mcre aware of
method for the slot-control schema. A demon his constraints and options.
is a function that Is associated with a
particular slot in a schema. When the slot On the network, time flows from the left to
is updated (beyond a given set of the right. A green octagonal icon and a
conditions), the demon is executed, stack of boxes to its right represents the
Therefore, demons provide a reactive action, resource, with a label for the resource
executed under specific circumstances in the type, location, and unused quantity. Targets
systems knowledge. are represented in red boxes, with two

meters on either side and a stack of boxes
Within TEMPLAR, demons perform quality on the far left. Each box, within the stack
control functions during the development of of boxes, may be tagged with a green dot, to
an ATO. Demons are primarily used in indicate a type of aircraft that may be used
resource tracking, calculating mission against the target. The orange meter to the
length, and unit scheduling. The allocation left of the target shows the kill
of aircraft to missions is also maintained probability and the meter to the right of
by demons in TEMPLAR. Demons are the target shows the value of the target.
responsible for controlling the internal
records of the allocations and notifying the Targets and resources are connected by a
user if a particular subunit becomes over blue line between a box in each of the
tasked. Reference [5) for a more complete icon's stack of boxes. The box that Is
listing of the automatic checking connected on the resource side contains the
incorporated Into TEMPLAR. number of resources that are allocated to
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Figure 8: Resource Alloction Network

that target. Since time flows from the left allocation situation at a glance and
to the right, the horizontal distance of the visualize the risks and rewards associated
connecting line indicates the duration of with many feasible resource allocation
the mission. A resource that may be reused alternatives. This type of synergism is not
after a mission can be shown to the far possible with a purely text-based interface
right of the target icon by a box with the that requires the user to read all of the
number of resources in it. This box may then details.
be treated as a normal resource box. An
excellent description on the uses of the 4. ICON BACKGROUND
resource allocation networks may be found in
[11. The ICON decision aid was initiated in July

1987 and completed in December 1989 in
Figure 8 shows a sample allocation of conjunction with PAR Government Systems.
resources from two bases being used against ICON is a field-demonstrable advanced-
three targets. By the positioning of the development prototype. ICON aids the
three targets, it is clear that Target2 will intelligence analysts of the Tactical Air
be the first target attacked, followed by Control Center (TACC) Combat Intelligence
Targetl and Target3, respectively. The Division (CID) in the development and
connecting lines show that three resources maintenance of the Command, Control, and
are designated to Targetl and Target2 from Communications Order of Battle (C3OB). The
the first base, and two resources to Target2 ultimate goal of ICON is to provide
and three resources to Target3 from the assistance that will enable more timely and
second base. The meters on each side of the accurate inputs to battle planning, and
target icons show the kill probability and result in a more responsive ATO. Reference
the value of each target. [2) presents a more complete history of

ICON.
The natural language capabilities of TEMPLAR
tell the planner if a resource is available ICON was developed using an object-oriented
using numbers and text. However, numbers approach for the design and implementation
are difficult to work with, and text from a of the software. The knowledge
natural language interface (e.g. large, representation provides a natural and
small, no, ok) may be ambiguous. Risk and flexible way to model knowledge about enemy
reward meters may be associated with every units and C2 structure. The system relies
connecting line within the resource on a blackboard architecture, an object-
allocation network (see figure 9). These oriented knowledge representation, and
meters can display the risk of losing the probabilistic rule-based inference
aircraft, the reward of using an aircraft, mechanisms. Figure 10 shows the software
and aircraft range limitations. These architecture implemented in ICON.
meters may also reflect the effect of the
current/predicted weather for the mission. The blackboard architecture provides the

means for bringing diverse problem-solving
Resource allocation networks allow the techniques to bear on the problem. The
visualization of time, resource, and blackboard contributes to the ability of the
spatially constrained problems (e.g. target system to handle the piecemeal stream of
based). These networks also utilize bar data that must be analyzed. The data
charts for easy comparison and sensitivity required for analysis is taken from Entity
checks. These graphical portrayals allow Data Records (EDRs), which are intelligence
the user to understand the resource reports from the field. A probabilistic

rule-based inference mechanism provides a
way of handling the uncertainty associated

Pewatd with data that may be sparse and of varying
degrees of confidence.

Rpm*e &~ ft ftiidN
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4.1 Determining Threats from EDR Messages 4-1-1 Blackboard

Analysis of the Incoming EDR messages is The ability to determine a threat from EDR
part of the Command, Control, and messages requires a system that is capable
Communicatons Countermeasures analysis of handlng fragments of data. A blackboard
function within the TACC. These analyzers system is implemented to allow for the
receive intelligence information and are ability to generate incremental solutions.
tasked with determining the positions of the The system incorporates, in a central data
threats. Much of the information that is structure, a model of problem solving as
received by the analysts Is vague and defined by the problem domain. A group of
seemingly unrelated. The more deceitful an independent experts, called "knowledge
enemy is and the fewer capabilities you have sources" (reference section 4.2.1), arefor collecting Intelligence, the more vague allowed to manipulate this domain. Through

and Irrelevant the information will appear, incremental manipulations of the domain, a
Analysts are also overwhelmed at times with solution to a problem is generated. The
bits and pieces of information that cannot blackboard s shown as part of the softwarebe correlated and cross-referenced in a architecture (labeled Object Instan~ces) in
timely manner. figure 10.

The Increased use of mobile threats creates The design of the blackboard is based on an
an even more complex situation for the event-driven class hierarchy, where an event
analyst. As the threats move, the analyst Is a recorded change to the blackboard.
must be able to determine if two different These classes are used to define the
reports on the same type of signal are blackboard's system functionality. The
actually different threats, or the same Event List classes contain and coordinate
threat that is moving. Many threats are the processing of the event class instances.
capable of broadcasting in several different Event processing is tasked with finding
frequencies. This ability requires the knowledge source objects which are
analysts to retain the knowledge of the "triggered" by an event. For each
frequencies that different types of threats "triggered" knowledge source that is
are capable of broadcasting. discovered, the blackboard is asked to add

an activity object (created from the
EDR messages provide an immense amount of activity class that describes "triggered"
information. However, valuable information knowledge sources) to itself.
Is often hidden among several EDR messages,
or not readily apparent. The ability to The ICON blackboard provides a
plan an effective ATO may result In a representation of the identified and
planner's capability to decipher the hypothesized enemy units and their C2

Information contained within the EDR relationships. In other words, at any given
messages. The following section describes moment the information encapsulated on the
the blackboard architecture that is used to blackboard represents a partial solution to
capture and correlate all of the data the C2 node identification problem. The
contained In the EDR messages.
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blackboard also tracks evidential the data contains a latitude/longitude
relationships between pieces of information reference point (some degree of unknown).
(derived from the analysis of the EDR data) Using the X and Y values of the
on various levels. Reference [2) for more latitude/longitude area, and a Z value of
information on the ICON blackboard system certainty, the data may be plotted as a
and the BBTHING framework used to develop three-dimensional surface. Varying color
the ICON blackboard, patterns may be added to depict other

relevant attributes. This type of map would
The stages in the process of analyzing EDR be continuously evoiving as new data is
data are represented in the ICON blackboard received and updates are made to the
by four levels: Data, Emissions, Emitters, blackboard system.
and Nodes/Networks. EDR records are added
to the system at the lowest level, the Data Figure 11 shows a threat situation over part
level. Emissions are identified on the of a grid. Note that no terrain is mapped
Emissions level, being derived from multiple onto this map. The situation map reflects
or single data records on the Data level, the threat intensity throughout the grid
Emissions are signals that have been block by the height of the "hills." The
detected over a period of time at a specific left side shows a small ridge of "hills,"
location. Equipment that causes the indicating low level threat reporting. The
emissions can be identified on the Emitters right side shows a larger ridge of "hills,"
level. The Emitters level represents indicating a higher level threat. "Valleys"
individual pieces of equipment, which were are signs of threats not being detected or
derived from a series of emissions over a not existing at a particular
period of up to a few hours. The highest latitude/longitude. Currently, no icons
level in the blackboard contains C2 Nodes, have appeared on the map. This implies that
that are identified by groups of emitters, the sum of the reporting are currently not
C2 network organization is indicated by conclusive enough to be labeled.

identifying C2 relationships from a pattern
of emissions from particular emitters. The situation map represents the current

Thes newors ae rpresnte onthetop information held within the blackboard. WhenThese networks are represented on the top mesgsrahteoplvlfte
level as links between objects. messages reach the top level of the

blackboard they become identified, and the

Objects represent data and enemy emissions, situation map is replaced by the target's

equipment, and units. Each object belongs icon. Likewise, if data becomes too old and

to a class, and each class of objects is discarded from the blackboard, that part
belongs to only one level of the ICON of a situation map would be removed. Theseblackboard. At the lowest level, the data animated situation maps would contain the
objects represent the EDR records (input most current unidentified intelligence data.

into the ICON system). The data is
propagated through the remaining levels of Situation maps provide an analyst with

the blackboard by the "firing" of knowledge insight to probable enemy activity. From

sources. The knowledge sources these maps, the analyst can watch future

independently analyze the data, deriving activity develop. This ability can aid the

updated information for the blackboard. For analyst in determining trends in enemy
more information on the knowledge sources activity. Situation maps may also be

reference section 4.2.1. applied in other areas where the interaction
between multiple related values need to be

4-1.2 Situation Malp visualized. Reference [1] for a complete
explanation on the uses of situation maps

As data Is propagated through the and their application to Force Level

blackboard, the user is unaware of its Planning.
existence until it reaches the top level. 4.2 Information about Identified Targets
Due to the vagueness of some types of EDR
messages, it may take long periods of time Currently the CID Intelligence Analysts have
before enough information is gathered to
make a positive identification. Giving the little automation to help them in analyzing
analyst information on this vague knowledge EDR files. EDR files arrive at the post

could help them in determining possible where they are read and interpreted by the

future threats. analysts. ICON provides an automated way to
process the EDR files, allowing the analysts

A situation map portrays data in a three- to spend more time analyzing the data.
dimensional surface that encompasses Once ICON Identifies a target, the analysts
geographic and temporal variations. Onie a ntural a target tho for
Situation maps allow incomplete data to be require a natural and explicit method for
plotted on a map background (see figure 11) analyzing the data. ICON provides these
All of the data represented in the methods by plotting the targets on a map and

blackboard has a degree of uncertainty allowing the user access to the rationale

associated with its accuracy; for example, (EDR messages) used to identify the target.

The following sections discuss how ICON's
t" use of backward chaining, icons, and

spreadsheets enable the user to retrieve
information about the identified targets.
This part of ICON captures the essence of
incorporating graphics and text.

S 42-1 Rackward Chaining

R lp11:Th"e~un3hma Mmp ICON uses a blackboard Ireference 4.1.1) to
aid in the identification of targets through
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Figure 12: SAmple ICON Display
piecemeal data. A trail (log of update derived from the EDR messages and is
messages) is kept on the EDR data as it is contained within the blackboard to suggest
propagated through ICON's blackboard, that a particular enemy asset exists at a
allowing ICON to track the flow of data. particular latitude/longitude.

When additional information on the 4.2.2 Icons and Spreadsheets
identification of a particular target is
requested, backward chaining takes place on ICON uses graphic icons to portray units of
the trail. By revealing the trail that enemy assets. These assets are plotted at
obtained the answer, the user is made aware their approximate location, on a two
of the process made in identifying the dimensional map of the terrain. ICON also
target. Figure 12 shows the rationale provides labeled cities, a coordinate grid,
window (displays the trail) for a Command a Forward Edge of the Battle Area (FEBA),
Post in the bottom left corner. The trail and a Fire Support Coordination Line (FSCL),
is formed by the successful "firings" of the to help orientate the analyst on the
knowledge sources on data in the blackboard. battlefield. The map portion of figure 12

shows only some known units and the
The knowledge sources that use the Embedded coordinate grid.
Rule-based System (ERS) are derived from a
common base class (ERS KS), that Is derived ICON uses simple icons that intuitively
from the class provided by the blackboard remind the user of the object it represents,
system (for more information on ERS with varying icon colors to indicate an
reference section 4.3.1). These knowledge icon's current status. Enemy units,
sources are associated with a rule base and portrayed as a single icon on the map,
a set of functions for gathering evidence represent many vehicles and equipment that
from the blackboard and performing actions are associated with a particular unit. Due
to update the blackboard. Figure 10 labels to the size of the display, ICON is not able
these knowledge sources as X3-1 .. 18-n. to plot each member of the unit and provide
These knowledge sources represent a group of an uncluttered view of the battlefield.
independent experts that can generate a Therefore, ICON provides an alternative
solution to a problem by manipulating data method for retrieving more information about
within the blackboard. Reference (2) a particular unit.
contains a complete description on the
knowledge source implementation. To reveal more information about the

displayed assets, the user "clicks" (with a
Creating a new object at the highest level mouse) on an icon. Backward chaining
of the blackboard results in the plotting of (described in section 4.2.1) is performed on
a new icon. This icon is displayed at the the icon's blackboard representation to
approximate latitude/longitude of the threat reveal the identified pieces of equipment
as indicated in the EDR messages. The icon known to compose the unit. This information
represents that conclusive evidence has been Is displayed in a tree format in a separate
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display window (lower right window in figure ERS represents the collection of rules
12). (links) that form a rule base as an

inference network. Within this network,
The tree format shows the unit icon at the nodes represent antecedent conditions and
top, with each of the known assets within consequent statements with an associated
the unit linked underneath it. Many degree of belief (value reflecting the
analysts, aside from knowing the available importance of the antecedent condition and
assets that are associated with a unit, also consequent statements). Links represent
want to know how the associated assets rules which may have an associated additive
became known. The past messages used to weight of evidence.
determine an enemy asset may be accessed
through the rationale window. Two types of nodes are used in the inference

network, leaf and goal nodes. A leaf node
To determine the rationale (EDR messages represents evidence provided from the
used to identify an object), the user blackboard or model data struct,'re. A goal
"clicks" (with a mouse) on a limb of the node that is not an antecedent ccndition for
tree. The backwards chaining process any rule represents conclusions whose
(described in section 4.2.1) is invoked on certainty is to be determined by the rule
the blackboard's representation of the link base. A goal node is usually associated
to reveal the evidence supporting the with an action function that performs some
components identification. This evidence is change to the blackboard.
presented in text format in a separate
window. The bottom portion of figure 12 The rule base may execute one or more action
shows the tree window, with the rationale functions when a single knowledge source is
window on its left. "triggered." The action functions that are

executed depend upon the evidence collected,
ICON demonstrates a good blend of textual the certainty of evidence (value assigned to
spreadsheets and graphic icons. ICON shows goal nodes by the rules as a function of the
that the use of graphics can be used to amount of evidence), and the strategy for
enhance a text-based system and still allow action function execution specified for the
the user access to text or exact numbers rule base. An in-depth discussion on the
when needed. It does not limit a user to a rule base may be found in (2].
graphic icon or require an extensive search
to find the exact data. Although not currently implemented, the

rule-based inforencing available in ERS
4.3 Target Analysis over Time could be used to determine objectives and

intent of threats by filling it with the
Part of an analyst's job is predicting threats doctrine.
future enemy activity. By comparing current
trends in threat movements against known 4.3.2 Coordinat-d Mission Maps
doctrine or past performances, a correlation
may (help) determine the future moves of the ICON does not animate the icons on its
threats. The ability to notice these trends display. Once a threat is detected and put
early in the discovery of a threat may on the screen it will remain there until the
provide additional insight to an enemy's analyst determines the data is too old. ICON
goals. treats the data as a time-tagged snapshot of

the world. However, by adding some
Upon noticing trends, the analyst may intelligence about the decay rate of
determine the predicted path of the enemy information and the tactics of the enemy,
and possibly some of his targets. By ICON could animate its data.
obtaining this knowledge, effective
countermeasures can be prescribed. This Adding intelligence about the decay rate of
information may show a vulnerable area in information would allow ICON to remove old
the friendly force defenses or reveal a data. As the information concerning a
valued enemy resource or target. Although specific threat becomes old (no new
friendly forces are not shown in ICON, this information to backup the old information),
capability could be added in the future, the confidence level (a value that

represents the degree of belief that an
The ability to compare past and current object exists) in the threat would subside.
trends in enemy force deployment can be As the confidence level begins to decay, the
extremely helpful to an analyst. However, icon would turn back into a situation map
acquiring the past data and drawing (described in section 4.1.2) and may
conclusions based upon the data is complex. eventually disappear.

4.3.1 Inference Mechanism Adding enemy tactics (possibly within the
inference mechanism described in section

When a knowledge source is "triggered," ERS 4.3.1) would allow ICON to animate the
is notified to execute the associated rule projected moves of the enemy. The icons
base. The knowledge source then provides displayed on the grid portion of figure 12
the information from the blackboard to the represent the icons that could be animated.
executing rule base. The rule base action ICON could track the enemies known positions
functions process and return updates to the and play them back to the analyst. From
knowledge source. Upon receiving the these movements and the knowledge of enemy
updates from ERS, the knowledge source tactics, ICON could begin to animate
performs analytical updates to the projected moves. This capability could
blackboard. Figure 10 shows the greatly enhance the analyst's ability to
communication between ERS and the rule recognize key coordination points in the
bases, and ERS and the knowledge sources, enemy's attack, intentions, and objectives.
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Applying spatial and temporal coordination representative graphical output. By
constraints on the data being tracked can focusing on a few examples, it is the intent
reveal other threats that may exist, but of the paper to convey the overall
have not been found. Refueling, supply usefulness of this synergism.
lines, and weapon depots are a few items
that could be found by animating and 6- REFERENCES
observing the threat activity. The time-
stepped animation of events may also allow [11 "Graphical Techniques for Force Level
the slack times and critical rendezvous' of Pl~nning," Final Technical Report,
the enemy's plan to be seen. Reference (11 March 1991, General Electric Company
for a complete description of coordinated Corporate Research and Development,
mission maps and their application to Force sections 2-6.
Level Planning animation.

[2) "Identification of Command and Control
5. CONCLUSTONS Operations Nodes (ICON)," Final

Technical Report, RADC-TR-90-236, 10
Applying the graphical enhancement May 1990, PAR Government Systems
techniques derived in the GSR study to ICON Corporation, sections 1-3.
and TEMPLAR proved to be a worthwhile task.
The process of applying these techniques [31 Knowledge CraftR 3.2 Training Manual
revealed that some of the enhancements Volume 1, version 3.2, 05/13/88,
already existed (ICON's use of icons and Carnegie Group Inc., Knowledge CraftR
spreadsheets), other enhancements could be Introduction section.
used directly from the study (TEMPLAR's use
of TOT sliders and resource allocation '4 Knowledge CraftR Volume 1, version 3.2,
networks), and a few of the enhancements 05/27/88, Carnegie Group Inc., Overview
required tailoring to the problem domain section and section 4.
(ICON's use of situation maps and
coordinated mission maps). Therefore, the [5] "Tactical Expert Mission Planner
task demonstrated that the graphical (TEMPLAR)," Final Technical Report,
enhancements derived in the study could be RADC-TR-89-328, January 1990, TRW
applied to existing AI applications. Defense Systems Group, pp. 1-2, 11-12,

This task also provided insight into the 15, 29-30.

amount of information that is captured [ "Tactical Expert Mission Planner
within the AI concepts, but not shown to the (TEMPLAR)," Users Manual (Final), 9
user (possibly due to time and processing
constraints). TEMPLAR's related schemata November 1988, TRW Defense Systems
and ICON's blackboard are two examples of Group, pp. 58-82, 138, 145.
information captured but not displayed. The
relationships between TEMPLAR's schemata are
spread across several worksheets (making the
relationships very difficult to detect) and
ICON only displays data (objects) on the top
level of the blackboard (not allowing the
user to see other information contained
within the blackboard). The graphical
enhancements discussed on each of these
concepts would allow this data to be shown
clearly to the user.

Each application has its own requirements
for textual and graphical data. Graphics
should be used to help the user of the
system, and not over-used to the point of
causing more confusion. One way to avoid
adding confusion to a system is to expose
the user to the enhancements as part of an
iterative cycle: analysis of the system,
implementation of enhancements, obtain user
feedback, apply feedback to analysis of the
system. In this context, this paper has
only addressed the analysis phase in the
iterative cycle.

Users must be made aware of the enhancements
that can be provided to them by combining
graphics and AI concepts into their current
methodologies. Implementing a system that
strictly mirrors a nonautomated methodology
may not be using the computer to its maximum
potential, By composing an appropriate
blend of AI and graphics, much of the influx
of data currently felt by the user may be
avoided. However, an absence of this
blending could result in unfriendly,
inefficient, or misleading systems.

This paper has attempted to demonstrate the
need for synergism between AI concepts and
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1. SUMMARY (AF) architecture was created to give real-
Te Ar Ftime AI developers the capability to
The Air Force Avionics Laboratory has/ efficiently implement their knowledge based
sponsored many efforts to develop real time systems while satisfying real-time
Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems. One constraints [4]. Early attempts to develop
of these systems, the Adaptive Tactical real-time machine intelligence systems
Navigation (ATN) program, developed a relied on a centralized blackboard scheme
proto-type system, to intelligently control (Figure 1). Under this scheme, an
a future tactical fighter's integrated intelligent blackboard manager would
navigation sensors. ATN was developed using determine which expert module would execute
a distributed communicating expert object next. Unfortunately, under the centralized
architecture called the Activation Frame approach, the majority of the processor
(AF). Using the AF architecture, ATN was time was used by the scheduler. Another
able to achieve real-time execution. Real- major problem with early real-time AI
time execution was primarily achieved due development systems is that they were
to the AF's distributed control scheme extremely difficult to integrate to
which eliminates many of the bottlenecks conventional sequential software. Most of
associated with centralized schedulers, the time these systems ran in their own
Unfortunately, with these increased environment (usually in Lisp), and did not
benefits, there is increased complexity interface very well to other types of
associated with correctly setting the software. To alleviate these problems,
distributed control parameters. The several techniques were developed which
Engineering Graphical Analysis Tool (EGAT) utilize a decentralized control scheme
was developed to overcome these limitations (Figure 1). One of these schemes, the
by providing a user friendly, graphical AF
development tool. EGAT provides the CENTRALIZED CONTROL DISTRIBUTED CONTROL
capability to dynamically monitor and
modify the AF control parameters. COnnUNICATING

This paper describes the Activation Frame BLACKBOARD EXPERT OBJECTS
(AF) architecture, and the development and
implementation of the Engineering Graphical 06N T OJEC
Analysis Tool (EGAT). The EGAT system is go Eii
used to dynamically monitor and modify the
decentralized control parameters of the AF *sn
architecture, a communicating expert object
p a r a d i g m . " SECT

2. EGAT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Through current and past development
efforts, such as the Adaptive Tactical figue 1, Real-Tiam Control Methodologies
Navigation (ATN) and the Advanced GPS
Receiver (AGR) Programs, the Activation
Frame (AF) architecture has demonstrated
it's suitability to implement real-time AF architecture, is based on the
intelligent avionic systems (5]. The Communicating Expert Object paradigm. The
Engineering Graphical Analysis Tool (EGAT) AF architecture utilizes a decentralized
was developed to alleviate some of the control mechanism to provide fast efficient
problems that were encountered durin the scheduling and context switching [3]. This
development of these real-time avionic implies that the control knowledge is not
systems. This paper will describe the located in one central area, but rather
utility of using the AF architecture to distributed evenly among the different
develop real-time intelligent avionics modules that make up the system. This is
systems. In addition, the EGAT system will accomplished through a message passing,
be described in detail. Due to the nature object oriented paradigm in which the
of the EGAT system, it is necessary to system expertise is located in modules
understand the functionality of the AF called Activation Frame Objects (AFOs). The
architecture. The next section will AFOs are designed to work in much the same
describe the AF architecture. This fashion as human experts. Each APO has a
information will then be used as a basis to self contained knowledge base that allows
describe the EGAT system. it to reason about a specific domain. There

is no shared knowledge or common memory
2.1 THE ACTIVATION FRAME (AFt ARCHITECTURE between the AFOs. In order to communicate,
The key to integrating intelligent systems prioritized messages are sent between the
into conventional avionic platforms is to different AFOs in the system. In addition,
develop efficient mechanisms which insure each AFO has multiple message input ports
real-time operation. The Activation Frame (Figure 2). These multiple input ports
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allow the real-time AI designer to set up Once an AFO is primed, the importance
AND/OR relationships between the different function determines the overall AFO
input pqrts of the AFOs to insure that all importance level based on the
of the information needed to reach a individual priorities of the mssages
conclusion is available. when this occurs, on the message input queues. The
the AFO is considered to be primed, and the default importance function takes the
AFO is then ready to receive the processor summation of all the message priorities
for execution. on the input queues to determine an

overall AFO importance level. However,
this can be modified to satisfy a

ACTIVATIOM FRARMEWOKM ARC UE particular application. If a system is
primed, and it has the highest overall
importance level, then it executes it's

A TWATWH Ftransfer function.

A The transfer function is responsible
for reading in the AFO's input
messages, reasoning over the
information, and sending the results to
the other AFOs in the system.

By modifying these four functions, the
real-time intelligent system designer has
maximum flexibility to tailor the AF
control structure to suit his purposes.

A collection of AFOs that work in a common
problem area is called a subgraph (Figure
2). The subgraphs are primarily used to
partition the knowledge base in a logical
manner to more easily visualize complex
problems. The subgraph structure parallels

Figure 2, AF H±.rarahy the way that human experts work in a group
to achieve a common goal. The sub7raph
structure does not place any physical
restrictions on the message traffic between

Every AFO is made up of four functions: the AFOs. An AFO in one subgraph is free
initialization, priming, importance, and to communicate to an AFO in any other
transfer (Figure 3): subgraph. However, for multiple processor

environments, the subgraph level is useful
The initialization function is for determining the proper distribution of
responsible for setting up all of the AFOs in the system.
AFO communication channels and initial
control values.

The priming function is used by the AF
architecture to insure that an AFO has
all of the information it needs to
execute. This function is also
responsible for setting up the
AND/OR relationships between the AFO
input ports. RuT

RUN 14CNAOSLOO

Figure 4 Intellgent 0Se Dzewn
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As seen in Figure 2, a collection ofsubraphs form an . In the
V154F 3, £ architecture, there is one F per

processor. The scheduling of the AFOs occur
at this level. Howevr, the schedulingechanism is considrably different than
conventional centralized control systems.

SMIFU PO MA eni iue2 olcino
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The role of the AF scheduler is to 2.2 EGAT OVERVIEW
determine which ATO has the highest
importance level. The AFO which is both As described above, the AT architecture has
primed and has the highest importance level many advantages over a conventional
will execute next. Since the AFOs calculate centralized architecture. Unfortunately,
their own priming and importance functions, with this increased performance, there are
the AF scheduler does not have to contain also some difficulties which are unique to
any domain knowledge about the individual a distributed control system.
AFOs. This results in a very fast,
efficient distributed control structure. One of the greatest difficulties is
For multi-processor environments, there properly setting the distributed control
would be one AT per processor. Another very parameters. For imbedded intelligent
attractive feature of the AF architecture avionic systems, it is critical that the
is that it is implemented in C and Ada proper functions are executed id a timely
versions. This makes it ideal for imbedded fashion. In the case of the AT
avionics applications because it can be architecture, the message flow between the
easily integrated into existing avionics ATOs determine the ATO execution order.
software. This is critical for future Because of this, the sending order and
avionic systems, because only a small priority of the AFO messages are critical
portion of the avionics system will be to insure the correct behavior of the
related to machine intelligence (Figure 4) intelligent system. If the priorities of
[2]. It turns out that integration is one the messages are not correctly set, then an
of the major problems associated with important message may be lost in the
embedded intelligent systems. The system. In addition, if the individual ATO
knowledge engineer is usually able to get importances are inappropriately assigned,
the individual intelligent modules to work. the system will not have the correct
However, when the system is integrated context switching to insure proper focusing
together, it is very difficult to get the of the system, and important AFOs may not
different pieces to work together. execute in time. The task of selecting the
Compounding this problem is the fact that appropriate message and AFO importance
modern intelligent avionics control systems priorities is very arbitrary and heavily
are usually made up from a mix of based on the specific domain knowledge.
heterogeneous processors. This means that a Usually, relative importance levels are
CPU may need to talk to a Signal Processing collected during the knowledge acquisition
Chip, or it may need to send information to cycle and fine tuned during rapid proto-
a graphic display. Because of this, typing. This process becomes even more
integration may take as much as 60 percent complex in a distributed environment
of the development effort [2]. The A) because control information is divided
architecture solves this problem by throughout the system. Therefore, when one
providing a common framework between ATO is modified, it effects all of the ATOs
different classes of processors. The AT in the system. This phenomena makes it
architecture has been successfully extremely difficult to fine tune the
implemented on PC's all the way up to fault system. The EGAT system was developed to
tolerant multi-processor systems (Figure greatly simplify the development of real-
5). The hardware underneath the AF time AT systems [1].
architecture is hidden from the user.
Therefore an application developed for one 2.3 EGAT DESCRIPTION
run time environment can be easily
transition to another environment as The EGAT system is a graphical analysis
desired. tool which allows the user to examine the

different levels that make up the AT

91-15536
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The inner circle represents the current AFO
state. As described earlier, every AFO in
the system will be in one of three states:SUBGRAI LEVEL inactive, primed, or running, represented

AFO LEVEL

0 9

Irigu" 6, Subgra&b Level 
U

architecture. When the program is first
started, the EGAT system displays the F 7, £10 la".
subgraph level (Figure 6). At this level,
each one of the circles represent a
subgraph in the system. For this particular by a green, yellow, or red color
example, there are four subgraphs shown: respectively. Additionally, every AFO has
framname, mode health, pilot health, and an outer circle which graphically shows the
jtids..sstm. I addition, when tne EGAT AFO's current importance level. These
system is running, there will be colored levels are represented by one of seven
lines between the subgraphs that represent colors in which purple is the lowest value,
the level of inter-subgraph communication. following the color spectrum, all the way
These colors follow the color spectrum with up to red representing the highest overall
purple representing the lowest message AFO importance level. Furthermore, every
traffic all the way up to red, representing AFO in the system has a set of eight
high message traffic. Determining the attached lines representing the AFO's input
amount of message traffic between the ports. When one AFO sends a message to
subgraphs is extremely useful for another AFO in the subgraph, a flashing
distributing the subgraphs on multiple line will appear from the center of the
processors. By minimizing the inter- sending AFO to the appropriate input port
subgraph communication, the inter-processor of the receiving AFO. This allows the EGAT
communication can also be minimized when user to trace the message flow between the
the subgraphs are placed on different different AFOs in system. If the user
processors. wishes to determine the contents of the

message or more detailed information about
At the corners of the EGAT system are the an AFO, then by using the mouse to select a
four action boxes: halt, step, up, and particular AFO, the AFO Information Level
quit. The halt action box allows the user will be displayed.
to freeze a running AF system at any time
to examine its current state. While the The AFO Information Level is responsible
system is halted, the user can single step for displaying all of the detailed
through the system by selecting the step information about an AFO. For the example
action box. The up action box allows users shown (Figure 8), the AFO, ep~evious.
to move from lower levels of the EGAT waypoint, contained in the su--bgraph,
display to higher levels (i.e. AFO level to mode health, has a current importance level
subgraph level). And finally, the quit of 2T. In addition, the AFO also has two
action box allows the user to exit the active input ports with no current messages
system. These four action boxes are on either port. The <- and -> boxes are
available at every level of the EGAT used to view and scroll text longer than
system. the size of the message display box. The

PREV and the NEM boxes allow the user to
For more detailed information about the switch between the different messages on a
individual AFOs that make up the different particular input queue. This condition will
subgraphs, the user can use a mouse to occur if several low priority messages are
select a particular subgraph. At this sent to a particular input queue or if the
point, the EGAT system will display the AFO AFO is not primed. In order to use either
Level (Figure 7). In the AFO Level, each the <-,-> or PRPV,NZX! boxes, the user must
AFO is re' resented by a circle. For the first select the appropriate message input
example display shown in Figure 7, there port by "clicking" on it once with the
are six AFOs shown. Each one of the AFOs mouse. After this the message input port
is made up of an inner and outer circle, will become active and the scrolling

functions will be activated.
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manually examine the inter AFO-message
traffic to determine if the system was

AFO INFORMATION functioning as desired. If any AF
parameters needed to be modified, they11 would have to go back and modify the

|_____hall original source code, re-compile the code,
rerun the system, and manually analyze theV 0060|-2 Iresults (Figure 9). If the wrong parameters
were selected, they would have to repeat
this whole process again. Needless to say

|-M M -- mE | this was a very length, arduous process
that limited the effectiveness of AF
design. With the EGAT system, the user does

| _....._ I not have to manually analyze the results of
the run-time system. With EGAT's single

I | step and halt capabilities, the developer
_771 can insure that the run-time system is

functioning as desired. If some of the AF
control parameters need to be modified, the
developer can change the parameters,

3 0 3 P-- 9 -without recompiling the system. In this way
the developer can see the results of his
changes in real-time. Clearly providing the
ability to single step and dynamically
modify AF control parameters are the most
useful features of the EGAT system.

Figure 8, AZO Information Level

3.0 PROGRAM STRUCTURE
The real power of the EGAT system is not in
its ability to just examine the inter- This section of the paper will focus on the
workings of a running AF system, but structure of both the AF architecture and
rather, its ability to dynamically alter the EGAT system.
the AF's control and message passing
parameters. As described earlier in the 3.1 AF STRUCTURE
paper, one of the key difficulties
associated with using the AF architecture In order to understand the overall
and other distributed control systems is to structure of the EGAT system, it is
correctly set the control parameters. In important to understand the basic structure
order to properly set up the AF control of the AF architecture. The EGAT system
mechanisms, the real time-AI designer must interfaces directly to the AF architecture
select the correct overall AFO importance which allows manipulation of the data
levels and the individual AFO message structures, and provides halting and single
activation levels. In addition, the real stepping functionality to the running AF
time designer must be concerned that the system. The major data structures of the AF
priming and importance functions have been system are shown in Figure 10. At the
correctly set to insure the proper focusing heart of the AF architecture is the
of control system. Witt the EGAT system, fzm struct structure. There is one

fzmatruct structure per processor. The
BEFORE EGAT AFTER EGAT frm-struct points to the af struct

str7cture and the ptb atrucY structure.
The af struct structuTe contains all of the
internal details of a single AFO. There is
one unique a struct structure for every
AFO in the system. In addition to the
af struct structure, the f= struct
Structure also points to the-port table
structure, ptb strut. As described
earlier, every-AFO in the system has at
least one message input port. Each message
input port has a unique entry in the port

flat 0.111s table structure, ptbastruct. In this
*uT CaP1nv.1 manner, any AFO in te system simply needs

ILt 1 ln. the name of the destination AFO to send a
imm message. The data in the ptb struct is

R E used to get the destination ATO's port
structure, pt auct. The pt stzuct
structure hangs directly off of the
af struct structure and is used to store

Figure 9, 3QT Payoff& th-e AFO's incoming message. There is always
one pt stxuct that corresponds directly to
an AO-input port. Linked to the port

the user can freeze the system (halt action structure is the actual AFO messages. These
box) and go into the AFO Information level messages are stored in the ag.."tuct
to modify the AF control parameters. structure. The n"_.ptruct structure
Before the development of the EGAT system,
real-time intelligent system developers
were forced to run their system and capture
the inter-AFO messages to a file. One this
was accomplished, they would have to

.. ... .
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AF STRUCTURES
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Figure 10, ,F Struature

contains several important fields are several major fields that enable EGAT
associated with the AFO messages. They are to access and graphically represent the AF
as follows: the message importance level, architecture. The two fields that enable
z"! act; the length of time the message is EGAT to directly interface to the AFO
valid, meu dead; and the actual message system are afnamm and af number. With this
data, M ol. The amgol field contains a information, EGAT can gain direct access to
pointer to elements caled Generalized the fm struct of the AF architecture.
Objects (GOs). GOs were developed as a Additionally, the x,y,radius, number afo,
means to transfer data elements between key, and line struot fields are used-by the
heterogeneous computers. The GO is made up EGAT system t store graphical information.
of a Data Description Language (DDL) and a In addition to the subgraph information,
pointer to the data. The DDL tells the the HEAD DATA structure also contains a
receiving computer how much and what type pointer Tield, afotr, to the different
of storage to allocate for the message. In AFOs that make up Tfhe subgraph. The AFO
this fashion, the message passing between information is contained in the A1O DATA
different types of computers become structure. This structure is responsible
transparent to the user. for displaying the AFO Level of the EGAT

system. The primary fields of the AO DATA
3.2 EGAT STRUCTURE structure are as follows: afname, afonme,

and afo nhmber fields are used to directly
The structure of the EGAT system is shown access The AFO architecture; z,y,radius,
in Figure 11. The EGAT internal data key, import key, and imort tezt key fields
structures closely resemble the are used for EGAT graphic displays; and
hierarchical nature of the AF architecture. finally the box field points to the
The REA DWTA structure stores the 30K DATA structure. The BOX DATA structure
informatTon to be displayed in the subgraph is "Tesponsible for storing The information
level. Contained in the DEAD DTA structure needed to display the EGAT AFO Information
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Level. The majority of the fields in this workstation environment, and then
structure are responsible for holding transition his application to other
graphic information that is necessary to platforms.display and scroll text and graphics. In
addition, the afe dint field polints back to EGAT was designed to be easy to operate andthe parent AFO. Throu h this pointer, the user friendly, thus providing useful
EGAT system can interace directly to the insight into the operation of the AFAF architecture at the AFO Informational system. After startup, EGAT can be used to
Level. monitor the running AF operation. The AF

system can either be examined in a free
4.0 EGAT OPERATION running mode or the system can be single

stepped in order to analyze performance inThe EGAT system connects directly into the detail. The free running mode is useful
AF architecture, which not only allows the for determining the flow of the overall
monitoring of the running AF system, but system. The AF architecture provides an
also gives the user the ability to modify excellent environment for distributing
the AF system to obtain efficient and different tasks on multiple processors. The
correct operation. This is extremely useful free running mode can be used to help the
when developing embedded intelligent designer determine which tasks should be
avionics systems because it allows the placed on multiple processors. The AF
developer to see the internal workings of system runs in real-time with the message
the system before it gets inserted into an traffic represented at the Subgraph Level
embedded environment. With EGAT, the system by the changing colored lines between the
designer can develop a system in a subgraphs.
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A more effective way of determining the the inter-workings of the AF system. From
message by message operation of the AF these insights, major bugs in the running
system is in the single step mode. In this system can be found and corrected while the
mode the AF system is halted and allows the system is still running. The effects are
user to see the static effect of all then determined and allows the designer to
message passing. In this mode the correct more permanently fix the external files
operation can be determined because it is that contain the AFO and message
easy to see what effects the messages have importances. This ultimately allows the
on the system. system designer to develop more efficient

and effective AF systems.
Several types of AF control problems can be
analyzed quickly with EGAT, including 5.0 Real-Time AI Development Issues
bottlenecks, livelock, and starvation
conditions. A bottleneck occurs when an Before real-time embedded AI systems can be
AFO has a large number of important integrated into avionics applications, two
messages in its input queue, but does not major issues need to be addressed, namely
have all of the information it needs to be verification/ validation and maintenance of
primed. In this case, the AFO will have a real-time embedded intelligent systems.
high importance level; however, it will not Currently, verification and validation
even be considered for execution. EGAT can
help in determining the bottleneck
situation by observing which AFOs have an
internal green circle, meaning that they do
not have the information needed to become
primed, but at the same time have a red or
orange outer ring meaning that their SKRAU SHELL
importance is high. If this state persists
then it shows that this AFO is not getting
the information needed to run and is a -

bottleneck. This situation can be helped F1 t J
by going into the AFO information level on
the bottleneck AFO and injecting messages
to prime the AFO. From this the effects on -- "

the AF system can be determined.

The next condition, livelock, occurs LIII
because an AFO's importance level is not
properly set and does not drop enough to F1
release the processor after it has sent out - ' ",
its messages. In addition, this condition
could also result from a group of AFOs
continuing to loop processor control - -
amongst themselves and never releasing the ..
processor for other AFOs. Livelock can be
determined by an AFO releasing its messages
and immediately returning to a primed and
then running state without any other AFO
having a chance to obtain the processor.
This situation can be helped by going into
the running AFO's Information Level and Figure 12, SKRAN architecture
forcing its importance level down. This
will allow another AFO with a higher AFO issues are difficult enough for
importance level to run. A similar method conventional sequential software, let alone
can be used to break out of a loop by data driven distributed intelligent
reducing the importance level of several or systems. Most intelligent systems that are
all of the AFOs in the loop to allow an developed for real-time operation tend to
AFO outside of the loop to get the embed the knowledge base into the inference
processor. The effects on the system can engine in order to increase performance of
then be observed. the system. This makes it extremely

difficult to initially verify and validateThe last condition, starvation, occurs when the run-time code, and nearly impossible to
an AFO is primed, but never gets a chance maintain the code as the knowledge in the
to execute. Starvation can be determined system is modified. In order to overcome
with EGAT by observing an AFO or several these limitations, the Avionics Laboratory
AFOs that are primed for long periods of is sponsoring several contractual efforts
time but never obtain a high enough to examine methodologies to verify,
importance to run. This situation is validate and maintain real-time intelligent
represented graphically by the AFOs systems. The first of these programs,
internal circle being yellow, meaning it's Knowledge Representations into Ada
primed, and it's outside ring never reaches Methodologies (KRAM), developed
higher than a purple, blue or light green, methodologies to verify the knowledge base
meaning the AFOs importance does not reach and automatically transition it into
a sufficient importance level to run. A efficient Ada code using the AF
fix to this situation is to go to the AFO architecture as the run-time system. The
Information Level and increase the second major program, Shell for Knowledge
importance level of the AFO to see the Representation into Ada Methodologies
effects on the system. (SKRAM), is developing an integrated

development maintenance environment based
As can be seen by these debugging features on the research performed under the KRAM
EGAT is very useful to provide insight into effort (Figure 12). The EGAT system will be
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ADA

Figure 13, Transition Path

integrated into SKRAM environment to embedded platform.
provide a robust tool for modifying the AF
control parameters of the run-time system. The intent of the EGAT tool and our other

real-time AI development tools are to shed
some light on the problem of transitioning

6.0 Conclusions real-time AI systems from the laboratory
into the operational environment. With the

As the complexity and amount of information use of the KRAM and SKRAM environments, theneeded to control complex avionics systems knowledge engineer can verify and validate
increase, so will the need increase for his knowledge base and automatically
intelligent real-time software to help in convert the knowledge base into Ada code
the management of these systems. In order using the AF architecture as the basic run-
to take maximum advantage of available time system. At this point the knowledge
resources and satisfy real-time engineer can use the EGAT tool to tune the
constraints, more real-time intelligent AF control parameters. After this, the run-
systems are moving towards a decentralized time system can be placed on a multiple
control scheme. Because of the increased processor environment to increase run-time
complexities associated with decentralized performance. In this way, we hope to
distributed control, the EGAT system was provide a complete transition path from the
developed to aid knowledge engineers and laboratory to the operational environment
system developers in the development of (Figure 13).
real-time embedded avionics systems. The
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1.UMrMARY 2. INTRODUCTION

'-- Acquired Intelligen Inc developed an automated A client of Acquired Intelligence Inc expressed significant
knowledge acq o sten and expert system shell known interest in the development of a cost effective environment for
as ACQ project has been undertaken to extend the building intelligent tutoring applications. This client required
ACQUIRE"'. ystem for use as a domain independent, knowledge-based intelligent tutoring in an environment that
knowledge-based Intelligent Tutoring System. The intent of will enable computer users, rather than computer professionals,
this project was to provide the tools that would enable to develop the knowledge bases and training courses.
corporate or governmental personnel to rapidly develop their
own expert system knowledge bases and rapidly convert these The past decade has realized technological developments that
knowledge bases for use ii. task/case oriented training. A facilitate delivery of these requirements. Knowledge-based
major thrust of this project was to jtrovide tools that would systems have come into routine use while intelligent tutoring
enable computer users, rather than computer professionals, to , systems have realized their first commercial successes [13.
develop the training packages. Thi extension to ACQM During this period both knowledge-based systems and
has involved the development of two major modules: the intelligent tutoring systems were employed in training, each
Curriculum Author Module; and the Tutoring Module. -- with their own strengths and weaknesses. Knowledge-based

systems technology had developed to the point that numerous
Using the Curriculum Author Module experts orinstru are domain independent shells existed to assist in the development
able to develop a curriculum composed of lessonsi case- of applications; however, the technology was not designed with

yapproach. The system is oriented toward earning by training in mind. The training capability of knowledge-based
doinr, i.e., students learn by solving actual cases - supported ,ystems relied exclusively on human learning capabilities rather
by simulation if required. These cases are packaged into than on inherent instructional techniques. Intelligent tutoring
lessons by the expert to monstrate important and related systems were designed specifically for training, however, the
concepts. The C Author, utilizes the structure and technology had not advanced as far as the creation of

expert knowledge base to help the expert select intelligent tutoring system shells. Applications were
the best cases to package together into lessons, handcrafted and consequently extremely costly to produce.

The Tutoring Modjle mog" a studen 'tprogress in solving These technological developments, along with growing
cases and constru6ts a r esent he student's growing demand from industry for cost-effective computerized training
knowledge as a "naive" ACQUIRE T knowledge baseile tools, prompted Clancey [2] to propose knowledge-based
Tutoring Module gradually merges the student's naive- intelligent tutoring systems as a practical solution applicable to
knowledge base with the expert's by identifying incorrect rules, a wide variety of industrial problems. Knowledge-based
gaps in the knowledge, and, most importantly, poor structuring intelligent tutoring systems employ the knowledge represented
of the knowledge (Le., incorrect packaging of rules) which in expert system applications as the subject matter to be taught.
indicates misconceptions about how knowledge should be In these systems, the student learns in apprenticeship fashion
used. The Tutoring Module accomplish's this merger by by examining cases nm through the inference engine. The
selecting and presenting appropriate cases, from the lessons tutoring component guides and queries students about their
constructed by the expert, to help the student elucidate the understanding throughout the execution of a case, as well as
correct knowledge in active problem solving. Additionally, the across cases.
Tutoring Module explicitly demonstrates differences between
the student's knowledge base and the expert's. Clancey argued that the focus of student learning should be the

correct conclusions to draw in a wide variety of circumstances
ACQUREM-T is written in the C Programming Language and the factors involved in determining those conclusions. To
for execution on personal computer running MS-DOS or this end, his method employs case-based instruction to give the
UNIX. The systn has an X-Window interface and student "experience" in situations that make important aspects
hicot s hYPerudia ACQUIRE'-ITS is designed such of expert knowledge explicit. He has found that much of the
that it is applicable to a broad range of industrial and necessary information required to teach expert knowledge is
governmental applications. As with ACQUIRET, these inherent in the knowledge bases of existing expert sysms.
intelligent tiing applications will be available on affordable Clancey constructed a number of special purpose programs to
compulm and will be developed directly by the expets. extract such information, from knowledge-bases implemented

in the M.I expert system shell, for use in instruction.
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Tids approach opens up the possibility of creating generic. System Shel that currently make up the commercially available
intelligent tutoring system shells, like those for expert systems. ACQUIRE m system.
Clancey has demonstrated that this approach represents a real
instructional altemnative to traditional instruction methods, The Curriculum Aud module enables the user to consc
automated or otherwise. Given the early stage of this research, case-oriented courses and lessons. The Tutor guides the
however, there remain limitations to this approach. student through these cases until the student can perform like

an expert. The system is interfaced to the Hypermedin
Fmut, the approach is best suited to teaching specific skills environment with the potential to enhance communication with
rather tha general overviews of various fields. Given the the user through text, graphics, video information, and
number of specific skills for which training is in short supply, knowledge-based simulation. In its simplest form, the user is
this restriction is not a real hindrance to the utility of the able to access linked textual and graphic information located in
approach. the knowledge base; enhanced versions of the Hypermedin

interface will include animation and video capability.
Second. the approach inherits the central limitation of expert Hypermedia environments ae capable of representing object-
system technology - the knowledge acquisition problem. It is oriented graphical simulations which in turn could be driven by
very difficult and time consuming to acquire knowledge from the Expert System Shell. A similar approach was used
domain experts, and it is similarly difficult to construct a well effectively by Towne and Munro [5) in the implementation of

structured knowledge base that provides complete and the Intelligent Maintenance Training System for the bladefold

thorough coverage of the problem domain. Clancey's system of helicopters in the US Navy.
approach relies on the assumption that a knowledge engineer
has performed an adequate job of eliciting domain knowledge The major strength of this approach is a solution to the critical
from an expert and produced a well structured and complete restriction of knowledge-based intelligent tutoring systems, de
knowledge base. This is a time-consuming and error-prone knowledge acquisition bottleneck. The knowledge acquisition
process that represents a more serious limitation to the utility of capabilities of ACQURE'm are utilized to extract expertise
knowledge-based intelligent tutoring system technology, from experts directly, without undergoing the time-consuming
However, with the advent of automated knowledge acquisition process of conventional knowledge acquisition. ACQUTRE'
systems [3] it has become much more reasonable for experts to strengthens the approach by producing highly strucured
develop well structured and accurate knowledge bases on their knowledge bases constructed with a strong methodological bias
own. towards thoroughness and completeness of domain knowledge.

This reduces the need to add knowledge later which was
Third. given that the system described by Cancey only permits missed during initial construction. Little additional effort is
case execution, queries on case execution, and recording of required to build training applications once the expert
student performance, it could be viewed as more of an knowledge base is constructed; the representation of
intelligent testing system rather than an intelligent tutoring information inherent in thde knowledge base permits automatic
system. This type of system would benefit greatly if the creation of case-oriented lessons for a full course curriculum.
knowledge base was augmented with multimedia background Finally, the integration with the Hypermedia module created
information, in the form of text, graphics and video. This the potential to incorporat knowledge that is more general
could be realized if this background information was in turn than the task-oriented knowledge inherent in the knowledge
available to the authoring system for inclusion in courses and base. This integration of hypermedia makes the training
lessons and then executed by the tutoring system. contents more general and broadens the scope of the tutoring
Furthermore, Clancey makes little use of student modelling to that can be offered to the student.
help guide instruction, leaving instruction exclusively to human
instructors to specify through the authoring facility. This The major components of ACQUIREr'-ITS will be described
requires considerable effort from the instructor to anticipate all in the following sectin.
of the possible points of confusion that students may encounter
and to provide cases that cover them all.

3.SYSTEM !EV IEW
The pragmatic approach that Clancey has taen provided a
good staing point for development of the required tools.
However, we needed to overcome some of te limitations of
his approach to produce a truly robust system for practical use.
A central concern was the knowledge acquisition problem. To ACQUIRErm provides an advanced computing environment
alleviate this problem the decision was taken to bae the for domain expet to develop and execute expert system
intelligent tutoring system on the ACQURE m' expert system applicatis For developing applcations, ACQUIRE m has a
environment [3,4] (described below). ACQUIREm deals Knowledge Acquiswn System, and an Eqrt System Shell.
explcitly with the acquisition of domain knowledge from Developed applications am executed in the Run-Time Shell.
human expeiU, making the adlpted systm esier and fstr to The Knowledge Acquisition Systm presents a new paadigm
use by a broad adiene, for acquiring knowledge. The min goal of this symem is to

e the knowledge acquisition botdnck by renoving the
To nd the A expert ssem environment for need for a knowledge engineer. This is accomplished by -
intigM garn purposes (ACQUlRE3-1TS) three nw emay-to-use inoface aid a sructured methodology for
modules were developed: the Tutor, the Curryium developing a knowledge beae. The Expert System Shell
Authormd dle *k nrdk moda. These modules wer component provides ea y-to-we debugging mid wha-if
haleed o the Knowledge Acquiin System mid the Ewen facilities that help develop md tos knowledge be.

ACQUiREr' has been successfully used to develop knowledge

,I :• i . ,,=,m m m m . m . .
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bas in domains as diverse as combat intelligence [61, clinical the algorithm can det wher an intermedit absract object
m ychiology M and equipment maintenance [8]. can be used to reduce the size of the network If the exper

accepts die remendation of te algrithm, die exec

This section will discuss the Knowledge Acquisition System simply names the new object and the network is resucued.
and the Expert System Shell. This will be followed by a After the algorithm bas finished processing the network mid to
disimon of the modules that extend ACQUIRE"' into the the degree that the expert has accepted its n me,,to.
inelligent tu system ACQUIREm-ITS: the Curriculum the influe ce network will be smaller and morn efficient.
Audthor the Tutor;, md the Hypermned system.

The turd and final major stp of creating an ACQUIRE"m

knowledge base involves both the packaging of objects from
3.1.1 WLEDGE ACOUIS ON SYSTEM the influenc network into rule definitions, and the assignment

of a patrn of object-value pairs to a consequent object-value
Through the application of research in cognitive psychology a pair. In these two steps the expert can focus on the details
knowledge acquismi methodology has been developed that sin te object definitions and their influence structure are
enables experts to explicate their knowledge in te form of an already provided.
executat knowledge bas [3,4b). This methodology is
embodied in ACQUIRE"m which forms the cornerstone of tie Rules in ACQUIRET"' come in two types: die frst being the
ACQUIRE"-ITS project. It provides the meaus to build and standard production rue if-then construction and the second
maintain the knowledge bases required for this project. That is, being action tables. A production ruk demles an object-
ACQUIRE"' elicits and structures the knowledge that value pattern such that if the premise is true then the conclusion
subsequently forms the content of training courses that are is true.
authored and executed through ACQUIRE'-ITS.

In ACQUIRE"m production rules are best reserved for rules
In order to acquire knowledge directly from domain experts involving arithmetic or mathematical manipulations rather than
ACQUIRErm was based on a knowledge acquisition for experiential knowledge. Production rules have a
methodology that divided the knowledge engineering task into fundamental weakness in that they require the expert to supply
steps that ae easily and accurately performed. When all possible patterns of objects and values to produce a
completd, these steps, result in a highly structured and complete knowledge base. This may be problematic since
thorough knowledge base that is ready for execution, experts may not be aware of all possible patterns resulting in a

good chance that they will miss obscure patterns. Also, experts
The first step involves eliciting Objects, the basic building ae rarely accurate at producing production rules an there are
blocks of the knowledge base. Through a form based editor, a usually numerous exceptions to any rule [3,4] and there is a
set of objects that define the scope of the knowledge are tendancy to state production rules at a far greater level of
entered. This step enables the expert to focus on the scope of generality than one employs in the practice of
the Problem without being encumbered by issues relating to the one's skill.
structure of the knowledge or the details of the rules. Objects
can be any concret or abstract entity consisting of a nam, a Action Tables, on the other hand, present the expert with a
valie set and sometimes a mapping. A value set is a set of table of specific object/value patterns. Action Tables guide the
symbolic values that are associated with the object. For expert by supplying specific object/values patterns and all that
instame, an object called Age Group could have the value set is required from the expert is to supply the paern specific
Baby, Child, Pre-teeger, Teenager, Adult, and Senior Citizen. conclusions.
Futhermore, every value set has a value called UNKNOWN
which is used when the value for an object is unknown or Action Tables eae the creation of rules since experts ame very
simply not available. Mappings are used when a symbolic good at recognizing patterns [3] enabling the creation of
value hs a numeric counerpart to convert that numeric complex rules in a very short time. A major benefit of action
quantity to a symbolic value, tables is their completness. In production rule systems,

completeness is rrelyattaited, whereas with action tables,
With the baic building blocks of the knowledge base defined every object/aue pattern is described and the expert must
the expat cam concentrat on the high-level structum of the consider each paten em if the conclusion is unknown to te
knowledge bae This second step of building an ACQUHRE"' expert. If a patern occurs in which the expert does not know
knowledge base involves linking the objects into an h lience the conclusion, the expert can correspond with othr experts in
neawork that sve an a general conceptual overview of the the field and come to some consensus for the pattern. In this
solution spce that will subsequently be further gticulaled. way the knowledge base can ultimately reflect what the expert
The influene network simply outlines which object an affect currently knows as well as what the expert is capable of
which other objects by linking thm who knowledge about the knowing with further experieo c

e of one obe inomative aboutthestaeof sithe. The C
expert buf e e inm ce network by using a graphical Wth the ACQUIRE"' knowld acquion paradigm, the
interface md browse of objects. To aid the expert in building expart leaves the details of the rules until the knowledge bae
the influence network a machine learning algorithm is struture is fully defined. If the expert is using action tables for 0V
incom,!d thi takM the network that di expert has rui then all that is required from the expert is to match
=iioed Md reMwuMc it throug object substitudon and by patens Und to "fill in tde blanks" producing a compim and

su -t. the addtiMo of new objects to the nmwork. Since accurate knowledge boe.

this dpxim raccnnends remnauving the netork, rather
d 91-15535
whether or vat 1o accept the Fomlr exipIe, 9 1.
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3JU EMM 1 SIM SHEKLL sa it is used in active problem solving. If doe studentsa pgess
indicates dud 1t qr I F knowledge has not been acquired, the

The Expert Systen Shell component of ACQUIEV" provides Tutor explicitly demonstratde cretexpert knowledge.
die expert with a means to debug and refine knowledge buses.
Ibis component provides facilitie such as tracing, stepping ACQUIRE'm-I incorporates our H~pffpdia SysIeM so that
and what-if anrlyuis of die knowledge benus ma cuw is being knowledge busm and training sessions cunbe augmenled with
num. Other aids consist of detailed reports, a graphical background texbmal information adio. graphics / simuains
representation of die fired-rule, network, and the ability 10o and video. Each of these ACQUIRE"'-ITS components are
inspeict the contents of the entire knowledge bus. descrbe in greater detail in the following sections.

Bed' the expert can use the Expert System Shell caw daua
has ID he enteed. Cases can be any real ie situation or cues II CIWCLJM ALIrHQR
can be made up to test the boundaries of the knowledge buses.
Cates consist of object/value, pairs. Objects within cow are ACQUIE T" produces knowledge buses dont organize the
thos objects that can be assigned a value from observation knowledge at three different levels from the general to the
Cue objects are usually only used in t premis of rules inc specific. At t most general level we hav the objects
there is generally no need to set these objects to new values. influence network which can be graphically displayed as the
To collect cue data ACQUIREr' has two features: the first object graph. Next, we have the rule definitions that specify
feature, the Case Form Editor. is the mechanism used to define the objects that are used to, determine the values of otier
the way cue damn is to be entered; the second feature the Cawe objects This level can be viewed graphically as the rule grah.
Editor. is the mechanism used to enter cue da. The Cue The most specific evel of knowledge organiaion is the
Form Edito allows the expert to tailor input forms to, suit the assignment of specific value within each rule definition. This
needs of die domain us every domain will havena different most specific level of knowledge organization can be viewed
input representation for entering the case data. If the data 1w graphically through fired rule graphs for specific cues These
to be collected at run time then the shell collects the data by thre levels of knowledge organization provide the ad&tetue,
prompting die user. the reasoning paths and ultimately the content to be imparted

to the students. This content, andl its organization is supplied to
The final aspect of ACQUIREn' concerns its reporting the Curriculum Author. As a result the user of the Curriculum
capabilities. ACQURE"' supplies a set of reporthdat provide Author need not worry about the generation of course content
information an cue exectution. Thesemrport range from a but rather concentrates on the more manageable task of
very detailed view of the execution to a simple summary of the selecting specific aspects of the content/knowledge, ID Package
execution. Additionally, user can build their own customiized into lessons.
report that con explain the results of an execution in plain
english. The Curriculum Author provides tools that wes designed to

exploit the architecture of the knowledge base to facilitat rapid
development of the course curriculum. In the Curriculum

3.2 AM&ILMf Author the development of a course curriculum is
accomplished through selections from browsers, traversing the

Once a knowledge bus lias been developed andl tested with various graph and through access to the entire knowledge bus
ACQUIRE', ACQUIRETh.ITS provides dhe tools to utilize ancwbse
that knowledge bae us the primary course content in an
intelligent training aplication. This system makes intelligent Each curriculum consists of one or morm law. Each lesson
taining applications, developed directly by the experts with the consists of one or more cam chosen to demonstrate some ua
domn knowledg, available on affordablei co ps. of expertise that the Curriculum Author user wishes to impart

to the student(s). Within each cue, objects may have one or
The first inqor module in ACQUIE"'-1TS, the Cwirdum more associated questions.
Anudur, lea experM develop a Course, cusculm composed of
lemon aft a cue-tud approac. Students learn by solving Questions wes created to probe the understanding of die
actua or hypothetical cue, packaged into lessons by the structure mid content of the knowledge buse. Object qsuesin
CIper to d1n1n1truI important concepts and their dal with dhe static elements of the expert domain- naneable

1-1 1r11Iois. lbs Inc's md contetof ACQUIRE' entities, thei value sets and object ineronecioi Rule
knowledge buss guides the expert in construction of the quesion deal with inferential aipects of the knowledge-bue-
Conuureuu situational relatonships. and consequental value mivnmsn

The, system supplies a rugs of questions to choosemn P for
The second min module, die Tutor, ls student progress each object. Grapihical as well as textua depictions of each

hun m soluton. lbs Tutor attepts 10 mom dis stadent s question we generally available. lhe vwc r eae spec1iic
koldgemie 09t I die orcua ofdie ACQUIRE"'R quetion or modify die system amppie questions. For each

Pnu 'Iowlede base. This is aceaqiin by identifyin questin die nser emn cee an assowtd explanation.
auft fobes. gap in rule comw ad poor ogutI -I of

knowbIp Ide Suelfably-inr pushaing at objects ino Cuss hih~h a portion of die knowledge embtodied in die
rules, whic cm ruvi bodc mn -oc rptabosut how koldebus. Ties cussi emn be hi-stoP caae that have
knowledge shuNh be srctseed mad uind. The Thor selects been accmhied through execution ofldie knowleg bus or
Widl pum 0 upr 11 , umfi ielion bum. I cumucd -by 0111es11 crs spc I M Yfic or training. Each ase partrays a
di expurt, to h*~ die student hucise die crrve Ct knowledge altimilon or * i wo ccrrd 'orcould ocurin diedomsha
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of knowledge. A case, when executed through the expert question deals with the influence network or the rule structure,
knowledge base can provide a situation or task specific vehicle a graphic is displayed that gives the student a visual indication
for apprenticeship learning, of the information required from them. These graphics am

initially incomplete and are complete as the student answers
Leons, in the Curriculum Author, are the tool used to the question.
package related tasks, situations or content for presentation to
the student(s). Lessons can be as broad or narrow in scope as When the Tutor is invoked in explore mode, the student is able
the user wants. The scope of the lessons is simply a function to inspect any put of the expert knowledge base. The
of the cases selected and the questions assigned to those cases. instructor provides case input forms that the student can use to

create cases that cam be executed. These case input form em
course development proceeds quickly as the Curriculum made available for any lesson that the student has completed.
Author user does not need to attend to the development of the Explore mode enables the student to study ad review the
course subject matter. Rather the user simply selects cases, subject matter contained in a lesson through examinmation of the
selects questions and assigns those questions to cases within the experts reasoning on specific cases. The student benefits from
context of lessons, access to the case input information, the variety of case

execution reports, and from access to the expert knowledge
base.

The two modes of operation in the Tutor can be seen as
Once the curriculum has been completed, the Tutor is ready for handling complimentary aspects of the instruction. Explore
use by the student. The Tutor module is used to guide the mode handles initial study for a particular lesson and any
student through the curriculum following the case-study, review that may be necessary. Learn mode concentrates on
apprenticeship learning, approach. This module can be run in testing the breadth of the student's understanding, analysing
one of two modes: learn or explore. The student will generally student difficulties and directing the student towards aspects of
run the Tutor in learn mode. Here the Tutor presents a the knowledge base that, once understood, alleviates particular
predefined curriculum to the student in the order determined misunderstandings.
through the Curriculum Author. The student's progress is
tracked ad compared with the expert knowledge base. In this
way, the Tutor can make intelligent decisions about which parts 3.2.3 THE HYPERMEDIA SYSTEM
of the curriculum a student has learned and which parts require
more work. Reports are available to both the instructor and to The Hypermedia system provides the ACQUIRE'-lTS user
the student detailing where progress has or has not been made. with an environment to augment the case-study approach with
Explore mode enables the student to inspect the expert text, graphics and video. This is accomplished through the
knowledge base and to run cases that have been suggested by Curriculum Author where hyperbases can be created to supply
the instructor through the inference engine. This mode introductory material, student instructions, background
provides the student with detailed access to the expert information, explanatory information, etc. Each hyperbase is
reasoning employed in specific situations or tasks, implemented as a series of related groups of information that

are linked together so that a student can easily move from one
When the Tutor is invoked in learn mode, the student has the group of information to another.
option of selecting a specific lesson to study from or working
with the lesson that the Tutor selects. Once a lesson has been The Hypermedia system, including it's various hyperbases, is
selected, the cases for that lesson we executed through the made available to the Tutor in an inspect only mode. Through
Expert System Shell inference engine. The student is presented the Curriculum Author hyperbases can be linked to each
with questions and possible answers and is required to select an curriculum, each lesson and each case. In addition, hyperbases
answer for each question. If the correct answer is selected, the can be linked to explore mode and to the Tutor's explanation
session continues with the next question. facility. All hyperbases have a table of contents that enables

the student to rapidly move directly to a specific piece of
If an incorrect answer is selected, the Tutor decides whether the information as well as enabling the student to assess what
question should be presented again, whether a different information has already been reviewed and what information
question should be presented to probe the natwre of the has not.
students misunderstanding, or whether the answer should be
supplied along with an explanaton. The decision to present the
question agai, to present an alternate but related question, or 4. CURRET TATUS AND FUJI= DI ONS
to reveal the answer to the student is based on the student's
itory of reqionses for the curriculum and parameters set by ACQUIRETr-ITS is currently operating in a prototype stage of
the Curriculum Author user. Questions that a student is having development. Development has proceeded in the C
serious problem with we reassigned to subsequent cases so Programming Language. UNIX has served as the operating
that the student's performance can be re-evaluated after the system for development while DOS has served as the operating
benefit of additional case-study. Once a case has been system for delivery of the prototype. A character based
compltd dhe student han the option of inspecting it and windowing system (Vermont Views) has been used for the user
eamining it mor cloely so as t boer understand dhe intrface throughout the arly development worL The user
maoning proc. that the exput used. iterface has been converted to X windows and will in turn be

convered to Microsoft Windows.
As ech qution is pm s ed the ur, it's type is exanined
to detrmine what Ulditional WoormaiOn as display. When a
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At project onset it was determined that concurrent development independent of knowledge base development consequently
of an industrial application would provide end-user feedback facilitating modification of each. Development of the
through the entire development cycle. MacMillan Bloedel Hypermedia system along with the conversio from character
Research ad the Specialtyboard Division of MacMillan based windows to graphical based windows has extended the
Bloedel's K3 Particle Board operation were subcontracted to range of instructional tools available to the Curriculum Author
develop a training application. The application chosen was the and the Tutor.
operation and maintenance of the coating line - a process used
to apply finishing coats to K3 particle board [8]. The The concurrent application development work with MacMillan
applicatim was chosen for two reasons: the process was Bloedel has confirmed that the tools provide a practical means
sufficiently complex to provide a reasonable test of of utilizing existing industrial personnel to construct complex.
ACQUIRE'rm-ITS (involving a series of ovens, sanders and roll automated training courses. The industrial feedback and
coaters each having their own peculiar problems); and training experience gained through development of this application
had been identified as a priority for this process. should result in enhanced intelligent tutoring tools that will

generalize to a broad range of industrial and governmental
MacMilm Bloedel staff built three knowledge bases in training needs.
ACQUIRE Tm while the early development work on
ACQUIREru-ITS was underway. The experts involved had no
special training in expert system technology. Upon completion 6. REFERENCES
of these knowledge bases a prototype of ACQUIRETh-ITS was
delivered to MacMillan Bloedel and work commenced on 1. Woolf, B., "Representing complex knowledge in an
curriculum development for the three knowledge bases. Again, intelligent machine tutor". Computational Intelligence, 3,45-
the experts had no previous expermice with instructional 55, 1988.
technology. Curricula have now been developed and executed
to the satisfaction of the MacMillan Bloedel experts. Testing 2. Clancey, WJ., & Joerger, K., "A practical authoring shell
with students will take place in the near future, for apprenticeship learning". Proceedings of Intelligent

Tutoring Systems, Montreal, 1988.
This concurrent application development has driven a number
of refinements that will be carried out over the next six months. 3. Smith, BJ., Schaefer, BA., & Morrison, I.R., "Investigation
To further expedite curriculum development facilities are being of automated knowledge acquisition". Technical Report
designed to provide automatic lesson generation, automatic #31947-7-0003/01 -sz, National Research Council of Canada,
lesson completion and automatic case generation. Ottawa, Ontario, 1988.

Automatic lesson generation will analyse the knowledge base 4. Schaefer, BA., "Knowledge acquisition research at Acquired
and suggest lessons. Once the lessons have been accepted the Intelligence Inc." Canadian Artificial Intelligence, VoL 15, 27-
system will assemble cases to cover the subject matter. 28,1988.

Automatic lesson completion will take a partially specified 5. Towne, D.M., & Munro, A., "The intelligent maintenance
lesson and complete the specification with additional questions, training system". In J. Psotka, L.D. Massey & SA. Mutter
answers and new cases. Automatic case generation will (Eds.), Intelligent Tutoring Systems: Lessons Learned,
produce cases that meet instructional guidelines specified by Hillsdale. NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 479-528,1988.
the Curriculum Author user. The user will be able to tell the
Curriculum Author how the case is to be generated by 6. Morrison, I.R., & Sihota, P., "Knowledge acquisition for
indicating what part or parts of the knowledge base to use. In combat intelligence". Technical Report for Command and
cirnmstances where there is an area of the knowledge base Control Division, Defence Research Establishment Valcatier,
that is complex or obscure, it may be instructive to have the February, 1990.
cme include this area. These cases will then be used in lessons
and in explore mode. 7. Russell, D.L., Smith, BJ., Schaefer, BA., & Morrison, IkR.,

"The application of expert system technology to clinical
The role of the Hypermedia System will also be expanded. psychology." Canadian Psychology, Vol 28, 231, 1987.
During cwe execution the hypermedia module will be
employed to drive graphical simulations. Through explore 8. Sihota, P., Yap, S., Schaefer, BA., & Wagstaff, R,
mode this enhancement will give the student the opportunity to "Application of ACQUIRETr, an automated knowledge
obtain a graphical perspective on the changes that will occur in acquisition system, to industrial maintenance and mainenance
a given case when input values are changed. training". Proceedings of IEEE Pacific Rim Conference on

Communition Computers and Signal Processing, May,
1991.

ACQU .Ir-ITS is a dommin independent inelligent tutring
syslei depaed to mble p amiss to develop skill
orimad - iIg oursm diretly. The dice to bae ACQUIRET" is a trademark of Acquired Intelligence Inc.; MS-
ACQU "-r'rS on die ACQUMRTI symam realied several DOS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporaion; IBM PC is a

Icr advanaps. The knowledge acquisiton bottleneck was trademark of Intemational Business Machines; UNIX is a
alleviled and well -mraued knowledge bes were available trademark of AT&T Bell Litorabories; Vermont Views is a
for eOiIlOa in nting. Course adt was kept trademark of Vermont Creative Softwa
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Reasoning with Uncertain and Incomplete Information
in Aerospace Applications'

by
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al--- 1059 CM Amsterdam
The Netherlands

SUMMARY

7 In many real-life application areas such as aerospace, decisions have to be
taken based on imperfect knowledge. If decision makers are to be supported
by computer systems, it is desirable that this type of knowledge can be
represented. In the past years, new methods have been developed to repre-
sent various kinds of imperfectness, such as incompleteness, inexactness or
uncertainty.
Since 1987, NLR cooperates with the Theoretical Informatics Group of Delft/-
Technical University to study ways in which methods to represent an eaon
with uncertain or incomplete information can be developed whicjti.ate both
theoretically well-founded and practically applicable. NLR ,.-forts are
directed towards problems expected in practical use of tl0se methods. In
1990, we investigated the applicability of the Dempster -rhafer theory. We
modeled parts of the initiation and identification problems in multi-radar
tracking. The application will be described in this paper. It will be shown
that the Dempster-Shafer theory promises improvements over the Bayesian
approach, but also that the latter currently is a more advanced theory than
the former. ( _

1. INTRODUCTION

At NLR, the feasibility of machine intelligence techniques has been demon-
strated for a number of civil and military aerospace applications. Human
knowledge in combination with other types of information has been captured
and represented. From this experience we have concluded that the methods
used to reason with information that is uncertain or incomplete are less
adequate for larger applications.
Ideally, we would want a method to fulfil the following requirements:
- universality of representation: all types of imperfectness can be

modeled
- adequacy of representation: the information is accurately modeled
- verifiability by having well-defined formal properties such as sound-

ness and completeness
- computational efficiency
- robustness
- compliance with human reasoning
- ease of understanding/manipulation.
Until now, no such methods exist, and it may well be that no such method
can ever be found, because of the variety of ways in which our information
can be imperfect.

After an investigation of existing methods (Ref. 1) it turned out that
serious effort was needed to solve this lack of good methods required for
our applications.
For the past four years, NLR has cooperated with the Theoretical Infor-
matics Group of Delft Technical University to study methods for reasoning
with uncertain or incomplete knowledge. Main subjects studied were reaso-
ning with fuzzy logic (Ref. 2), and non-monotonic logics and certainty
measures that represent our ignorance about the world (Ref. 3).

This paper has been presented at the AGARD symposium on Machine Intelligen-
ce for Aerospace Electronic Systems, Lisbon, May 16, 1991.
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Also, the Dempster-Shafer theory was investigated. The theory was applied
to two subproblems in multi-sensor fusion, more specifically in multi-radar
tracking. This application will be described in the paper. It will be shown
that the Dempster-Shafer theory promises improvements over the Bayesian
approach, but also that the latter currently is a much more advanced theory
than the former.

In order to provide the reader with a more general framework, the relation
between the work described in this article and the subject of the confer-
ence is described in section 2, and the notions used in reasoning with
incomplete or uncertain information are presented in section 3, as well as
a short overview of existing methods.

2. MULTI-SENSOR FUSION

Observation of the world with multiple sensors is becoming more and more
common in a number of application areas NLR is involved in, such as inte-
grated modular avionics, command and control, multi-target tracking,
advanced robotics and air traffic control. The issues involved in integrat-
ing multiple sensors into the operation of a system vary from low-level
sensor fusion issues to high-level interpretation of the meaning of the
aggregated information. Bogler (Ref. 4) mentions four requirements for
multi-sensor fusion methods applied to target identification:
- Sensor modeling: Each sensor is likely to be contributing information

in its own sensor-specific level of abstraction. The method must be
capable of accurately modelling the information provided by each sen-
sor source.

- Fusion and display: The method must be capable of fusing the informa-
tion provided, of computing a statistical measure for the resultant
identification quality, and of accurately displaying the information
to the user. In case of the target identification, the displayed
information must be hierarchically classified in terms of target
nature (friend/foe), class (fighter/bomber/missile), and target type.

- Conflict resolution: The method must be capable of resolving any
potential sensor conflicts.

- Wide range of applicability: Lastly the design must be flexible to
changing scenarios, i.e. it must not be predicated upon assumptions
about the operational scenario which, to a large degree, is unknown a
priori.,

It is not hard to see that (1) these requirements also hold for the other
application areas mentioned above and (2) that the requirements form a sub-
set of the requirements we have for reasoning with incomplete and uncertain
information in general.
For these reasons, we consider methods for reasoning with imperfect infor-
mation relevant for many machine intelligence applications in aerospace
electronic systems. As an application-oriented test case, we have studied
Dempster-Shafer theory for multi-radar tracking.

3. REASONING WITH INCOMPLETE OR UNCERTAIN INFORMATION

Humans are capable of reasoning when the available information is imperf-
ect. This is the case if the information has one or more of the following
characteristics:
- the information is incomplete: not everything is known or modeled

which pertains to a problem;
- the information is uncertain: the information is not precisely speci-

fied. It does not pertain to the information set as a whole, as does
incompleteness, but to the contents of the information;

- the information is inexact: the information is vaguely or ambiguously
specified. This notion also relates to the contents of the informat-
ion.

Various approaches have been developed to formalize reasoning with imper-
fect information. Some of them are purely symbolic, others make use of
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numbers; some are close to formal logic, others are much less formalized;
some are focussed on reasoning with exceptions, others tackle the problem
of belief revision. There is as yet no consensus as to what constitutes the
best method for dealing with imperfect information.
A number of methods will be mentioned in this section, to give the reader
an impression and a starting point for further reference.

3.1 Early systems

The two best-known early numerical systems that deal with imperfect infor-
mation in knowledge-based systems are the MYCIN system with the certainty
factor model (Ref. 5), and the PROSPECTOR system incorporating a subjective
Bayesian method (Ref. 6).
The certainty factor model is used by many rule-based knowledge-based syst-
ems, because of its intuitive appeal and its computational efficiency. As
many researchers have explained (e.g. Ref. 7), the model is not well-
founded from a mathematical point of view. Our experience has learned that
the model works reasonably well for problems in which the expert can tune
the certainty factors. This is only possible if the knowledge base is not
too complicated.
The subjective Bayesian method will be described in section 3.3.

Since research on reasoning with imperfect information has not yet yielded
alternative models which are both computationally feasible and semantically
clear, the certainty factor model in particular still is in wide-spread
use.

3.2 Logic-based systems

Logic-based systems based on propositional logic or predicate logic are
well suited to model information of which truth or falsity can be estab-
lished with certainty. These classical logics cannot deal very well with
imperfect knowledge, however. As it remains to be attractive to reason
based on a formal system with which properties such as soundness and com-
pleteness can be proved, a number of extensions have been defined.
A classical logic is a formal system composed of:
(i) a language
(ii) a set of axioms
(iii) inference rules, and a description of the manner in which these

axioms and rules are to be used in order to yield theorems.
Moreover, a semantics is associated with the formal system, to define
meaning. Generally, it is defined by means of a function which assigns a
truth value to every formula.

The classical logic can be extended in several ways. The following excerpt
from a special issue of the International Journal of Intelligent Systems
(Ref. 8) shows the large diversity which has mainly come into existence in
the 1980s:
- The language is extended, by introducing predicates (supposition-

based logic) or operators (,possible", "necessary" in modal logic, "I
believe" in autoepistemic logic, operators indicating the past or the
future in temporal logic .... ). It is equally possible to use an
implication different from the material one (conditional logic), to
introduce quantifiers other than "For all..." and "There exists..."
or to take into account the vague character of predicates (fuzzy
logic) or of quantifiers. Finally, uncertainty degrees can be
assigned to the propositions (possibilistic logic for instance).

- New axioma schemata are added (especially in the circumscription
approach).

- New notions of inference are defined, which permit the formulation of

answers of the type "P is true in a certain vision of the world..."
(in default logic, we speak of extensions). A new notion of semantics
may correspond to it (maximal (minimal) model in the non-monotonic
logics, universe of possible worlds in modal logic for example). We
no longer impose certain properties of classical deductive systems,
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such as inference monotonicity in particular (nonmonotonic logics).
We do not limit ourselves to the classical rule of modus ponens; we
authorize new inference rules (necessitation rule in modal logic for
example)."

A large number of these logics are described and compared in the journal;
Turner (Ref. 9) also describes logics and their relevance to Artificial
Intelligence.

Roos (Ref. 3) has developed a new non-monotonic preference logic, which
combines the advantages of existing approaches while avoiding some of their
disadvantages. Furthermore, a deduction process in which reason maintenance
is integrated is defined for the logic (see also section 3.5).

Most of the non-classical logics are still under study; only a small number
of implementations exist.

3.3 Probabilistic systems

With respect to numerical approaches to reasoning with uncertainty, much
experience is already available. Especially approaches based on formal
probability theory have been in use much longer than any other of the
approaches described in this paper.
A hectic debate is still going on, however, in the philosophical, mathemat-
ical and artificial intelligence communities with respect to the meaning of
the word probability.
Since the turn of the century, three views have dominated (Ref. 10):
- Objectivistic or frequentistic: Probability measures the ratio of

occurrences to observations for a proposition, in the long run.
- Personalistic, subjectivistic, or judgmental: Probability measures

the confidence that an individual has about a particular
proposition's truth.

- Necessary or logical: Probability measures the extent to which one
set of propositions, out of logical necessity and apart from human
opinion, confirms the truth of another. Probability thus measures
inferential soundness or provability. Proponents generally view this
view as an extension of logic.

Pearl, one of the proponents of reasoning with probabilities (instead of
logics, other non-numerical or heuristic approaches), gives an excellent
overview of the development of probability theory (Ref. 11). The following
is mainly based on his description.

The Italian mathematician Cardano (1501-1576) is believed to be the first
to have formulated the notion of probability in gambling in terms of the
number of distinguishable ways that events may occur. His "objective" view
of probability developed into a mathematical theory of combinatorics, due
to Fermat, Pascal, Huygens, Bernoulli, De Moivre and Laplace; it was
Poisson who defined probability as a limit of a long-run relative freq-
uency. Borel and Kolmogorov developed the modern axiomatic foundations of
mathematical probability, in which the concept of random experiment plays a
crucial role: of such an experiment, the outcome cannot be predicted with
certainty, but the experiment is of such a nature that the collection of
every possible outcome can be described prior to its performance; furtherm-
ore, the experiment can be repeated under the same conditions.
In parallel to these mathematical developments, an alternative view of
probability came into being with Bernoulli's suggestion that probability is
a degree of confidence that an individual 4ttaches to an uncertain event.
This concept, aided by Bayes' rule (Ref. 12) was evident in the writings of
Laplace and De Morgan and later in the work of Keynes (Ref. 13) and
Jeffreys (Ref. 14). It was not until the 1950s with the development of
statistical decision theory, that Bayesian methods gained their current
momentum. The defining attributes of the Bayesian school are (1) willing-
ness to accept subjective opinions as an expedient substitute of raw data
and (2) adherence to Bayes conditionalization as the primary mechanism for
updating belief in light of new information.

'1 m ~ mmm m m m m nmm



The heart of the Bayesian techniques lies in the celebrated inversion form-
ula:

P(He)= P (eJH)p (H)P(e)

which states that the belief we accord a hypothesis H upon obtaining evi-
dence e can be computed by multiplying our previous belief P(H) by the
likelihood P(eJH) that e will materialize if H is true. P(HIe) is sometimes
called the posterior probability, and P(H) is called the prior probability.
Whereas a formal mathematician might dismiss this equation as a tautology
stemming from the definition of conditional probabilities, the Bayesian
subjectivist regards the equation as a normative rule for updating beliefs
in response to evidence. The conditional probabilities then are primitives
of the language and faithful translations of the English expression
..., given that I know A."

PROSPECTOR is one of the few expert systems that relies on Bayesian deci-
sion theory and Bayes' rule. Instead of using the prior and conditional
probabilities directly, it uses odds-likelihood functions. The advantage
that likelihood methods have over prior and conditional probabilities is
that people feel far more comfortable providing likelihood ratios. Since
the original prior and conditional probabilities can be recovered from the
likelihood ratios, this approach can use Bayes' rule to propagate evidence.
To use the PROSPECTOR approach, conditional independence of evidence is
required under both a hypothesis and its negation. Since these assumptions
are rarely satisfied, useability of the approach is severely restricted.

The Dempster-Shafer theory is another example of a probabilistic approach.
Because of its importance to this article, it is separately described in
section 4.

3.4 Endorsements

A qualitative approach to reasoning with imperfect information is the the-
ory of endorsements (Ref. 15).
In most real world settings, the "strength of evidence* actually is a sum-
mary of several factors. Numerical approaches summarize supporting and
opposing evidence. Cohen argues that an intelligent reasoner usually dis-
criminates among these factors. The theory of endorsements is centred
around the idea of dealing with reasons for believing or disbelieving a
hypothesis. By making explicit the knowledge about uncertainty and evid-
ence, endorsements show how to reason with the knowledge directly.

3.5 Reason maintenance systems

The same ideas which have led to the endorsements approach can be found in
Truth Maintenance Systems, or more generally, reason maintenance systems.
The idea behind these systems is that justifications or assumptions for
reasoning steps shall be kept, separate from the reasoning system. Reason
maintenance is especially important in the case of non-monotonic reasoning.
If a contradiction occurs between consequences of decisions taken in an
earlier stage and consequences derivable from new information as it comes
available, the reasoning system can consult the reason maintenance system
to provide ways by which the system can return to a consistent state. For
this reason, these systems are sometimes called belief revision systems.
Well-known reason maintenance systems are the Truth Maintenance System dev-
eloped by Doyle (Ref. 16) and the Assumption-based Truth Maintenance System
of de Kleer (Refs. 17,18,19).
In general, implementation of these systems is not easy; memory and perfor-
mance problems are not easy to avoid.
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3.6 Fuzzy systems and possibility theory

Fuzzy reasoning concerns are distinct from those of the formalisms con-
sidered sofar. It deals with vague notions in information people use, such
as "Visibility is rather low today*. Fuzzy logic can be considered as a
synthesis of fuzzy set theory and mathematical logic. It uses fuzzy sets
instead of propositions and predicates. These fuzzy sets are used to denote
linguistic notions. They are different because they have implicit meaning.
Usually, this meaning is not taken into account explicitly, because not
doing so makes it easy to transform fuzzy logic into a kind of multivalued
logic. Hellendoorn has proposed an alternative approach using shifted
hedges, in which the meaning of the fuzzy sets is taken into account
(Ref. 2).
Since the publication of Zadeh's paper "Fuzzy sets as a basis for a Theory
of Possibility" (Ref. 20), possibility theory has become an important
keyword in fuzzy set theory. An important thesis in that paper is that when
one's main concern is with the meaning of the information rather than with
its measure, the proper framework is possibilistic rather than probabil-
istic in nature. In this way a fuzzy variable (concerning a meaning) is
associated with a possibility distribution in much the same way as a random
variable (concerning a measure) is associated with a probability distribu-
tion (Ref. 2).

First implementations in this category exist primarily for fuzzy control
applications.

4. THE DEMPSTER-SHAFER THEORY

In his work on statistical inference (Ref. 21,22), Dempster criticised
Bayesian inference for its insistence that we assess a subjective prior
distribution, even if we do not know much about it. He proposed an alter-
native approach which avoids the need for these prior distributions. A con-
sequence of this approach is that the notion of point probability is
replaced by upper and lower probabilities. Shafer has built a theory of
belief functions based on the earlier work of Dempster. The idea behind the
Dempster-Shafer theory of belief functions is described in a paper by
Shafer (Ref. 23):

* The theory of belief functions provides two basic tools to help us make
probability judgments: a metaphor that can help us organize probability
judgments based on a single item of evidence, and a formal rule for combin-
ing probability judgments based on distinct and independent items of evid-
ence.

Here is the metaphor for organizing our probability judgments. We think of
our belief (or our "probability,, if you will) as a whole and imagine com-
mitting parts of that whole (*probability masses") to various propositions.
The amount we commit represents a judgment as to the strength of the evi-
dence that specifically favours that proposition. It is not required that
belief not committed to a given proposition should be committed to its
negation, nor that belief committed to a given proposition should be com-
mitted more specifically."

Shafer has worked out this metaphor into a mathematical theory of evidence
(Ref. 24). The theory is most easily introduced in the case where we are
concerned with the true value of one quantity. If we denote the quantity by
9, and the set of its possible values by e, then the propositions of inter-
est are precisely those of the form 'The true value of 8 is in T", where T
is a subset of 0. Thus the propositions of interest are in a one-to-one
correspondence with the subsets of 0, and the set of all propositions of
interest corresponds to the set of all subsets of 0, which is denoted by
the symbol 2e . The same formalism can be extended to situations where 0 is
an arbitrary parameter that takes possibly non-numerical values. Shafer
calls the set e the frame of diecernment. In order to work out the intu-
itive picture wherein a portion of belief can be committed to a proposition
but need not be conmitted either to it or its negation, a portion of belief
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committed to one proposition is thereby committed to any other proposition
it implies. In terms of a frame of discernment, this means that a portion
of belief committed to one subset is also committed to any subset contain-
ing it. So of the total belief committed to a given subset A of a frame e,
some may also be committed to one or more proper subsets of A, while the
rest will be committed exactly to A, i.e. to A and to no smaller subset.

In the following sections, the mathematical formulation of the Dempster-
Shafer theory is presented. In section 4.1, belief functions are defined;
in section 4.2, Dempster's rule for combination of beliefs is presented.

4.1 Belief functions
If e is a frame of discernment, then a function m: 20 -4 [0,1] is called a

basic probability assignment whenever

(1) m(e) =o
and

(2) m(A)-1

The quantity m(A) is called A's basic probability number, and is understood
to be the measure of belief that is committed exactly to A. To obtain the
measure of total belief in A, one must add to m(A) the quantities m(B) for
all proper subsets B of A:

Bel (A)- Km(B)

A function Bel: 2 -4 [0,1] is called a belief function over e if it is
given by this formula for some basic probability assignment m: 20 . [0,1].

Remark.

The class of belief functions can be characterized without reference to
basic probability assignments:

If e is a frame of discernment, then a function Bel: 2 -4[0,1] is a belief
function if and only if it satisfies the following conditions:

(1) Bel(O) = 0
(2) Bel(8) = 1
(3) For all n>0 and for each collection of subsets A,, .. ,An of e:

Bel(A1VA2 .. VA) 2!.T (-1) (111 )Bel ( nAt)

Furthermore, the basic probability assignment that produces a given belief
function is unique and can be recovered from the belief function:

Suppose Bel: 2 -- [0,11 is the belief function given by the basic
probability assignment m: 20 -+ [0,1]. Then,

Me(A) - 9 (-1) I"-Iel (B)

for all A c 0.

End of remark
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Bel(A) does not reflect to what extent one doubts A -i.e. to what extent
one believes its negation A. A fuller description consists of the degree of
belief BeI(A) together with the degree of doubt:

Dou(A) = Bel(A).

The quantity

P*(A) = 1-Dou(A)

expresses the extent to which one fails to doubt A -, i.e. the extent to
which one finds A credible or plausible. Shafer calls this function the
upper probability of A.

The significance of the belief and plausibility measures is based on the
fact that it can be shown (Ref. 21) that they provide an upper and a lower
bound on the probability of B, that is,

Bel(B) 5 Prob(B) 5 P1(B).

Since in a probabilistic environment the best information we can have is
knowledge of the probability of each set, the smaller PI(B)-Bel(B) the more
we know about the situation.

4.2 Dempster's rule of combination

Combination of distinct bodies of belief is achieved via in Dempster's rule
of combination. Shafer writes (Ref. 24): 'Given several belief functions
over the same frame of discernment but based on distinct bodies of evid-
ence, Dempster's rule of combination enables us to compute their orthogonal
sum, a new belief function based on the combined evidence.

In mathematical form, the rule is stated as follows:
Let Bel and Bel' be belief functions induced by the basic probability
assignments m and m', respectively. If E (m(Ai).m'(Bj)I Ai r) Bi * 0) = 0,
then Bel and Bel' are called not combinable. Otherwise, Bel E Bel', the
combination of Bel and Bel' by Dempster's rule, is the belief function
induced by m *9 m', where

E m(A i ) .m'(BJ)
m (D m (A) - A,,BA

Em(A) . m(BJ)"

if A 0 0 and m 9 m' (0)= 0.

4.3 Evidential reasoning with Dempster-Shafer theory

There are two major ways to think about the Dempster-Shafer theory. The
first one described above is in terms of subjective probabilities, the sec-
ond one is in terms of evidence. To this end, Shafer introduces simple sup-
port functions to denote bodies of evidence whose effect is to support the
subset A to a degree s:
A belief function Bel: 2e - [0,11 is called a simple support function if
there exists a non-empty subset A of e and a number s, 0 5 s 5 1, such that

0 if B does not contain A
Bel (B) = s if B contains A but B*O

1 if B=E.

There are other types of support functions, which will not be discussed
here. The notion of support functions is important, because they seem to
constitute the subclass of belief functions appropriate for the representa-
tion of evidence.

I,.. -. . . - mm m ~ ~ m m l ( m m~
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To represent complete ignorance, i.e. we do not have any evidence at all,
we commit all our belief to the frame of discernment - that is, we assign
m(e)=l, and m(A)=O for every proper subset of 6.
If we do know something more, an adequate summary of the impact of evidence
on a particular proposition A must include at least two items of informat-
ion: a report on how well A is supported and a report on how well its nega-
tion A is supported. Since a proposition is plausible in light of the evi-
dence to the extent that evidence does not support its negation, these two
items of information can be conveyed by reporting the proposition's degree
of support, S(A), together with its degree of plausibility:

P1(A) = 1 - S(A)

The relations between the subjective terms and the evidential terms is
given in table 1 (Ref. 24)

Table 1.
Subjective versus evidential vocabulary for Dempster-Shafer theory

Subjective vocabulary Evidential vocabulary

Degree of belief Bel(A) Degree of support S(A)

Degree of doubt Dou(A)=Bel(A) Degree of dubiety Dub(A)=S(A)

Upper probability P*(A)=1-Bel(A) Degree of plausibility Pl(A)=l-S(A)

5. NLR'S BAYESIAN MULTI-SENSOR TRACKING SYSTEM

At the National Aerospace Laboratory NLR, a multi-sensor tracking system
has been developed for both civil and military applications. The task of
the tracking system is to provide state information (tracks) about flying
objects in the area under consideration. This area is covered by one or
more sensors, possibly of different type, which provide data about the
environment to the tracking system. The data are received by the most
important module of the tracking system, the track continuation module,
which updates its tracks based on these data. Data which can be associated
with existing tracks are kept; all other measurements are handed over to
the track initiation module. Each sensor system has its own track initi-
ation module responsible for initiation of tracks for flying objects in its
area of observation. Once a track has been initiated, it is immediately
handed over to the continuation system.

Compared to c-P, Kalman-based and state of the art tracking systems, the
NLR tracking system provides better track continuity, more accurate expec-
tations of position and velocity (especially in case of sudden manoeuvres),
a lower sensitivity for measurement errors, more complete additional infor-
mation in the form of probabilities of modes of flight (turns, acceler-
ations and straight modes) and consistent estimates of its own accuracy
(Ref. 25) The computational power required is far less than for other,
recently developed high-performance algorithms for tracking manoeuvring
aircraft (Ref. 26). It has been demonstrated that the tracking system will
run in real time on presently available multi-processor systems (Ref. 27).

In many parts of the tracking system, Bayesian methods have proved to be
effective. The track continuation module for instance consists of a combi-
nation of those approximate Bayesian methods that proved to be the most
efficient for the main problems of track continuation: Extended Kalman fil-
tering for non-linear dynamics, Probabilistic Data Association for
unassociated measurements and Interacting Multiple-Model filtering for sud-
den manoeuvres.
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Other parts of the tracking system offer opportunities to evaluate methods
initially representing ignorance, and later representing new information as
it becomes available. The following aspects of the multi-sensor tracking
problem were interesting from an uncertainty/incompleteness point of view:

- reflection
- assignment of A codes
- track initiation
- track association
- object identification.

Two of these were chosen to gain experience with the Dempster-Shafer
approach, viz. the identification problem and the track initiation problem.
These will be described in more detail in the next section.
Other methods for reasoning with imperfect information possibly offer bet-
ter solutions for the other aspects mentioned above. In particular, non-
monotonic reasoning seems to be an important area to be investigated.

6. DEMPSTER-SHAFER THEORY FOR MULTI-RADAR TRACKING

The track initiation problem and the identification problem have been
chosen from an initial list of possible additions to the multi-sensor
tracking system. These fall into three categories:
- solutions for problems not already captured in some way by the track-

ing system;
- solutions to problems which have been modeled in the tracking system

using Bayesian methods, where Dempster-Shafer theory might reduce
complexity;

- solutions to provide increased accuracy.

The identification problem falls into the first category, the initiation
problem is an element of the second category.

6.1 Track initiation

The track initiation problem deals with the initiation of tracks in the
presence of more than one flying object. After assessment of a number of
possible situations (Ref. 28), the following setup has been chosen:
A number of n radars, located at physically different locations pj, provide
measurements of an object 0.
To model this problem in the Dempster-Shafer way, three steps must be
taken:
- reduction of measurements at approximately the same time to exactly

the same instant in time;
- assignment of belief to the measurements;
- combination of the belief functions of all measurements.

Our modelling of the initiation problem has concentrated on the definition
of a basic probability assignment in such a way that combination of belief
could be performed in a natural way.

As the first step does not detract from our model, we will skip it here for
simplicity purposes. The problem is then formulated as follows:
Suppose that a group of q radars is located at p, and a group of r-q at
location P2- We assume that all radars provide measurements at times ti.
At time t,, r measurements have been done (each radar has provided one
measurement). The situation is depicted in figure 1. With x, we denote the
measurements by radars at location p,, and with +, the measurements from
radars at location p2 . The measurements of radar i are denoted by mi.
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x + x

+ x+

Radar I ......... Radar q Radar q+l Radar r
Location pl Location p2

Figure 1. Location of radars

Direct combination of measurements in the standard Dempster-Shafer way
would give:

0 if mi  mj, i e (1 ..1, q) and j E {q+l ..... r)
0i mj = m i  if mi = mj, i e (1 .., q) and j e (q+l ..... r).

The situation m i o mj will practically never occur, as that would mean that
the measurement from radar i is identical to the measurement of radar j.
Therefore, the straight forward interpretation does not provide a realistic
model.
To solve this, we construct for each measurement i an area around the
measurement. The idea is that we now will assign belief to the idea that
given the measurement i, the object is somewhere within the area.
We take the area to be a sphere bi with centre m i and radius rj, and we
will use four radars: two identical ones at location p, and two identical
ones at location P2.

Suppose that at a certain instant in time, the radars provide the following
measurements (+, x are the measurements from the radars at locations p, and

P2 respectively):

z
x

Figure 2. Measurements and spheres for all four radars

To assign belief functions, we first look at the measurements from the
radars located at pl.

d4

d
3

Figure 3. Measurements and spheres for the two radars at location pi.
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Four subareas can be distinguished, viz.:
- d, : the sphere around the first measurement
- d2 : the intersection between the two spheres
- d3 : the sphere around the second measurement.
- d4 : the range of the radars outside the spheres.

To these areas, a basic probability assignment (bpa) will be made. This
assignment will in practice be dependent on the accuracy of the radar, the
weather conditions, the accuracy of the measurement itself, statistics,
etc. We abstract from the precise form of the bpa.
Suppose we assign some belief to the idea that the object is located within
the sphere b, and that we assign the rest of our belief to all points with-
in the range of the radar. We then have:

m(bi) =Y
m(O) = 1-y, , with e all possible spheres with centre within range

RP, of radar i.

As can be seen from the definition of a simple support function (SSF) in
section 4.3, the belief function Bel defined by this bpa is a simple sup-
port function.

Combination of the two SSFs is depicted in figure 4:

Id ,  E)

b b, r% b2  d3
b, O

Figure 4. Combination of two SSFs into the belief function SSFPl.

m(d,) = y,.(l-y 2 )
m(d 2 ) = yI.Y2
m (d,) = (l-y).y 2
M(0,0 = (1-y,).(l-y 2 )

For the radars located at P2., we get (see figure 2):

m(b3 ) =Y3
m(02 ) = l-Y 3
m(b 4 ) =Y4(a ) = l-y4

02 d02

Figure 5. Combination of two SSFs into the belief function SSFP2.

With normalization constant K = 1 / (1-y,.y 4):

m(d.) = Y3- U -Y4) .K
m(ds) = (1-y) .y 4 .K
m( 2) z (1-y,).(1-yd)

Combination of SSFP1 with SSFP2 results in:
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SSFP2
z z z Rr .

ds 0 -0 0 Y

d, b r b2  b, n b2 r b3  b2 r b3  Y

d, d2  d3  e,
SSFPl

Figure 6. Combination of SSFPI and SSFP2 into final belief function

di if mi e R, and i E (3,4)
Y= 81 di =

0 elsewhere.

di if m, E P., and i e (1,2,3)Z = e2 - d =

0 elsewhere.

In this way we can again construct the simple support function from the
diagram as we did before.

Remark. The combination of belief functions, which we in the example per-
formed first per location, can be done in arbitrary order, as associativity
as guaranteed by Dempster's combination rule.

In ref. 27, more can be found on the modelling of the initiation problem.
We will now turn to the second problem.

6.2 The identification problem

The objective of identification is to generate a classification of objects,
based on track information generated by the Bayesian multi-sensor tracking
system. The objects present in the area under consideration must be clas-
sified in accordance with the measurements, into one of a number of
classes. As an example, we take:

- the object is a bird (bi)
- the object is a non-flying object (nfo)
- the object is a transport aircraft (ta)
- the object is another, non-transport aircraft (nta)
- the object is a unidentified object due to false measurements (fm).

Together, the classes form the frame of discernment 0.

At each point in time, the following statements shall be made about an
object in order to be able to classify it:

1. The object is (1) moving with constant speed in a constant direction,
(2) accelerating in constant direction or (3) turning.

2. The position of the object is inside vs. outside the range of the
sensors.

3. The object is at a certain altitude, or is climbing/descending.

4. The object belongs to one of four speed categories:
vl: the velocity is 0 m/s.
v2: the velocity is in the interval (0 m/s, 5 m/sl
v3: the velocity is in the interval (5 m/s, 300 m/s)
v4: the velocity is larger than 300 m/s.
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These four items from components of a measurement.

If the object is moving with constant speed in a constant direction, than
this can be seen as evidence for bi, ta and nta. This is also the case if
the object is turning.

If the position of the object is outside the range of the sensors, than
this can be seen as evidence for fm. If the position falls inside the
range, than evidence for bi, nfo, ta and nta.

If the object remains at altitude, evidence is accumulated for nfo, ta, nta
and bi. If the object varies in altitude in a small time interval, evidence
is accumulated for ta, nta and bi.

The speed category v1 forms evidence for nfo, nta (e.g. helicopters) and
bi. Speed category v2 forms evidence for nta and bi, v3 for nta and ta, and
v4 for nta.

The easiest way to proceed is to define a belief function for each
measurement, and then combine them using Dempster's rule of combination.
Disadvantage of this method is that no use is made of dependency between
measurements at different time intervals. A passenger aircraft for instance
will make few turns, go to an economical altitude and stay there if it can.
The components 2 and 3 of the measurement can be left out without deterio-
rating the model too much.

It would be better to construct belief functions that use as many
measurements as possible.
To this end, we define a time interval T in which several measurements take
place. Per component, a belief function is constructed. Ultimately, these
belief functions are combined into an evaluation function.

Building these belief functions is a matter of constructing functions that
comply with our intuition. We know of no standard method to translate this
type of knowledge into belief functions. For every problem that is tackled
with the Dempster-Shafer theory one will have to use one's imagination.
For the identification problem, we have constructed belief functions for
each of the components of a measurement. Each knowledge element was trans-
lated into a numerical formula. For instance, if we the number of instances
in which the object is flying at constant speed in a constant direction,
our belief in the object being a transport aircraft increases. To reflect
this, we have chosen a quadratic function:

m(ta,bi) = , where ncm is the number of constant movements
and x the number of measurements.

For the combination of other aircraft and birds we take:

m(nta,bi) = I -

The other belief functions are given in ref. 28. For this problem, it
turned out to be not too hard to define the functions. What is a problem,
however, is that Dempster's rule can provide counterintuitive results if
the belief functions are not defined correctly.
Unfortunately, Shafer's first formulation of the requirements for the use
of this rule was rather vague and despite several attempts to clarify the
meaning of the requirements, the existing formulations are still not com-
pletely clear. Recently, Voorbraak has concluded that the applicability of
the Dempster-Shafer theory is rather limited, since bodies of evidence have
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to satisfy very strong constraints in order to be called Dempster-Shafer-
independent (Ref. 29).

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

The idea of not committing evidence to any specific event or set of events
until evidence is gained, is a very appealing one from an intuitive point
of view. The Dempster-Shafer theory uses the concept of basic probability
functions and belief functions to represent this idea.
In practice, working with the Dempster-Shafer theory is not easy, and it is
not completely clear when Dempster's rule of combination is applicable.

Application of the theory to the multi-radar tracking problem has brought
greater understanding of the difficulties of using the theory.

One point that has currently received more attention in the research com-
munity is the relation between the Dempster-Shafer theory and other
theories. Especially the relation between the Dempster-Shafer theory and
the Bayesian subjective probability theory and between the Dempster-Shafer
theory and possibilistic reasoning deserves further attention.

Further investigations are to be directed towards comparison of several
methods for reasoning with uncertain and incomplete information. First of
all, comparison of Bayesian methods and the Dempster-Shafer theory is
needed. The multi-sensor fusion environment applied to multi-radar tracking
has proven to be a good environment to perform this kind of work.
Other methods for reasoning with imperfect information are needed for mul-
ti-radar tracking purposed, too. Non-monotonic reasoning methods deserve
investigation in this context.
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